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ABSTRACT
FROM HOUSEHOLDER TO WAR-LORD TO HEAVENLY HERO:
NAMING GOD IN THE EARLY CONTINENTAL GERMANIC LANGUAGES
MAY 2017
MICHAEL J. MOYNIHAN, B.A., PORTLAND STATE UNIVERSITY
M.A., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor James E. Cathey
Using an interdisciplinary approach and building upon earlier work by Northcott,
Green, Eggers, Schirokauer, and others, the present study presents a reappraisal of the
development of the Germanic vocabulary adopted to designate the divine Lord (God or
Christ) in the early stages of Christianization on the continent during the first millennium.
The words used to translate Greek kyrios and Latin dominus were drawn from the sphere
of Germanic social institutions and thus their adoption was influenced—and to some
extent determined—by external conditions and values.
In Wulfila’s fourth-century translation of the Bible into an East Germanic dialect
of Gothic, the word frauja ‘lord, Lord’ connoted the “householder” (dominus or pater
familias) and thus fittingly conveyed the sense of God’s and Christ’s lordship as depicted
in the New Testament. This word-choice is indicative of Wulfila’s adherence to literality
but also reflects the socio-cultural, religious, and historical circumstances in which he
lived.
The primary early medieval West Germanic title for the divine Lord was Old
High German truhtīn (and its dialectal reflexes in the other West and North Germanic
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languages), which originally would have designated a “warlord” or “leader of a (royal)
military retinue.” As a word semantically at odds with its Christian referent, it was
presumably adopted for pragmatic reasons. These reasons can best be explained in the
context of Germanic cultural-institutional ideology and the traditional forms of eulogistic
and heroic verse in which this ideology was encoded.
During the ninth and tenth century, another lord title, hērro, began permanently to
displace truhtīn. As a calque on Latin senior, hērro originated in the emergent vocabulary
of Merovingian Frankish feudalism. The ascension of hērro was further facilitated by the
demise of the older vernacular alliterative poetic tradition (and its associated imagery) in
the Carolingian period.
The final part of this study assesses the status of the corresponding Old Saxon
lordship terms (frōio, hērro, and drohtin) in the ninth-century alliterative gospel poem
Heliand, analyzing the semantic revisions that resulted when this vocabulary was applied
to the spiritual figure of Christ, depicted in a traditional heroic register.
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A NOTE ON TRANSLATIONS, REFERENCES, AND ORTHOGRAPHY
All translations from foreign and medieval languages are by the author unless otherwise
indicated. English translations of Biblical passages are taken from The New English Bible
with the Apocrypha (Oxford: OUP, 1972). Vulgate quotations are from The Vulgate
Bible, Latin with Douay-Rheims translation (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press,
2010–2013).
Footnote references to books and articles provide the author, main title, and
relevant page numbers. In subsequent references to a given work, the title may appear in
a shortened form. Some frequently cited works are referenced in the footnotes with
abbreviations (a full list of these may be found above in the Abbreviated Titles of Books,
Imprints, Journals, Manuscripts, and Publications). Complete information for all
references can be found by consulting the bibliography at the end of the document.
This work cites a multitude of words in older languages, many of which feature
diacritics (often not in the original manuscripts but the addition of modern editors). I have
endeavored to be consistent in referring to such material in the main text, although
variations will be evident, for example in quotes cited from other authors (since no
standard system exists for how such matters are handled). Reconstructed words and
lexical elements are preceded by an asterisk, as are words that can be reliably assumed to
have existed in a particular language but which are not attested in their lexical headword
form (e.g., the nominative singular for a noun). Proto-Indo-European roots are generally
cited in the simplified form as given in the American Heritage Dictionary of IndoEuropean Roots. Proto-Germanic reconstructions generally follow those given in
Vladimir Orel’s A Handbook of Germanic Etymology. Text quotations in older languages

1

follow the orthography of the editions from which they are taken (e.g., Streitberg for the
Gothic Bible; Braune for Old High German texts; Behaghel for the Heliand; and the
Fulk, Bjork, and Niles of Klaeber edition for Beowulf; etc.).

2

INTRODUCTION

The aim of the present study is to examine the ways in which the titles designating the
divine Lord (God and Christ) in Greek and Latin, κύριος and dominus, were translated in
the continental early Germanic languages during the first millennium, more specifically,
in the time period from the fourth to the eleventh century. The literary record shows that
continental East Germanic (as exemplified in Gothic, the only language in which this
linguistic branch is preserved to a significant degree) and continental West Germanic
(Old High German, Old Saxon), despite having common roots in a reconstructable ProtoGermanic language, show a marked contrast in the lordship terminology they used to
translate the title of the Christian divine Lord. Like the classical terms they rendered, the
Germanic lord-words all originated as secular terms with connotations relating to the
social/institutional context from which they were drawn. This allows for a comparative
study of possible motivations behind their usage as Christian religious vocabulary.
In the case of East Germanic, the word frauja was chosen by Wulfila to render
κύριος in his mid-fourth-century translation of the Bible into Gothic. The Gothic word
seems to very faithfully convey the New Testament concept of lordship, which is
essentially that of the Householder. Although the etymological origins of the word
Wulfila that chose to designate the disciples who follow Christ, siponjos (sg. siponeis),
are uncertain, we can safely assume that this word too must have been a fitting equivalent
for the biblical concept that it rendered. The evidence suggests that Wulfila was a
literalist who conscientiously adhered to his scriptural sources in terms of form and
content.
3

In the West Germanic and North Germanic languages (Old English, Old Frisian,
Old High German, Old Icelandic, Old Norse, and Old Saxon), by contrast, a completely
different term was employed to translate dominus as applied to God and Christ, and thus
we find, for example, OE dryhten, OFris. drochten, OHG druhtīn ~ truhtīn, OIc./ON
dróttinn, and OS drohtin. These words are all cognate reflexes of an earlier PGmc.
*druχtīnaz, a title which signified ‘leader of the warband, leader of the retinue’. Clearly
there appears to have been a semantic disjunction of sorts between this Germanic term
and its biblical referents.1 Rather than a straightforward translation, this case represents a
semantic loan or “loan meaning” (Ger. Lehnbedeutung) in which a native word is
invested and thus revised with external semantic content.2 Some primary questions that
the present work seeks to answer, or at least to shed greater light upon, is why and under
what sort of circumstances this particular term was adopted as a translation for the
Christian dominus rather than other available options that might have been a closer
semantic match—for example, frō, the West Germanic cognate to Goth. frauja. The

1

This disjunction is further highlighted if we consider the Germanic term in comparison with those words
in the neighboring languages (Slavic and Celtic) that served as the vernacular equivalents for κύριος and
dominus in describing the Christian divine Lord. The word used in Old Church Slavonic is gospodĭ (cf.
Rus. gospód, Ukr. hospód ‘the Lord, God’; Bulg. góspod ‘the Lord’), which derives from PSlv. *gospodЬ
‘lord, master’. The latter can, in turn, be traced back to PIE ghost(i)-pot- (cf. Lat. hospes ‘host’); cf. EDSIL,
s.v. *gospodЬ. In Celtic we find a word that closely mirrors dominus in its etymological sense: OIr.
tigernae, OWel. -tigern, Cor. teern, Old British tigernus ‘Lord’, all deriving from *PCelt. tegneros,
tegernios, ‘ruler of the house (*tegos)’, based on the root teg- (cf. OIr. teg, tech, Ir. teach ‘house’); cf.
Dictionary of the Irish Language, s.v. tigerna and tech, teg, and Macbain, An Etymological Dictionary of
the Gaelic Language, s.v. tighearn, tighearna and tigh, teach. The underlying and well-attested IndoEuropean root is PIE *(s)teg-, which relates to a ‘covering’ and thus a roof, the essential pars pro toto for a
house (in Germanic it is the source for Eng. thack, thatch, and Ger. Dach); cf. AHDIER, s.v. *(s)teg-. From
an etymological standpoint, then, the Slavic and Celtic terms may still have retained enough of a domestic
connotation to render appropriately the concept of the Lord as Householder.
2

For a detailed exposition on the various ways in which foreign words can approximated in another
language, e.g., as loanwords (borrowed terms), calques (loan-translations), semantic loans or adaptations
(loan meanings), and specifically in the context of early Germanic, see Betz, “Lehnwörter und
Lehnprägungen im Vor- und Frühdeutschen.”
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*druχtīnaz-derived lordship vocabulary seems to have been very much at home in the
sphere of traditional Germanic alliterative poetry and this avenue is explored as a
possible explanation for why this word was adopted for Christian purposes.
The *druχtīnaz-derived divine lordship title held sway for many centuries in
Germanic-speaking areas during the latter half of the first millennium, but it was
eventually displaced on the continent by a different word, OHG hērro, with its own
distinct origins in the amalgamated Roman-Germanic and proto-feudal culture of
Merovingian Francia.
The sources for this study are wide-ranging in form, style, and period of origin.
The study has therefore been divided into several distinct parts, each of which treats a
particular language (or group of closely related languages), its literary history, and the
social-historical background that informed the production of the literary material. The
first part (I) deals with East Germanic (Gothic) and the historical circumstances that
surrounded the translation of the Bible into Gothic. The second part (II) deals with
southern West Germanic (Old High German) texts and the historical situation in early
medieval Francia. The third part (III) deals with North Sea Germanic, more specifically
Old Saxon, and the remarkable literary monument preserved in that language, the ninthcentury Heliand (an epically styled retelling of the life of Christ in alliterative verse). The
closely related language of Old Frisian is also touched upon. A final chapter offers
general conclusions regarding the material surveyed and briefly discusses the relationship
of the latter to similar genres of literature in Old English (the branch of West Germanic
spoken by the insular Anglo-Saxons) and in the Scandinavian dialects of North Germanic
(Old Icelandic, Old Norse, etc.), areas which were beyond the scope of the present work.
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Several important prior studies have been conducted into the topics treated in this
dissertation. In 1906 Gustav Ehrismann published an essay on “Die Wörter für ‘Herr’ im
Althochdeutschen” (The Words for ‘lord’ in Old High German), which also offers some
discussion of the cognate terms in Old English and Old Saxon. This article remains an
excellent if dense collection of source citations, presented in a somewhat rambling
fashion. The 1935 study by Gerhard Lebrecht Wiens, Die frühchristlichen
Gottesbezeichnungen im Germanisch-Altdeutschen (The Early Christian Designations for
God in Germanic and Early German), collects and categorizes the main vernacular
designations (including “lord” titles) that were applied to the Christian God in continental
East and West Germanic. It offers little in the way of in-depth analysis but remains a
useful basic reference work. A 1953 master’s thesis by Kenneth J. Northcott, The
Development of the Use and Meaning of fro, truhtin, and herro in Old High German,
collects every known instance of the vocabulary and sorts these according to source,
context, and grammatical form. Northcott’s commentary is intelligent and still useful in
various respects. By far the most significant and detailed study of the Old High German
material, however, is The Carolingian Lord: Semantic Studies on Four Old High German
Words Balder–Frô–Truhtin–Hêrro (1965) by Dennis Howard Green. Green’s exceedingly
thorough treatment is mainly focused on the three lord-words in Old High German, but it
also takes the corresponding Gothic and Old Saxon material into consideration. A halfcentury after its original publication, The Carolingian Lord remains highly relevant and
its influence will be readily apparent in the present work. A more recent 1998 book by
Green, Language and History in the Early Germanic World, summarizes his (basically
unchanged) conclusions on Germanic lordship terminology in a succinct form
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(constituting one chapter in a wider study of what early medieval Germanic vocabulary
can reveal about history, culture, and religion). The most recent study that deals with this
subject matter is Die religiöse Lexik des Althochdeutschen und Altsächsischen (The
Religious Lexicon of Old High German and Old Saxon) by Martin Fuß, a German
doctoral dissertation republished in book form in 2000.3 It collects a comprehensive
range of continental West Germanic religious vocabulary and sorts it taxonomically, but
seems to offer few original interpretations or insights.4

We will now proceed with our own investigation into the matter of lordship vocabulary in
continental East Germanic and West Germanic. We will look closely at this differing and
evolving terminology in late antiquity and the early Middle Ages, in order to see what it
may both reflect and reveal regarding the cultural, political, linguistic, and literary
contexts in which it was applied.

3

Fuß treats the lordship terminology on pp. 86–94.

4

Cf. the review by Green of Fuß, Die religiöse Lexik.
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CHAPTER 1
NAMING THE DIVINE LORD IN EAST GERMANIC (GOTHIC)

1.1 The Gothic Bible, Wulfila, and the Historical Background for the Translation
The sources for the East Germanic linguistic corpus are extremely limited in both
scope and number.5 The only East Germanic language that exists in any considerable
literary record is Gothic, a situation which is overwhelmingly due to the mid-fourthcentury Bible translation by the missionary Bishop Wulfila.6 The remains of the Gothic
Bible—which consist almost entirely of sections of the New Testament—are preserved in
several codices that date from the sixth to the eighth century.7 The most elaborate and
extensive of these manuscripts is the sixth-century Codex Argenteus, so named for its
lavish use of silver ink on purple-dyed parchment. The codex seems to be the work of
more than one scribe.8 The existence of a similar silver-on-purple manuscript containing

5

For a concise overview concerning the Goths and related groups that spoke East Germanic, see Nielsen,
The Germanic Languages, 37–45.
6

For basic biographical information on Wulfila as given in classical sources, see Heather and Matthews,
The Goths in the Fourth Century, 124–44 (and for the source texts in the original languages, see Streitberg,
Die Gotische Bibel, xvii–xxix); cf. Ebbinghaus, “Some Remarks on the Life of Bishop Wulfila”;
Falluomini, The Gothic Version of the Gospels, 4–9; and Wolfram, History of the Goths, 75–85. Based on
Greek and Latin attestations, his name is sometimes spelled Ulfila(s) but the Gothic form would have been
Wulfila; cf. Ebbinghaus, “Ulfila(s) or Wulfila?” The name is built from the base-form Goth. wulf- ‘wolf’ (a
commonly attested male name dating back to the earliest sources across all Germanic-speaking areas) +
diminutive-hypocoristic suffix -ila. This is a similar construction to the Germanic/Gothic name for the
leader of the Huns, Attila, “Little Father” or possibly “Little Papa, Little Daddy” (cf. Goth. atta ‘father’).
Similarly, the Bishop’s name has the affectionate sense of “Little Wolf.” German scholars have tended to
use the form Ulfila; cf. Krause, Handbuch des Gotischen, §9.
7

For a survey of this material, see Falluomini, The Gothic Version of the Gospels, 25–52, and Streitberg,
Die Gotische Bibel, xxix–xxxv, 475–78, and 489–515.
8

Murdoch, “Gothic,” 157–58; cf. the concise overview of various Gothic manuscript issues in Marchand,
The Sounds and Phonemes of Wulfila’s Gothic, 14–16.
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the Latin version of the Gospels may indicate that the Argenteus was likewise produced
in northern Italy.9 The Codex Argenteus is now housed at the Carolina Rediviva building
of the Uppsala University Library.

1.1.1 Historical Considerations Regarding Wulfila’s Gothic Bible Translation
Various ancient sources such as Philostorgius credit Wulfila alone with the
achievement of translating the Bible into Gothic, although it is equally possible that he
had assistance from other Gothic Christians or oversaw some form of collaborative work
on the project.10 Concerning the process by which the original translation of the Gothic
Bible was produced, Carla Falluomini concludes that five steps may be postulated with
respect to Wulfila’s work:
(1) an oral translation of at least some parts of the Bible, as he was lector in the
area north of the Danube; (2) the creation of a proper alphabet (although it is
impossible to say for certain where and when this occurred); (3) the production of
a written prototype of the translation, perhaps with the help of other persons
(again, it is not possible to state where and when this occurred); (4) the
organisation of a scriptorium, to produce one or more copies of the final form of
the translation (probably in Moesia, in a politically stable context); and finally, (5)
the training of the clergy to read and explain the Scriptures.11
Regardless of the exact circumstances of production, which can no longer be known for
certain, as sole translator or as “editor-in-chief” Wulfila was undoubtedly an innovator in
producing his translation and would have constantly wrestled with questions of how to

9

Murdoch, “Gothic,” 158.

10

Cf. Friedrichsen, Gothic Studies, 103–4. For the purposes of simplicity, I will refer to Wulfila as the
translator of the Gothic Bible, but the reader should keep in mind that other translators may have
contributed to his project.
11

Falluomini, The Gothic Version of the Gospels, 24.
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present the new doctrine in terms that were on the one hand understandable but which at
the same time were theologically correct. Therefore, it was presumably important that the
Gospels of the new faith should exhibit as little as possible a residue of Goths’ pagan
beliefs and customs; any remaining residue in the form of vocabulary would need to be
radically redefined in the new religious context.
The considerations that Wulfila had to make regarding the translation of key
religious terms and concepts were all the weightier given the complex contemporary
historical context in which he produced the work. By the early fourth century, various
Germanic barbarian groups including Goths were coming into regular conflict with
Roman forces along the Danube frontier of the Roman Empire. The Romans experienced
several major military successes against the Goths throughout the middle of the century:
Constantine vanquished a large Tervingi (proto-Visigothic) force at the beginning of the
330s, and Valens would again dominate these people in the 370s. In the longer term,
however, imperial control—both internal and external—was weakening. Throughout the
mid-fourth century, migratory Gothic groups remained restless and their internal power
increased. Peter Heather gives a description that highlights the important role of religion
in the situation:
The Tervingi proved more than a little resistant . . . to Roman blandishments. Part
of the Roman strategy, for instance, seems to have been to Christianize them.
Constantius II sponsored Christian activity north of the Danube in the 340s,
ordaining as Bishop Ulfila, creator of the Gothic Bible. . . . Ulfila’s brand of
Christianity became, in the fifth and sixth centuries, a distinctive feature of Gothic
societies inside the Roman frontier. Sometimes labeled ‘Arian’ or ‘semi-Arian’,
he actually belonged to a strand of educated Christian opinion which rejected the
Nicene definition of the faith—that the son was of one substance (homoousios)
with the Father—on two grounds. First, it was not Biblical (the term is nowhere
mentioned in the sacred texts), and, secondly, they felt it carried with it the danger
of collapsing any real distinction between God the Father and God the Son. . . .
Ulfila’s Christianity, then, was mainstream Christianity for its day, and it was this
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which led different Judges12 of the Tervingi to try to restrict its influence in their
lands.13
Wulfila’s own background is further indicative of this complicated and volatile situation:
although he bore a Gothic name and was expert in the language, almost certainly a native
speaker, he was in fact the descendant of Christian Romans whom the Goths had taken as
captives during earlier third-century raids in Cappadocia. And while it is clear that there
was only a small number of Gothic converts to Christianity in Wulfila’s time (most of
whom seem to have been poor and of low status), the new religion came to be viewed by
Gothic leaders as a quasi-political threat due to its status as the official religion of the
Roman empire.14 Within the Gothic tribal context, this perception led to various
organized persecutions against the Christians in their midst and Wulfila and his
supporters were eventually forced out of Tervingi-controlled territory in the late 340s. It
was probably after this expulsion, when Wulfila and his followers settled with imperial
support in the Balkan area of Moesia on the southern bank of the Danube, that he
undertook his ambitious project of translating the Bible into Gothic.15 Only a short time
later, some Gothic groups north of the Danube—pressured heavily from the one side by
invading Huns and from the other by a series of devastating Roman campaigns instigated

12

A “Judge” is a specific class of Gothic tribal official referred to in contemporary classical sources as a
iudex. It is unclear and a matter of debate what the corresponding vernacular title would have been, but the
term probably refers to a member of the king’s council of senior advisors or clan leaders.
13

Heather, The Goths, 60–61. Two studies focusing specifically on the dynamics of Gothic-Roman
relations and conflicts in late antiquity are Heather, Goths and Romans, and Kulikowski, Rome’s Gothic
Wars. The religious issues are highlighted in Davis, “Gothic ‘Immigrants’ in the Roman Empire,” esp.
132–38.
14

Heather, The Goths, 61; Kulikowski, Rome’s Gothic Wars, 109.

15

Kulikowski, Rome’s Gothic Wars, 109.
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by the eastern emperor Valens—would yield to the latter and seek refuge in imperial
territory. In a fateful turn of events, Valens allowed a large contingent of Gothic families
to come across the frontier in 376 and to settle en masse, provided they would accept the
official Christian faith of the empire and that suitable Gothic men would enter into
Roman legionary service.16 However, these Goths soon began to rise up against their
mistreatment at the hands of local Roman authorities. Valens marshaled and personally
led his forces against a rebellious confederation of Gothic and non-Gothic groups that
grew to more than 10,000 men. In a startling blow against imperial power—and one that
signaled the incipient collapse of the empire itself—the Goths and their fellow fighters
defeated and killed the emperor who had earlier allowed them to immigrate into his
provincial territory.17 The alleged conversion these Goths underwent en masse at the
border in 376 was likely opportunistic, rather than the result of any real understanding of
the new faith.

1.1.2 The Gothic Alphabet
Wulfila’s source text was a divine book, a collection of holy scripture, the content
and form of which should not be altered and clearly his primary aim was to produce a

16

Davis, “Gothic ‘Immigrants,’” 129; Heather, Goths and Romans, 127–28, and “The Late Roman Art of
Client Management,” 25; and for more detail see Thompson, “Early Visigothic Christianity,” “Christianity
and the Northern Barbarians,” 69, and The Visigoths, 78–93. The claim that the Goths were obligated to
accept Christianity as part of the arrangement is mentioned in Jordanes, Getica, XXV, 131. Jordanes
ascribes Valens’s subsequent Gothic troubles and downfall to the emperor’s promotion of Arianism:
“Plainly it was a direct judgment of God that he should be burned with fire by the very men whom he had
perfidiously led astray when they sought the true faith, turning them aside from the flame of love into the
fire of hell” (trans. Mierow). Latin text in MGH, Script. Auct. ant. 5,1.
17

For a more detailed account of the historical events, see chap. 6, “The Battle of Adrianople,” in
Kulikowski, Rome’s Gothic Wars, 123–43.
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literal translation. This task even entailed issues with the letters themselves, since in order
to render the Greek successfully into Gothic, Wulfila was in the position of having to
create a new alphabet that suited the target language.18 He did this largely using the
Greek alphabet and both Greek and Latin letterforms as a model, while also drawing
from the native Gothic runic tradition in a limited way.19 Evidence for the latter practice
can be found in the closer similarity of certain Gothic letterforms to runic prototypes,
rather than to any Greek or Latin precedent, in terms of both shape and phonological
correspondence.20 A possible corroboration for an underlying runic relationship to the
new alphabet can, however, be seen in the names for the Gothic letters that appear in a
much later manuscript of the ninth century, the so-called Salzburg-Vienna Alcuin
manuscript.21 It seems likely that for both practical and religious reasons, however,

18

While Wulfila may have worked in collaboration with others, there are various ancient sources that credit
him specifically with both the Bible translation and the invention of the Gothic alphabet. See Marchand,
The Sounds and Phonemes of Wulfila’s Gothic, 13, n. 2. On parallels to such alphabet-creation in other
cultures, see Granberg, “Wulfila’s Alphabet in the Light of Neighbouring Scripts,” and Cathey, “Vom
Analphabetum zum Schreibeifer: Wulfila, die Goten und vergleichbare Entwicklungen.”
19

On the Gothic runic tradition, see Fischer, “Literacy and Text Production in the Age of Germanic
Kleptocracy,” 100–101; Krause/Jankuhn, Die Runeninschriften im älteren Futhark, 74–82; 91–95; and
Looijenga, Texts and Contexts of the Oldest Runic Inscriptions, 149–51, 171–76. For an earlier and more
inclusive survey of possible Gothic runic inscriptions, see Marstrander, “De gotiske runeminnesmaerker.”
The most extensive and up-to-date analysis of the East Germanic evidence is Nedoma, “Schrift und
Sprache in den ostgermanischen Runeninschriften.”
20

The question of exactly which letterforms Wulfila may have adapted from runic prototypes has long been
a subject of debate. The main candidates are: Goth. 𐌸 from run. ᚦ; 𐌾 from ᛃ; 𐌿 from ᚢ; 𐍆 from ᚠ; and 𐍉
from ᛟ. Cf. Jellinek, Geschichte der Gotischen Sprache, 25–29; Krause, Handbuch, §§46–48, esp. §47;
Düwel, “Zeichenkonzeptionen im germanischen Altertum,” 809–810; Nedoma, “Schrift und Sprache,” 46
n. 4; Murdoch, “Gothic,” 156–57; more skeptical views are expressed in Bennett, An Introduction to the
Gothic Language, §283; and Marchand, The Sounds and Phonemes, 13–22. Ebbinghaus (“The Origins of
Wulfila’s Alphabet,” 20) is confident in declaring there to be no runic precedent whatsoever, while a recent
reassessment of the entire topic, arguing in favor of runic influence on Wulfila’s alphabet, is Mees, “RunoGothica.”
21

Austrian National Library ms. Codex Vindobonensis 795. See Krause, Handbuch, §13; a chart of the
Gothic alphabet from the Codex Argenteus together with the correspondences and names from the
Salzburg-Vienna manuscript appears in §46. On the content and form of the manuscript see also
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Wulfila consciously avoided drawing too overtly from the native Gothic runic tradition.
As Brian Murdoch concludes, “The runic alphabet, which was almost certainly known to
the Goths, was designed for inscription rather than script, and besides, probably carried
with it overtones of pre-Christian magic.”22 As there are no ancient examples of profane
or mundane texts written in the Gothic alphabet, it can even be assumed that its sole
purpose was as a means of rendering Christian scripture. The runologist Svante Fischer
suggests the Gothic alphabet may have been regarded as “an entirely religious writing
system from its very onset and that competence [in using it] was a secret carefully
guarded by a few initiates.”23

1.1.3 The Language of the Gothic Bible
The literalness of Wulfila’s translation product is evident at the structural level of
syntax, which follows the Greek model to such a point that most scholars view the text as
highly problematic for discovering what constituted the native syntax of the Gothic
language.24 The so-called Skeireins, a fragmentary Gothic text of commentary on the
Gospel of John, exhibits similar features, with Bennett going as far as to say, “its syntax
is even more Greek than that of the Gothic Bible. Both documents, in fact, contain so

Ebbinghaus, “The Gotica of Codex Vindobonensis 795”; Seebold, “Die gotischen Buchstabennamen”; and
Falluomini, “Zur Schrift der Gotica Vindobonensia.”
22

Murdoch, “Gothic,” 157.

23

Fischer, “Literacy and Text Production,” 101. Fischer goes on to remark that, in comparison to these
texts in the Gothic alphabet, “even [Gothic] runic inscriptions display a greater thematic variation, albeit in
very short texts.”
24

On the earlier (pre-Wulfila) Greek influence on Gothic, and on the “Greek foundations” of Wulfila’s
translation, see Scardigli, Die Goten, 95–112. On the literalness of the translation, see Murdoch, “Gothic,”
159–61.
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many Greek syntactic features that they are all but useless for the study for Germanic
syntax.”25 Consequently, as a result of his literal indebtedness to the Greek, we find very
little—if anything—of what might be termed Gothic poetic embellishment or expansion
by Wulfila on the text. However, even if such embellishments did exist in Wulfila’s text,
we would be limited in our ability to identify them by the fact that we do not have access
to any useful comparative evidence in the form of non-Biblical poetic or literary
monuments in East Germanic.26 As Heusler once noted, “We do not know whether the
Gothic written language established by Bishop Wulfila was ever used in the Balkans, or
in the Italian or Spanish Gothic kingdoms, for recording secular poetry.”27 The few extant
runic inscriptions that are presumed to be of Gothic provenance are extremely brief and
cryptic, often consisting of single words on metal objects, and offer little help in this
regard. Nevertheless, given the wider corpus of other older Germanic literatures that do
contain numerous examples of vernacular traditional poetry, along with classical sources
that refer to the existence of Gothic songs which kept alive details of their tribal histories,

25

Bennett, An Introduction to the Gothic Language, §28.7. For an edition of the Skeireins, see Bennett, The
Gothic Commentary on the Gospel of John, which includes an English translation.
26

There are occasional alliterative phrases that might give the impression of echoing an earlier vernacular
poetic tradition, but upon closer examination these can almost always be explained as the accidental
byproduct of an otherwise literal translation. The short discussion of “Alliteratio” in Stutz, Gotische
Literaturdenkmäler, 53–55, makes this clear while acknowledging that “The translator too may have also
derived pleasure from his (unsought) alliterations; however, he did not produce them out of aesthetic
intent” (“Auch der Übersetzer selbst mag Freude an seinen (ungesuchten) Alliterationen empfunden haben,
doch hat er sie nicht in ästhetischer Absicht hergestellt” [54]). More detailed discussion (arriving at the
same conclusion) can be found in Friedrichsen, The Gothic Version of the Gospels, 28–33.
27

“Ob die gotische, von Bischof Wulfila begründete Schriftsprache jemals, auf dem Balkan, im
italienischen oder spanischen Gotenreich, dazu diente, weltliche Dichtung festzuhalten, wissen wir nicht”
(Heusler, Die altgermanische Dichtung, 2).
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genealogies, and victorious leaders,28 we can safely assume that a poetic tradition was
also part of their cultural expression, although it has not been preserved.29

1.2 The Divine Lord in Gothic: frauja
The native Gothic term used to translate the frequent Biblical divine epithet Gk.
κύριος ‘Lord, lord, master’ is frauja ‘Lord, lord’.30 The word is a weak declension
masculine n-stem; it can more specifically be labeled a -jan-stem.31 When referring to the
divine Lord, the Gothic term is typically written in a nomen sacrum contracted form as
(nom. sg.) fa with corresponding contracted inflections in the singular.32 Similarly to the
tendency that developed with its Greek precedent, Gothic frauja functions as a de facto
personal name for Christ.33
The equation of Gk. κύριος and Goth. frauja is nearly exclusive, occurring 341
times in the extant Gothic Bible material.34 There are only fifteen exceptions where
frauja translates a different word or appears without a precedent. On four occasions

28

Cf. Jordanes, Getica, V, 44, and XLI, 214; and Thompson, The Visigoths in the Time of Ulfila, 92.

29

Stutz, Gotische Literaturdenkmäler, 54.

30

For a thorough study of the Greek word in its original socio-religious contexts, see Zimmermann, Die
Namen des Vaters, 171–232.
31

Cf. Braune/Ebbinghaus, Gotische Grammatik, §§107–8; Krause, Handbuch, §137 n. 3.

32

Full paradigm in Braune/Ebbinghaus, Gotische Grammatik, §1 n. 7. The Codices Ambrosiani have a
variant form of acc. sg. fan where the Codex Argenteus has fn.
33

Cf. Green, CL, 32, n. 6.

34

Laird, The Heathen Religion of the Goths, 12, which also provides the examples that follow.
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frauja is used to render Gk. δεσπότης ‘master, ruler’ (cf. Eng. despot);35 in two instances
frauja renders χριστός ‘Christ’ (both in 1 Corinthians 10:16); in one instance it renders
θεός ‘God’ (1 Timothy 6:1); and there are eight instances where frauja appears without a
corresponding word in the Greek. According to Hilda C. Laird, all of these examples
“can be explained through variant Greek or Latin manuscript readings or through parallel
passages.”36
It can furthermore be reasonably assumed that frauja represented the standard
East Germanic liturgical term for the Christian divine Lord (Gk. κύριος, Lat. dominus),
for we possess a curious fragment of comparative evidence in Vandalic.37 This language,
a close relative of Gothic, was spoken by the Vandals who made their way westward
across Europe during the Migration Age, ultimately reaching North Africa and
establishing a century-long period of dominance there from approximately 430–534. In a
Latin anti-Arian tract known as the Collatio beati Augustini cum Pascentio ariano
(Encounter of the Blessed Augustine with the Arian Pascentius; the text was allegedly
written at the Roman African city of Hippo Regius in the first half of the fifth century but
is best preserved in a sixth-century manuscript from Turin), the author laments that
churchgoers are using a “barbarian” (Germanic) phrase “froia arme” as a liturgical
formula instead of the proper Latin domine miserere (= Gk. Κύριε ἐλέησον, Eng. “Lord

35

In one of these instances (at Lk 2:29 where Simeon addresses God as “Master”, Gk. δέσποτα), a marginal
gloss to the term frauja is given with (voc. sg.) fraujinond. This is a form of *fraujinonds ‘master, ruler’, a
nominalized present participle of the verb *fraujinon ‘to rule over’. It should be noted that this represents a
rather circular state of affairs, since the verb *fraujinon is a denominative built from the noun frauja ~
fraujin. See Krause, Handbuch, §242 n. 2 (e).
36

Laird, The Heathen Religion of the Goths, 12–13.

37

On the existence of a Gothic liturgy, see Schäferdiek, “Wulfila,” 23–24.
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have mercy!”). This Vandalic phrase—which perfectly mirrors its Greek and Latin
precedent—consists of the voc. sg. froia and the imp. sg. verb arme (< PGmc. *armjan
‘to have mercy’).38

1.2.1 Etymology of Goth. frauja ‘lord, Lord’
Frauja is the agentive Gothic reflex of PGmc. *frawan ‘lord’, which in turn
ultimately derives from the PIE root *per- in its extended form *prō-wo-.39 The
underlying PIE root was extremely productive, especially in prepositions and preverbs,
and carries the basic meanings of “forward” and “through,” along with a spectrum of
extended senses including “in front of,” “before,” “early,” “first,” “chief,” “toward,”
“against,” “around,” “near,” and “at.”40 In the case of frauja, the sense of “first, chief”
has been given agentive form through the nominal jan-stem. There are numerous other
agentive jan-stem nouns that have a similar type of derivation, such as neƕundja
‘neighbor’ (lit. ‘one who is near’; cf. the adv. neƕ ‘near’), bandja ‘captive’ (lit. ‘bound
one’, cf. bandi ‘bond, fetter’ < bindan ‘to bind’), gasinþja ‘companion’ (lit. ‘fellow
traveler’; cf. sinþs ‘time’ [in sense of duration on a trip] and sandjan ‘to send’), gudja
‘priest’ (cf. *guþ ‘god’), waidedja ‘robber’ (lit. ‘woe-deed-[do]er’; cf. *waideþs ‘evil

38

Onesti, “Tracing the Language of the Vandals,” section 1. As Onesti notes, the equivalent of the
Vandalic phrase in Wulfilan Gothic would be frauja *armai. For a detailed discussion of the (in some cases
garbled) attestations for the text, see Tiefenbach, “Das wandalische Domine miserere,” and the earlier
article by Eis, “Der wandalische Gebetsruf Frōja armēs.” Philologists have been aware of the phrase since
the nineteenth century; for example, Ferdinand Wrede discusses it in his 1886 study Über die Sprache der
Wandalen, 17–18.
Cf. GED, s.v. frauja; AHDIER, s.v. *per1; and Laird, The Heathen Religion of the Goths, 11. A slightly
different derivation appears in EDPG, s.v. *frauja(n)-.
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AHDIER, s.v. *per1.
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deed’), wardja ‘warder, watchman’ (cf. *wars ‘sober, wary’ and PGmc. *warda- ‘guard’
and its reflexes), and so forth.
Etymologically, then, frauja has the agentive sense of “he who is holding first
rank”; it describes a “preeminent person,” “one who takes precedence.” Non-Germanic
cognates to PIE *prō-wo-, which is the basis for frauja, may also serve to illustrate the
sheer semantic force of the word.41 The parallel Proto-Slavic root, for example, is *pravū
‘right, law’, which has reflexes in OCS pravŭ ‘true’ (cf. Rus. право ‘right, law, justice’,
Czech právo ‘right, law’, Serb. prȁvo ‘right’, and suffixed forms such as Rus. Правда
‘truth’ and Serb. Правда ‘justice’.42 Jooseppi J. Mikkola draws a connection between
frauja and the related Slavic verb praviti (Rus. править ‘to rule, govern, steer’, Serb.
prȁviti ‘to make, create, cause’), which had the archaic sense ‘to carry out a sentence, to
judge, to guide’; he suggests that frauja therefore had an indigenous sense akin to Ger.
Gebieter ‘commander, master, lord’.43 Carl Marstrander also argued that frauja was
etymologically close to Skt. pravati ‘to be merciful’.44 It is impossible to know for certain
whether any of the connotations belonging to these non-Germanic words significantly
overlapped with Goth. frauja, but it is not unlikely that a figure who was seen as
“preeminent” would also embody “rightful conduct” and especially justice and mercy.
Such connotations, if they were in place, would make the term frauja even more fitting
for Christian usage by Wulfila.

41

For a critical view regarding some of these etymological connections, c.f. EDPG, s.v. *frauja(n)-.

42

Cf. AHDIER, s.v. *per1, suffixed form *prō-wo-.

43

Mikkola, “Die Verschärfung der intervokalischen j und w im Gotischen und Nordischen,” 270.

44

Marstrander, “De gotiske runeminnesmaerker,” 123.
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1.2.2 Related Names, Human and Divine
Several Gothic personal names related to frauja are attested such as Froia and
Spanish Visigoth. Freula ~ Froila (lit. ‘little lord’, a diminutive form like Wulfila). 45
Similar names in other branches of Germanic (such as Run. frohila, OHG Frawilo ~
Frewilo, etc.) suggest that all of these have their origins in a Common Germanic tradition
that predates Gothic-Christian usage.46
Some parallels can be found specifically in relation to divine names. In Old
Icelandic, for example, there is a close cognate that is also used to refer to a divine figure,
albeit a pagan one. This is the fertility god Frey (OIc. Freyr < PGmc. *frawja-, an
alteration of *frawan47). The masculine Germanic stem *frawja- had a corresponding
feminine form *frawjō- ‘lady’, which has the literal sense of the leading female figure in
a social structure or household; this form is the source for the name of Frey’s sister, the
goddess Freyja.48 Vries suggests that since both terms are actually titles rather than
personal names, they likely served as “noa words” or surrogate designations for taboo
and therefore ineffable names that are now entirely lost to us. Outside of Germanic, there

45

Grimm, Teutonic Mythology, I, 211; Deutsche Mythologie, I, 175.

46

Cf. Müller, “Von der Buchstabenmagie zur Namenmagie in den Brakteateninschriften,” 145–46.
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Or *frawōn, as Orel has it; cf. HGE, s.v. *fraw(j)ōn and *frawjōn. Vries (AeW, s.v. Freyr) gives the
source for the god name as Proto-Norse *frauiaR.
48

Cf. Kluge, s.v. Frau.
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is also a possible Slavic cognate (traceable to PIE *prō-wo) in the Wendish pagan deity
named Prove ~ Prowe.49

1.2.3 Connotations of frauja Discernible from Usage in Biblical Parables
The title frauja is not used solely to designate the Lord, the Christian God, but
also appears in reference to human lords or masters when such figures are mentioned in
Jesus’s allegorical parables. Some of these examples have been analyzed for the evidence
they might provide about the social connotations of the Gothic word.
In one of these instances, frauja serves as a component in a compound term:
Wulfila translates Gk. οἰκοδεσπότης ‘master of the house, householder’ with Go.
*heiwafrauja. The scripture here reads:
Follow him, and when he enters a house give this message to the householder
[οἰκοδεσπότης]: “The Master says, ‘Where is the room reserved for me to eat the
Passover with my disciples?’” (Mk 14:14)
In this particular example, the Greek term is being used here to refer to the male head of
the household responsible for the hospitable accommodation of guests. However,
οἰκοδεσπότης also had a broader meaning because the οἰκος ‘household’ referred to the
entire familial estate, including the servants and slaves. This latter sense is reflected in
two other Biblical instances of οἰκοδεσπότης ‘master of the household’. One instance is
Matthew 10:25, where the word is used in a negative analogy: “if the master
[οἰκοδεσπότης] has been called Beelzebub, how much more his household!” The other

49

As asserted in Möller, “Ahd. frôno (nhd, fron-) als elliptischer Plural,” 114 (end of n. 2). This connection
is uncertain, however, and others have traced Prove to a different root, PIE *per- ‘to strike’, which also
underlies the name of the Slavic deity Perun; cf. Słupecki, “Slavic Religion,” 346.
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occasion is Luke 14:21, where a righteous house-master is dismayed at the apathy of
wealthy friends who fail to accept his invitations: “The master of the house
[οἰκοδεσπότης] was angry and said to [his servant] . . . .” In these two cases, where a
distinct meaning of servant-owner or slave-owner is present, Wulfila translates
οἰκοδεσπότης with gardawaldands ‘master of the household estate’ (cf. gards ‘house,
family’, but with house having the sense of the overall ‘fenced property’50).
The fact that two entirely different Gothic compounds were employed to translate
the same Greek source word—but used in semantically nuanced contexts—has been
interpreted as socially revealing by some scholars. Émile Benveniste comments:
‘master of the house’ is, according to the context, rendered either as gardawaldands ‘he who has the power (waldan) in the precincts of the house (gards)’,
i.e. the one who commands the servants, or heiwa-frauja ‘he who is master
(frauja) of the family’ i.e. the one who welcomes the passing guest under his roof.
Gothic separates the ‘house’ as a place of habitation and an enclosed domain
(gards) from the ‘house’ as a family grouping and a circle of personal relations,
which is called heiwa-.51
Given the fact that the compound heiwafrauja seems to have been used by
Wulfila in reference to a specific human social context that would have been known to
his Gothic audience, the first element of the compound should be considered in more
detail. It is clear that heiwa- designates familial connections and thus the word
heiwafrauja could be literally translated ‘family-master’. Heiwa- is the Gothic reflex of
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See GED, s.v. gards (G55), with extensive commentary and references. The word is cognate to Eng. yard
and garden. In Wulfilan Gothic, gards translates both οἶκος/oἰκία ‘house, family’ and αὐλή ‘court’. For a
study of the word in context, see Rübekeil, “Got. gards οἶκος und garda αὐλή.”
51

IELS, 274; punctuation slightly modified for consistency. In the original passage the Gothic term is given
as garda-waldans [sic]. Green similarly suggests that gardawaldands has a larger, inclusive meaning that
applies to the head of the extended household, whereas heiwafrauja refers to the head of the immediate
family, but the two terms are both within the semantic scope of frauja; see LHEGW, 102–3, and cf. CL, 32–
35.
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PGmc. *hīwa-, which has a wide range of reflexes in the older Germanic languages (cf.
OHG hīwiski ‘family’, OIc. hýski ‘household; and plural forms such as OE. hīwan, OS
sin-hīwun, OHG hīun, and OFris. hīuna, all with the basic sense ‘members of a family,
married couple, parents’; the Germanic root is also evident as the first element hei- in
Ger. heiraten ‘to marry’).52 Germanic *hīwa derives from PIE *kei-wo-, which has
cognates in Skt. śeva- ‘friendly, dear’ and Lat. cīvis ‘citizen’.53 While these reflexes have
taken on distinctive meanings in their respective languages, Benveniste points out there is
an underlying sense that is still evident in all of them:
*keiwo- (*kiwo-) referred in ancient Germanic to the situation of persons united
by the marriage bond and comprised in the family circle. This institutional notion
also appears in the Skt. words śeva-, śiva- which are translated as ‘propitious,
friendly, dear’. They reflect the sentimental aspect of a relation between groups.
This is seen especially in the very frequent association in the Vedic hymns
between śeva-, śiva- and sakhā ‘companion’ (cf. Latin socius), implying a certain
type of friendly behavior towards partners in an alliance. . . . Latin cīvis is also a
term of companionship implying a community of habitat and political rights. The
authentic sense of cīvis is not ‘citizen’, as it is traditionally translated, but ‘fellowcitizen’.54
Benveniste concludes his analysis of these cognate terms by stating that “Not only is this
[underlying semantic] connexion irreproachable but it also illustrates the real nature of
‘friendship’ at an ancient stage of the societies which are called Indo-European, where
sentiment was inseparable from a lively awareness of group and class membership.”55 In
52

On the derivations from this root in Germanic, see HGE, s.v. *χīwan and *χīwis(j)an; EDPG, s.v.
*hīwiskja- and *hīwōn-; and cf. also the discussions in Brink, “Lord and Lady—bryti and deigja,” 13–18,
and Lindow, Comitatus, Individual and Honor, 42–43.
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IELS, 273–75. Cf. Lehmann, “The Proto-Germanic Words Inherited from Proto-Indo-European Which
Reflect the Social and Economic Status of the Speakers,” 16; OIPIE, 221, and the entry “*kei-” in
AHDIER.
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IELS, 274.
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IELS, 275.
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the case of Gothic heiwa-, we can assume that this deeper sense was still very active, and
it suggests a subtle point that can be made regarding frauja ‘lord’ and the reasons why
this particular term was the one favored by Wulfila to refer to the divine Lord. It may
even be that the familial and hospitable sense of heiwa- was more semantically suited for
immediate compounding with frauja, presumably due to the generally positive
connotations that the latter term held on its own, whereas a more austere or functionary
compound, gardawaldands, was needed to refer to the one who governs the larger
household including servants or slaves.

1.3 The Lord-Disciple Relationship in Gothic: laisareis ‘teacher, master’ and
siponeis ‘disciple’
At many points throughout the Greek New Testament, Christ is referred to as
διδάσκαλος ‘teacher, master’, which reflects his role as an instructor and interpreter of
religious doctrine. While the word is also used of other human figures besides Jesus, it
has nevertheless been pointed out that “the person of Jesus gives didáskalos new weight.
. . . This explains why he can simply be called ho didáskalos (Mt. 26:18) [‘the teacher,
the master’], and why the term is not appropriated by the disciple.”56 The Greek term
carries the same force as the Hebrew loanword rhábbi (‘rabbi’ < rabb ‘master, chief’), a
term of respect used by an inferior to a superior, such as a student to his teacher, but
which in Judaism could likewise be applied to the Messiah or to God.57 The New
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See TDNTabr, s.v. didáskalos, B.1.b. and B.2.c.
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TDNTabr, s.v. rhábbi, rhabbouní, A.1. Streitberg in GGDW glosses it with the description “honorific
title for the teacher of religious law” (“Ehrentitel für die Gesetzeslehrer”).
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Testament use of the word describes the position of Jesus as a master and teacher of his
disciples; in his particular case, however, he “differs from an ordinary scribe in that he
chooses his own disciples and teaches authoritatively. Since the disciples never become
rabbis as Jesus, he also has a unique status as their kýrios.”58 As in the Greek original,
Wulfila does not translate rhábbi or the related form rhabouní ‘master’, but instead
brings them in as loan words (in slightly “Gothicized” orthography): rabbei and
rabbounei. In the extant portions of the Gothic text, these words only occur in quoted
contexts of direct address where various disciples are speaking to Jesus.59
The word used by Wulfila to translate Gk. διδάσκαλος is Goth. laisareis, most
likely an agentive nominal back-formation from the causative verb laisjan ‘to teach,
instruct’ coupled with the borrowed Latin suffix -arius, which in Gothic was rendered areis.60 Modern German Lehrer ‘teacher’ and lehren ‘to teach’ are similarly formed (with
rhotacism of s > r, as is evident elsewhere between Gothic and later Germanic
developments). These Germanic terms are generally assumed to have a basis in PGmc.
*lais- ‘track’ (cf. PIE *leis-/lois-, with similar meaning), although the exact semantic
development is somewhat uncertain.61 Gothic laisareis also betrays morphological
influence from Latin with its agentive suffix modeled after Lat. -arius, a pattern evident
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TDNTabr, s.v. rhábbi, rhabbouní, A.2.
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For example, rabbei at Mark 9:5, 14:45; John 6:25, 9:2, 11:8; and rabbounei at Mark 10:51.
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Krause, Handbuch, §27.2, also suggests the possibility of a source in an otherwise unattested noun that
was no longer in use in Wulfila’s time. Cf. *laisa ‘teaching, doctrine’ (OHG/OS lēra). If this term existed,
it was replaced by Goth. laiseins. On this question, see also Schubert, Die Erweiterung des bibelgotischen
Wortschatzes, 14.
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See Kluge, s.v. lehren.
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in other terms such as sokareis ‘investigator’ (lit. ‘seeker’, from sokjan ‘to seek, search’),
liuþareis ‘singer’ (cf. liuþ ‘song’), and bokareis ‘scribe’ (cf. boka ‘book’).62
Alongside the closely related noun laiseins ‘teaching’ and adjective laiseigs ‘apt
at teaching’, there are other words in Gothic that appear to have an underlying connection
to laisareis. These include lais ‘I know’ (a hapax legomenon), laistjan ‘to follow’, laists
‘track, trace’, and galaists ‘follower’. The original sense may have developed from the
idea of a teacher as someone who causes another, the learner, to follow a certain path or
track of study that the teacher has already experienced.63 The idea of intrinsic social bond
between people following the same path or course can also be seen reflected in Goth.
*gasinþa ‘companion’, which is related to *sinþs ‘time’ (from an earlier sense of ‘trip,
way’) and sandjan ‘to send’.
Unlike laisareis with its relatively clear etymological origins, the corresponding
term used by Wulfila to denote a follower or disciple, siponeis (translating Gk. µαθητής),
has a much more obscure background. It has often been suggested that this derives from
an early Celtic loanword, *sepānios, meaning ‘follower, retainer’ (being a nominalized
formation from PCelt. *sep- ‘to follow’ < PIE *sekw- ‘to follow’), although this source is
reconstructed and not anywhere attested.64 Several Germanic cognates have been
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Regarding the Roman influence that made -arius/-areis a productive suffix in Gothic, see Burns, The
Ostrogoths, 24–26.
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Cf. AHDIER, s.v. *leis-.

64

See Krause, Handbuch, §28.1, who considers it one of three Celtic loanwords into Gothic; and Green,
LHEGW, 156–57; with more detailed linguistic analysis in Swiggers, “Gothic siponeis,” concluding the
original East Celtic prototype would have been *sepān-. Some morphological obstacles to this etymology
are, however, pointed out in Stifter, “The Proto-Germanic Shift *ā > *ō and Early Germanic Linguistic
Contacts,” 273–74. For a study of the archeological and linguistic evidence for early Celtic-Germanic
contact, see Birkhan, Germanen und Kelten bis zum Ausgang der Römerzeit; although he does not,
incidentally, claim a Celtic source for siponeis.
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suggested: OHG seffo ~ seffu, a gloss for Latin satalles ‘attendant, guard’65 and,
alternatively, a derivation from an Old English verb sepan ‘to instruct’.66 Various other
sources for the Gothic word have been proposed, but none of them are especially
convincing.67 Given the murkiness surrounding the origins of siponeis,68 it is unlikely that
we will ever know what extra-biblical connotations, if any, the word might have had for
its Gothic audience. The conclusion of Laird that “It is doubtful whether this word had
any religious significance in Gothic” is justified, especially if we are speaking of preChristian significance.69

1.4 Conclusions on Goth. frauja
As a native equivalent for κύριος, the lordship epithet applied to God and Jesus,
Goth. frauja is a word of central importance in the Gothic Christian lexicon. It has the
literal etymological sense of “he who is holding first rank,” the “one who takes
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See Wissmann, “Ahd. seffo,” 81, where he assumes the latter to be originally a military term and
concludes: “seffo thus proves those scholars correct who believe that siponeis only received its Christian
meaning in the [Gothic] Bible translation” (“seffo gibt also denjenigen Forschern Recht, die meinen, daß
siponeis seine christliche Bedeutung erst in der Bibelübersetzung erhalten habe”). It should be noted that
the sole attestation of seffo ~ seffu is in an OHG gloss from the eleventh century.
66

Holthausen (GEW, s.v. siponeis) suggests a possible connection to the preterite form septe ‘taught’, but
this presents morphological discrepancies, as would the vowel of the stem if it is long; cf. B-T, s.v. sépan.
The latter suggests sepan is related to OS afsebbian ‘perceive, recognize’. The Old English verb itself is
rare and only turns up in a few religious poems.
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The main proposals (Celtic, Slavic, Greek, Thracian-Dacian) are mentioned in Birkhan, “Got. siponeis—
ein kelt. Gefolgschaftsterminus?”; cf. also Collitz, “Gothic siponeis, a Loan Word from Greek.” Birkhan’s
own proposal is non-Celtic: he suggests the source is the Thracian or Illyrian term for a heavy spear (cf.
Lat. sibyna, Gk. σιβύνη; borrowed from Thracian *sūbōnā < a Proto-Indo-European source originally
meaning ‘sow-killer’). According to his theory, the name of the object developed a secondary sense
designating a member of the group who used it: a “spear-companion.”
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Laird, The Heathen Religion of the Goths, 64.
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precedence.” While the word might have expressed a generalized sense that allowed it to
be used in various contexts, the circumstantial evidence that we have, such as its use in
the compound term heiwafrauja ‘family-master’, suggests that it was most “at home” in
the sphere of family and household. As such, Goth. frauja would have formed an
effective vernacular parallel to the standard Latin translation of κύριος, dominus, a word
which would have also been well known to Wulfila (and likewise its direct association
with domus ‘household’). However, we should also consider the implications of the
Gothic word within its own cultural context.
In most cases the head of the average Gothic household was presumably a
yeoman farmer whose authority extended over his immediate family under the same roof,
as well as over any servants or slaves that he owned.70 While a Gothic freeman’s tribal
obligations would have presumably included military duties that could be called upon for
collective defense, the Gothic institutions that were organized either temporarily or
permanently for the purposes of armed warfare were distinct from the family.
In his History of the Goths, Wolfram asserts that frauja referred to the “lord of the
retainers,” and therefore had a contrasted sense from other titles such as reiks, which he
interprets as meaning “lord of the people,” and by extension a “ruler over the peoples of
this world.”71 Continuing with this interpretation and distinction, Wolfram states:
Christ—δεσπότης-frauja—is the lord of his “retainers” (disciples)-siponjos.
Likewise there was a Tervingian of royal blood called Atharid whose retainers
call him their lord δεσπότης and demand that St. Saba do the same. But St. Saba
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On Gothic household structure, see Wolfram, Gotische Studien, 88–90.
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Wolfram, History of the Goths, 101; Gotische Studien, 89.
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acknowledges as δεσπότης only the heavenly lord. In response an angry retainer
nearly runs him through with a lance.72
In the context of the Gothic Bible, however, any interpretation of frauja as a “lord of
retainers” with implied military obligations seems very unlikely. And while it is true that
frauja does render δεσπότης on several occasions, a closer examination of these instances
reveals no reference to Christ per se; instead they represent either a title applied to God
the Father (as at Luke 2:29) or rhetorical and metaphorical descriptions describing
masters and slaves (as at 1 Timothy 6:1–2 and 2 Timothy 2:21). As we noted earlier, the
other context where frauja is parallel to δεσπότης is in the compound term heiwafrauja,
rendering οἰκοδεσπότης ‘householder’. This term is not used to describe Christ either, but
it does probably indicate the familial-domestic sphere in which the word frauja was
essentially rooted.
In Wulfilan Gothic, then, Christ is not “δεσπότης-frauja” but rather “κύριοςfrauja,” and all evidence points to the Gothic term’s original sense of ‘lord, master’ being
one that is entirely devoid of military overtones. The frauja is the head of the household,
and any “retainers” in his service are the servants and slaves of that household.73 As we
have suggested above, Atharid and his followers more likely represented a warband or
armed gang and not a household per se. In contrast to this type of martial authority, the
central relationship implied by the Gothic title frauja may not have even been that of a
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Wolfram, History of the Goths, 101–2, quote at 102.
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In a more recent work, Wolfram (Gotische Studien, 88, 89) defines frauja also as “household lord”
(Hausherr), explaining that “the frauja rules over the ‘house’ in its threefold sense as a residence, a
community of descent, and as an association of followers [Gefolgschaftsverband] organized in socially
differentiated manner” (“der frauja [herrscht] über das ‘Haus’ in seiner dreifachen Bedeutung als
Wohnsitz, Abstammungsgemeinschaft und sozial unterschiedlich gegliederter Gefolgschaftsverband”).
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master to his servant or slave, but rather of a father to his family and dependents. Christ’s
disciples are specifically designated as siponjos, a term that must have indicated their
status as “followers,” but it is impossible to draw any convincing conclusions about the
further cultural connotations of this Gothic word. In light of Wulfila’s apparent avoidance
of military terminology, it would be safest to assume that siponjos referred to a
relationship of personal association and even loyalty but lacked any inherent sense of
military obligation.
In the context of preaching a new Gospel to the Goths, whose society was deeply
rooted in ties of kinship and identity, this use of an overtly familial term for “lord” would
have been a positive choice. The consistent use of frauja as an epithet for Christ endowed
the new savior with the status of an essentially protective familial figure, at same time
suggesting innate qualities of preeminence, truth, and justice. The consistent use of this
term would have been especially opportune in conveying the New Testament figure of a
personal Christ with his untraditional doctrine of individual faith and salvation,
transcending traditional family relationships (but modeled upon them) and creating a new
circle of devoted intimates which probably presented hurdles for many members in a
traditional, kinship-based tribal culture to accept.74 For a Gothic audience, the
implications of frauja as a domestic “lord” or father-figure were further amplified by the
distinctive use of the Gothic personal kinship term atta to designate God the Father in
most instances. The word atta seems to have designated the father within the immediate
blood family, and the use of this terminology thus situated Christ himself into a
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Some of Christ’s statements would have been especially difficult to reconcile, such as those found in Mt
10:35–40 (“I have come to set a man against his father, a daughter against her mother, a son’s wife against
her mother-in-law . . .”); and similarly, Mt 10:21–23, Mk 13:12–14, and Lk 12:51–53 and 21:16–17.
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traditional family continuum for a Gothic audience. Historically, the father of the
household has been (and continues to be) accorded an elevated social status in most
cultures, but this is notably the case in Indo-European contexts where the father was often
immediately responsible for overseeing family religious ceremonies as well as being a
direct embodiment of the line of venerated ancestors that had in turn been established by
a “founding father.”75
The next question we may ask is: did this terminology correspond somehow in a
special way to Gothic religious beliefs? Regarding Gothic Christianity, this may well
have been the case. Wulfila’s strict adherence to a Homoian version of the faith is
attested from various accounts76 and explicitly so in his final credo, which was recorded
by Auxentius of Durostorum, Wulfila’s foster-son and protégé. It states:
I, [W]ulfila, bishop and confessor, have always so believed, and in this, the one
true faith . . . I believe in God the Father, the only unbegotten and invisible, and in
his only-begotten son, our Lord and God, the designer and maker of all creation,
having none other like him (so that one alone among all beings is God the Father,
who is also God of our God); and in one Holy Spirit, the illuminating and
sanctifying power . . . ; being neither God (the Father) nor our God (Christ), but
the minister of Christ, subject and obedient in all things to the Son, and the Son,
subject and obedient in all things to the God who is his Father . . .77
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On the status of the father in early Indo-European societies, see Della Volpe, “On Evidence of Ranked
Status in Indo-European: PIE *wik-pot-i,” esp. 257–66.
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For the historical and religious context of Wulfila’s beliefs and the surrounding debates, cf. the
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Trans. in Heather and Matthews, The Goths in the Fourth Century, 153. For the original Latin, see
Brennecke, “De-Construction of the So-Called Germanic Arianism,” 125.
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For Wulfila, this Homoian vision of spiritual hierarchy may have been subtly
represented through a series of implied distinctions between God the Father, the
δεσπότης-frauja (the highest ruling force that is both atta and allwaldands), as
distinguished from Christ the κύριος-frauja (whose jurisdiction as a kind of spiritual
heiwafrauja and gardawaldands is over the immediate “Christian household” of the
earthly realm), as distinguished from the Holy Spirit, who necessarily functions in the
manner of a servant to Christ. This configuration manages to translate a radical new set of
spiritual beliefs in a way that strictly adheres to the source text, a sacred document that
could not be altered or distorted, while at the same time reflecting Wulfila’s Homoian
perspective. As an economic rather than ontological view of the Trinity, it presented
divine relationships in a readily understandable way to a Gothic audience.
Given the historical developments that followed, in which the Homoian version of
the faith remained an enduring hallmark of Gothic identity for centuries, a controversial
question remains as to whether Gothic culture—or, more contentiously, “Germanic
culture” in a wider sense78—was particularly receptive to a heretical Homoian version of
Christianity as opposed to the orthodox version that was codified over the course of the
fourth century and exemplified in the Nicene Creed.79 Beyond the fact that it is difficult
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The question of whether Homoianism was somehow particularly suited to Germanic barbarian cultures
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Germanic-speaking cultures. This proposal is generally rejected today, although some scholars have
revived aspects of it in recent years; for positive reassessments, see James C. Russell, The Germanization of
Early Medieval Christianity, and G. Ronald Murphy, The Saxon Savior and Tree of Salvation. An overview
on the topic that rejects the notion entirely is Schäferdiek, “Germanisierung des Christentums?” Cf. also
Schmidt, “Christ der Heiland der Germanen.”
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For an overview that considers this issue, see Cusack, Conversion among the Germanic Peoples, 39–51.
Davis (“Gothic ‘Immigrants,’” 137–38; quoted below) posits that longstanding Gothic social structures
supported a receptivity to Arianism, while other scholars strongly reject any suggestion that Arianism was
somehow essentially suited to “Germanic” cultures; for the latter position, see Brennecke, “De-
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to adduce concrete evidence which could possibly show how Homoianism had a special
attraction for a Gothic audience, the most decisive argument against such an attraction is
historical: the Goths’ adoption of a Homoian perspective was not one of choice, since
Homoianism was the dominant—hence orthodox—imperial creed at the specific point in
time when significant groups of Goths began practicing the new faith in the latter fourth
century.80 This has come to be the prevailing view on the subject.81
A strict historical approach can justifiably interpret the Gothic reception of
Homoian theology as the inevitable result of temporal political and social circumstances,
but it fails to consider the question of how religious conversion actually comes about on
the individual level and what processes of internal identification this may entail. Two
recent studies by Dunn represent a new approach to the matter, examining it through a
combined lens of history, theology, and a cognitive approach to religion, and
consequently arrive at a quite different conclusion.82 She determines that pre-Christian
Germanic religion, such as the Goths would have practiced, cognitively “intuited” the
divine according to a three-tiered hierarchy: (1) a higher, literally heavenly, stratum
inhabited by distant and unapproachable major gods (the reflexes of PGmc. *Woðanaz,

Construction of the So-Called Germanic Arianism” and “Der sogenannte germanischer Arianismus als
‘arteigenes’ Christentum.”
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Cf. Schäferdiek, “Germanic and Celtic Christianities,” 53–58; “Ulfila und der sogenannte gotische
Arianismus,” 22–24; and Brennecke, “De-Construction,” 120, 122–24.
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Cf. Berndt and Steinacher, eds., Arianism: Roman Heresy and Barbarian Creed.
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Cf. the article by Dunn, “Intuiting Gods: Creed and Cognition in the Fourth Century,” and her larger
work Belief and Religion in Barbarian Europe c. 350–700, which addresses the Gothic-Homoian situation
in the first three chapters, 1–102. Dunn makes almost no attempt to look at actual Gothic terminology,
however, outside of briefly mentioning the Pietroasa runic inscription and several of the Gothic words that
appear in Jordanes’s Getica.
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*Tiwaz, etc.) who largely operate beyond the scope of everyday human affairs; (2) an
intermediate stratum of more accessible deities, often female and/or concerned with
agricultural fertility; and (3) an immediate stratum of demi-gods in the form of divinized
ancestors (e.g., the anses) and other supernatural beings, often centered around features
of the landscape, which can be readily interacted with and solicited for help.83 Dunn then
asserts that the Homoian doctrine of the Trinity was especially suited to accommodate
this prior arrangement of intuitive beliefs with its varying levels of interaction, and she
even goes so far as to claim that Homoianism was specifically and deliberately
formulated in the Danube frontier region—the area inhabited by the Goths—with
Imperial backing “as part of an attempt to create an entry-level theology of the Trinity,
designed to ease Germanic polytheists into Christianity.”84 The radical historical claim
she makes here is probably overstated, but the idea that ancient and pre-existing
conceptions of the divine powers may have had a bearing on how the new creed was
presented and received cannot be dismissed. In particular, Dunn’s suggestion that the
Holy Ghost as Paraclete would have been cognitively consonant with an ancestral demigod or numen of the landscape—the types of accessible spirits older scholars often
labeled part of “lower mythology”—is a highly plausible one.
With respect to the Homoian hierarchical relationship between God the Father
and God the Son, it has also recently been suggested by Davis that the Goths were
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Cf. Dunn, “Intuiting Gods,” 12–13; Belief and Religion, 13–30.
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Dunn, “Intuiting Gods,” 17, for the assertion that Homoianism specifically arose on the Danube frontier,
9–10.
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especially receptive to this religious model since it mirrored their own longstanding
social structures:
Gothic freemen . . . understood very well the proper relationship between fathers
and sons, as well as between kings and their followers modeled upon it, especially
the “loyalty down” of a Gothic father to his family or of a Gothic king to his
people that inspires their reciprocal “loyalty up” to him. Gothic relationships were
both deeply stratified and personally intimate, warmed by ties of blood—real or
fictive—but constantly reaffirmed through public vows and formal commitments
unto the death. These pledges of personal loyalty, freely chosen and often fulfilled
on the field of battle, constituted the core ethos of the Goths. Gothic Arianism
came to express this ethnic value a theologically potent and comprehensible
form.85
While Davis is undoubtedly correct that hierarchical ties of this sort centrally
underpinned various aspects of Gothic society and inevitably informed the conception of
the divinity in the minds of the Goths who accepted the new faith, it also seems clear that
Wulfila made a series of careful and consistent vocabulary choices for his translation that
capitalized on one particular set of such ties: those of the household. In doing so, he
remained true to scripture, true to his Homoian understanding of the faith, and true to his
pacifistic stance in avoiding anything that might unduly evoke the world of the battlefield
with its mortal bonds of loyalty, its tribal war gods, and its often anti-Imperial legacy.86
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Davis, “Gothic ‘Immigrants,’” 137. With respect to the Goths, “Homoian/Homoianism” would be more
accurately substituted where Davis uses the terms “Arian/Arianism.”
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Regarding the suggestion made by some earlier scholars that the hierarchy of the Hoimoian Trinity might
have somehow resonated with the relationships of Gothic military leaders—either confederate chieftains or
comitatus retinue lords—and their followers, Thompson remarks: “But these are speculations, and, since
there is no evidence whatever on which to base a discussion, it is hardly profitable to follow them up” (The
Visigoths, 109).
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1.5 A Word That Wulfila Avoided? The Case of Gothic *drauhtins
In nearly every attested older Germanic dialect, the prominent designation for the
Christian God as “Lord” has its basis in the secular Proto-Germanic term *druχtīnaz, the
reflexes of which include: OE dryhten ~ drihten, etc.; OFris. drochten; OHG druhtīn ~
truhtīn, etc.; ON, OIc. dróttinn; and OS drohtin.87 Further evidence for PGmc. *druχtīnaz
comes from Finn. ruhtinas ‘prince’, which is clearly the result of a borrowing from an
early Germanic dialect.88 Among the early Germanic languages, only East Germanic
biblical Gothic exhibits no attestation for the usage of a *druχtīnaz-derived title in either
a secular or divine sense. This does mean that the word never existed, however. The
corresponding Gothic reflex of PGmc. *druχtīnaz, although unattested, can be reliably
reconstructed as *drauhtins (pl. *drauhtinos). This reconstruction is possible due to the
existence of several attested words that are based upon the stem drauht- (< PGmc.
*druχt-), such as the verb *drauhtinon ‘to perform military service, wage war’, the nouns
gadrauhts ‘soldier’ and *drauhtinassus ‘campaign’, and the nominal compound
drauhtiwitoþ ‘army or military service’ (lit. ‘military-law’ or ‘military-regulation’).89 The
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For a discussion of the Indo-European etymological background of PGmc. *druχtīnaz, see §§2.4.1–2.4.2
below.
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Meid, “Die Königsbezeichnung,” 188; Wolfram, Gotische Studien, 75–76, and see the entry in LagLoS
for “ruhtinas.” The loss of the initial d- was triggered by differences in Baltic Fenno-Ugric phonology with
respect to Germanic.
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Cf. the entry for drauhti-witoþ (D31) in GED, where all these terms are noted, and the individual entries
for each term in VWgS.
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stem drauht- in turn has its source as an ablaut variation of the strong verb *driugan,
which translates Gk. στρατεύοµαι ‘to serve as a soldier, make war’.90
The Gothic stem drauht- and its verbal source both consistently convey a military
sense, in every instance translating Greek words based on the root στρατ-, an etymon
deeply associated with the sphere of war.91 As a stand-alone term, drauhti (the first
element of drauhti-witoþ ‘army service’) would correspond most closely to Greek
στρατιά ‘army, host’ and we may assume that any other terms derived from stem drauhtwould necessarily refer to organized military activity of some sort.
The existence of *drauhtins ‘military commander’ (lit. ‘leader of the warband’) as
an actual word in spoken Gothic can be asserted with a high degree of certainty based on
internal derivational evidence,92 with external corroboration coming from the Visigothic
onomastic record. Regarding the word’s derivation, it would represent a regular
Germanic morphological pattern employing the “rulership” or “leadership” suffix,
already well established at the Indo-European stage and for which we have noted several
examples in Gothic.93 Morphologically, it would be identical to the well-attested words
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Streitberg and the other works that follow him (VWgS, GED, etc.) give a related verb, στρατεύεσθαι ‘to
advance into battle’, as the precedent, but the Greek NT has here στρατεύῃ (2 sg. pres. subj. middle of
στρατεύοµαι).
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The inherent military connotations of this root have not diminished over time; in the modern Greek army,
the designation for the highest rank of military officer is Stratigós. A similar military sense is also still
evident in Eng. stratagem, strategy, and related words borrowed via Old French and modern French.
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Cf. Green, CL, 265–66 (with detailed discussion in n. 1); LHEGW, 362–63; Schmidt-Wiegand,
“Fränkisch druht und druhtin,” 531–32; and Wolfram, Gotische Studien, 75–76. Schubert (Die erweiterung
des bibelgotischen Wortschatzes, 80) specifically argues that the verb drauhtinon is a secondary derivation
from *drauhtins. The absence of any trace of Luke 22 or Acts in the extant Gothic Bible is unfortunate
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On the “leader suffix,” see §2.4.2 below.
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kindins ‘governor’, lit. ‘leader of the tribe’ (< PGmc. *kendi-na-z < PIE *gen-ti-no-s),
and þiudans ‘king’, lit. ‘ruler of the people’ (< PGmc. *þiuđa-na-z < PIE *teuta-no-s).
Onomastic corroboration for Goth. *drauhtins comes in the form of an attested tenthcentury Visigothic personal name, Tructino.94
In addition to this linguistic evidence for the word *drauhtins, a traditional title
designating the leader of a drauhti, a personal warband, there is corroborative historical
evidence for the existence of the social institution designated by this terminology among
the Germanic barbarians in the first century CE.95 In his ethnography Germania, Tacitus
describes the relationship and activities of the princeps (‘chief, retinue leader’; Ger.
Gefolgsherr) and his personal comitatus (‘retinue, following’; Ger. Gefolgschaft) as a
significant social phenomenon, noting that certain youths
attach themselves to more mature men whose worth has had prior approval, and
they do not blush to be seen among their retainers. . . . This among them is both
status and strength: always to be surrounded by a large throng of picked young
men, a distinction in peace and protection in war. That is a man’s renown and that
is his glory not only among his own people but in neighboring states as well, if his
retinue excels in number and in valour.
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Green, CL, 266, continuation of n. 1. Referring to the onomastic study of Germanic names in Portugal by
J. M. Piel, Green comments further: “In view of the fully Germanic forms of the other names given
(Troctesindo, Tructemiro, etc.) there can be little doubt that this name [Tructino] goes back to *drauhtins.”
The name Tructino is the source for the Galician surname Troitiño. Troctesindo has its antecedent in
Visigoth. Tructesindus ‘warband companion’ (<*druχti- ‘warband’ + *[ga-]sinþa ‘companion’, with Latin
influence on the transcription and final suffix). On the Gmc. *druχt- element in both East and West
Germanic personal names, cf. Schramm, Namenschatz, 97.
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The question of whether the comitatus represents a widespread and transhistorical Germanic institution
of the early Middle Ages is a controversial one. For a confident assertion of the centrality of the
Gefolgschaft institution, see Vries, AR, I, 492–4; II, 99–100; and Die geistige Welt der Germanen, 59–65.
For a summary of some methodological and historical issues concerning the topic, see Rives’s commentary
in Tacitus, Germania, 183–85. Regarding the vernacular terminology corresponding to comitatus, Rives
(183) notes that while various terms that have been proposed for this institution or membership in it (such
as *gasinth ‘companion’ [lit. ‘fellow traveler’] for Latin comes) the most likely is *druhtiz. Similar
conclusions are found in Lindow, Comitatus, 39; Schlesinger, “Über germanisches Heerkönigtum,” 76–77;
and Scardigli, Die Goten, 29–30. Indo-Europeanists tend to see the Germanic comitatus as an expression of
an institution with parallels in Celtic, Indic, and other archaic Indo-European cultures; cf. EIEC, 632–33.
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The description continues, detailing the honor code that bound the leader to his warband,
and vice versa:
When battle has been joined, it is shameful for a leader to be surpassed in valour,
shameful for his retinue to lag behind. In addition, infamy and lifelong scandal
await the man who outlives his leader by retreating from the battle-line: to defend
their chief and guard him, to ascribe to his glory their own brave deeds, is their
foremost oath. The leaders fight for victory, the retainers for their leader.96
Although we do not have clear-cut evidence for such raiding warbands as an
institution among the Goths until 376 when Ammianus Marcellinus mentions them in his
Res Gestae (Roman History),97 their presence seems likely in the historical accounts of
the ongoing Gothic incursions into Roman territory in the third century.98 The origins of
the Gothic warband probably stretch back as far as the first century, corresponding in
certain basic features to the comitatus that Tacitus found so noteworthy, although it
naturally would have been subject to various idiosyncratic developments over time in
light of changing tribal and political circumstances.99
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Tacitus, Germania, chap. 13.2–13.3, 14.1 (trans. Rives); see also Rives’s commentary, 185–88. Latin in
Cornelii Taciti de Germania, 63–64. On the Germanic comitatus in the time of Tacitus, see Thompson, The
Early Germans, 48–60; Todd, The Early Germans, 31–32; Vries, Die geistige Welt, 59–60; and cf. also
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“Conceptualising Early Germanic Political Structure.”
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warband; cf. Heather and Matthews, The Goths in the Fourth Century, 114–15, n. 31. The Gothic
institution of the retinue is discussed in Thompson, The Visigoths in the Time of Ulfila, 51–53.
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For an overview of Gothic military institutions, see Wolfram, Gotische Studien, 84–87.
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In other Germanic societies with attested cognates to *drauhtins, it was certainly
the case that these titles represented a powerful social function. We may justifiably
assume, then, that the title of *drauhtins would have likewise been one of high status and
prestige in Gothic tribal society, as was true of the morphologically similar kindins and
þiudans. This raises the question of why Wulfila seems to have carefully avoided any use
of the word *drauhtins, although he must have been aware of it. It is doubtful that the
lack of an attestation is merely accidental.100 The most thorough consideration of the
issue comes from Green who, after ruling out any pre-Christian religious aspect to the
question (such as any definite association between the Germanic warband leader and the
god *Wōđanaz)101 determines that Wulfila must have deliberately shied away from
*drauhtins precisely because of its intrinsic military associations with the warband or
comitatus.102 Green notes that:
Wulfila’s christian pacifism can have only been confirmed by the fact that neither
dominus nor κύριος had any comparable military associations [to *drauhtins], as
well as by the prevalence of similar pacifist tendencies in early christianity. . . .
The really convincing testimony, however, is provided by Philostorgius in his
History of the Church, for he gives us invaluable information on Wulfila as a
person and on the motives which prompted him in his translation of the Bible.
Philostorgius says that Wulfila . . . omitted the Book of the Kings, judging that the
numerous warlike scenes would only serve further to inflame the warlike spirit of
the Goths, whereas what was needful in their case was rather a means of damping
their ardour.103
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Meid, “Die Königsbezeichnung in den germanischen Sprachen,” 185.
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Green, CL, 267–69.
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Green, CL, 278–86.
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Green, CL, 278–79. Original Greek text of Philostorgius (Church History 2.5), as quoted by Photius, in
Streitberg, Die Gotische Bibel, xxiii–xxiv; translation in Heather and Matthews, The Goths in the Fourth
Century, 143–45.
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The relevant commentary from Philostorgius regarding Wulfila’s avoidance notes that
this came about
because these books [i.e. Kings] contain the history of wars, while the Gothic
people, being lovers of war, were in need of something to restrain their passion
for fighting rather than to incite them to it—which those books [presumably the
other books of the Bible, and especially the New Testament] have the power to
do, for all that they are held in the highest honour, and are well fitted to lead
believers to the worship of God.104
Wulfila’s Bible translation was clearly based on a Greek text with the underlying
term for God or Christ as “lord” being κύριος, an honorific that, as Green notes, lacked
any intrinsic military associations. The implications of κύριος have been summed up as
follows: “In Greek profane life it means a man of superior status, who has authority and
can dispose of things and persons under his control. As a religious title it betrays the
respect of a deity’s ‘servant’ and can function as a proper name.”105 The absence of any
specific military connotations to κύριος appears to be intrinsic to the word itself, for
etymological analysis shows the underlying root to be PIE *keuǝ- ‘swell, be strong’.106
Etymologically related terms denote an innate and expansive sense of power, often
possessive but not intrinsically military. Beekes notes that
besides κύριος, there may have been a simple thematic derivative *κῦρος, which
would correspond to Skt. śṹra, Av. sūra ‘strong, hero’. A feminine counterpart to
κύριος that dates from the Hellenistic period is κυρία ‘(lady) who rules’, a word
which is identical in form to the abstract noun κυρία ‘control, possession’, and
104

Heather and Matthews, The Goths in the Fourth Century, 144; for the Greek original text, see Streitberg,
Die Gotische Bibel, xxiv.
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DDD, s.v. Kyrios, 492. Regarding the sense of Gk. κύριος as a cultic epithet for Christ, see Bousset,
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Beekes, Etymological Dictionary of Greek, s.v. kúrios (where the root is given as *keuh-); cf. AHDIER,
s.v. *keuǝ- ‘to swell; vault, hole’.” This corresponds to Pokorny’s IeW entry for ḱeu-, etc., in which he
considers the original meaning to have had two parallel senses, ‘to swell; swelling, bulge’ and ‘hollow,
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other Greek derivates based on the same stem connote the assumption or
possession of power, proprietary or legal rights, ratification and authority.107
So far we can discern two clear reasons why, in contrast to the West Germanic
sources which all gravitated toward a vernacular Christian lordship honorific deriving
from PGmc. *druχtīnaz, Wulfila would have avoided using its Gothic reflex *drauhtins.
The primary reason—and one that could have easily trumped any other considerations—
was because it did not represent the most apt equivalent for Gk. κύριος. Furthermore, the
inherent connotations of the word *drauhtins would have unduly suggested an orientation
toward warfare that Wulfila, as a pacifistic Christian who wanted to tame aggressive
tendencies among the Goths, found especially inappropriate with respect to the figure of
Jesus Christ.
The intrinsic social bonds that defined the warband were equally problematic.108
Of all the secular institutions in Gothic tribal life, the prestigious *drauhtinos and what
they stood for would have been a troublesome ideological opponent to Wulfila’s mission
and agenda. The oath-bound reciprocal obligations that were implicit in the relationship
between *drauhtins and druhti—with aggressive young retainers pledging mortal loyalty
to a warband leader with the assumption of the considerable worldly benefits (food,
drink, protection, war gear, camaraderie, a share of booty, and other gifts) that came with
such a bond—represented an antithesis to the central Christian act of commending one’s
life and soul to God, not to mention the afterlife message of the Christian Church. It can
hardly be doubted that Wulfila would have seen the activities of Gothic warbands and
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On these bonds, see Todd, The Early Germans, 31–32, who also points out that they could be
destructive to the integrity of the tribe itself.
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their leaders as fundamentally at odds with Christ’s beatitudinal teachings in Matthew,
especially statements such as “blest are those of a gentle spirit” (Mt 5:5), “blest are those
who show mercy” (5:7), and “blest are the peacemakers” (5:9).109
In nearly every case where Wulfila employs drauht-related words in the Gothic
Bible it concerns secular affairs, such as when gadrauhts ‘soldier, warrior’ designates an
actual Roman soldier in several of the Gospels.110 The exceptions to this pattern are
certain instances of metaphorical usage, closely following their Greek precedent, with a
context that leaves little doubt about the purely figurative sense.111 For the most part
these occur in Pauline epistolary passages.112
Assuming that Wulfila’s intention was to avoid unduly emphasizing any warlike
associations with Christ, the most potentially problematic occasion of a military analogy
would have occurred at 2 Timothy 2:3 when Paul instructs that Timothy must take his
share of hardship “like a good soldier of Christ Jesus” (swe gods gadrauhts Xaus Iuis113).
The larger context is purely metaphorical, however, and is paralleled elsewhere in Paul’s
rhetoric.114 The next line, 2:4, states, “No one serving as a soldier entangles himself with
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the affairs of this life, that he might please the one having enlisted him,”115 and the
following verses extend the analogy to athletes who play by the rules and farmers who
diligently till their own soil.116 Wulfila’s version reads: “no one waging war for the Lord
entangles himself in the affairs of this world, that he may please him who wages war” (ni
ainshun drauhtinonds fin dugawindiþ sik gawaurkjam þizos aldais, ei galeikai þammei
drauhtinoþ).117 On the other hand, if Green is correct, the use of the word here as an
indirect object has the effect of generalizing “the meaning of the phrase to something like
‘to serve the lord’, so that it is now the fact of such metaphorical service which is stressed
rather than the literal way (i.e. military) in which that service is rendered.”118 Either way,
a direct ascription of real-world military tendencies to Christ or God—which was not the
intent of the passage in the first place—appears to have been avoided. The last phrase of
the verse is very explicit: the “good soldier of Christ” should “please the one who wages
war” in Gothic, rather than “please the one having enlisted him as a soldier” in Greek,
which sounds more general and bureaucratic. However, the rhetorical emphasis is not on
the actual office of the superior but rather on the rigors of service required for a difficult
enterprise like waging war and, as Green suggests, Wulfila captures that specific sense
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while at the same time avoiding any use of *drauhtins.119
The preceding assessment of Wulfila’s apparent avoidance of *drauhtins largely
follows the careful analysis that Green presents in The Carolingian Lord. Here we will
offer only a few additional remarks about historical factors that may have contributed to a
taboo-like status for the term in a Gothic Christian context, and even for Wulfila in
particular.
Contemporary biographical material on Wulfila informs us that his ancestors had
been taken prisoner as slaves by the Gothic raiding parties which attacked Cappadocia in
the years 264–267.120 If the leaders of these Gothic armed bands had been designated by
the title *drauhtins, as is quite likely, this would have added to the unsavory qualities of
the word for Wulfila, a descendant of those captured in such a manner. Furthermore, the
ongoing Gothic raiding and armed warfare against the Roman Empire in the first half of
the fourth century coincided with Wulfila’s childhood and formative years, and this
volatile situation extended right up to the time at which he and his congregation were
driven out of Gothic territory.121 It was only shortly after this persecution that he
composed his Bible translation under imperial protection, having relocated to safer soil in
Moesia. Given this historical background, it is readily conceivable that the military
commanders or warband leaders who were called *drauhtinos in Gothic society would
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have represented a belligerent and entrenched barbarian category for a Christian such as
Wulfila whose spiritual allegiance—and physical safety—was ultimately bound up with
the Empire.122
Public legalistic aspects have been interpreted for the first-century comitatus as
described in Tacitus’s Germania,123 and with this in mind we should consider the
possibility that a certain amount of functional overlap or continuum may have existed
between those who were called *drauhtinos and the confederate officials who were
referred to in contemporary classical accounts as ‘judges’ (Lat. iudex, Gk. διχαστής).
Thompson summarizes the overall evidence regarding non-vernacular Gothic military
titles as follows:
The terms use by Roman writers to denote Visigothic military leaders fall into
two classes. The first class consists largely of diminutives, regalis, regulus,
archon, basiliskos. It is unlikely that those chiefs who are referred to by
diminutive names were military leaders of the entire people . . . . [The] term
‘Judge’ forms the second class of name . . . . It is found in four entirely
independent authors; and it is clear that iudex, dikastes, ‘judge’, was a semitechnical or even an official name among the Romans for a certain type of
Visigothic leader. Further, the Judge was a chief with powers superior to those of
other chiefs. Granting that the society was a tribal one, the interpretation of these
facts is clear. The Judge is the confederate leader and only appears at a time when
the tribes have associated in a confederacy . . . . There is no indication in any of
our sources that there was a confederate leader in normal times of peace, and
there is no reason to think that in the middle of the fourth century the Judge had to
be chosen from any ‘royal clan’.124
Although the title iudex suggests a decisive leader in the legal sphere, Thompson goes on
to note that we lack any information concerning the judicial functions these leaders
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actually performed, if indeed they did so, nor is it clear whether their duties may have
also entailed a cultic religious aspect.125 A religious function has been assumed by some
observers since the iudices are noted in various sources as ordering the persecution of
Christians, typically through a process that demanded the citizens to participate in
communal cult practices (as the Passio S. Sabae and the other Gothic martyrologies
report). Thompson ultimately concludes that the primary functions of the iudex are
“military, for it was usually warfare that brought this office into being.”126 However, in
Wolfram’s detailed analysis of the role of the iudex he determines that this institution
could have not corresponded directly to that of the *drauhtins.127 This is probably
correct, but it does not rule out a scenario in which the confederate commander termed a
iudex was elected from among the successful lesser tribal “chiefs” (those corresponding
to Thompson’s first category above), many of whom had been earlier gained their
reputations as *drauhtinos in command of personal armed retinues. It would indeed make
sense that a confederate commander be selected from among the most proven local
military leaders. There would then be a clear continuity between these two roles,
*drauhtins and iudex, both of which were concerned with armed engagements against the
empire. And if a *drauhtins elevated to a iudex was ordering the persecutions against
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Wulfila and his congregation in the late 340s,128 or if the actual persecutions tended to be
carried out by local warbands at the urging of their leaders (as the Passio S. Sabae
account of the persecutions that took place in 369–71 seems to describe129)—then the
negative associations surrounding the vernacular Gothic title *drauhtins would not only
be due to its military significance, but also exacerbated by the lived experience of
humiliation and persecution directed at those advocating the new faith among the Goths.
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CHAPTER 2
NAMING THE DIVINE LORD IN CONTINENTAL WEST GERMANIC

2.1 Southwest Germanic (Old High German)
Several distinct branches of continental Southwest Germanic languages developed
in the latter half of the first millennium. These are sometimes collectively referred to Old
High German, but can further be distinguished by particular geographical dialects such as
Frankish (Franconian), which is further divided into regional subgroups; Bavarian;
Alemannic; and the less-attested languages of Thuringian and Lombardic (or
Langobardic).130 In large areas of central and southern Frankish territory, the early
adoption by Germanic-speakers of the Late Latin Romance language spoken by the
native population, which would eventually develop into the dialects of Old French, was
so thorough that no actual Germanic text from these regions survives.131 Similarly to the
case with Gothic, the Southwest Germanic linguistic designations derive from the names
of older tribes—or, in the case of the Franks and Alamanni, tribal confederations—and
roughly correspond to areas in which these different groups settled. All of the languages
that are classified as Old High German have in common the fact that they underwent the
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Second German Sound Shift (or High German Consonant Shift) sometime around 500
CE.132 The results of this sound shift set these Old High German dialects discernibly
apart from those that were spoken and written in more northerly areas of the continent,
such as Old Saxon and Old Frisian, which did not undergo these historical phonological
changes.133
Much of the Old High German period, which extends from the eighth to the
eleventh century, was dominated politically and culturally by the empire of the Franks,
and especially so when the latter expanded under Charlemagne (ca. mid-740s–814; ruled
768–814), who was crowned Holy Roman Emperor in 800. At Charlemagne’s instigation
various cultural developments came about that would subsequently be referred to by
many historians as the Carolingian Renaissance. A major aspect of this linguistic and
cultural hegemony was achieved through the powerful Frankish backing of the Roman
Church in respect to missions, monasteries, and scriptoria. This often occurred with the
notable collaboration of clergymen of Anglo-Saxon background, the most influential of
whom was Alcuin (ca. 735–804). While the texts of the Carolingian Renaissance were
predominantly composed in Latin, the language of the liturgy and of ecclesiastical
learning, a significant amount of vernacular literature (in dialects of Old High as well as
Old Low German) was also committed to parchment from the beginning of the early
ninth century onward.134
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The literary corpus of Old High German comprises texts that date from the eighth
to the eleventh century and which represent a variety of styles on the part of their
composers and compilers.135 These range from more substantial works of religious poetry
written in Latin-influenced end rhyme, such as the gospel harmony by Otfrid of
Weissenburg (ca. 800–ca. 870) which he called the Liber evangeliorum theotisce
conscriptus (Book of the Gospels Composed in Theotisc, i.e., the Germanic vernacular;136
the work is often referred to by the modern German title Evangelienbuch),137 along with
other fragments and short poems that follow a similar form, to several poems that present
Christian material in a traditional Germanic manner (for example, the Wessobrunner
Gebet and the Muspilli). There are several short works of verse in Old High German
relating to saints and historical figures, the most impressive of which is the Ludwigslied,
a postmortem praise poem apparently written to commemorate the victory of the Frankish
king Louis III over a Viking army in 881. While almost all the extant poetic material
from the Old High German period is explicitly Christian in orientation, there are a few
extant works that exemplify older styles of Germanic alliterative verse in content as well
as external form. The fragmentary Hildebrand(s)lied represents the sole surviving piece
of continental Southwest Germanic secular heroic poetry, while the two alliterative works
known as the Merseburg Charms stand out distinctly from among the other medicinal
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charms as being of pagan origin. Non-poetic texts in Old High German dialects include
glosses for Latin words and phrases; translations of significant religious texts from Latin
(such as Tatian’s gospel harmony Diatessaron138 and an incomplete version of Isidore of
Seville’s De fide Catholica contra Judaeos),139 along with religious oaths and credos, the
occasional sermon, and deeds and charters. Toward the end of Old High German period
several translations of Biblical and philosophical texts, intended for pedagogical use,
were created by Notker III (ca. 950–1022; sometimes distinguished as Labeo, the
“Stammerer,” or the “German”) at the St. Gall monastery, and a translation and
commentary on the Song of Songs (Song of Solomon) was also produced by Williram of
Ebersberg (died 1085) in the late eleventh century. These last two authors wrote in a
Mischsprache that intermingled Latin words with the vernacular.

2.2 Dennis Howard Green’s Work on Old High German Lordship Terminology
In 1965 the philologist Dennis Howard Green (1922–2008) published The
Carolingian Lord: Semantic Studies on Four Old High German Words Balder–Frô–
Truhtin–Hêrro, the most detailed study to date of the divine lordship terms in Old High
German. The book is a cornerstone in Green’s larger project of interpreting the linguistic
evidence for religious and cultural developments that took place when Germanic tribal
groups encountered the classical world of late antiquity—an encounter which
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fundamentally affected the subsequent social and cultural developments of the early
Middle Ages.140 The Carolingian Lord is rightfully considered a classic of Germanic
philology and its essential lines of argument merit a brief overview here.141
In the book’s introduction Green notes that his original intention had been to
assess the nature of medieval spirituality “as reflected in German literature up to the close
of the thirteenth century” and to suggest “some of the ways in which the conception of
God in this period . . . underwent radical changes,” but he realized that there is great
difficulty in determining what may actually be characteristic of this era since so many of
the texts that remain “are literal translations or close paraphrases of works originally
composed in an earlier period, in totally different conditions and with a far from literary
purpose.”142 This awareness led him to focus more exclusively on the situation in Old
High German sources and to attempt to trace the histories of several words referring to
lordship that were later adapted for Christian religious use.
Green’s methodology combines Theodor Frings’s technique of “linguistic
geography” together with analysis from the perspective of “semantic fields” (Wortfelder)
as developed by Jost Trier. Due to the piecemeal nature of the Old High German sources,
Green also frequently makes judicious use of comparative material from Gothic, Old
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English, and Old Norse to confirm apparent tendencies in the primary material he seeks
to explicate.
Strongly building upon two earlier studies—one by Gustav Ehrismann, who
analyzed the three most common Old High German words for “lord” in a 1906 article,143
and a 1953 M.A. thesis by Kenneth J. Northcott on the same topic144—The Carolingian
Lord takes a great deal of additional scholarship into consideration while making its own
significant contribution to the subject. Besides OHG frō, truhtīn, and hērro, the three
words dealt with by Ehrismann and Northcott, Green also includes a brief chapter on
OHG balder, a hapax legomenon found in the Second Merseburg Charm, which has been
interpreted variously as either the personal name of a deity (parallel to OIc. Baldr) or a
more general (divine) appellative meaning “lord.”145
In his treatment of the three primary Old High German designations for “lord,”
Green provides a detailed investigation of their respective etymologies and usage
histories. One fundamental conclusion is that the original sense of these words was not
associated with divinities per se; instead, the words were either drawn from the sphere of
human institutions or else they describe human qualities. For example, frō in its earliest
sense was a title referring to the male head of a household (as its Gothic cognate frauja
would tend to indicate), which also corresponded to the leading tribal members, or
principes—those whom Roman observers described as playing a role at the Germanic
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tribal assembly.146 As a generalized title meaning “lord” or “ruler,” Green speculates that
frō may have been used as a taboo word to refer to certain pagan gods,147 although on the
continent it never developed a specific and intrinsic association along these lines such as
occurred in ancient Scandinavia (cf. OIc. Freyr). The origin of OHG hērro, on the other
hand, lies in the comparative form of the adjective hēr ‘gray’, which had developed a
secondary sense of ‘gray-haired, old’.148 The comparative form, hērōro ~ hēriro (which
became contracted to hērro), thus describes an elder, someone of higher rank or
authority, and is most likely a calque on the Merovingian Latin word senior. The
Frankish loan-translation hērro presumably came about by the mid-seventh century,
eventually gaining a permanent place in the spoken and written vernacular.149
Green’s greatest amount of attention is focused on the word truhtīn and its
reflexes, which is the predominant designation for the Christian divine Lord in
continental Germanic-speaking areas throughout the Old High German period.150 Truhtīn,
similarly to frō, has a history that extends back to Germanic tribal culture, but unlike the
latter word its specific roots do not lie in the domestic sphere. Instead the origins of
truhtīn can be traced back to an institution that operated independently of kinship ties: the
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comitatus or warband. In Green’s view, which echoes the findings of the constitutional
historians Heinrich Mitteis and Walter Schlesinger, the early Germanic institution of the
comitatus contributed in several key ways to the development, structure, and terminology
of early medieval feudalism. The ideology of the comitatus became intermingled with
that of a non-Germanic institution, the Gallo-Roman patronatus, with the eventual result
being the rise of a new Germano-Roman-based feudalism as a predominant social
institution.151 At an early stage in its development, this (proto-)feudalism provided a set
of interrelated secular Germanic terms that could be adopted and adapted for new
Christian usage as vernacular designations for the religious roles and relationships of man
and God.
In addition to his lengthy examination of truhtīn, which in its earliest sense would
have designated the leader of the warband or truht (cf. §1.5 above and §2.4.1 below),152
Green also provides an array of corroborative evidence by suggesting that a whole
complex of comitatus-related vocabulary was systematically and deliberately adopted
during the process of Christianization that took place in Germanic-speaking areas in the
wake of the Migration Era. As a result of this conceptual adoption, however, the original
meanings of these terms shifted in discernible ways and, in most cases, were substantially
revised over a period of several centuries.
Central to Green’s arguments is the understanding that the comitatus represented
a “vertical,” top-down power structure, but one crucially based upon a dynamic of
ongoing reciprocity between the warband leader (who excelled in warfare and tactical
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skills and offered protection, housing, sustenance, wise counsel, and material rewards)
and his individual retinue-men (who repaid the leader with loyalty and military service—
a combination that inherently entailed a willingness to die on behalf of the leader and his
warband). The comitatus therefore operated in a distinct manner from other early
Germanic social institutions, since the latter were either based on unilateral vertical
relationships (e.g., the patriarchal household) or else defined by “horizontal” ties of
relative equality (e.g., the larger kinship group, consisting of multiple households, or the
tribal assembly comprised of free, property-owning men).
In order to show that certain terms would have been an intrinsic part of the
comitatus vocabulary, Green looks for evidence that a given word is marked by a
demonstrable reciprocity in terms of its secular and religious usage, particularly when
this usage seems to reflect the word’s earlier sense. Simply stated, this reciprocity is
present when the word describes qualities exhibited by both a superior and an inferior. To
demonstrate this semantic feature, Green finds examples in which the word is specifically
applied in each direction (noting that the nuances of meaning may vary depending on
which particular figure it is applied to in the vertical relationship). He is able to make a
convincing case in this regard for three words—triuwa (and the related adjectives triuwi,
getriuwi), trōst (and the verb trōsten), and hold (and its derivatives huldi and hulden)—
and a very likely argument for two others, milti and ēra.153
Triuwa, which comes to designate loyalty held to another party (a meaning still
evident in its modern reflex, Ger. Treue), and thus a believer’s faith or trust in God,
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seems to have had original senses of ‘mutual agreement, treaty, truce, peace’. As
evidence of this lingering reciprocal sense, Green shows how it also described an
attribute of God himself in various examples of older Germanic Christian literature.154
The situation with the word trōst is similar, for it ultimately shares a common
etymological origin with triuwa, as both derive from PGmc *treu-.155 At an early stage
the term developed a twofold sense and could represent either a passive position (‘trust,
hope, confidence’) or an active one (‘help, protection, rescue, assurance of aid’).156 It was
therefore applicable to describe the distinct obligations of either the leader or the follower
in a hierarchical relationship.157
The word hold represents a different type of development in that it originally
seems to have designated a vertical, unequal relationship between two persons or parties:
the etymological sense of the word refers to “inclination” from one side toward the other
(cf. the related adjective hald ‘inclining forwards, sloping down’).158 However, Green
provides evidence that while hold originally must have denoted a vertical relationship, it
“came then to be applied to the nexus between the leader of the comitatus and his
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followers and that, at this stage of its semantic development, it was so imbued with the
concept of reciprocity that it now came to denote this in the first instance and thus came
to be applied to relationships which were reciprocal, but not necessarily vertical.”159 As a
result of this development, hold comes to have a range of senses closely resembling that
of triuwa and it is similarly used to describe both sides in specific secular, feudal, royal,
and religious relationships.160
Milti is another word that seems to have originally had a vertical sense, referring
to various positive qualities—especially benevolence and generosity—shown by a
superior toward an inferior.161 Nevertheless, Green is able to adduce comparative
evidence from Old English, Old Saxon, and Old Norse to suggest that the word was
originally more flexible and could be used reciprocally to refer to ideal behavior from
either party in such a vertical relationship.162
The etymological origins of OHG ēra ‘renown, glory’ (the source for Ger. Ehre
‘honor’) suggest it may have originally been a religious term denoting ‘awe before
superior powers’, which then came to be applied to secular human activity, particularly to
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describe “an essentially vertical relationship, whether based on riches, authority, high
rank or victory.”163 It is understandable how such a word would thus be at home in the
context of the comitatus, at which point it could subsequently take on reciprocal qualities.
As a result it comes to represent more concrete notions (such as ‘gift’, ‘help’, and
‘reward’) as well as its earlier abstract qualities (‘reverence, respect’, ‘kindness’,
‘mercy’), while in its expressly Christianized sense it can denote ‘God’s grace’ or ‘man’s
compassion with his fellow men’.164
A sixth word discussed by Green, gināda (translating Lat. gratia [Dei]), which
eventually takes precedence as the main expression for ‘divine grace’ (cf. Ger. Gnade),
offers a contrast to the five aforementioned words that he derives from the earlier
comitatus vocabulary.165 Gināda is an intrinsically vertical term that appears to have
originally signified ‘to bow, incline’ and thus ‘condescension, benevolence’ granted by a
superior to a dependent.166 The earlier Germanic usage of the word was probably tied to
the legal sphere, with its sense extending over time to mean ‘assistance, protection, gift,
favor’.167 Based on its consistent usage to describe something exchanged unilaterally
rather than reciprocally, Green concludes that gināda was not originally at home in the
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sphere of the comitatus.168 Furthermore, its intrinsic unilaterality would have helped to
ensure its long-term success as a vernacular Christian term.169
In his chapter on “Germanic Ideas of Kingship and Christianity,” Green
demonstrates a similar shift from an underlying ideal of reciprocity to one of unilaterality
in the institution of royal authority. Accounts of ancient Germanic kingship describe it as
being based upon both heredity as well as election by the people.170 This relationship
between king and people is literally evident from some of the terminology itself: for
example, PGmc. *kuningaz has often been analyzed etymologically as indicating ‘scion
of [good] kin’ and PGmc. þeuđanaz ‘king’ has þeuđa,‘people, tribe’ as its root;171 a
similar connection is evident with the Old English masculine noun leod ‘ruler’, which has
a counterpart in the feminine noun leod ‘people’ (cf. Ger. Leute).172 The Germanic
institution of elective kingship was held together by reciprocity: oaths of loyalty sworn
by king to the people and vice versa.173 This situation began to change, however, with the
infusion of Christian theocratic ideas, which led to a new vertical, unilateral relationship
that was no longer based on a reciprocal code of loyalty: the king became a sovereign
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figure, ruling ‘by grace of God’ and holding absolute authority over the people, while the
latter, for their part, now owed their complete and lifelong obedience to the king.174
Green devotes a substantial chapter to what he calls “The Isolation of Gothic”: the
situation in which that vernacular Christian terminology in Gothic differs notably from
the general pattern evident in the older West and North Germanic languages. Green
determines that a number of the Gothic words employed by Wulfila which could have a
connection to the comitatus (e.g., triggwa ‘covenant’, triggws ‘trustworthy, faithful’,
trausti ‘covenant’) are notably used in a way that is reflective not of the latter institution,
but rather the legal sphere. Similarly, a word such as hulþs ‘gracious, merciful,
forgiving’, which would have been part of the comitatus vocabulary, is used only once in
a unilateral (and possibly legalistic) way, or it appears as a component in negative
constructions (unhulþa, unhulþo) that refer to diabolical creatures.175 In contrast to the
reciprocity-laden terms we find in West Germanic, ansts, the Gothic word that translates
the concept of ‘divine grace’ (Gk. χάρις, Lat. gratia), does not appear to derive from the
comitatus and is only used unilaterally.176 The verb (ga-)trauan ‘to trust, have confidence
in’, which was certainly employed in the context of pre-Christian religion (describing the
trust held by a human being toward the gods) as well as in the legal sphere, but may also
have been used within the culture of the comitatus, is never used by Wulfila to denote the
Christian concept of ‘belief’, which he instead renders exclusively with galaubjan. In
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Green’s view, the latter word had its roots in the legal sphere of the Germanic tribal
assembly and lacked any connection to the comitatus.177 Two Gothic words that could
possibly be connected to Green’s complex of West Germanic comitatus terminology are
mildiþa ‘mildness, kindness’ (cognate to OHG milti) and aistan ‘to fear, respect’ (cognate
to OHG ēra [< PGmc. *aizō-], although it represents a secondary formation), but their
attestations are too sparse to allow for any definitive conclusions on the matter,
however.178
Having established that a set of key terms from the sphere of the comitatus was
adopted at an early stage for the vernacular expression of Christian theology in West
Germanic–speaking territories, Green presents a detailed explanation of how, when, and
why this could have occurred. He sees the most likely origins of the process, which
played out in Anglo-Saxon England in the latter half of the seventh century,179 to be an
extension of the conversion strategy outlined in Pope Gregory’s letter to Abbot Mellitus
from the year 601.180 The result was an early pattern of ecclesiastical accommodation
with secular concerns and interests, including those expressed in traditional poetry, that is
paralleled by a greater willingness to adopt—and ultimately, to revise—some aspects of
pagan religious terminology which were apparently considered unfit for Christian usage
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elsewhere (i.e., East Germanic areas and, to some degree, Southwest Germanic areas).181
A factor that played a role in making the comitatus terminology acceptable despite its
overt military origins was an evolution in the Church’s attitude toward warfare. This is
evident from Gregory’s advocacy of war as an instrument for spreading the faith, but can
also be perceived from Bede’s reports of Anglo-Saxon kings converting—à la
Constantine in 312, or Clovis in the late fifth century—on the basis of battle victories
granted by God.182
The most important reasons for adopting the comitatus vocabulary for Christian
use, however, were due to its being relatively free of any pagan religious associations,183
but more importantly because it provided an existing ethical framework that related to the
behavior of the individual vis-à-vis a higher authority. This vertical aspect was crucial, as
it provided a basis upon which the bonds of the lord-retainer relationship could be recontextualized in Christian metaphysical terms.184 By contrast, terminology taken from
another sphere, such as that of the horizontally based kinship group, would have been less
advantageous for Christian use since it lacked a vertical dimension as well as a personal,
individualistic aspect. It was also marked by problematic expressions such as the bloodfeud.185 Green further notes that for many Germanic ethnic groups the central role played
by kinship seems to have weakened considerably in the wake of the Migration Era. Some
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of the former kinship ties may have been transferred over to the sphere of the comitatus,
with the latter also becoming a contributing factor, especially with respect to the political
authority of the king, in the creation of the new barbarian kingdoms that arose in the
vacuum created by the collapse of the Roman Empire.186
No sooner had the Church adopted the comitatus vocabulary for vernacular use in
Anglo-Saxon England and, subsequently, among the Carolingian Franks than a long
process of semantic revision began to place. Green shows how this played out on a
variety of levels, all of which contributed to the dissociation of the terminology from its
original sphere and the semantic revision of the individual words themselves.187 The
overwhelming employment of a word such as truhtīn to denote God in Christian texts and
liturgies caused its secular usage to fade away almost entirely. Many of the other
comitatus terms took on an increasingly unilateral sense, although occasional vestiges of
their old reciprocity could still be discerned through their usage in the secular feudal
sphere. Some words were generalized and lost their earlier specific sense; others had their
semantic scope markedly reduced, retaining only those nuances that were suitable for
their Christian usage.
Inevitably, a number of older words that Green examines were displaced over
time and retreated into obsolescence. Such was the ultimate fate for two of the three Old
High German lord-titles: frō and truhtīn.
As a classic example of how comparative linguistics can illuminate otherwise
obscure developments in early medieval history, Green’s The Carolingian Lord is crucial
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to any fresh assessment of Germanic lordship titles and their religious usage. His
contribution remains an invaluable synthesis of earlier scholarship, much of it from the
pre-WWII period, though Green is careful to avoid the biases and blindspots—
nationalistic and otherwise—that compromised the work of some of his predecessors.188
There are several fundamental criticisms that can be leveled at Green’s study. We
may ask, for example, whether the literal weight that he ascribes to Tacitus’s account of
the Germanic comitatus is completely justified, since the extent to which this particular
institution operated among different individual Germanic groups, how it evolved over
time, and how long it persisted remains unclear.189 There is a similar lack of certainty
regarding the level of influence that the comitatus may have exerted on the emerging
institution of feudalism.190 The problem of unraveling such questions is vexed by the
188
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dearth of sources: outside of the scattered record of continental Elder Fuþark runic
inscriptions—which are short in length, formulaic, and often cryptic (and therefore open
to sometimes wildly varied interpretations)—there is no West Germanic vernacular
literature to speak of until more than six centuries after the time in which Tacitus wrote.
As a result, Green’s assertion that a distinct set of comitatus-related vocabulary (later
exemplified in OHG triuwa, trōst, huldi, milti, and ēra) remained relatively intact and
stable over this long a period of time is ultimately unprovable. The fact that these
particular native words were adopted by early missionaries for religious purposes is selfevident, however, and we should assume that the words had significant cultural
connotations—very likely deriving from the sphere of the comitatus, but additionally that
of Germanic jurisprudence191—that were necessarily revised over time as a result of their
new Christian usage, just as their meaning had previously been modified through their
employment in the developing institution of Merovingian Frankish feudalism.
There is no cross-linguistic rule that words describing reciprocity-based social
institutions must themselves demonstrate an inherent reciprocal usage through a
multivalent applicability to either of the parties bound together in such a relationship.
Green’s evidence for the reciprocal usage of the individual words he discusses is
compelling, but such usage does not inherently prove these words once described the
reciprocal comitatus relationships. However, if we accept Green’s forceful argument that
each of these words was especially suited to describe relationships which were
simultaneously reciprocal and vertical, and we consider this historical usage in tandem
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with the fact that the most prevalent early medieval Germanic term chosen to designate
the lordship of the Christian God was truhtīn, then an ultimate origin for the entire set of
words in the Germanic comitatus, the *druχtiz, seems highly likely.
According to Green’s interpretation of the linguistic record, the adoption of
truhtīn (and related words) for the vernacular conception of God as Lord was possible
and desirable for two main reasons: (1) the terminology was essentially secular and (2) it
concerned reciprocal and hierarchical—that is, ethical—relationships between human
beings. The first claim is open to some further investigation, since the degree to which
earlier comitatus relationships were free of sacral associations and sanctions is unclear,
while the second, at least in a general sense, is undoubtedly true, providing an ethical
model for the mutual obligations between humans and the deity. However, we may ask
whether this ethical aspect of the vocabulary was the primary impetus for its adoption or
simply a congenial by-product of the latter process. As we examine the Old High German
terms for the divine Lord in the sections to follow, this question will be one of the many
raised by Green’s study that we shall keep in mind.

2.3 OHG frō ‘lord’
OHG frō ‘lord’ shares the same underlying derivational root as Gothic frauja (and
the related Vand. froia), although the East Germanic terms are distinct in their quality of
having an agentive -ja- suffix.192 Both words have their basis in an earlier PGmc.
*frawan ‘lord’, which in turn derives from PIE *prō-wo- with the sense of ‘in front of,’
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‘first’, ‘chief’, etc.193 Besides its East Germanic counterparts, the Old High German word
has closely related cognates in both West Germanic (OE frēa; OS frō and frōio ~ frōho ~
frāho) and North Germanic (OIcl. Freyr); these all share the same meaning of ‘lord’,
although in the case of Freyr it is used as a proper name (possibly serving as a noa name)
for the leading deity of the Vanir family.194
The Old High German weak masculine noun frō also appears to have been the
basis for secondary adjectival derivative, frōno (with various senses such as
‘belonging/relating to a lord or to the lords’, ‘public, communal’, and ‘glorious, holy’; the
word translates Lat. dominicus), which is etymologically understood as a frozen or
stereotyped genitive plural form of frō that took on a new grammatical function as an
indeclinable adjective.195 Another related term, presumably built from the stem in frōno,
is the adjective frōnisg ~ frōnisc, with meanings such as ‘belonging/relating to a lord’,
‘belonging/relating to the Lord God’, ‘holy, ‘noble’, and ‘glorious’; this adjective then
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served as the basis for an adverbial counterpart, frānisko, as well as a nominalized
derivative, frōniskī ‘distinguished appearance, glory, etc.’.196
An examination of the attested usage of OHG frō reveals a curious and seemingly
contradictory situation that has yet to be fully explained—so much so the standard
handbook on the language, Wilhelm Braune’s Althochdeutsche Grammatik, deems the
testimony of the word “defective.”197 The two main difficulties in this regard arise from
(a) the infrequency of the word, and (b) its secular basis. Although it is clearly a term of
Common Germanic origin, with its cognates widely attested in their respective languages
(and notably so in the nearby dialect of Old Saxon, where it is often used to refer to the
Christian Lord in the Heliand), it is attested only about ten times at most in the entire
corpus of Old High German literature.198 This stands in extremely stark contrast to the
two other “lord” terms in the language, truhtīn and hērro, for the former appears around
1,600 times in the corpus and the latter nearly 400 times.199 Regarding hērro, however,
this frequency figure is deceptive, since—unlike frō and truhtīn—it never falls out of use:
after becoming established as the standing term for the Christian Lord during the Middle
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High German period, hērro continues to hold this position all the way to the present,
having evolved into Ger. Herr ‘lord, master, mister, sir; Lord’. Although truhtīn
continues to maintain some currency into the Middle High German period,200 the word
frō disappears as a substantive by the end of the Old High German period.201
The attestations of OHG frō point to it having functioned essentially as a secular
term, despite the suggestions of many past scholars who may have wished otherwise.
Moreover, by the time it appears in written literature, frō seems to have been restricted to
formulaic use in the frozen vocative/nominative expression frō mīn ‘my lord’, which had
its place in secular speech.202 This expression was so stereotyped that it could be used
collectively in reference to more than one person despite its singular grammatical form203
or, conversely, it could be uttered by multiple people to a single superior without
changing the possessive adjective “my” to a plural “our.”204 The two extant examples that
possibly show a non-formulaic usage for frō as a stand-alone term are also ambiguous or
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otherwise uncertain: in the second-to-last line of the Wurzbürger Markbeschreibung, the
word frono may be an example of the adjective rather than an actual genitive plural of the
noun; and in the Strassburger Blutsegen, a blood-staunching charm, the usage of the
word vro (= frō?) in the perplexing line that reads “vro unde lazakere keiken molt
petritto” is difficult, if not impossible, to interpret in any conclusive way.205
The frozen phrase frō mīn represents a form of respectful address, such as one
would give to a powerful superior or a king (as in the Ludwigslied), but it had no
theological currency per se in the Old High German period.206 The text in which the
phrase appears most often is Otfrid’s gospel harmony the Evangelienbuch, where it is
used twice when someone is addressing an angel, and three times when someone is
addressing Christ. Regarding the latter cases, however, Green significantly points out that
in each instance the phrase is used “either by one who does not acknowledge [Christ’s]
authority or by one who fails to recognise him as Christ, so that frô mîn is here being
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employed simply as a term of polite address.”207 In Otfrid’s lengthy poem, then, the term
frō is never actually used to refer to Christ’s position as the divine Lord; instead, it is the
word druhtīn that exclusively performs this function.208 A telling distinction of a similar
sort appears in the Ludwigslied: whereas the poet has the Frankish people collectively
address their sovereign with the phrase “frō mīn” (l. 30), when King Ludwig himself
petitions God directly, he does not refer to the deity as frō (mīn or otherwise) but rather as
“hērro” (l. 25). Further evidence of secular colloquial usage comes from the Pariser or
Alt(hoch)deutsche Gespräche, a bilingual “travel phrasebook” of sorts with vocabulary
that would have presumably been current in ninth century. Here fromin (= frō mīn)
translates the Romance term of address domnus (< Lat. dominus), with an interpolation of
“dōn”—presumably a reflecting the actual pronunciation of domnus in the scribe’s own
region—written above the Germanic phrase.209
This fundamentally secular usage of OHG frō seems to reflect its origins in older
Germanic culture, where the earlier reflexes of the word would have denoted the head of
the larger household (similarly to Goth. frauja), with an extended sense more akin to
‘chieftain’ or ‘leader’.210 It has further been suggested that this was the vernacular term
which at one time corresponded to the principes, the “leading men” of a tribe who make
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up its governing assembly, as Tacitus describes in Germania.211 This equation of an
earlier reflex of frō with the princeps may be overspecific,212 but it does offer a logical
avenue for explaining the development of one particular semantic sense of frōno (lit. ‘of
the lords’, ‘belonging/pertaining to the lords’) as a word for publicus and communis.213
The other main sense of frōno, in which it denotes a religious quality such as
‘holy’, ‘glorious’, or ‘belonging to the Lord (God)’ is less straightforwardly explained.
Ehrismann, for his part, considered it to be a Christian development: since frō was
synonymous with Lat. dominus, the derivative adjective frōno (‘belonging to lords’) was
used as a vernacular approximation to render Lat. dominicus, and thereby took on the
Christian religious connotations of the word it translated.214 However, this fails to address
the curious situation by which a plural genitive form, rather than a singular one (*frōin),
has come to provide a basis for the adjective. The question is dealt with at length by
Hermann Möller, who takes a completely different tack than Ehrismann, analyzing the
adjective frōno as an “elliptic plural” of pre-Christian provenance that would have
collectively referred to an alleged continental god Frō together with the other main gods
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of the Germanic pantheon, likely in the form of a triad.215 In Möller’s view, following the
conversion to Christianity, the original religious quality of the word was still retained but
was revised significantly from the pagan polytheistic sense of “belonging to the gods” to
a more abstract usage the could variously mean “belonging to God or Christ, to the saints,
to the Church, to the spiritual masters or to the cloisters” or “in spiritual possession or
tenure.”216 As for the meaning of ‘public, communal’, Möller sees this as an extended
sense that had already come about in the pre-Christian period: the tribal cult site that
“belonged to the gods” was one and the same with the tribal assembly where communal
decisions were publicly determined, and thus the descriptive term frōno acquired this
secondary sense.217 Over time, as the original cultural context was forgotten, the
underlying connection between two meanings was severed and could no longer serve as a
reference point. As Green points out, the explanations from Möller and Ehrismann are
diametrically opposed to one another in terms of the semantic developments that they
propose, but each argument also contains certain internal problems that make it
untenable. Taking both explanations into account, Green modifies certain details to create
a kind of synthesis that overcomes their difficulties. The main innovation that allows him
to do this is his suggestion that frō was an appellative meaning ‘lord’ that was used both
of a human lord (principes, etc.) and as a generic honorific for a god.218 The plural form
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of frōno thus carried the sense of ‘public, communal’ as it related to the men of the tribal
assembly, while its alternate sense of ‘holiness’ was the natural result of its polytheistic
use in reference to the multitude of gods.219 Green’s solution is simple, ingenious, and
logical, but it still rests on a considerable degree of speculation and therefore deserves a
reassessment.
Although the Old High German noun frō appears to have been the closest
semantic match as a translation for Lat. dominus, with both words referring to the lord of
the household, it clearly was not chosen to serve that function in Southwest Germanic
Christian texts. The oldest extant German book, the late eighth-century glossary known
as the Abrogans, contains over 3,500 vernacular glosses for Latin words, the majority of
which are biblical vocabulary. Here Lat. dominus is translated by OHG truhtīn, which we
may presume (see §§2.4–2.9 below) is strictly being used in the divine sense ‘Lord’. The
Abrogans gloss for domina, the feminine counterpart to dominus (meaning ‘lady’ without
any Christian-metaphysical significance), is frauuue (= frauwa ~ frouwa), the feminine
noun cognate with the masculine frō. The latter word, however, is nowhere to be found in
the Abrogans, except as the stem of the adjective frōnisc ~ frōnisg, which is given as a
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gloss for Lat. archanum (‘secret’), mistica (‘mystical’), and inclitus (‘famed,
illustrious’).220
Since at least the time of Jacob Grimm’s ambitious and far-ranging study
Deutsche Mythologie (published in English as Teutonic Mythology), many scholarly
discussions of OHG frō have been influenced by the possibility that a pre-Christian
Germanic god may have once existed with that name. This god, *Frō, would have
corresponded to OIc. Freyr, and thus represented the Southern Germanic reflex of a
major deity whose roots stretched back to the Common Germanic period or earlier. The
tenth chapter of Grimm’s aforementioned study, significantly titled “Fro (Freyr),” begins
by making specific reference to the Norse Freyr, but quickly shifts its focus to make a
broader claim regarding this god:
His name of itself proclaims how widely his worship prevailed among the other
Teutonic races, a name sacred enough to be given to the Supreme Being even in
christian times. There must have been a broad pregnant sense underlying the
word, which made it equally fit for the individuality of one god, and for the
comprehensive notion of dominion, whether sacred or secular: to some nations it
signified the particular god, to others the sovereign deity in general . . . While the
names of other heathen gods became an abomination to the Christians, and a
Gothic Vôdans [*Wodans] or Thunrs [*Þunrs] would have grated harshly on the
ear; this one expression, like the primitive guþ itself, could remain yet a long time
without offence, and signify by turns the heavenly lord and the earthly one.221
Although Grimm is careful not to claim the definite existence of a continental pagan god
*Frō, it is clear that he would welcome the possibility and he repeatedly hints that it may
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have been the case.222 Given his comparative approach and his larger project of
mythological reconstruction and systematization—influenced by the scientific methods of
historical linguistics, but also with its roots in the era of German Romanticism—this is
not surprising.223 By positing a “lost adjective” fravis, Grimm attempts to trace frō and its
counterparts to the same root as Ger. froh, and then remarks:
I do not mean to assert that a god Fráuja, Frouwo, Fraho was as distinctly
worshipped by the Goths, Alamanns, Franks and Saxons in the first centuries of
our era, as Freyr was long after in Scandinavia, it is even possible that the form
fráuja already harbored a generalization of the more vividly concrete Fravis =
Freyr, and therefore seemed less offensive to the Christians. But in both words,
the reference to a higher being is unmistakable, and in the Middle Ages there still
seems to hang about the compounds with vrôn something weird, unearthly, a
sense of the old sacredness; this may account for the rare occurrence and early
disappearance of the OHG frô and even for the grammatical immobility of frôno;
it is as though an echo of heathenism could be still detected in them.224
A further comment appears in the Grimms’ Deutsches Wörterbuch. Here they remark that
the continental term frō corresponds to the Old Norse divine name Freyr, a title “not
applied to a worldly lords” and thus one that “attests to the word’s greater holiness,”
although this was a semantic aspect “from which the converted Goths, Franks, and
Saxons were freed, with the result that they could apply the term in a worldly sense,
eroding it [in terms of its innately sacred sense].”225 Their point is somewhat awkwardly
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expressed, but what the Grimms are describing here is the semantic shift of the word
from an earlier—and in their assumption, original—sacred sense to one that is purely
mundane.
In the wake of Grimm’s Teutonic Mythology, subsequent scholars went even
further in their efforts to posit the existence of a continental god Frō. An elaborate case
for such a deity is made, for example, by Möller in the course of his article on the
adjective frōno.226 Gerhard Wiens also supports this idea, suggesting that one reflex of
this deity was the “regnator omnium” of the Semnones mentioned by Tacitus (Germania,
39.2), but asserts that the Frō cult was completely moribund among the continental
Germanic tribes by the time of their Christianization.227 In his Altgermanische
Religionsgeschichte, Jan De Vries acknowledges that “hardly any traces of a god Frō are
preserved; among the South Germanic peoples the word is only used in the profane sense
‘lord’,” but then cites a few stray examples of Dutch place names (Franeker, Vroonloo)
that he sees as the possible vestiges of earlier cult sites to the god.228 More recently, Karl
Hauck made the suggestion that the mythic aquatic bull (bistea Neptuni quinotauri)
referred to in the seventh-century Chronicle of Fredegar, which the Frankish
Merovingians allegedly saw as their divine ancestor, was none other than the continental
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Germanic god Frō.229 Unfortunately, this claim is too speculative to be given any weight
whatsoever.230
Green is rightfully skeptical about the existence of a South Germanic god named
Frō, but instead posits the idea that frō originally functioned as a generic honorific that
was used to refer to any of the pre-Christian Germanic gods and typically applied in the
plural. In Green’s view, then, this would have been the source of the sacral significance
of gen. pl. frōno, later revised as an adjective. As additional evidence for his position
Green draws a parallel between frō and OHG balder, arguing that these share a similar
history as Common Germanic appellatives meaning ‘lord’: in Old High German they
became taboo-names (or noa words) that were used to refer to any god, whereas in
Scandinavia each appellative became the actual name for a specific god (i.e., Freyr and
Baldr).231
Yet even the suggestion that OHG frō served as a generic taboo-name for any
pagan god is highly problematic, resting as it does on some very ambiguous
circumstantial linguistic evidence in the form of an unusual adjective, frōno, apparently
derived from a genitive plural of the noun. Möller, Ehrismann, and Green all assume that
this latter term must have direct antecedents many centuries earlier—even back to the
“principes” mentioned by Tacitus some 700 years before the actual attestation of any
frōn-related words. The question of how this genitive plural took on the dual semantic
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sense of “of the lords” (and by extension, “public, communal”) and “holy” is admittedly
unclear. It is not difficult to imagine that an association between holiness and the actions
of the nobility would have existed in pre-Christian times, such as in the context of the
tribal legal assembly—indeed, we may even assume that a conceptual division between
the sacred and the secular did not then exist and represents a much later, even postmedieval, development. By a similar token we should acknowledge that an association
between the nobility and sacrality would have been quite present in a post-conversion
Christian context, too, for it was the nobility who converted first and it was they who
backed the establishment and construction of monasteries and churches.
The title of a particular office in the Carolingian administration under
Charlemagne may have contributed to the linguistic associations that developed between
the gen. pl. frōno and the Latin adjective dominicus in a secular and religious sense. In
Charlemagne’s system of rule a pivotal role was played by the royal agents known as
missi dominici (sg. missus dominicus ‘messenger of the lord [i.e, ruler]’).232 The missi
dominici could “judge cases in a court of law, punish offenders, redress wrongs, receive
the oath and survey all aspects of royal administration”; they were also, like the counts,
sometimes responsible for raising armies.233 Both secular lords (e.g., counts) as well as
clerics (e.g., abbots or bishops) could be appointed to this post, and after 802 it was
customary to have a combination of one layman and one cleric as missi for each
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particular region (or missaticum).234 An especially important duty with which the missi
were charged was the promulgation and enforcement of royal capitularies, a Carolingian
form of legal decree “comprising injunctions and provisions agreed upon by the king and
his advisers or the assembly covering administrative matters in both the secular and
ecclesiastical spheres.”235 Since the word frōno described the most distinguished
members of a community,236 it follows that this would have also been used in Germanicspeaking areas concerning the office and activities of those nobles serving as missi
dominici.237 These circumstances offer a possible explanation for why frōn- came to be
reanalyzed over time as a stem corresponding to Lat. dominic-. Later, due to influence
from the Christian liturgical usage of dominicus in its strictly religious sense (‘Lord’s,
God’s, pertaining to God’), the Germanic term took on some sacral and mysterious
connotations that could manifest depending on usage and context.
It seems unwise, then, to assume with Green and others that frōno necessarily
reflects an earlier polytheistic usage.238 If the word had such a sense in Common
Germanic, we would expect its more northerly cognates in Old Saxon and Old Frisian to
likewise convey something of what Grimm evocatively called the “weird, unearthly”
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sense and “old sacredness” of the term. To the contrary, however, these cognates exhibit
only a more mundane or legalistic usage: OS frōno means ‘public, legally valid, official,
manorial’ whereas OFris. frāna primarily appears in substantivized form to designate “a
count’s representative in Frisia” whose particular task it was uphold the law and “to apply
the king’s ban” as necessary in doing so.239 Although Rolf H. Bremmer, Jr., mentions the
existence of two Middle Dutch compounds that have vron- as their modifying element,
vronvridach ‘Good Friday’ and vronvaste ‘Quator Tempora [four times, or seasons],
Ember days’, he notes that in medieval Frisian “this Christian usage is rarely found,
perhaps because the word frāna was associated too much with the legal official of their
former feudal counts. It is found only in the compound frana-altar ‘the high altar’, that is,
the altar in which the consecrated Host was kept in the tabernacle. Perhaps the Frisian
word was just an adaptation of Middle High German vronaltar.”240
The secular/religious semantic split that affects vrōn-related words continues to be
evident in Middle High German. Thus we find feudal and legal terminology such as
MHG vrōndienest ‘service rendered to a (feudal) lord’, vrōngerihte ‘baronial court of
justice’, vrōnhof ‘feudal estate’, vrōnveste ‘public prison’, and vrōnwald ‘wood
belonging to a lord’,241 but also exclusively Christian vocabulary such as the
aforementioned vrōnaltār ‘high altar’, vrōnkōr ‘holy choir’, and frōnlīchnam(e) ‘(feast
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of) Corpus Christi’, ‘communion host’. The latter word, first attested in the thirteenth
century, is one of the few frōn- compounds to survive into Modern German (as
Fronleichnam).242 Several words exhibit a dual usage, for example vrōn (adj.) ‘holy,
divine’ and ‘manorial, public’; vrōn (n.) ‘holiness, glory’, ‘sovereignty, dominion’, or
‘prison’; and vrōnbote ‘message of God’, ‘message from the judicial court’. It is also
clear that by the Middle High German period, in both feudal and religious usage, any
earlier plural sense of the frōn ~ vrōn- lexeme had been revised or replaced with a
singular one.243

2.3.1. Conclusions on OHG frō
In conclusion, there is no convincing case to be made for a continental god Frō
based on the linguistic record, and we may therefore agree with Karl Helm’s conclusion
that such a deity “actually only exists in the mythological handbooks”—or more
accurately, in the minds of their authors.244 Just as importantly, it is clear that OHG frō
was never seen as exclusively synonymous with the figure of Christ or God as the divine
Lord, nor did it ever function as a proper name for him in Southwest Germanic.245 A
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secondary derivation of frō is the adjectival stem frōn- (later vrōn-), which is notably
ambivalent in terms of its semantics. On the one hand, it shows a certain amount of
application in Christian religious terminology, although often with a generalized sense of
‘holy’ rather than by any specific reference to Christ or God; on the other hand, it had an
important role in legal and feudal vocabulary with no overt religious connotations. The
original sense appears to have been secular, with the religious connotations resulting
from socio-political and Latin-based influences.
Of the three Old High German words that express the concept of “lord”—frō,
truhtīn and hērro—it is frō with its fundamental sense ‘lord (of the household)’ that
shows the closest semantic correspondence to Lat. dominus as a Christian term (based on
Gk. κύριος). This will become even more apparent after we examine the other two Old
High German “lord”-words in the sections that follow. Despite its high level of semantic
suitability, however, it is clear that frō was not adopted in Southwest Germanic as the
primary vernacular term for the Christian divine Lord.

2.4 OHG truhtīn ‘warlord, retinue-leader; Lord’
The most widespread Southwest Germanic term for Christ or God as the divine
Lord is OHG truhtīn, which appears in a multitude of variant forms in the manuscripts.246
This remarkable panoply of orthographic variations in the consonantal and vocalic

frēa and OHG frō, Bremmer concludes that “it remains questionable . . . whether the Frisians ever used
*frā to denote Christ (or God) or any pre-Christian deity” (“From Alien to Familiar,” 538).
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features of truhtīn is explained by Franck as the result of its status as a “literary
Wanderwort [migrating word]” that consequently possessed its own “unique history.”247
Given the approximately 1,600 occurrences of the word in all manner of Old High
German texts, we may assume that many of these forms reflect the nuances of regional
dialectal pronunciation for a very widely attested term.248 In the case of forms that begin
with t- as opposed to d-, the initial consonant is evidence that the word migrated from an
Upper German dialect.249

2.4.1 Etymology of OHG truht
The stem of the OHG truhtīn is truht- ~ druht-, which derives from PGmc.
*druχt-.250 The Proto-Germanic noun reflecting this stem is *druχtiz (often transcribed as
druhtiz),251 a word assumed to have been a primary designation for a ‘band of retainers’,
a retinue of some type (Ger. Gefolgschaft).252 More specifically, *druχtiz has often been
interpreted as the vernacular counterpart to Lat. comitatus, in the sense of a particular
Germanic warband institution first described by Tacitus in the first century CE but
arguably persisting—whether in actual reality or as a poetic and literary motif—in
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various Germanic cultures for more than a millennium, into the latter part of the Middle
Ages.253
Rather than merely designating any sort of leader-oriented band, the semantic
field of PGmc. *druχtiz indicates that it had a primary sense relating to group military
activity. This can be comparatively inferred from its reflexes and derivational forms that
appear in all of the major branches of Germanic, although in some cases these have only
been preserved in derivations and compounds.254 These include: Goth. drauhtinon
‘perform military service, wage war’, drauhtinassus ‘(military) campaign’, gadrauhts
‘soldier’, and drauhtiwitoþ ‘army or military service’;255 OE dryht ‘people, multitude,
army’, gedrihta ~ gedryhta (f.) ‘host, company, band of retainers’, gedryhta (m.)
‘comrade’, along with various compounds; OHG, MHG truht ‘troop’ (much more
prevalently attested in MHG than OHG); and OIc. drótt ‘troop, retinue’. In Old Saxon the
reflex only appears as the modifier element in the compounds druhtfolk ‘multitude’,
druhtskepi ‘rulership’, and druhtsat(i)o ‘bailiff, steward’ (cf. Ger. Truchsess).256 The
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Latinized Frankish term dructis (< druhti-) also appears as a modifying element in
several compounds used in the Lex Salica (the law code of the Salian Franks), for
example druchtelimici (or druhtilimithi), which corresponds to a contubernium
(originally a Latin military term referring to a “tent group” of eight soldiers); the sense is
clearly that of a “band of men” or “armed band” with a propensity for committing
aggressive acts such as rape.257 A Frankish personal name based on the druht- stem,
Dructacharius, is attested on a seventh-century burial stone for a 21-year-old male.258
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which Holthausen [AW] glosses as ‘Droste, Truchseß’ [Drost, steward, seneschal’]). However, the
existence of all these basically parallel forms could point to a common early West Germanic institutional
term that originated in the sphere of the comitatus, but by the Middle Ages evolved into an administrative
designation.
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Cf. Enright, Lady with a Mead Cup, 71; Wenskus, “druht,” 202–3; Schmidt-Wiegand, “Fränkisch druht
und druhtin,” 525–27, and “Fränkische und frankolateinische Bezeichnungen für soziale Schichten und
Gruppen in der Lex Salica,” 232–34; and Olberg, Die Bezeichnungen für soziale Stände, Schichten und
Gruppen in den Leges Barbarorum, 129–33, and Freie, Nachbarn, und Gefolgsleute, 208–214. The
vernacular terms appear as the so-called Malberg glosses within certain versions of the Lex Salica (at §42,
3 and §43, 3); see Drew, trans., The Laws of the Salian Franks, 46, 106–8; and Rivers, trans., Laws of the
Salian and Ripuarian Franks, 88–90, 222. For versions of the original law code, see Eckhardt, ed., Lex
Salica.
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See Körber, Inschriften (römische, griechische, mittelalterliche) des Mainzer Museums, 139–41
(illustration of the inscription at 140) and Schramm, Namenschatz, 97. Schramm sees the stem as denoting
the warband (Kriegerschar) and the retinue (Gefolgschaft), and cites Dructacharius alongside the
Visigothic PN Tructesindus ‘warband companion’. The Frankish name seems to have a similar sense; it can
be analyzed as ‘retinue-warrior’ (< PGmc. *druχti- ‘warband, retinue’ + *χarjaz ‘warrior’ [cf. the secondor third-century Vimose comb inscription and the *χari-related entries in HGE, 162–62], with the form also
assimilating to the common Latin agentive suffix -arius ‘belonging to’). I thank James Cathey for this
suggestion. A parallel name with a similar form and identical sense is OHG Truhtheri. On the druht- stem
in Germanic personal names, see also Bach, Deutsche Namenkunde I, 1, §199; and Förstemann,
Altdeutsches Namenbuch, I, s.v. Druht, and likewise in Kaufmanns’s Ergänzungsband to the latter work.
Numerous place names are also based on this stem; cf. Förstemann, Altdeutsches Namenbuch, II, s.v.
Druht.
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PGmc. *druχtiz has been solidly analyzed as a derivation (formed with an
abstractive nominal suffix -ti-) from an ablaut grade of the strong verb *dreugan-, the
meaning of which is difficult to pinpoint exactly.259 The Proto-Indo-European source,
*dhereugh-, had a basic meaning of ‘to hold out, hold together’, which could apply to
both objects as well as people.260 According to Alan Crozier, the latter type of usage in
reference to people became the basis for a semantic development in Germanic where the
root PGmc. *dreuǥ- had the sense ‘to follow, accompany’.261 At a very early stage this
notion of a ‘company’ or ‘group of followers’ seems to have become synonymous with
the activity of the retinue, with implicit connotations of warfare and military service.262
Elmar Seebold assigns PGmc. *dreugan- the approximative sense ‘Gefolgschaft leisten’
(‘to operate in a retinue’ or ‘to show allegiance to a retinue’) and remarks:
In terms of its meaning, Gmc. dreug-a-1 is not entirely straightforward. The crux
of its meaning is obviously ‘Gefolgschaft leisten’, from which derive these senses:
(1) ‘to do military service, to wage war’ and the like; (2) ‘to execute, accomplish’
(with respect to the fulfillment of a duty); and (3) ‘to endure, to suffer’ (with
respect to the effort associated with this).263

EDPG, s.v. *druhti- and *dreugan-2; HGE, s.v. *đruχtiz and *đreuʒanan; Landolt, “Gefolgschaft,” 534;
Lindow, Comitatus, 18; Ringe, From Proto-Indo-European to Proto-Germanic, 113.
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Lindow, Comitatus, 18 (summarizing Pokorny, IEW, s.v. *dhereugh-, 254–55); Rix, LIV, s.v. *dhreṷgh.
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Cf. Crozier, “The Germanic Root *dreuǥ -,” in which he attempts to account for all subsequent senses as
semantic developments from this kernel of meaning.
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Cf. Bazelmans, “Beyond Power,” 311–13.

“Gm. dreug-a-1 ist in seiner Bedeutung nicht ganz eindeutig zu fassen. Kern der Bedeutung ist
offensichtlich ‘Gefolgschaft leisten’, woraus sich ableiten (1) ‘Kriegsdienst tun, in den Krieg ziehen’ und
ähnliches; (2) ‘vollbringen, leisten’ (in Bezug auf die Pflichterfüllung) und (3) ‘ertragen, erdulden’ (in
Bezug auf die damit verbundene Mühe)” (VeWgsV, s.v. *DREUG-A-1). Cf. EDPG, s.v. dreugan-2; HGE, s.v.
*đreuʒanan.
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Similar conclusions about the retinue-based—and expressly military—nature of this
terminology in Germanic have been upheld by most commentators.264
Although the Germanic verb *dreugan- and its nominal derivations seem to have
clearly been at home in the sphere of the military retinue or comitatus, this usage may
represent a narrowing of meaning from a less specific situation at an earlier IndoEuropean stage. The Slavic and Baltic counterparts to Goth. (ga)drauhts ‘warrior’, for
example, are reconstructed as having a source in PSlv. *drȗgъ ‘companion, friend’.265
However, there are derivatives from *drȗgъ that designate a group or troop of such
companions, and these can have definite military connotations. For example, various
reflexes of PSlv. *družìna show a collective military usage—the earliest example being
OCS družina ‘society, band, retinue’, which translates Gk. συστρατιῶται ‘military
comrades in arms’—and can thus be seen as a close semantic parallel to PGmc
*druχtiz.266 As John Lindow points out, these examples offer evidence that “the potential
for narrowing the sense ‘group’ to the military sphere was also present in another branch
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Cf., e.g., Benveniste, IELS, 88–91; Eggers, Deutsche Sprachgeschichte I, 114, and “Die Annahme des
Christentums,” 483–84; Green, CL, 270–321, and LHEGW, 110–12; Lindow, Comitatus, 19; Meid, “Die
Königsbezeichnung,” 185; Moser, Sprache und Religion, 24; Schirokauer, “Die Wortgeschichte von Herr,”
214; and Weisweiler, “Deutsche Frühzeit,” 80. The North Germanic reflex, OIc. dróttinn ‘retinue-leader,
prince’, alongside drótt ‘war-troop, retinue’, shows a similar sense; cf. the entries for these terms in AeW.
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E.g., Cz., Slk. druh; OCS drugъ; Rus. drug; all meaning ‘friend’; OPl. drug ‘companion, comrade’, etc.
The Balto-Slavic precedent *drougos has reflexes in Lith. draũgas and Latv. dràugs, both meaning
‘friend’. Cf. EDSIL, s.v. *drȗgъ. Guus Kroonen (EDPG, s.v. *dreugan-2) notes that the Baltic forms are
formally close to OE ge-dreag ‘host’ and that the underlying root “may have designated an activity
associated with someone’s military or clan affiliation.” On the Balto-Slavic terms, cf. also Widengren, Der
Feudalismus im alten Iran, 55.
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These include: Rus. družína ‘prince’s armed force, militia unit, squad’, Cz družina ‘squad, detachment’,
and Bulg. družína ‘troop’. Without an overt military sense are: Pl. drużyna ‘team, crew’, SCr. drùžina
society, friends, detachment, servants’, Sl. družína ‘servants, family’. For all these terms, see EDSIL, s.v.
*družìna and cf. Benveniste, IELS, 89–90.
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of the IE family [besides Germanic].”267 In Émile Benveniste’s assessment, considering
the Balto-Slavic terms is of special interest for “the light it throws on the proper
signification of these Germanic [*druχt-related] words. We have here the notion of
‘company’, specified in the peculiar condition indicated in Germanic: a warrior
friendship.”268
Even in the Germanic sphere, however, there is a seemingly divergent sense with
certain *druχt-derived words that still needs to be explained: they can refer to wedding
ceremonies specifically or else denote a more generalized notion of festivity.269 For
example, the earliest written attestation of a continental reflex of PGmc *druχtiz is the
aforementioned Franc. dructis in the early-sixth-century Frankish law code Lex Salica,
which as a simplex is clearly used with the sense ‘wedding procession, bridal party’.270
Similarly, the Old Frisian cognate drecht denotes a ‘bridal procession, bridal escort’ as
well as ‘people, troop’.271 Likewise related to wedding ceremonies are designations such
as Lang. troctingus; OE dryhtealdor, dryhtguma, and dryhtman; and OHG truhting, all of
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Lindow, Comitatus, 19.
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IELS, 90.
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An overview of past approaches to resolving this conundrum appears in Enright, Lady with a Mead Cup,
71–80.
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See Pactus 13, 10, in Drew, trans., The Laws of the Salian Franks, 189; for the original Latin, see Lex
Salica (XV, §6) in Eckhardt, ed., Lex Salica, at 55.
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AfrW, s.v. drecht. The latter word is not to be confused or conflated with OFris. dracht- (< drega ‘to
carry, bear’) as has occurred in several dictionaries and handbooks (e.g., HGE, s.v. *druχtiz; GED, s.v.
drauhti-witoþ [D31], and Feist’s entry for the latter in VWgS).
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which gloss paranymphus ‘bridesman’ or architriclinus ‘master of a feast’; and similarly,
OS druhting ‘wedding guest, matchmaker, bridesman’.272
Attempts at explaining the seemingly conflictive semantics (*druht- ‘warband’ vs.
*druht- ‘wedding party’) by means of a linguistic argument have generally been rejected.
The most plausible of these was made by Hans Kuhn, who posited the existence of a
distinct but roughly homonymous word, *drūht-, derived as a nominalized -ti- abstract
from an ablaut grade of a different strong verb (< *drunh-ti-s < *drinkan ‘to drink’),
which would have had the sense ‘drinking’ and thereby developed an understandable
association with feasting and intoxication as part of wedding ceremonies.273 According to
Kuhn, this also explains the reflexes of the word that act as a modifier in compounds and
provide an adjectival sense of ‘festive’, ‘splendid’, or ‘noble’. This alternative proposal
by Kuhn is methodologically unsound, however, since it unnecessarily complicates the
situation.274 As Green notes: “We may ask whether there is any need to suggest two
separate stems: both semantic groups share a collective meaning and the spheres of
warfare and festivity are complementary aspects of the comitatus as described by Tacitus
in war and peace.”275 Furthermore, as Lindow has shown, Kuhn’s alternate stem can be
ruled out on phonological grounds since the long vowel of *drūht- (resulting from
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Green, CL, 270.
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Kuhn, “Die Grenzen,” 437–38 (pagination from Kleine Schriften reprint).
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Lindow, Comitatus, 20.
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Green, CL, 111; with additional support in Enright, Lady with a Mead Cup, 72.
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compensatory lengthening triggered by the loss of the nasal -n-) is not reflected in any of
the West Germanic words that Kuhn claims would have derived from it.276
Far more problematic than Kuhn’s proposal is the radically different premise of a
lengthy study of OE dryht and related terms by Ernst S. Dick, Ae. dryht und seine Sippe:
Eine wortkundliche, kultur- und religionsgeschichtliche Betrachtung zur altgermanischen
Glaubensvorstellung vom wachstümlichen Heil (OE dryht and Its Word Family: A
Lexicological, Cultural- and Religious-Historical Examination of the Old Germanic
Beliefs Concerning Vegetational Fertility). Dick argues that the original sense of the
*druχt-related terminology did not concern an armed retinue at all but instead initially
referred to forces of vegetational fertility (“Wachstumsheil”) that were the focus of
ancient cultic activity—which included marriage customs—both at the Indo-European
stage and in the earliest Germanic period.277 In accordance with this theory he claims that
OE dryhten ‘lord, Lord’ (and likewise its cognates) would derive from a pre-Christian
religious term denoting a divine “Heilsspender,” a “dispenser of health/healing/wellbeing” (Ger. Heil, especially when used in its archaic sense, is a multivalent word) and
thus a patron of cultic rebirth and initiation, which was later adopted as a title for Christ
and God the Father.278 Although his book exhibits a wealth of erudition, linguistic and
otherwise, Dick’s premise and conclusions—overdriven as they were by the ideology of
the “Münster School,” which sought to uncover linguistic traces of extremely archaic
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Lindow, Comitatus, 20–21. This point is slightly obscured, however, due to the forms *druht and *drūht
being accidentally reversed in the second sentence of the third paragraph of p. 20.
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See Dick, Ae. dryht und seine Sippe. To get a sense of the sort of position from which this author
proceeds, for example regarding marriage rites, cf. Dick, “The Bridesman in Indo-European Tradition.”
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Cf. Dick, Ae. dryht, 465–557.
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fertility rites—have been rightfully rejected as the product of an inherently flawed
methodology that often results in ahistorical readings and far-fetched interpretations.279
A somewhat more plausible linguistic explanation for why some *druχt-related
words came to be associated with marriage customs is suggested by John Lindow, who
speculates that confusion may have arisen between *druht- and OHG drūt ~ trūt (adj.)
‘trusted, dear’, (n.) ‘confidant, beloved, friend, disciple’ (cf. Ger. traut ‘cosy’),
particularly in those geographical regions where -h- regularly disappeared before a -t.280
In Lindow’s view, “The resultant near homonymy could have approached *druht- (OHG
*truht) to trūt and caused semantic crossing, which might have spread out to other
WGmc. speech areas.”281 There are several problems with this theory. First, Lindow’s
assignment of a strong marriage-related sense to drūt ~ trūt (for which he does not offer a
gloss) is questionable.282 Second, even if Lindow’s speculation is right that some
semantic crossing and conflation of *druχt-related terms and drūt ~ trūt could have
occurred in a certain region, this scenario is insufficient to explain the overt marriage-
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Cf., e.g., the reviews of Dick’s study by Campbell, Green (“Old English ‘Dryht’: A New Suggestion”),
Hallander (“Old English dryht and Its Cognates”), Meid, and Norman (pp. 69–70), as well as the comments
in Fuß, Die religiöse Lexik, 88–89; Schmidt-Wiegand, “Fränkisch druht und druhtin,” 524–25, and further
affirmed in Wenskus, “druht,” 202. Besides Dick, other notable representatives of the Münster School
included the linguist Jost Trier and the runologist Karl Schneider. A 1954 dissertation by Kellermann,
Studien zu den Gottesbezeichnungen der angelsächsischen Dichtung, is also the product of this school of
thought and suffers from similar issues as the study by Dick.
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Braune/Mitzka, Althochdeutsche Grammatik, §154, n. 6.
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Lindow, Comitatus, 21.
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The marriage association probably relates to the feminine noun drūtin, drūtinna ‘beloved woman’,
which in one passage in Otfrid’s Evangelienbuch (II, 13, 9–10) appears apposite to brūt ‘bride’. However,
there is no reason to see these two words as synonymous. The etymological origins of OHG drūt ~ trūt are
unclear; cf. Kluge and DWDS, s.v. traut. Moreover, Kluge states that a common origin for the verb trauen
‘to trust, to marry’ and trūt is impossible due to the attestation of the parallel form drūt. Cf. also the
etymological comments in DWDS and DWB, s.v. trauen.
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ceremony associations attached to a range of *druχt-related terms that are attested in such
geographically dispersed set of West Germanic languages (Langobardic, Old English,
Old High German, Old Saxon).
An explanation for the two seemingly divergent senses that descend from PGmc.
*druχt-is best sought in the cultural sphere. The basis for the dual usage appears to derive
from a situation in early Germanic societies in which members of a warband or armed
retinue played a prominent role in wedding ceremonies.283 As Green notes, these included
“the practice of conducting the bride in a procession to her new kindred, but often with
specific reference to the procession taking the form of an armed band, which accounts for
the use of truht.”284 Such customs seem to have been widespread throughout the early
Germanic world, although their particulars may have varied considerably depending upon
the ethnic group in question. In the case of the Visigoths, for example, there exists quite
descriptive information about the prominent role of armed men (troctingi) led by a warhorse (Lang. crosna) in traditional wedding ceremonies; these customs appear to be
deeply rooted in much earlier times.285
Various explanations have been put forth for this link between the warband and
marriage customs,286 but regardless of which may be correct, we can safely assume that
the marriage associations represent a secondary development out of what is essentially
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Wenskus, “druht,” 202; Schmidt-Wiegand, “Fränkisch druht und druhtin,” 525–27.
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Green, LHEGW, 112.
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Enright, Lady with a Mead Cup, 78, and Ausenda “Kinship and Marriage among the Visigoths,” 153–
54, with further discussion and clarifications at 187–88; and cf. Laws of King Aistulf (15, VI) in Drew,
trans., The Lombard Laws, 234–35; original Latin text in MGH LL 4, Leges Langobardorum, 201.
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See, e.g., Enright’s discussion and interpretations in Lady with a Mead Cup, 73–80.
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warband vocabulary: a lord’s band of retainers could serve as a bridal escort or as part of
his wedding party. The most important conclusion to draw here regarding the linguistic
record is that the association of some *druχt-derived vocabulary with marriage
ceremonies and festivities presents no insuperable obstacle to an interpretation of the
original sense of these terms as being connected to the warband.
Regarding PGmc. *druχtiz, then, the analysis of this term as designating a
warband or armed retinue seems to be sound, especially at the earlier stage of Germanic.
Although some reflexes of the term had a home in the sphere of marriage customs,
usually referring to a bridal party or escort, this is not at odds with the warband origins of
*druχtiz. Instead, it represents an extension of the latter sense that arose due to archaic
cultural practices, and evidence for the overlapping nature of these two senses can be
discerned in early Germanic legal texts such as the Salian Frankish and Lombardic law
codes. Traces of the original warband sense of *druχtiz persisted in all major branches of
Germanic until the latter centuries of the first millennium, although it must also be
acknowledged that the semantic content for various reflexes of the word became
extended over time, resulting in rather colorless terms that refer to a ‘crowd, multitude’ or
other group of people.287 This is not an unusual development, however, and a parallel
example of semantic expansion from ‘warband’ to ‘multitude’ as took place with *druχtiz
can be seen with PGmc. fulka- ‘band of warriors, military formation’ developing the
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Cf., e.g., OE dryht ‘people, nation’ (but also ‘army’) and OS druhtfolk ‘multitude’. A similar situation
occurs in some cases with OIc. drótt; cf. Lindow, Comitatus, 35–36.
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expanded sense of ‘people’ without any military connotations (cf. its modern reflexes
Ger. Volk, Eng. folk, etc.).288

2.4.2 Etymology of OHG truhtīn
There is little doubt concerning the etymology of OHG druhtīn ~ truhtīn, which
derives from an earlier PGmc. *druχtīnaz ‘leader of the *druχtiz’ with attested reflexes in
all the major early West Germanic and North Germanic dialects: OE dryhten; OFris.
drochten; OIc., ON dróttinn; OS drohtin; OSw. Drōtin; etc.289 As we have noted above
(§1.5), it can also be assumed to have had East Germanic reflexes based on circumstantial
evidence from related words in Gothic such as drauhtinon ‘to perform military service,
wage war’ (lit. ‘to lead/operate a warband’).
PGmc. *druχtīnaz is traditionally interpreted as a secondary nominal derivation
from *druχtīz ‘warband, retinue’ formed by means of the so-called Herrschersuffix (ruler
suffix) or Führersuffix (leader suffix), a phenomenon that was analyzed in a number of
works by Wolfgang Meid.290 Meid traces this suffix to the Indo-European stage of the
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Cf. Ilkow, Die Nominalkomposita, 90. Another example of a retinue-oriented term that lost its earlier
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merchant league, the Hanse; cf. the discussion by Benveniste in IELS, 63–65.
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HGE, s.v. *druχtīnaz. Given the attested reflexes, *druχtīnaz seems the preferable reconstruction (in
contrast to *druhtana-; cf. EDPG, s.v. *druhti-). The Proto-Germanic form has further comparative
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loanwords borrowed into Baltic Fenno-Ugric; see LagLoS, s.v. ruhtinas. The Finnish reflex is also
discussed in Meid, Personalia mit -no- Suffix, 194–95.
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See, e.g., Meid, Wortbildungslehre, 109–110; “Die Königsbezeichnung,” 184–85; and “Das Suffix -noin Götternamen.” His unpublished dissertation, Personalia mit -no- Suffix: Studien zu den mittels -nogebildeten westindogermanischen Führer- und Herrscherbezeichnungen, Götternamen und verwandten
Personalia, is devoted to this topic, with the suffix itself treated on pp. 143–73 and *druχtīnaz on pp. 191–
200.
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language and transcribes it as PIE *-no-. In Germanic this becomes PGmc. *-na-.
Accordingly, the morphology of *druχtīnaz is analyzed as *druχti-na-z. The semantic
function of the suffix is to indicate ‘leader/ruler/master of <stem>’. The resulting sense in
this case is therefore ‘leader of the *druχtiz’—in other words, ‘leader of the warband,
leader of the retinue’.
Since the time of Meid’s detailed treatment of the subject, further insights into
Indo-European derivational morphology have been gained, and the PIE *-no- suffix can
now be seen as part of a larger group of related nasal stems that also includes the socalled Hoffmann suffix (later clarified as *-H3no-), which Karl Hoffmann analyzed as
semantically indicating ‘having <stem>’, ‘rich in <stem>’, or similar.291 The Hoffmann
suffix has more recently been interpreted by Georges-Jean Pinault as having the original
sense ‘profiting from <stem>’.292 The latest research suggests that the underlying
morpheme did not originate as a suffix per se, as was long assumed, but rather a fullfledged root cognate to Lat. onus ‘load, burden’ and Skt. ánas ‘cart’, and probably to
nouns in other Indo-European languages as well.293 This situation has been discussed in
detail by Birgit Anette Olsen, who sees the original root, which she reconstructs as PIE *H3onH2-, as underlying a whole spectrum of nasal-stem suffixes.294 Semantically, these
suffixes can function in various ways and many of these senses are readily comparable to
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Pinault, “Védique dámūnas-, Latin dominus et l’ origine de la suffixe de Hoffmann,” 61.
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Sound Systems of Indo-European,” 12.
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one or another of the various nuances of Lat. onus.295 As Olsen point out, “onus covers
much of the same semantic field of direct and metaphorical meanings as English charge:
‘load, burden; accusation; price; instruction; obligation; responsibility, duty; attack’.”296
Although Olsen does not specifically discuss any Germanic terms that were built from
the *-no-/*-na- suffix, she does refer to Lat. dominus (lit. ‘master of the house [domus]’)
and Ved. dámūnas (‘master of the house [dámas]’), both of which are cited by Meid as
having a similar underlying structure as the Germanic reflexes.297 Other commentators
have assumed that the Herrschersuffix (or “suffixe de domination” in Pinault’s
interpretation) and the Hoffmann suffix share a common origin (< PIE *-Hno-) and a
related sense. As Pinault explains: “The semantic link [of the Herrschersuffix] with the
Hoffmann suffix is established by the notion of ‘possession’ taken in in the somewhat
larger sense of ‘that which controls’, ‘governs’, or ‘commands’, the notion expressed by
the base-term [i.e., stem].”298 In consideration of the foregoing, it is logical to conclude
that the Germanic *-na- suffix, like the Hoffmann suffix, originated as a thematicized
variant of Olsen’s proposed root *-H3onH2- ‘load, charge (also figuratively)’.299
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The proposed origin of the Herrschersuffix in a root that signified “in charge”
(both literally and figuratively) sheds light on the early semantic development of the
suffix, for it is not difficult to see how the sense of “being in charge” of a larger group,
and the duties and obligations that this entailed, came to be synonymous with the notion
of leadership itself. This sense of leadership and representation is evident in every one of
the old Germanic institutional military and political titles containing the *-na- suffix,
such as OHG truhtīn (< PGmc. *druχti-na-z ‘leader of a warband [*druχtiz]’) and its
cognates; Goth. þiudans ‘king’ (< PGmc. þiuđa-na-z ‘leader of the people [þiuđa]’) and
its cognates; Goth. kindins ‘governor’ (< PGmc. *kendi-na-z < PIE *gen-ti-no-s ‘leader
of the tribe, kin-group’ [cf. Lat. gens, Gmc. kind-]) and its possible cognate Burg.
hendinos ‘king’;300 Lat.-Franc. thunginus (lit. ‘leader of the thing [assembly]’, assuming
an ablaut variation of þing- ~ þung-), a word that appears in the Lex Salica and designates
the leading member in the assembly of the “Hundred” (Lat. centena, OHG huntari);301
and the reconstructed title PGmc. *hundinaz ‘leader of the Hundred’.302 The type of
relationship signified by the *-na- suffix, which in each of these institutional contexts can
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This term is reconstructed on the evidence of OHG, OS hunno (the OHG word translates Lat.
centenarius; tribunus, tribunicius; the OS word corresponds to Lat. centurio; both < *hunðnan ‘leader of
the Hundred’) as well as several place names; cf. Meid, “Die Königsbezeichnung,” 185, and Andersson,
“Die schwedischen Bezirkbezeichnungen hund und hundare,” esp. 94–102.
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also be interpreted as that of a primus inter pares, is one that Benveniste considers
“characteristic of ancient Germanic society.”303
The Herrschersuffix did not only serve to indicate the head of a social group in
the human world but is also found as an element in numerous Indo-European divine
names.304 It should be noted, however, the suffix per se does not seem to have carried any
inherent religious connotations.305 In the context of gods’ names, the suffix tends to
indicate the superior exemplification of—or control over—a specific domain or abstract
quality.306 Meid sees this divine usage as reflective of two distinct spheres of activity:
“Gods are able to rule in many ways, for example over elements and natural forces, over
humans, animals and plants, and not least of all, too, over incorporeal factors like war and
destiny or mental-spiritual potencies like love, brilliance, or ecstasy; whereas the human
activity of rulership extends mainly to human communities or jurisdictions.”307 Divinities
simply are the best of their kind in the world; human leaders must become the head of the
human group they lead. There is, however, a crucial commonality and continuity that
should be recognized concerning the usage of the Herrschersuffix in both the divine as
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IELS, 90.
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On the suffix in divine names, see Meid, “Das Suffix -no- in Götternamen,” and for more detailed
analysis, Personalia mit -no- Suffix, 153–73.
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Schlerath, “Die Religion der Indogermanen,” 91, 98.
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For example, speaking of the reconstructed divine epithet *peraunos (> Perun, the name of Slavic high
god and thunder god), Dunkel (“Vater Himmels Gattin,” 4) suggests that the -no- suffix within the title
“underscores the royal aspect of Father Heaven, whether this rests on moral rectitude (truth) or
overwhelming physical strength” (“unterstreicht den könglichen Aspekt des Vaters Himmel, ob auf
moralischer Berechtigung [Wahrheit] oder auf überwältigender physischer Stärke beruhend”).
307

“Götter können auf vielfältige Art herrschen, z. B. über Elemente und Naturerscheinungen, über
Menschen, Tiere und Pflänzen und nicht zuletzt auch über immaterielle Gegebenheiten wie Krieg und
Schicksal oder geistigseelische Potenzen wie Glanz, Liebe, Ekstase, während die menschliche
Herrschertätigkeit sich vorwiegend auf menschliche Gemeinschaften oder Amtsbereiche erstreckt” (Meid,
“Das Suffix -no-,” 91–92).
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well as in the human sphere: as an indicator of leadership, authority, and exemplification,
this suffix served as a semantic marker for powerful entities that commanded the highest
levels of socio-cultural prestige.

2.5 Hans Eggers’s Theory on the Origins of OHG truhtīn as a Vernacular
Equivalent to Lat. dominus
By the time of the earliest attested Old High German literary sources—which
consist of various glosses (including the Abrogans) and shorter religious texts (such as
the St. Gall Credo, the Old Bavarian Confession, the Bavarian Paternoster-Interpretation)
that all date from the last quarter of the eighth century—it is evident that truhtīn (and its
dialectal variants) has already become the standard translation for dominus in Christian
usage. It was thus the prevailing Southwest Germanic vernacular term for the Christian
divine Lord and would retain its status as such for centuries. Having assessed the
etymological origins and early connotations of the word, we may now consider—to
whatever extent is possible—the circumstances in which it came to be adopted for use in
a Christian context.
Although the majority of scholars have accepted the idea that the word truhtīn and
its cognates originally derived from the vocabulary of leading the retinue, a social
institution that was in all likelihood synonymous with the warband, only a few
commentators have offered detailed theories of when, how, and why this particular word
came to be applied to the Christian Lord. The most detailed examination of the matter is
D. H. Green’s The Carolingian Lord (summarized in §2.2 above), which asserts that the
Germanic retinue vocabulary was adopted for Christian use first by Anglo-Saxons, after
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which its connotations evolved further in the context of Merovingian proto-feudalism and
the subsequent Carolingian era. A decidedly different scenario was set forth in several
publications by the German linguist Hans Eggers (1907–1988) to explain the linguistic
events informing the West Germanic adoption of a druχtīnaz-based title for the divine
Lord title.308 Green’s study is well known and frequently cited, but Eggers’s theory has
received far less attention and therefore merits some serious consideration here.
According to Eggers, the equation of WGmc. druhtīn ~ truhtīn with Lat. dominus
must have taken place at a considerably earlier (pre-Merovingian and pre-Anglo-Saxon)
stage of interaction between the Germanic tribal groups and the Roman Empire. We may
trace the lines of his argument as follows. Eggers acknowledges the place of truhtīn and
its cognates in the secular sphere of warfare, stating that at an early stage of development
it signified the “military lord (chieftain) of a military retinue.”309 However, he believes
that this early sense underwent a decisive shift in meaning when it was recontextualized
under the influence of external (i.e., Roman) cultural customs. This came about due to the
secular usage of the term that truhtīn translates, dominus, which served in late antiquity
as a title for the emperor during the late Roman period known as the Dominate.310 Eggers
therefore speculates that
the thousands of Germanic soldiers in Roman military service could very well
have designated their imperial dominus, who was both their highest field
commander and who frequently resided in the military camps, as truhtîn, thus
308

These views are outlined in Eggers, Deutsche Sprachgeschichte, I, 113–16, and “Die Annahme des
Christentums,” 482–83. As his statements are very clear and succinct, I have chosen to translate the
relevant passages rather than summarize his views.
309

“Kriegerischer Herr (Fürsten) einer kriegerischen Gefolgschaft” (“Die Annahme des Christentums,”
484).
310

This is in addition to the standard imperial title of Caesar, which is considered one of the earliest
classical loanwords into Germanic (cf. Goth. *kaisar, OE cāsere, OFris. keiser, OHG keisur, OS kēsur).
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transferring indigenous conceptions onto the emperor. Many reports tell of the
retinue-loyalty of the Germanic warriors to their imperial Roman lord, which was
often enough a relationship sealed with death. The emperor was not, however, a
retinue lord in the Germanic sense, a primus inter pares, but rather a lord plain
and simple, an absolute ruler over the free and the unfree. If truhtîn was now
applied to the imperial dominus, then the word must have been gradually moved
toward the expanded meaning, which in the Germanic languages had earlier only
been ascribed to the word frô.
Our view in this respect is strengthened by the Gothic word gadrauhts
‘soldier’. . . . In the Gothic Bible, gadrauhts, which originally could have just
meant the ‘(free) member of a retinue’, describes the soldier of the Roman army
who was situated legally and ethically in a completely different way. Here too,
then, the shift of the word’s meaning from the Germanic-warrior sense to that of
the Roman military is present. One may therefore assume that in the Roman
military camps the word truhtîn lost its old and nobler but narrower sense and
entered into the whole broad semantic sphere of Lat. dominus. Since at the time
the Dominus of the Roman Empire periodically resided in Trier, the new
translation may have further spread among the West Germanic populations, at
least in its secular sense. Then later on, however, when the word was applied in
the religious sphere to the Lord in heaven, it must have also retained its new,
broader sense. Because it had in this way become synonymous with frô, it could
also eventually displace the older term. This is because no language sustains two
entirely synonymous words; one of them will usually decline and most often it is
the more recent, the more “modern” word, that is victorious.311
311

“Sehr wohl können die Tausende von germanischen Söldnern im römischen Heeresdienst ihren
kaiserlichen dominus, der zugleich ihr oberster Feldherr war und häufig im Heerlager weilte, in ihrer
eigenen Sprache als truhtîn bezeichnet haben, heimische Vorstellungen auf den Kaiser übertragend. Von
der Gefolgstreue germanischer Krieger zu ihrem kaiserlichen römischen Herrn, die oft genug mit dem Tode
besiegelt wurde, künden viele Zeugnisse. Der Kaiser war aber kein Gefolgsherr im germanischen Sinne,
nicht primus inter pares, sondern er war Herr schlecthin, unumschränkter Gebieter über Freie und Unfreie.
Wurde nun truhtîn auf den kaiserlichen dominus angewandt, so mußte das Word almählich in die weitere
Bedeutung einrücken, die in den germanischen Sprachen vorher nur dem Worte frô zukam.
Wir werden in unserer Auffassung durch das gotische Wort gadrauhts ‘Soldat’ bestärkt. . . . Auch
gadrauhts, das ursprünglich nur ‘das (freie) Mitglied einer Gefolgschaft’ gemeint haben kann, bezeichnet
in der gotischen Bibel den rechtlich und ethisch ganz anders gestellten Söldner der römischen Heere. Auch
hier liegt also die Wandlung von der germanisch-kriegerischen zur römisch-militärischen Wortbedeutung
vor. Man darf deshalb annehmen, daß das Wort truhtîn in den römischen Truppenlagern seine alte und
edlere, aber engere Bedeutung einbüßte und in den ganzen weiten Bedeutungsbereich von lat. dominus
eintrat. Als dann der Dominus des Römerreiches zeitweilig in Trier residierte, mag die neue Übersetzung
sich bei den westgermanischen Völkerschaften weiter ausgebreitet haben, zunächst in weltlicher
Bedeutung. Dann aber mußte das Wort auch späterhin, als es im religiösen Bereich auf den Herrn im
Himmel angewandt wurde, seine neue breitere Bedeutung beibehalten. Weil es also mit frô
gleichbedeutend geworden war, konnte es auch diesen älteren Ausdruck allmählich verdrängen. Denn zwei
völlig gleichbedeutende Wörter erträgt keine Sprache; eines wird gewöhnlich abgestoßen, und meistens ist
es das jüngere, das ‘modernere’ Word, das den Sieg behält” (Eggers, Deutsche Sprachgeschichte, I, 114–
15). Eggers’s final statement here need not be taken as an absolute linguistic law, however: examples can
be found to belie it in modern English, such as help and aid, as G. Ronald Murphy (p.c.) points out. For an
overview of barbarian involvement as soldiers in Roman employ, see James, Europe’s Barbarians, 161–73.
On the significance of Trier as an imperial city, see also Eggers’s comments in “Die Annahme des
Christentums,” 474 (also n. 29).
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In his discussions of how the truhtīn : dominus equation developed, Eggers goes
further and hypothesizes a specific time period during which this may have occurred: the
reign of Emperor Constantine (306–337). He writes:
In late Roman custom, the emperor Constantine was titled a dominus; he was,
however, in the years from his accession to the throne up until the winning of sole
rulership, above all the Imperator. The image of the victorious field commander
must have especially made its mark on his Germanic soldiers. They could not
describe him as king, the “ruler by blood,” according to the indigenous model; he
was too big, and, in his tumultuous initial years, even too warlike for such a title.
He had to appear as a warlord, and for that the designation presented itself which
lived on in OHG truhtîn, OE dryhten. However, a Roman emperor and dominus
was no truhtîn, no primus inter pares, but a sovereign lord. Thus in secular usage
the meaning of the Germanic word must have changed, and it must have also lost
the sense of “retinue-lord.” It was only through this process that the word became
suited for the designation of the Christian god and could be taken up by
missionaries and henceforth displace a synonym, frauja, frô.312
In the scenario proposed by Eggers, the truhtīn : dominus equation originated
during the so-called Germania Romana, the period of close contact—which could be
either collaborative or antagonistic—between Germanic groups and the Roman Empire,
but even more specifically, in the Constantinian era of the late Roman Dominate.313 This
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“Der Kaiser Konstantin wurde nach spätrömanischem Brauch als dominus betitelt; er war aber in den
Jahren vor seiner Thronerhebung bis zur Erkämpfung der Alleinherrschaft vor allem der Imperator. Das
Bild des siegreichen Feldherrn muß sich seinen germanischen Soldaten vor allem eingeprägt haben. Als
König, ‘den Herrscher von Geblüt’, nach heimischem Muster konnten sie ihn nicht bezeichnen; dafür war
er zu groß und in seinen stürmischen Anfangsjahren auch allzu kriegerisch. Er mußte als ein Kriegsherr
erscheinen, und dafür bot sich die Bezeichnung, die in ahd. truhtîn, ae. dryhten weiterlebt, an. Aber ein
römischer Kaiser und dominus war kein truhtîn, kein primus inter pares, sondern unumschränkter Herr. So
muß sich schon in weltlichen Sprachgebrauch die Bedeutung des germanischen Wortes verändert, muß sich
auch die Vorstellung ‘Gefolgsherr’ verloren haben. Erst dadurch wurde das Wort zur Bezeichnung des
Christengottes geeignet, konnte von Missionaren aufgegriffen werden und, nunmehr ein Synonym, das
ältere frauja, frô verdrängen” (“Die Annahme des Christentums,” 484–85).
313

The classic survey of linguistic events and influences from this period is Frings, Germania Romana. He
does not, however, speculate about the origins of the equation between truhtīn and dominus. On the term
Dominate (as opposed to the earlier Principate), see Goldsworthy, How Rome Fell, 443, 447, and cf.
HDCLA, s.v. Domĭnus.
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is several centuries earlier than the time period favored by Green. By necessity, however,
Eggers’s argument against Green’s position relies largely on much later evidence—dating
from four hundred or more years after Constantine’s reign—since no substantial literary
record of West Germanic begins to appear until the late eighth century.
It should also be noted that Eggers’s theory represents an explicit
counterargument to ideas of a “Germanization of Christianity” that had been advanced by
many earlier scholars and which Eggers sees as being present in Green’s work. While
acknowledging that Green expressly rejects the “Germanization” idea, Eggers points out
that “Nevertheless, such a strong implication of the retinue ethics in the relationship of
the Germanic man (of the Germanic warrior!) to his divine Lord [as Green proposes
occurred] can only be seen as a form of Germanization.”314 In direct contrast to such
notions, Eggers’s hypothesis argues that the earlier “Germanic” sense underlying the term
truhtīn was replaced at a very early stage by imperial Roman connotations, which then
smoothly facilitated the adoption of the word into primary Christian usage. Since Eggers
asserts that truhtīn had already been disassociated from its Germanic warband context
before it was “Christianized,” he has no need to speculate too much about the
connotations of other terms that were originally part of the warband vocabulary. He is
therefore able to state that these “ethical terms were not suited for the designation of
Christian content because they corresponded to the retinue mentality, but because they
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“Dennoch kann eine so starke Einbeziehung der Gefolgschaftsethik in das Verhältnis des Germanen (des
germanischen Kriegers!) zu seinem göttlichen Herrn nur als Germanisierung betrachtet werden” (Eggers,
“Die Annahme des Christentums,” 484).
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were available after their reinterpretation,”315 whereas Green argues that the terminology
underwent its revision and reinterpretation in several overlapping phases during the
process of Christianization among West Germanic groups and especially under the
influence of evolving proto-feudal secular institutions in the Merovingian period.
We may now make a critical assessment of the hypothesis that Eggers offers
regarding the history of the earliest Germanic designations for the Christian deity as
Lord. As we have discussed in part I above, the first attested term in this respect is Goth.
frauja, with ample evidence from the Gothic Bible of Wulfila, first written down in the
mid-fourth century. Furthermore, this appears to have been the standard title for the
divine Lord among the various converted East Germanic tribal groups, who continued to
use their own Christian vocabulary for centuries. The evidence for this enduring liturgical
use of frauja comes from the extant manuscripts of the Gothic Bible, which date from the
fifth and sixth centuries (and thus several hundred years after its original translation),
with corroboration for wider East Germanic usage coming from Vandalic North Africa in
the form of the dialectal variant froia as attested in another sixth-century document, the
Collatio beati Augustini cum Pascentio ariano. In stark contrast to this situation, there is
no evidence whatsoever for the East Germanic usage of a lordship title for the Christian
Lord derived from PGmc. *druχtīnaz, as occurred in West and North Germanic. To the
contrary, Wulfila appears to have consciously shunned this word along with other terms
that were central to the larger set of warband vocabulary (cf. §1.5 above).
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“Die ethischen Begriffe waren nicht, weil sie dem Gefolgschaftsdenken entsprachen, sondern weil sie
vorhanden waren, nach Umdeutung zur Bezeichnung christlicher Inhalte geeignet” (Eggers, “Die Annahme
des Christentums,” 485 n. 72).
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It is clear from the above-quoted statements by Eggers that he considers not only
Goth. frauja but also a corresponding West Germanic cognate (underlying OHG, OS frō,
OE frēa, etc.) to have been the earliest vernacular designation for the Christian Lord. This
has been a prevalent assumption, although there is little evidence to justify it since, as we
have seen, OHG frō was already a fossilized formulaic term by the time of the earliest
West Germanic literary productions and continued in its primary secular usage for
centuries. The occasional Christian religious usage of frō can, as we have shown, be
explained as a secondary development. Eggers nevertheless hypothesizes a common
Germanic pattern by which an earlier (and equivalent) frauja, frō were supplanted by the
antecedent of truhtīn during the time of Constantine, whose rule had ended shortly before
the point at which Wulfila is assumed to have translated the Bible into Gothic. If this
scenario were correct, we may ask: why was Goth. frauja not similarly supplanted by
*drauhtins—or, conversely, why is there no evidence for any liturgical use of a West
Germanic frō? Rather than positing a general “pan-Germanic” pattern that applies to the
linguistic developments in both East and West Germanic, a more logical explanation is
that the semantic content of these terms was driven by discrete processes that arose out of
differing ethnic, socio-religious, and historical circumstances.
Eggers nevertheless presents a compelling alternative theory to the one advanced
by Green, particularly by suggesting how truhtīn could have become disassociated from
its earlier warband connotations as a result of late Roman imperial customs and
Germano-Roman cultural interaction in the legionary military sphere. The historical
record clearly shows that the engagement of German mercenaries in Roman service was
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extensive.316 This interaction provided a basis for considerable cross-cultural influence,
which naturally went in both directions.317 Roman military barracks could have provided
a fertile zone for the initial equivalence of dominus : truhtīn to develop first in the secular
sphere and then, secondarily, at a later stage, to shift over and assume a place in the
religious vocabulary of the increasingly Christianized empire.
There are numerous reasons to question Eggers’s claim that truhtīn already
became detached from any earlier Germanic warband sense during the first secular stage
of its adoption. Assuming the dominus : truhtīn equivalence did arise in the Constantinian
period, the presence of any lingering vernacular cultural associations with the chieftain’s
warband could well have made the Germanic word even more fitting for new religious
usage in light of Constantine’s battlefield conversion on 28 August 312. This story, in
which the divine Lord Christ bestowed victory in battle, must have gained wide
circulation almost immediately—and especially so among the vast numbers of men in
military service. (Constantine’s own forces in the Battle of the Milvian Bridge, which
numbered in the tens of thousands, included Germanic-speaking soldiers.318) Although
the origins of the battle were political, Constantine’s victory served even more
importantly as a turning point in the religious future of the empire. As Adolf Harnack
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See James, Europe’s Barbarians, 161–73, and Abels, “Armies, War, and Society in the West, ca. 300–
ca. 600,” which also provides an extensive and partially annotated bibliography of primary and secondary
sources.
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For several examples of such reciprocal influence with respect to military ritual, see Gasparri, “Kingship
Rituals and Ideology in Lombard Italy,” esp. 95–98.
318

Cf. Hauck, “Von einer spätantiken Randkultur zum karolingischen Europa,” 8–9.
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points out in his classic study of the relationship between early Christianity and the
military:
In the campaign against Maxentius, Constantine decided to lift up the
cross with the initials of Christ as a military standard. In this way the Christian
religion would not only be tolerated but raised above all religions. The epochmaking shift from paganism to Christianity first occurred in the army. It was from
here that public recognition of the Christian religion took its start. Constantine
could hardly have taken the step if there had not been a considerable number of
Christians in his army and if the army had not already grown accustomed to the
fact of Christianity in its midst.319
While there is no reason to assume that Germanic soldiers in Roman service at this time
made up any significant portion of the “considerable number” of Christians mentioned
above, at the very least they would have been aware of the new religion—which at this
stage was just one cult among many vying for popularity in the Roman world—and
occasionally encountered its adherents.
As Eggers suggests, the term truhtīn may have lost much or even all of its former
primus-inter-pares sense as a consequence of its use in an imperial military-political
context to render dominus. However, there is no reason to assume that it was necessarily
bleached of its warlike connotations. As the prestigious and time-honored designation for
the successful warlord and retinue-leader, it is not difficult to imagine that truhtīn could
be semantically extended to designate the Roman emperor as the highest commander of
the legions—and, by the same token, be further applied on a metaphysical level as the
title most befitting the Christus militans and Christus victor.320
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Harnack, Militia Christi, 99; cf. McCormick, Eternal Victory, 101–2.
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On Constantine’s replacement of the old imperial epithet invictus (associated with the pagan Mithras
cult) with victor, see McCormick, Eternal Victory, 103–4.
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2.6 Sacred and Secular Usage of OHG truhtīn
It is clear from the literary record that in early continental West Germanic the
word truhtīn (or one of its variant forms) served as the prevailing designation for the
divine Lord, whether Christ or God the Father, for as much as half a millennium. This
usage is nearly exclusive and amounts to roughly 1,600 attestations. By the last quarter of
the eighth century, the period of the earliest West Germanic manuscripts in which the
word appears, truhtīn had probably already been a standard equivalent for dominus in
Christian religious vocabulary for several centuries. This Christian usage of the word has
been discussed at length in the studies by Gustav Ehrismann and Gerhard Wiens.321 The
most detailed literary-contextual analysis was done by Green, who attempts to
demonstrate that truhtīn was deliberately disassociated from its earlier secular military
origins through a combination of strategies.322
There are, however, a very restricted number of instances where OHG truhtīn
does not refer to the divine Lord, but instead to a human figure. Secular use of the word
occurs once in the poem Hildebrandslied (written down in the early ninth century) and,
arguably, on several occasions in the Old High German translation of Tatian (ca. 830;
based on a redacted Latin version of Tatian’s second-century gospel harmony,
Diatessaron).323 The alleged secular usage of the word in Tatian should be treated with
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Cf. Ehrismann, “Die Wörter für ‘Herr’,” 173–88; Wiens, Die frühchristlichen Gottesbezeichnungen, 55–

60.
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CL, 322–57.
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Lühr, Studien zur Sprache des Hildebrandliedes, II, 582–83. In the early Old High German alphabetical
biblical glosses (i.e., the Abrogans), an apparent equivalence made between Lat. erus ‘master of the
household’ and truhtīn is only done via dominus, which shows that the stereotyped dominus-truhtīn
equation was already in place. More important, perhaps, is the fact that the Christian glossator makes a
distinction between erus and herus (actually the same word), with the latter glossed by OHG decan (degan
~ thegan) ‘warrior, retainer, servant’ (cf. Ger. Degen, Eng. thane) and thus seemingly given a military
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circumspection, however, as we will see. The poetic and prose occurrences of OHG
druhtīn ~ truhtīn (and of the related druht ~ truht) have been discussed by Ruth SchmidtWiegand in a 1978 article, “Fränkisch druht und druhtin,” in which she attempts to
situate these terms in a Frankish socio-historical context.324
In the Old High German Tatian, trohtin ~ truhtin (i.e., truhtīn) is the predominant
designation for the divine Lord (Christ or God the Father), whereas herro (i.e., hērro)
tends to be used in reference to a secular lord, the owner of a house or animal, or the
master of a servant.325 There are, however, some notable exceptions to this general rule,
that is, cases in which trohtin ~ truhtin refers to a human master or passages where herro
refers to Christ.326
In Schmidt-Wiegand’s opinion, the exceptional usage of the terminology is
revealing of the particular conceptions and connotations that were associated with each of
these words in the translator’s mind.327 Most of the six occasions where trohtin ~ truhtin
refers to a human master share an agrarian context, which reflects their Biblical source in
the parables of Jesus. The restriction of such usage in Tatian to the context of parables
spoken by Jesus also raises the question of whether it can legitimately be considered

sense; cf. Steinmeyer and Sievers, ed., Die althochdeutschen Glossen, I, 126, 19–20, and 172, 15; and the
comments in Ehrismann, “Die Wörter für ‘Herr’,” 176–77.
324

See Schmidt-Wiegand, “Fränkisch druht und druhtin,” 527–35.
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Schmidt-Wiegand, “Fränkisch druht und druhtin,” 528. We may also note that OHG frō does not appear
anywhere in the text; cf. Ehrismann, “Die Wörter für ‘Herr’,” 177.
326

Cf. the glossary entries for “truhtîn” and “hêrro” in Sievers, ed., Tatian, 444 and 351, respectively.
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Schmidt-Wiegand, “Fränkisch druht und druhtin,” 528.
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secular at all, since these stories are, in fact, metaphorically alluding to God the father.328
Nevertheless, the parables make use of a human referent to convey their message and in
several of these cases truhtin translates dominus in the sense of the paterfamilias (OHG
hiuuiskes fater), the male head of the household that also includes the servants. Based on
these examples, Schmidt-Wiegand discerns an apparent distinction in how such human
masters are referred to in the various parables.329 Although she admits the evidence is
somewhat inconsistent, she concludes:
It was thus not the social circumstances referred to in the particular text that were
decisive for the word choice of truhtin or hērro, but rather the disposition or
attitude that informed the power relationship being depicted. It is the faithful and
wise servant whom the trohtin places in charge of his household (147, 10), but the
ubile scalc [evil servant] who chides the hērro as a hard man, because the master
reaps where he has not sown (149, 6–7). The one described as a guot scalc inti
gitriuuui [good servant and true] also calls this same master trohtin (149, 4).330
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Cf. Urmoneit, Der Wortschatz des Ludwigsliedes, 161. Green claims a total of 8 secular usages of the
word in Tatian and lists them in CL, 494 nn. 5–6. Every instance except for one represents a parabolic
reference to God; the remaining example (Tat. 221, 4; based on Jn 20:15) comes when Mary Magdalene
addresses a stranger (whom she believes to be a gardener) by the open tomb as “trohtine” (voc.), but the
man is in fact the risen Christ. But the translator of Tatian was fully aware that in all of these instances
God—or, in the non-parabolic example, the risen Christ (whose divinity is now proven)—is the underlying
referent and therefore the choice of the word truhtin ~ trohtin, whether it came about deliberately or
reflexively, hardly implies any secularity.
329

Schmidt-Wiegand, “Fränkisch druht und druhtin,” 529. The examples cited are Tat. 72, 4–6 (the Parable
of the Wheat and the Weeds; cf. Mt 13:24–30); Tat. 147, 10–12 (the Parable of the Faithful Servant; cf. Lk
12:42–46 and Mt 24:25, 24:45–51); and Tat. 124, 1–5 (the Parable of the Tenants; cf. Mt 21:33–45; Mk
12:1–12; and Lk 20:9–19). On the Old High German terminology for the head of the household, see also
Kroeschell, Haus und Herrschaft, 28–31.
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“Für die Wortwahl truhtin oder hērro sind also nicht die sozialen Verhältnisse entscheidend gewesen,
auf die sich der jeweilige Text bezieht, sondern der Gehalt oder die Gesinnung, von der die geschilderten
Herrschaftsverhältnisse getragen werden. Es ist der getreue und kluge Knecht, den der trohtin über sein
Gesinde setzt (147,10); aber der ubile scalc, der den hērro einen harten Mann schilt, weil er erntet, wo er
nicht gesät hat (149, 6–7). Der als guot scalc inti gitriuuui bezeichnete nennt auch diesen Herrn trohtin
(149, 4)” (Schmidt-Wiegand, “Fränkisch druht und druhtin,” 529). The latter passage has its source in the
Parable of the Talents, cf. Mt 24:24–26.
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Schmidt-Wiegand then notes the fact that nearly every instance in which trohtin ~
truhtin is used in reference to a secular master occurs in the vocative case.331 While this
could be interpreted as a formulaic residue and thus devoid of semantic significance,
Schmidt-Wiegand believes that it is not merely a matter of form, but indicates a degree of
relationship: “[trohtin] is used by the disciples and followers of Jesus and by those who
seek healing for themselves and their relations. It is therefore an expression for the
relationship of trust that exists between the speaker and the one addressed.” Citing
several examples where both Christ and human figures (Pilate and Philippus [Philip the
apostle]) are called hērro by people outside of their ethnic or cultural circle, she
concludes:
The dominus who is unfamiliar and distant is addressed as hērro. . . . The hērro
lacks the characteristic by which the trohtin is distinguished: the fact that those
who belong to him, know him. . . . Thus a determining factor in the translation of
dominus with trohtin or hērro was whether or not a relationship of trust, a
personal connection, can be assumed from the literary context.332
Furthermore, it was exactly this intimate quality that made the word especially suited for
the most personal genres of spiritual literature, such as prayers and confessions, whereas
hērro was used to refer to the Lord in more detached or metaphorical contexts.333
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This was already noted in Ehrismann, “Die Wörter für ‘Herr’,” 177–78.
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“[Trohtin] wird von den Jüngern und Anhängern Jesu gebraucht und von denen, die Heilung für sich
und die ihren suchen. Sie ist also Ausdruck für das Vertrauensverhältnis, das zwischen dem Sprecher und
dem Angeredeten besteht. Der fremde, entfernter stehende dominus wird mit hērro angesprochen. . . . Dem
hērro fehlt, was den trohtin auszeichnet,—daß die, die zu ihm gehören, ihn kennen. . . . Für die
Übersetzung von dominus durch trohtin oder hērro ist also bestimmend gewesen, ob vom
Textzusammenhang her ein Vertrauenverhältnis, eine persönliche Bindung, vorausgesetzt werden kann
oder nicht (Schmidt-Wiegand, “Fränkisch druht und druhtin,” 529–30).
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Schmidt-Wiegand, “Fränkisch druht und druhtin,” 530. She cites Otfrid’s Evangelienbuch IV, 11, 21 as
an example in which the contrast between personal and more distant (in this case, metaphorical) usage is
evident in the same line of verse. We may note, however, that a reverse set of connotations have been
suggested for these two lord-titles as they occur in the Ludwigslied, with hērro allegedly representing a
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We may now consider the one unequivocal instance in continental West
Germanic where truhtīn is used in reference to a human being, in what is essentially a
secular work: the Hildebrandslied (Lay of Hildebrand).334 The poem is preserved in a
fragile and fragmentary state in a single manuscript from the early ninth century, most
likely produced at the Fulda monastery. From a linguistic standpoint, the sixty-eight line
poem has been called a “literary and philological nightmare” with its peculiar mixture of
Old High and Old Low German dialectal features, along with Anglo-Saxon
orthographical elements, which presumably accrued over the course of its (for the most
part now lost) textual history.335 The narrative is based in Migration Era material that
historically relates to the fifth and sixth centuries CE The original poem has often been
assumed to be of Lombardic origin (a provenance which is evidenced, among other
reasons, by the personal name endings in -brand), but a recent analysis of the poet’s
vocabulary by Rosemarie Lühr concludes that it was composed in a Frankish dialect of

more personal and human-relationship based term of address, as opposed to truhtin, which belongs to the
heavenly Lord alone; cf. Northcott, The Development, 183–84.
334

For the text of the poem (which is also sometimes referred to the Hildebrandlied, and will be
abbreviated here as HL), see Braune/Ebbinghaus, Althochdeutsches Lesebuch, 84–85. I have followed the
orthography of this edition. On its background and content, see Ehrismann, Geschichte der deutschen
Literatur bis zum Ausgang des Mittelalters, I, §27; Murdoch, The Germanic Hero, 33–46 (with
comprehensive references cited at 36 n. 44); Norman, Three Essays on the Hildebrandslied; Schutz, The
Carolingians in Central Europe, their History, Arts and Architecture, 207–11; and for more detail,
HOHGL, 43–82, and the detailed study by Gutenbrunner, Von Hildebrand und Hadubrand. Lachmann’s
early study “Über das Hildebrandslied” offers a line-by-line analysis and is still often useful. Concise
overviews appear in Edwards, “German Vernacular Literature,” 150–52; Murdoch, “Heroic Verse,” 119–
27, and “Old High German and Continental Old Low German,” 237–39; and Sonderegger, Althochdeutsch
Sprache und Literatur, 114–17 (with facsimiles of the manuscript).
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As Murdoch (“Heroic Verse,” 123) notes, the poem “is not strictly in Old High German at all; our
surviving text probably represents a Bavarian original, badly adapted into Low German.” The most detailed
linguistic analysis of the poem is Lühr, Studien zur Sprache des Hildebrandliedes, or for a more concise
overview see her article “Zum Hildebrandslied.”
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Old High German.336 In spite of its many linguistic anomalies and overall compromised
condition—the ending of the poem is lost, a number of lines are incomplete, while others
may have been sequentially misplaced by the scribe—the basic content of the lay is well
understood.
The Hildebrandslied is the earliest extant example of Germanic alliterative heroic
verse. This oral-poetic genre, based on the Germanic long line, has clear parallels in the
literary monuments of Old Saxon, Old English, Old Icelandic, and Old Norse. It is
reasonable to assume that these extensions all derive from a common Germanic poetic
tradition.337
The classification of the Hildebrandslied as “heroic” is based on the subject
matter and the type of figures around which the narrative revolves.338 Brian Murdoch
describes the heroic figure as follows:
The early Germanic hero is primarily a warrior, albeit often singled out by some
exceptional quality or rank, and heroic poems are frequently concerned with
battles, although this does not imply that the hero is what in Latin is called a miles
gloriosus, the “swaggering soldier,” full of his own importance and concerned
with his reputation insofar as it must not be blemished, but his deeds, however
brave, are also determined by the political constraints in which he operates. He
may fight with a will, but what is of greater importance is the way in which the
hero (and hence his reputation) copes with the blows of fate. Fate, however, can
be malicious, so that the only choice the hero has is to accept it.339
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Lühr, “Zum Hildebrandslied,” 160, 165.
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The classic study of the subject is Heusler, Die altgermanische Dichtung; a more recent survey is Von
See, Germanische Verskunst. For a concise discussion of the poetic form, see De Boor, Die deutsche
Literatur von Karl dem Grossen bis zum Beginn der höfischen Dichtung 770–1170, 46–48.
338

This is the traditional classification of the poem and a mainstay of most scholarly studies of the subject;
see, for example, De Boor, Die deutsche Literatur, 62–69, and Vries, Heroic Song and Heroic Legend, 44–
71. A far less common and radically different view argues that the HL is in fact “anti-heroic”; cf. Schröder,
“Ist das germanische Heldenlied ein Phantom?” and the references cited there.
339

Murdoch, “Heroic Verse,” 123; cf. Hatto, “Medieval German,” 166, and similarly, Norman, “Das Lied
vom alten Hildebrand,” 51.
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Essential concerns of Germanic heroic verse are therefore military virtues and personal
conduct within the sphere of battle340—specifically, the warrior’s behavior in facing his
ultimate fate, an outcome synonymous with death, as a result of the set of circumstances
in which he finds himself. These circumstances are often fraught with conflicting ties and
loyalties between the family/kin group and the warband or royal retinue. In Murdoch’s
definition, “the early medieval Germanic hero is a warrior in a realistic context, who is
characterised in literature by the part he plays within a set of predetermined political and
social constraints.”341 The constraints and conflicts experienced by the warrior serve to
heighten the drama of the poetry well beyond the level of a straightforward, actionoriented depiction of combat, and push it toward tragedy.
The Hildebrandslied relates a tragic encounter that plays out inexorably for the
two protagonists of the story: an aged but undefeated warrior, Hildebrand, rides out to
confront his opponent in single-combat, soon realizing that it is his long-abandoned son,
Hadubrand, who stands before him. The son, who has never met his father before and
assumes that the words and gestures of the older man are dishonest tricks intended to
disarm and defeat him, refuses to believe any of it and insists that the single-combat
commence. Although the ending of the lay has not been preserved, we may assume,
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Cf. Bowra, “The Meaning of a Heroic Age,” 64, 70, et passim.

341

The Germanic Hero, 3. On the characteristics of the “heroic age,” Germanic and otherwise, see Bowra,
“The Meaning of a Heroic Age”; Chadwick, The Heroic Age, 320–43; and Miller, The Epic Hero, esp. 37–
42.
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based on both internal and comparative evidence, that Hildebrand is forced to slay his son
and lives to tell the tale.342
The word truhtin appears in the context of an attempted gift offering from
Hildebrand to Hadubrand:
want her do ar arme
cheisuringu gitan,
Huneo truhtin:

wuntane bauga,
so imo se der chuning gap,

‘dat ih dir it nu bi huldi gibu’. (HL, 33–35)

[He then wound from his arm plaited rings,
made of imperial gold, which the king had given to him,
the Huns’ lord: “that I now give to you in mutual trust.”]
In these lines truhtīn clearly refers to a human rather than a divine lord.343 It is almost
certainly a reference to the famous leader of the Huns, Attila, whose mobilized forces
made great impact upon Germanic tribal groups and who consequently became a notable
figure in medieval Germanic heroic literature, particularly within the framework of the
Nibelungen mythos.344 A few lines later in the poem Hadubrand calls Hildebrand an alter
Hun ‘old Hun’ (HL, 39a). As C. M. Bowra writes: “The Germanic heroes belong to the
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Norman, “Das Lied vom Alten Hildebrand,” 62–64. Although later comparative Germanic literary
evidence is ambiguous about the question, Murdoch (“Heroic Verse,” 126–27) notes that if Hadubrand had
instead killed Hildebrand, the tragic drama of the poem would have been lost as the kinship between the
two would have not been fully evident. For a detailed analysis of the poem from the perspective of kinship
and legal terminology, see Schwab, arbeo laosa, and cf. also in this regard the article by Northcott, “‘Das
Hildebrandlied’: A Legal Process?” The assessment of the father-slays-son-in-combat scenario as an IndoEuropean trope is discussed in Miller, The Epic Hero, 316–17 and 345–54. A critical view against an IndoEuropean provenance for the HL is offered by Hoffmann (“Das Hildebrandslied und die indo-germanische
Vater-Sohn-Kampf-Dichtung”), who suggests the poem is more likely of independent origin.
343

Schmidt-Wiegand, “Fränkisch druht,” 531; Urmoneit, Der Wortschatz des Ludwigliedes, 161; cf. also
Lachmann’s discussion of these three lines in “Über das Hildebrandslied,” 431–32.
344

Cf. the Middle High German Nibelungenlied, the Eddic Old Icelandic poems Atlakviða and Atlamál, etc.
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great movement of peoples, which began with pressure from the East by the Huns in the
time of Ermanaric in the fourth century A.D. and ended with the transformation of
Europe after the disintegration of the Roman Empire.”345 And while this particular use of
the word truhtīn in the Hildebrandslied has been variously translated by modern scholars
as denoting the Huns’ “lord,” “ruler,” or “king,” it might just as accurately be rendered as
“warlord” considering Attila’s renown as a multi-tribal military commander—and
furthermore one who was known to have Germanic warriors in his personal retinue.346
Line 33 of the quoted passage contains the well-known early Germanic poetic
motif of the warband leader as a retinue-rewarding bestower of rings (in this case, a
golden arm ring forged from melted-down Roman coins likely received as tribute by the
barbarian Huns) that signals the vertical yet reciprocal relationship between the truhtīn
and his personal band of warriors, which was sealed by oaths of loyalty.347 This
reciprocal relationship of loyalty and reward is also alluded to in the phrase “bi huldi,”
which Hildebrand invokes as he attempts to gift the ring(s) to Hadubrand.348
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Bowra, “The Meaning of a Heroic Age,” 64. Cf. Lühr, Studien zur Sprache des Hildebrandliedes, II,
580–82; and Norman, “Das Lied vom Alten Hildebrand,” 52–60.
346

Cf. Opland, Anglo-Saxon Oral Poetry, 52, regarding the report by Priscus of Panium.
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Cf. parallel poetic compounds such as OE beaggyfa, OS bôggeƀo ‘ring-river’. For some examples of
this motif, Haubrichs, “Rituale, Feste, Sprechhandlungen,” 42–43. Regarding the impact of the Huns (and
their stores of imperial gold) on tribal Germanic groups, see Hedeager, “Scandinavia and the Huns: An
Interdisciplinary Approach to the Migration Era,” and Iron Age Myth and Materiality, 191–228, et passim.
348

Cf. Lühr, Studien zur Sprache des Hildebrandliedes, II, 585–88; Ohly-Steimer, “Huldi im Heliand,” 82;
and Urmoneit, Der Wortschatz des Ludwigsliedes, 173; along with Green’s detailed discussion in CL, 140–
63. Wiens (Die frühchristlichen Gottesbezeichnungen, 20) sees hold ~ huldi as “the consummate
expression of that relationship of reciprocity which forms the crux of the entire retinue ethic” (der
volkommene Ausdruck jenes Verhältnisses aus Gegenseitigkeit, das den Kern der ganzen
Gefolgschaftsethik bildet). In contrast to such interpretations, Schwab (arbeo laosa, 50–51) sees the term’s
usage in the HL as a reference to ties of familial kinship.
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The poetic trope of the ring-giver has a historical basis in the warrior cultures of
fourth and fifth centuries, and even a likely connection with the activities of the Huns.
The archeologist Lotte Hedeager explains:
Closely connected to the Germanic warrior-milieu is the ‘Kolben’ type armring of
solid gold known from chiefly and kingly graves, and from hoards of the late
Roman and the Migration Period. It consists of a plain, massive, gold ring with
thickened ends and was worn on the right arm. Their size and form prevented
them from being removed when in place. These rings are explained as trustis
dominica symbolising an oath given to the king to confirm a lifelong military
devotion. Some of the early ‘Kolben’ rings were probably made in the Roman
Empire during the fourth century AD. However, during the Migration Period their
distribution indicates a more easterly production. Their spatial distribution covers
the entire area from the Black Sea to the Baltic islands, Sweden, Denmark, and
from Norway. On the continent they mainly stay north of the Roman border,
except for a few in Gaul/France, with Childeric’s grave (he died in AD 481/82) at
Tournai as the most prominent example. . . . Some show a metal composition that
corresponds to items from Hunnic graves, and Arrhenius has proposed that some
‘Kolben’ rings were of Hunnic origin. It seems likely that this signum of military
rank, affiliation and loyalty was transmitted from a late Roman to a
Germanic/Barbarian context in the fifth century. Here it was taken over by the
Huns, as the spatial distribution of the ‘Kolben’ rings in the Migration Period
reflects the Hunnic sphere of domination.349
Whether or not the armring(s) described in the Hildebrandslied were originally
envisioned as a ‘Kolben’-type or some other style is impossible to say, but the function of
the object as part of military custom and ritual in Roman, Hunnic, and Germanic cultural
contexts is clearly discernible. As Rosemarie Lühr notes: “Attila likely reforged imperial
gold medallions, which the Huns would have gotten from the Western and Eastern
Roman Empire, into gold rings and had them distributed to his distinguished warriors,
among whom were Huns, men of Germanic ethnicity, and others.”350
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Hedeager, Iron Age Myth and Materiality, 205; and cf. Arhennius, “Connections between Scandinavia
and the east Roman Empire in the Migration Period,” 129–34.
350

“Derartige Goldmedaillons, die die Hunnen vom West- und Ostreich bekommen hätten, habe Attila
wohl in Goldringe umschmelzen und an seine vornehmnen Krieger, unter denen sich Hunnen, Germanen,
und andere befanded, verteilen lassen” (Lühr, Studien zur Sprache des Hildebrandliedes, II, 576). On the
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Regarding line 35, it is finally worth noting that there are numerous formulaic
parallels to the epithet Huneo truhtīn <gen. pl. noun + lord-word>, which can be found in
the alliterative poetry preserved in other branches of West Germanic such as Old English
(eorla dryhten, gumena dryhten, engla dryhten, etc.) and Old Saxon (erlo drohtin, folco
drohtin, manno drohtin, etc.). This is a point to which we shall return later.
A final example of the use of the word truhtīn in Old High German should be
mentioned as it appears in a context that is both a poetic and quasi-heroic. This is the
Ludwigslied, a panegyric of fifty-nine lines composed in honor of the military victory by
the Frankish king Louis III (Hluduig in the poem, Ger. Ludwig) over a marauding force
of “Northmen” (Danes) at Saucourt-en-Vimeu in the Picardy region on 3 August 881.351
The poem is not written in the alliterative meter of traditional Germanic verse but rather
in end-rhyme based on a Latin model, and given the historical circumstances of the work,
it is surprising that it is written in a Germanic dialect at all.352 The author seems to have
been a Rhenish nobleman, whose “class accounts for the expression of closeness to the

multi-ethnic composition of the Hunnic empire, for which “Germanic had become the lingua franca,” cf.
Heather, Empires and Barbarians, 208–245.
351

For the text of the poem, see Braune/Ebbinghaus, Althochdeutsches Lesebuch, 136–38, and KahdS, 85–
88. I have followed his transcription of the poem, which includes modern diacritics for vowel length. On
the composition and its historical background, see HOHGL, 235–48, and Murdoch, The Germanic Hero,
106–17; short overviews also appear in De Boor, Die deutsche Literatur, 86–88; Edwards, “German
Vernacular Literature,” 158–60; Murdoch, “Heroic Verse,” 132–34, and “Old High German,” 245–48; and
Schutz, The Carolingians, 211–12. A worthwhile study considering the ideological aspects of the poem is
the chapter “Ludwigslied: A Purposeful Situation” in Herschend, Journey of Civilisation, 95–125. Any
strict classification of the poem as either a Germanic or Christian heroic lay, or a reflex of a more archaic
form of panegyric (Ger. Preislied) seems like an exercise in fruitless hairsplitting; cf. HOHGL, 242–45.
Some (e.g., Innes, “Teutons or Trojans?” 240–41) have suggested an analog in the late eighth-century Latin
poem Rythmus (or Carmen) de Pippini regis Victoria Avarica (which Innes calls the Avar Rhythm) that
celebrates a victory by Louis’s relative Pippin over the Avars in 796.
352

For linguistic comments on the poem, see the brief remarks in HOHGL, 245–46, and the detailed study
by Urmoneit, Der Wortschatz des Ludwigsliedes.
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king himself [in the poem], and also perhaps for the interest in the battle theme,” as
Murdoch notes.353
The word truhtīn appears on two occasions in the poem, clearly with reference to
God, once in the opening section and once in the final line.354 The first section reads:
Einan kuning uueiz ih,

Heizsit her Hluduīg,

Ther gerno gode thionōt:

Ih uueiz her imos lōnōt.

Kind uuarth her faterlōs.

Thes uuarth imo sār buoz;

Holōda inan truhtīn,

Magaczogo uuarth her sīn.

Gab her imo dugidi,

Frōnisc githigini,

Stuol hier in Vrankōn.

Sō brūche her es lango! (LL 1–6)

[I know of a king, He is called Ludwig,
He serves God eagerly: I know He rewards him for that.
As a youth he was fatherless; This was made good for him, forthwith:
The Lord took charge of him, He became his guardian.
He gave him strengths, A lordly (or: holy) retinue,
A throne here in Franconia. May he long enjoy it!]
The final section of the poem extols Ludwig’s military triumph and the God who
bestowed it:
Gilobōt sī thiu godes kraft
Ioh allēn heiligōn thanc!
Uuolar abur Hluduīg,

Hluduīg uuarth sigihaft;
Sin uuarth ther sigikamf.

Kuning unsēr sālīg!
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Murdoch, “Heroic Verse,” 131.
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Cf. Urmoneit, Der Wortschatz des Ludwigliedes, 160–61.
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Sō garo sōser hio uuas,
Gihalde inan truhtīn

Sō uuār sōses thurft uuas.
Bī sīnan ērgrehtīn. (LL, 55–59)

[Praised be the power of God! Ludwig was victorious.
And thanks to all the saints! His was the victory-battle.
Hail again, to Ludwig, Our blessed king!
As ready as he always was, Wherever there was need of it,
May the Lord in his mercies protect him!]
The Ludwigslied presents a potentially revealing text for the consideration of Old
High German lord terms—frō, truhtīn and hērro—as it contains examples of each. As we
have already noted (see §2.3 above), frō only appears as a form of stereotyped address to
a human being, King Ludwig himself (l. 30). This usage is distinct from that of hērro,
which is reverently spoken by Ludwig in addressing God (ll. 25–26). Truhtīn, by
contrast, is only used by the poet/narrator as a third-person designation. The two contexts
in which truhtīn appears can also be interpreted as having military implications: in the
first instance, the Lord takes Ludwig under his wing in his youth as a kind of foster-son
or retainer and grants him “strengths” (dugidi) and an “armed retinue” (githigini); in the
second instance, Ludwig’s divinely supported military victory in this role is celebrated.
This usage has been interpreted as reflecting a larger Germanic pattern in which the
Christian God was originally conceptualized as a warband leader in the Tacitean sense.355
Schmidt-Wiegand points out, however, that when the Ludwig speaks to God—who is
indeed portrayed as a “warlord” (Kriegsherr) of sorts in the poem—and expresses his
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De Boor, Die deutsche Literatur, 87. A study that takes the “Germanic” interpretation its furthest limit is
Melicher, “Die Rechtsaltertümer im Ludwigslied,” esp. 257–75.
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personal loyalty, he addresses Him as “hērro” and not “truhtīn”; she interprets this word
choice as a telling indication that, for the poet of the Ludwigslied, the word truhtīn had
already become disassociated from its earlier military connotations.356 This may well
have been the case, although the use of hērro by Ludwig at this point in the text does not
necessarily constitute compelling proof in the matter. By the time the Ludwigslied was
composed in the late ninth century, truhtīn had long served as the standard vernacular
title for the divine Lord and the Christian poet, working in the “modern” tradition of endrhyme, may have had little or no awareness of the word’s secular military connotations.
The poet’s portrayal of the truhtīn as a “warlord” or “overlord” of sorts should best be
understood in the larger context of Carolingian eulogistic propaganda: God is being
viewed through Catholic-Frankish eyes as the celestial commander-in-chief of a righteous
campaign, Ludwig as his liege lord on the ground whose victory has ensured
commemoration as a Christian hero.357

2.7 The Development and Spread of OHG truhtīn as a Designation for the Christian
Lord
In the preceding sections we have considered the usage of OHG druhtīn ~ truhtīn
and its dialectal variants as the main Germanic vernacular designation for the divine Lord
in the early medieval period on the continent and, by contrast, we have seen an
exceptional case with the secular application of the word in the Hildebrandslied. There is
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Schmidt-Wiegand, “Fränkisch druht,” 531.
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Cf. Murdoch, “Heroic Verse, 134. As Innes remarks (“Teutons or Trojans?” 240), the poem is both
“martial and profoundly Christian, as would befit the celebration of a Carolingian king.” On the poem in its
Carolingian context, see also Schützeichel, “Das Heil des Königs.”
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no doubt that the word had its basis in the realm of human institutions, and there is
widespread agreement that it was originally situated within the context of Germanic
warband culture. In the present section we will assess the circumstances and factors that
most likely influenced its adoption and subsequent widespread distribution in the
Christian religious sphere.
In formulating their respective hypotheses on the emergence of the Christian
usage of truhtīn, Eggers and Green postulate two entirely different scenarios, situated in
time periods that are set apart by several centuries. Eggers suggests that the dominustruhtīn equivalence arose in the third to fourth century as a result of Germanic interaction
with Roman legionary and political culture. Although military connotations played an
initial role in facilitating this equivalence, any vernacular Germanic nuances that may
have pertained to the figure of the truhtīn were soon replaced by late Roman imperial
conceptions, only to be ultimately revised in favor of Christian Biblical usage. Green, on
the other hand, envisions a seventh-century adoption of the basic term in the AngloSaxon sphere, which then informed Frankish-Merovingian usage.358
The idea that the truhtīn-dominus equation developed on the basis of a late-sixthor early seventh-century Anglo-Saxon precedent is questionable, for it rests primarily on
the evidence of a single work, Cædmon’s Hymn, a short Christian poem of divine praise
composed in the vernacular Germanic form and making use of traditional vocabulary and
formulas. The Hymn is documented by Bede in his Historia ecclesiastica as having been
sung aloud by the humble servant Cædmon, a cowherd at the monastery of Whitby in the
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Green, CL, 287–88.
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late seventh century, after a religiously inspired dream-vision.359 Bede translated the
poem into Latin but versions of the putative Old English original survive in various
dialectal transcriptions.360 The word dryctin (drihten ~ dryhten) appears twice in the
poem, in lines 4a and 8a, with both instances part of the same formulaic phrase: eci
dryctin (ece drihten) ‘eternal Lord’.
Taking Bede’s quasi-mythic account of the poem’s genesis at face value, it has
often been assumed that Cædmon’s Hymn represents the first and most influential
example of traditional Germanic vernacular poetry to be composed with Christian
content.361 However, it is more accurate to describe the Hymn as the earliest example of
such poetry that happens to have been preserved.362 According to Daniel Paul O’Donnell,
the author of the most detailed study of the poem, “Bede’s discussion of the poem’s
initial performance and reception . . . includes little to suggest that Cædmon was either
the first Anglo-Saxon poet to compose Christian Old English verse, or that others found
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Cf. Bede, Historia ecclesiastica, 4, 24, where Bede’s Latin paraphrase of the poem also appears. Bede’s
account gives the year as 680. Bede only supplies the paraphrase: the vernacular versions are later,
marginal additions to the manuscripts, or added by the late ninth-century translator of the Old English
translation of Bede’s History. According to Rowley (The Old English Version of Bede’s Historia
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his poetry to be noteworthy for anything other than its exception quality, effectiveness,
and, to a lesser extent, unusual method of inspiration.”363 O’Donnell specifically draws
attention to the fact that, unlike what occurs in The Dream of the Rood (an Old English
poem that was probably composed within a century of the Hymn), Cædmon’s vocabulary
is not used in a manner that draws upon any traditional metaphoric force, nor, by the
same token, can its diction be seen as a novel recontextualization of older terminology.364
He notes: “In describing God as a uard, dryctin, and frēa, Cædmon is at best comparing
the Christian deity to concepts traditionally applied to Germanic heroes and leaders. At
worst, his terminology may consist of little more than dead metaphor—tags already so
conventional as to be more or less drained of any symbolic force.”365 The latter scenario
seems the more likely, judging from the fact that dryctin is restricted to a repetitive
formula. Whatever secular connotations may have otherwise been present are effectively
transcendentalized by the modifier eci, and the phrase counts for two examples among
eight of what Andy Orchard terms “seemingly trite and formulaic epithets for God” in a
nine-line rhapsodic poem that contains little else.366
Bede’s Latin paraphrase of the Hymn similarly suggests that the traditional
Germanic lord titles were not being used in a way that is evocative of their earlier
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sense.367 Bede does not render dryctin with dominus—as one might expect—but instead
with Deus in the first instance, while in the second instance he neglects to translate the
Old English epithet at all. Although it is conceivable that Bede’s avoidance may have
arisen from a situation in which the epithet was felt to be “too new, too unusual, and
perhaps too daring,” O’Donnell suggests a more likely alternative explanation:
Bede simply did not consider Cædmon’s specific choice of diction to be very
significant. . . . Bede’s failure to use what later material suggests to be the usual
translation for Cædmon’s vocabulary comes not from any qualms about its
novelty or suitability bur rather from Bede’s sense that Cædmon’s choice of
epithets was not the most remarkable aspect of his work.368
Taking all of the foregoing into consideration, while it is clear that Cædmon was
recognized as an early master at adapting traditional vernacular poetry to Christian ends,
there is no compelling reason to assume that his poem is necessarily representative of an
equation of dominus and dryctin (dryhten) that would have first come about in England
(having been made either by Cædmon himself or someone before him). Such an equation
was heavily reinforced through the development of Christian Old English poetry and
vernacular literature, to be sure, but its origin is better sought elsewhere and in a much
earlier era.
Rather than a transmission from Anglo-Saxon England to the continent in the
seventh and eighth centuries, it is quite likely is that key liturgical terms, which had
already been established in certain vernacular Germanic dialects, were brought from the
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continent to England more than a century earlier.369 From the historical record we can
adduce that the carriers of this new vocabulary—which, from a linguistic standpoint,
must have been readily communicable to an Anglo-Saxon audience—were Franks.
Intimate contact between the Anglo-Saxon pagan nobility and Catholic Franks is
documented by Bede in the first book of his Historia ecclesiastica in an entry referring to
the year 597. Here he describes the arrival of the Roman bishop Augustine and his
entourage, sent on a mission to convert the English, to the pagan kingdom of Ethelbert
(OE Æthelberht), the bretwalda (‘chief king’; lit. ‘Briton-ruler’ or possibly ‘broad-ruler’):
It was here that God’s servant Augustine landed with companions, who are said to
have been forty in number. At the direction of blessed Pope Gregory, they had
brought interpreters from among the Franks, and they sent these to Ethelbert,
saying that they came from Rome bearing very glad news, which infallibly
assured all who would receive it of eternal joy in heaven and an everlasting
kingdom with the living and true God.370
Bede then further remarks that this was not the first time the Franks were involved with
the Saxon court, for Ethelbert “had already heard of the Christian religion, having a
Christian wife of the Frankish royal house named Bertha, whom he had received from her
parents on condition that she should have freedom to hold and practice her faith
unhindered with Bishop Liudhard, whom they had sent as her helper in the faith (adiutor
fidei).”371
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Although Bede downplays the influence of the Franks in the conversion of the
English—emphasizing instead the role of Augustine, who was a direct emissary of the
Roman church372—the Frankish contributions must have been considerable. As Bede
himself reports, Franks specifically served as linguistic interpreters (de gente Francorum
interpretes) in bringing the new religious message to the insular barbarians, and thus they
must have been able to communicate that message in an understandable and compelling
way.373 This role can be viewed as part of a larger pattern in which the Franks were
essential to an initial phase of Christianizing influence, extending in various directions
beyond the borders of their realm. Frankish activity of this sort predated and laid the
groundwork for subsequent more organized—and consequently better documented—
phases of missionary work, such as was later undertaken by Anglo-Saxon clergymen.374
If the Franks acted as a conduit for transmitting a Germanic vernacular
understanding of the Christian religion to unconverted pagan areas such as sixth-century
England, then it is relevant to ask whether an equation such as dominus : truhtīn may
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have had its original basis in Frankish cultural attitudes that would have been prominent
at the time of the Franks’ own conversion approximately a century earlier. Considering
the etymological connections of truhtīn to the ideology and institutions of the warband,
we can assume that the word’s connotations would have resonated positively in the
military milieu of the Frankish nobility.
Although warfare represented a typical concern of Germanic barbarian societies
in general,375 the Franks’ dedication to it was nearly unsurpassed.376 The status of warfare
as a deeply defining feature of Frankish culture is corroborated by a number of Roman
authors, including the emperor Julian (reigned 361–363), who engaged in major military
campaigns against various Germanic groups and concluded that the Franks were the most
warlike barbarians after the Saxons.377 Similar sentiments appear in the letters of the
fourth-century Greek orator Libanius (314–393), who writes that, for the Franks, “a life
that lacked deeds was the greatest grief, while wartime offered the highest happiness.”378
The centrality of warfare to Frankish culture is also evident from descriptions that appear
in the letters of Sidonius Apollinaris, the fifth-century bishop of Clermont,379 and Einhard
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acknowledges Franks’ longstanding reputation for bellicosity in his early ninth-century
biography Vita Karoli Magni (Life of Charlemagne) when he quotes a Greek proverb, “If
a Frank is your friend, then he is clearly not your neighbor.”380
The image of the warlike Franks (whose tribal name, which described a
confederation rather than a specific kin group likely meant ‘bold, fierce, courageous’)
was well founded, as modern historians recognize.381 Régine Le Jan describes the
Frankish nobility as a “warrior aristocracy,” noting: “that was what it had always been,
just as war had been the motor of Carolingian success. It is no exaggeration to describe
Frankish aristocratic culture as a warrior culture, and in this respect . . . there was no
break between the fifth century and the eleventh.”382 She goes on to describe the military
apprenticeships of noblemen, which began as early as six years of age. These literary
accounts find material confirmation with the archeological evidence of swords and other
weapons-deposits in the graves of young boys.383
Having reached adulthood, a Frankish nobleman was entitled to certain military
associations and obligated with corresponding duties. Le Jan explains:
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The right to a Gefolgschaft, an armed following, assigned to Frankish
nobles so long as they met the demands and conditions set by the king, was
intimately bound up with the nobility’s protective function. The little rural
communities of the sixth and seventh centuries really did need to be organised
and protected: some depended directly on royal agents, others lived under the
authority and protection of a lord, a dominus, who had himself been recognized,
and perhaps sent, by the king. . . . For the duty of protection, the mundeburdium,
had as its corollary the exercise of a number of rights that went with social power
and helped constitute its legitimacy.
Nobles thus had their own armed followings by means of which they
could maintain their protective function. The noun druhtin, which in Old High
German denoted the leader of a druht, an armed following, was generally
translated by dominus, and Druht appeared in the Malberg glosses to Lex Salica in
the context of contubernia, a term that denoted the bands of armed companions
sharing the same life (originally the same tent). In Lex Salica, the numbers
involved in these armed followings seem to range between three and nine men.
. . . Small numbers of able-bodied men were doubtless enough to maintain control
over the small groups who in the sixth century gathered around a leader, his
family and companions.384
These conclusions, which are based on literary and legal texts, find material
corroboration in the archeological record of various Merovingian cemeteries where the
graves of a male leader and his family are found “surrounded by other graves of men who
carried swords and axes . . . [and which are] quite distinctive because of their location
and also the richness of their grave-goods: swords for men, jewellery for women.”385
According to the legend of the Franks’ conversion to Christianity, as recounted by
Gregory of Tours (Gregorius Florentius; ca. 539–594) in Book II of his Historiae
Francorum (History of the Franks; also called the Libri Historiarum, Books of Histories),
completed in the last few years of the author’s life, this historic change of faith was
dependent upon a victory granted in the throes of battle to the Frankish king, Clovis, at
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the end of the fifth century.386 Up until this point the warrior aristocracy of the Franks
had remained loyal to their pagan gods. After the death of his father, Childeric, Clovis
assumed rulership, proving his mettle as a great military leader who “waged many wars
and won many victories.”387 Such activity included the frequent plundering of precious
objects and sacred vessels from Christian churches, and Gregory describes the
distribution of this booty in a detailed anecdote that clearly shows the reciprocal
relationship between Clovis and his retinue in which undying loyalty is rewarded with a
fair share of the warband’s spoils.388 Clovis takes Clotild (Chrodechildis), a Catholic
Christian Burgundian princess, as his wife and queen but she is unable to convince him to
accept the new faith. She has their first son baptized and named at birth, but he dies
immediately. Clovis views this as an indubitable sign of the effete nature of Christianity,
exclaiming: “If he [the infant Ingomer] had been dedicated in the name of my gods, he
would have lived without question; but now that he has been baptized in the name of your
God he has not been able to live a single day!”389 Although a second son, Chlodomer, is
baptized and survives, Clovis remains resolute in his rejection of Christ. Gregory’s
account continues:
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Finally war broke out against the Alamanni and in this conflict [Clovis] was
forced by necessity to accept what he had refused of his own free will. It so turned
out that when the armies met on the battlefield there was great slaughter and the
troops of Clovis were rapidly being annihilated. He raised his eyes to heaven
when he saw this, felt compunction in his heart and was moved to tears. “Jesus
Christ,” he said, “you who Clotild maintains to be the son of the living God, you
who deign to give help to those in travail and victory to those who trust in you, in
faith I beg the glory of your help. If you will give me victory over my enemies,
and if I may have evidence of that miraculous power which the people dedicated
to your name say that they have experienced, then I will believe in you and I will
be baptized in your name. I have called upon my own gods, but, as I see only too
clearly, they have no intention of helping me. I therefore cannot believe that they
possess any power, for they do not come to the assistance of those who trust in
them. I now call upon you. I want to believe in you, but I must first be saved from
my enemies.”
At this very moment the Alamanni begin to scatter and, realizing that their king has just
been slain, they immediately submit to Clovis, who declares an end to the battle. He later
informs Clotild that the victory was won “by calling on the name of Christ.”390 Once
Clovis had accepted this divine lordship, his warriors soon followed suit and the king,
together with “three thousand of his army,” was baptized by Bishop Remigius of Rheims
in an elaborate public ritual.391
Gregory’s account of Clovis’s conversion is infused with both literary drama and
propagandistic aspects, but the religious and socio-political issues that informed it were
real. Gregory likens Clovis to “some new Constantine” in leading the mass baptism of
Frankish warriors,392 and the battlefield revelation of the Frankish king certainly shares
the basic contours of the Roman Christian foundational legend in which the pagan
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emperor accepted Jesus as Christus victor, the divine granter of military victory, at the
Battle of the Milvian Bridge in 312.393 However, as J. N. Hillgarth notes, this does not
mean that the Clovis legend is fundamentally inauthentic, since the Alamanni “were the
most serious threat to Clovis from across the Rhine. Their defeat was a crucial event in
his life and he may well have seen himself as a new Constantine.”394
The social and cultural values of Frankish tribal groups, defined and embodied as
they were by a warrior aristocracy, meant that sanctification within an explicitly military
context was probably essential for such a radical shift in religious orientation to
succeed.395 As J. M. Wallace-Hadrill writes:
The fact of conversion cannot be dissociated from the circumstances. Without [the
defeat of the Alamanni forces at] Tolbiac, the proof would have been lacking that
the Christian god gave victory over other Germans; there might have been no
conversion, and no desire for it. Victor over enemies, victory over rebels; this, and
not administrative help, is what would tempt a rex barbororum to conversion.396
Frankish nobles had traditionally sworn loyalty to their warlord and king in exchange for
worldly glory and rewards. Once their leader Clovis had placed his personal trust in a
higher, transcendental victory-granting Lord, they were effectively required to do the
same. Another tier had been added to the vertical bonds of loyalty: the revised
arrangement allowed them to retain their traditional allegiance to a human lord and the
concomitant expectation of worldly rewards in this lifetime, but this was now augmented
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with ties to a divine Lord and the promise of a glorious afterlife, full of heavenly rewards,
in the company of their fellow nobles. In a letter written in the wake of the Clovis’s
conversion (ca. 496), Bishop Avitus of Vienne praises how Clovis and his noblemen have
overcome even the powerful bonds of the Frankish ancestral cult through the new
religious loyalty, and will reap dual rewards:
Of all your ancient genealogy you have chosen to keep only your own nobility,
and you have willed that your race should derive from you all the glories which
adorn high birth. Your ancestors have prepared a great destiny for you; you willed
to prepare better things [for those who will follow you]. You follow your
ancestors in reigning in this world; you have opened the way to your descendants
to a heavenly reign.397
In Hillgarth’s view, the particular process of Clovis’s conversion is “worth
studying because the considerations that appear to have influenced him may reasonably
be thought to have influenced other men of the time.”398 The belief in a (Catholic)
Christian Lord who bestows battlefield victories to his faithful could be used by
clergymen to encourage further tribal conversions, as is evident from the letter written ca.
563–565 by Bishop Nicetius of Trier to Clovis’s Catholic granddaughter Clotsinda
(Chlodoswintha) who had married the Lombard king Alboin. Nicetius holds up Clovis as
a shining spiritual example against those other barbarian kings, such as Clotsinda’s
husband, who cleaved to the heretical doctrine of Arianism. In contrast to these errant
leaders, Clovis has seen the proofs of the miraculous, and following his baptism he
defeated the Visigoths and the Burgundians, becoming rich from the resulting plunder.
Nicetius concludes his letter with an exhortation: “I pray that you so act that you both
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make the Lombard people strong over their enemies and allow us to rejoice at your
salvation and that of your husband.”399 Similar stories and exhortations were surely
conveyed to other barbarian leaders, such as the Anglo-Saxon ruler Æthelberht, by
Frankish representatives in their efforts to spread the faith.
An anonymously composed eighth-century Carolingian chronicle, the Liber
Historiae Francorum (Book of the History of the Franks; ca. 727), describes a similar
veneration of the Christian saints as bestowers of military assistance for the early
Frankish converts.400 In his edition of the text, Richard A. Gerberding comments:
For the LHF-author, Christianity, its God, and its Church are the source of holy
clairvoyant men, magic relics, ritual, and patron saints—all offering aid, advice,
or protection and then usually for the pursuits of battle. . . . For the LHF-author
there was no dichotomy between military ideals and Christianity.
As just one example among several, Gerberding points out that,
[w]hen describing the founding of Saint Peter’s Church in Paris by Clovis and
Chlothild, [the chronicle’s author] put the following words in Chlothild’s
mouth—words all the more significant because he did not find them in Gregory:
“. . . let us build a church in honour of the most blessed Peter, prince of the
apostles, in order that he may be your helper in battle.”401
Gerberding moreover notes that the LHF-author incorporates into his prose account a set
of Germanic epic ideals of heroic warfare, single-combat, trickery, accumulation of booty
and treasure, and strong personal loyalty. These elements, which we might otherwise
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expect to find in a poetic lay, are interwoven throughout the narrative, embellishing it
with additional details that are not mentioned at all in Gregory’s chronicle.402
The longer prologue to the eighth-century 100-Title version of the Lex Salica
issued by Pippin boldly asserts that the laws stem from the “famous race of Franks,
whose Founder is God, strong in arms, true to its alliances, deep in counsel, noble in
body, untouched in sincerity, beautiful in form, daring, swift, and fierce, now converted
to the Catholic Faith, free from heresy.”403 The statement is made in a chanting, prayerlike prose with a tenor that Mary Garrison describes as being “more redolent of the world
of secular heroism (or Old English verse) than the Bible.”404 It ends with a rousing
proclamation, envisioning the Franks as opponents of Ancient Rome and preservers of
saintly relics:
Long live Christ who loves the Franks! May He guard their kingdom, fill their
leaders with the light of his Grace, protect their army, accord them the defense of
faith! May the Lord of Lords concede them, of His Mercy, the joys of peace and
days full of happiness! For this is the race which, brave and valiant, threw off in
battle from their necks the most hard Roman yoke, and it is the Franks who, after
Baptism, have enclosed in gold and precious stones the bodies of the Holy
Martyrs, whom the Romans had burnt by fire, mutilated by the sword, or thrown
to wild beasts!405
Commenting on this text, Hillgarth observes that Christ is presented as “almost a national
God” who has a personal affective bond of love and loyalty with the Franks alone.406
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Similarly, Celia Chazelle concludes that “the announcement that Christ watches over the
Frankish people, soldiers, and their monarch, and the proud description of the Franks’
courage, greatness and successes in battle under his protection, evoke a savior who is
himself omnipotent and unconquerable.”407 In her view this is just one of several
Carolingian literary works that “invite comparisons between the conquering Christ and
lay princes, who are lauded for their divinely blessed governance, virtue, and battles
against their and the church’s enemies.”408 Hillgarth also notes that the formula “Long
live Christ!” is “strikingly unorthodox,” for the correct orthodox version is “Christ
lives.”409 The Frankish revision thus sounds like a salute for an earthly warrior-king
rather than a high god.
In addition to literary sources such as those mentioned above, there is more
tangible evidence for a conversion-era situation in which Christ was seen by the Franks
and other barbarian groups as a warrior figure with the power to grant victory. Material
corroboration comes in the form of several well-known decorated objects that date from
the period in question. One is a terracotta funerary plaque from Grésin, Puy-de-Dôm
(southeast France), dated to the fourth to sixth century, which depicts Christ as a naked
elite warrior—or even a strutting “war-dancer”—possessed of a long phallus and
equipped with a sword and holding a spear in hand, and trampling a serpent.410 A late
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Early Medieval Christianity. The dating of the plaque has been confirmed in Vallet and Querre,
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sixth or early seventh-century warrior’s grave in Ladoix-Serrigny, Côte-d’Or (eastern
France), contained the so-called Landelinus buckle, which is interpreted as depiction of a
militant Christ (with features that likely derive from Rev 19:11–15) brandishing two
Frankish weapons, the war-axe (francisca) and barbed javelin (OHG ango). He is
mounted upon a well-endowed stallion, with a Chi-Rho symbol appearing on one side of
him and an apocalyptic beast on the other.411 Another striking object exhibiting similar
syncretic cultural-religious elements is the carved limestone grave marker discovered in a
sixth- to seventh-century Merovingian Frankish cemetery from Niederdollendorf, North
Rhine-Westphalia. One side of the stone shows a warrior armed with a massive sheathed
scramasax being attacked from above by a double-headed serpent and from the side by
another beast; the opposite side of the stone features the stark image of a spear-wielding
figure with a radiating halo, presumably the victorious Christ.412 As Edward James
remarks, a “Christ bearing a spear is perhaps not such a strange image, given the role of
the spear as a symbol of power or rule among the Franks,”413 and Hillgarth concludes that

“Authenticité de la plaque paléochrétienne de terre-cuite dite de Grésin (commune du Broc, Puy-deDôme),” which also contains images of the artifact in whole and in detail.
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For discussion of the buckle, see Bailey, “The Imagery of Personal Objects,” esp. 351–54 (with images
at 341), and Dunn, Belief and Religion, 159–60 (image at 160). Dunn interprets the buckle as possibly
reflecting Burgundian Arian origins, although a Frankish Merovingian provenance seems more likely
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this “All Powerful King of Heaven, God of battles, evidently appealed to an ordinary
Frank as He did to Clovis (in Gregory of Tours).”414 The fact that these artifacts may date
from as early as the fourth century—thus before the formal conversion of the Franks—
and into the seventh century suggests that conceptions of Christ as the divine patron of
victorious warriors, or even as a warrior god himself, persisted over a long period.415 This
view is circumstantially supported by the archeological evidence for the relatively slow
adoption of clear manifestations of personal Christian belief (such as the cross-signum in
the form of amulets or other jewelry) among the upper class Franks, regarding which
Volker Bierbrauer concludes: “ In the sixth and seventh century . . . the Germanic world
north of the Alps was still deep in syncretism.”416
Even with the more orthodox Carolingian religious art and accompanying
literature that develops and flourishes in the eighth and ninth centuries, some related
tendencies can be discerned, such as the distinct emphasis placed on Christ (whose cross
practically serves as a weapon) and the saints portrayed as aristocratic victors over
formidable enemies.417 In her study of Christological imagery in Carolingian art,
Chazelle offers various examples of texts and images that reflect, to varying degree, the
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“dramatic growth in the cult of the omnipotent savior and his power-filled cross” which
occurred during this period.418
In light of the Frankish cultural and historical circumstances discussed above, it is
not difficult to see how the title of druhtīn ~ truhtīn could have served as a most fitting
vernacular designation for their new divine Lord, the Catholic Christian dominus.
Speaking of sixth-century Merovingian Frankish society, historian Peter Brown writes:
“Among the Franks, military men predominated. . . . The carrying of arms and the
presence of armed retinues were features of everyday life, even within the walls of
Christian churches.”419 However, it may be presumptuous to suggest that the connection
between druhtīn ~ truhtīn and dominus only came about at the close of the fifth century
with Clovis’s battlefield revelation or that the Franks per se were necessarily or primarily
responsible for the spread of this usage. As we noted earlier (see §2.5 above), Eggers may
well be correct that the West Germanic equation of truhtīn : dominus was already been
made in the fourth century during the period of the late Roman Dominate, as a result of
close Germano-Roman cultural contact, particularly in the context of legionary military
service. The Franks do begin to emerge in the historical record as a tribal confederation in
the mid fourth century and they were engaged with the Romans both as antagonists and
allies,420 but the same can be said of many other Germanic tribal groups. The
development of the Franks as an influential, ascendant political power comes about
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considerably later, toward the end of the fifth century and largely due to the successful
campaigns of Clovis.421
Eggers suggests that the early predominance of truhtīn (as opposed to frō) as a
translation for Lat. dominus in the Christian sense, which is already apparent in distinct
dialectal forms in the oldest Anglo-Saxon (late-seventh-century) and Bavarian and
Alemannic (late-eighth- and early-ninth-century) texts, speaks against the idea that the
Franks were the main source of its distribution. In his view, the widespread and recurring
political resistance to the rulership of the Franks would have precluded a “vogue word”
(Modewort) in the form of truhtīn from easily taking root among non-Frankish groups.422
The multitude of dialectal variants attested for the Christian usage of the term instead
suggests a pattern in which its equation with dominus (either in a pre-Christian “Imperial
Dominate” sense or in a later Christian sense) may have been readily and repeatedly
made in an independent way among different West Germanic ethnic groups, rather than
necessarily emanating from a single, expansionist source such as the Franks. What is
clear is that the Germanic term served as a consistent match: the equation took hold and it
continued to do so regardless of the specific ethnic group.
Eggers’s assertion that truhtīn served as a vernacular translation for the imperial
dominus as military commander-in-chief is plausible in many respects. There is no doubt
that the word truhtīn was an honorific of great respect, its very morphology being the
product of an archaic type of construction reserved mainly for divine names and
exemplary titles for human leaders. The fact that the great imperial commander to whom
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these Germanic soldiers swore loyalty was of quasi-divine status himself may have also
played a role in making truhtīn suitable for the subsequent religious revision of the
word.423 Many of these soldiers saw themselves in dual terms, as a fifth-century
gravestone inscription from the region of Aquincum (Budapest) shows: “I am a Frankish
citizen, a Roman soldier under arms / with outstanding valour I have always gone into
battle, my weapon in my hand.”424 Moreover, the historical record seems to indicate that,
generally speaking, the loyalty of barbarian soldiers to the emperor may have exceeded
that of the Romans alongside them in the ranks.425 Historical details such as these may be
reflective of the process by which the vernacular title of the Germanic warband leader,
whose position was built upon sworn oaths of mortal loyalty, was applied and revised
within a Roman cultural context.

2.7.1 Conclusions on the truhtīn : dominus Equation
We may now summarize our conclusions on the spread of the truhtīn : dominus
equation as follows:
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1. This linguistic equation probably first arose among continental West Germanic
speakers. It was later brought to Anglo-Saxon England, most likely by Frankish
interpreters.
2. The adoption of the term druhtīn ~ truhtīn to designate the Christian divine
Lord has its origin in secular usage where the term referred to a warband leader.
Green’s hypothesis that the truhtīn-dominus equation came about under the
influence of Merovingian-Frankish proto-feudal institutional vocabulary
represents too late of a scenario for the initial linguistic developments, although
certainly the influence of Frankish usage contributed to the formal establishment
of truhtīn and its cognates as the standard vernacular religious title in West
Germanic languages.
3. The truhtīn-dominus equation is better explained by Eggers as having already
occurred in the context of Romano-Germanic cultural interaction several centuries
earlier, specifically during the period of the late Roman Dominate. This cultural
interaction significantly took place in the military sphere, which would have been
a crucial factor that enabled the truhtīn-dominus equation to first be made, since
otherwise these terms represent somewhat of a semantic mismatch. Lacking in
sufficient justification, however, is Eggers’s assertion that the semantic content of
the Germanic term truhtīn consistently followed that of dominus in its diachronic
development, and was consequently bleached of indigenous meaning, thereby
losing its military associations at an early point, well before major West Germanic
conversions.
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4. At the time of the large-scale conversions of Germanic groups to Catholic
Christianity, truhtīn most likely retained its traditional associations with the
sphere of warfare and the warband, as the evidence of related terminology in
contemporary secular legal codes suggests. Furthermore, these traditional
associations would have been contributed to the utility of the term in the process
of Christianization, as the example of Clovis’s battlefield conversion shows.
Imagery found on several contemporary artifacts provides archeological
corroboration that syncretic conceptions of a warlike Christian divine Lord were
notably prevalent in Frankish areas during the early phases of continental
Germanic Christianization.
5. The profusion of the truhtīn : dominus equation is such a variety of attested
dialectal variants shows that it was common to all West Germanic ethnic groups.
While Frankish usage of truhtīn and related warband terminology in a new
Christian sense was undoubtedly influential due to the Franks’ increasingly
powerful political and military dominance from the late sixth century onward, this
influence alone does not fully explain the widespread adoption of the vocabulary.

As a translation for the high-prestige imperial title of dominus, it follows that the
vernacular reflexes of Gmc. *druχtīnaz, such as OHG truhtīn and the others, undoubtedly
possessed a corresponding degree of innate prestige within their original social-tribal
contexts. In the next section we will consider the background and circumstances of the
term in vernacular usage.
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2.8 The Cultural Context of Gmc. *druχtīnaz and Its West Germanic Reflexes in
Relation to Vernacular Literary History
In the preceding section we accepted the plausibility of Eggers’s proposal that
Gmc. *druχtīnaz (or more specifically, some of its descendent dialectal reflexes) may
have served as a vernacular translation of Lat. dominus in the latter word’s fourth-century
usage as a title for the Roman emperor as legionary commander-in-chief. Eggers’s claim
that the word then expanded its meaning accordingly, losing the particularities of its older
sense in Germanic, is insupportable. Considerable evidence from various branches of
Germanic vernacular literature suggests that, in fact, the indigenous connotations of
*druχtīnaz and its reflexes remained in place for centuries. The explanation for this
situation lies in the origin and development of certain types of early Germanic poetry that
carried a high level of prestige within these cultures.
The earliest Germanic poetry—such as would have been composed and recited in
the initial centuries of the first millennium of the Common Era—was based in a preliterate, oral cultural setting.426 Although the overwhelming majority of this poetry has
inevitably been lost, there is considerable evidence for both its existence and its
considerable antiquity.427 Within the Germanic language group there is internal
comparative evidence for a strikingly similar form of poetry in various older dialects (Old
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English, Old High German, Old Icelandic/Old Norse, Old Saxon, etc.), which points to a
common earlier tradition.428 We may confidently deduce that this early Germanic poetry
was distinguished by certain elements of style and form, such as alliteration, stress,
meter, and diction. Furthermore, early Germanic poetry shares essential traits and
concerns with the oldest poetry recorded in other branches of the Indo-European
language family.429
One prominent aim of ancient Indo-European poetry is the eulogizing of kings
and heroes, who receive lasting remembrance and fame—which effectively served as a
form of immortality—as a coveted reward for their good conduct and, notably, for their
victories over adversaries.430 As M. L. West points out, “The winning of fame is
associated especially with the deeds of battle,” and the resulting renown was “a major
preoccupation of Indo-European poetic and narrative tradition.”431 Further
contextualization for the role of traditional poets who composed these types of eulogies
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in medieval Celtic and Germanic societies is offered by J. E. Caerwyn Williams, who
concludes:
most of the verse composed by the skald, pencerdd [medieval Welsh court poet],
and ollav [medieval Irish court poet] is praise or celebration-poetry and its
underlying assumption is that fame and honour are the supreme values. . . .
Secondly, these poems are essentially aristocratic. They celebrate a hero
before an audience of heroes, and they are composed by heroes. . . .
Thirdly, these poems originally had a social and religious significance . . .
they were declaimed before an assembled audience, and the intricacy of their
metres, the richness of their diction, the wealth of their allusion, and the
comparative simplicity of their themes, all show that their composers were well
aware that part at least of their function was to demonstrate that they were Lords
of the Word in a world in which words had not yet lost their magic power.432
The foregoing remarks should be kept in mind as we consider specifically the traditional
Germanic verse that developed from this Indo-European background.
Although no substantial examples of traditional Germanic poetry were recorded in
the late classical and early medieval periods,433 there are a variety of accounts from
outside observers over the course of the first half-millenium attesting to the existence of
such compositions and their cultural import among Germanic tribal groups.434
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Individually, these accounts are limited in what they report to us; if considered together,
however, they show some remarkable consistency. The earliest reports stem from
Tacitus, who in his Germania refers to the Germanic tribes celebrating divine ancestors
in “ancient lays, their only type of historical tradition.”435 He further notes: “They relate
that Hercules also lived among them, and on their way into battle they sing of him as the
first of all heroes.”436 In his historical Annals, Tacitus describes how the Cherusci, under
the military command of their chieftain Arminius (Hermann; ca. 18 BCE–21 CE), utter
“chants of triumph or fierce sounds” in their encampment by night.437 In a decisive
historical turnaround, Arminius goes on to lead his tribesmen in vanquishing a Roman
force of three legions and auxiliaries under Varus at the Battle of Teutoburger Forest in 9
CE. As a result, after his death Arminius becomes the subject of native eulogies that
continue to be sung “among barbarian peoples.”438 In Tacitus’s Histories the Roman
author recounts several occasions on which Germanic barbarians are observed as singing
before and after battle.439 In one of these passages a group of Batavian warriors, having
thwarted the progress of their Roman opponents earlier in the day, sings and shouts in
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their war camp after nightfall.440 As to the content of these vocal performances, Jeff
Opland suggests that, rather than being “entertaining campfire songs to maintain high
spirits,” they were most likely “war songs—whether choral or individual performances
designed to foster martial resolve.”441 Moreover, he concludes that these war songs are
best explained as eulogistic in nature.442
Later Roman accounts of other Germanic groups provide corroboration for a
tradition of eulogistic verbal songs or recitations that were composed and expressed in a
military context. In addition to describing a non-verbal form of battle cry known as the
barritus used by various Germanic fighters,443 the fourth-century military historian
Ammianus Marcellinus describes Gothic warriors as sounding “the glories of their
forefathers with wild shouts” before entering the fray.444 His account, which also
mentions the Goths taking oaths together before battle,445 evinces similarities with
Tacitus’s depiction of the Germanic comitatus from several centuries earlier as well as
much later imagery that appears in Germanic alliterative poetry.446 A fifth-century author,
Priskos (Priscus) of Panium, who served as a secretary to the envoy Maximinus, gives a
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first-person account of a scene at the court of Attila: “When evening fell torches were lit,
and two barbarians coming forward in front of Attila sang songs they had composed
celebrating his victories and deeds of valour in war.”447 It is generally assumed that these
barbarians were Germanic warriors in Attila’s retinue.448
Sixth-century classical writers likewise refer to Germanic barbarian songs and
recitations that are associated with warfare in one way or another. The Greek historian
Procopius describes the Vandal king Gelimer as composing a lament, to be accompanied
on the lyre, after being forced to surrender in battle.449 Procopius later recounts,
apparently from personal experience, how the Romans heard the Goths express “laments
and great wailings” in mourning the deaths of their noblemen in battle.450 In his Gothic
history known as the Getica, Jordanes mentions various instances where the Goths
preserve their deeds and military victories “in almost historic fashion” (pene historico
ritu) through song.451 His detailed account of the Battle of the Catalaunian Plains, in
which a multi-ethnic array of barbarian warriors in alliance with the Romans fought
against Attila’s forces, describes how such eulogies were sung in honor of the Visigothic
king Theodoric (whom Jordanes calls Theodoridus) after he is slain in battle:
When, after a long search, they found [Theodoric] where the dead lay thickest, as
happens with brave men, they honored him with songs and bore him away in the
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sight of the enemy. You might have seen bands of Goths shouting with dissonant
cries and paying honor to the dead while the battle still raged.452
Opland cites two other sixth-century sources in reference to the songs of Germanic
barbarians. One is Pope Gregory the Great, who in his Dialogi (III, 28) mentions a pagan
sacrificial rite of the Lombards that was accompanied by a “despicable song” (carmine
nefando).453 Unlike almost every other example we have seen, the context here is clearly
that of a cultic religious practice. The final observer is Gregory’s contemporary and
friend, the poet Venantius Fortunatus, who speaks of the barbarian predilection for
singing eulogies to the accompaniment of a harp.454 Interestingly, the poem that contains
this description, a panegyric to Duke Lupus, also represents one of the rare instances
where Venantius praises his subject’s specific exploits in actual warfare (as opposed to
metaphorical descriptions of spiritual warfare, which are a motif in his poetry).455
There can be no doubt that various genres of poetry and song existed among the
early Germanic peoples,456 but it is striking how the majority of the accounts by outside
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(commemorative poetry), “Preislied” (eulogy), “Erzähllied” (narrative heroic poetry), and “Epos” (epic),
along with many subcategories.
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observers to these vernacular cultural expressions describe the latter in a context relating
to warfare. As Opland notes:
Most frequently one encounters passages describing customs on the battlefield,
and these lead to the conclusion that many individuals participated in the tradition
of poetry, uttering eulogies to their ancestors during battle. These were probably
produced within a magico-ritual context, to strengthen the warrior and intimidate
his opponent, and this in turn probably indicates a connection between eulogy and
ancestor veneration and a belief in the power of the dead ancestors to influence
current events.457
A partial explanation for why these earliest external accounts of Germanic poems or
songs—whether eulogistic or otherwise—typically associate the performances with battle
undoubtedly rests with the type of the socio-cultural relations that prevailed at these
times. Although the interactions between the late classical world and Germanic barbarian
groups could be cooperative or adversarial, they were essentially of a military nature.
However, the consistent association of verbal arts with warfare must also be indicative of
an internal reality within the Germanic cultures themselves. More specifically, the
distinctive style and thematic concerns of early Germanic poetry are indicative of the
tribal social institutions concerned with warfare that played a significant role in the
historical development of this art form.
A number of scholars of early Germanic poetry have recognized that the
institution of the warband is likely to have provided a fertile setting for the cultivation of
the common Germanic tradition of eulogistic and particularly heroic verse. Andreas
Heusler, in his magisterial survey of old Germanic poetry, asserts that while kinship
bonds were of great importance in ancient Germanic societies, it was the extra-familial
and specifically male retinue, the Druht of a warrior-chieftain (Kriegerhäuptling), that
457

Opland, Anglo-Saxon Oral Poetry, 64.
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contributed more significantly to the “practice of higher poetry” (höhere Dichtübung).458
He describes the dynamics of this process as follows:
The lord entertains a band of warriors as his hall and table companions. He
is their Druchtîn, ‘retinue-lord’; they are his bodyguard, the core troop on military
campaigns . . . . for the most part they are young noblemen, the sons of landed
farmers, who live for several years in this retinue service before they marry and
take control of their own land. The retinue also includes men in exile, “Recken”
[errant warriors from other retinues], and mature career fighters, among them the
(weapon-)master [armorer], who, as the oldest of the retinue, can devolve from
being the lord to being a follower and serve as the tutor of the young lord [who
replaces him].
The tie of loyalty that binds the Druchtin with the Drucht is already
considered by Tacitus in exalted terms: it is apparent how this institution, which
was already proto-Germanic, flourished and became so momentous for the history
and constitution of nations in the medieval period.
In its relation to poetry, the lord’s hall with its retinue has a double
significance: first, as the setting that fosters both higher types of art, which it
probably also engendered; and second, as the sphere that yields the recurring
scene, together with its players, of so many heroic stories: the male “heroes” of
legend are principally the lords and their hearth-companions, their “shouldercompanions” (as Old English poets call them)—and the attitude of the retinue to
the lord, both in loyalty and in treachery, is a main concern of the poetry. Epic
and elegiac verse, up to the late medieval Heldenbücher, praises the relationship
between men.
Whenever one speaks of the “courtly” poetry of the ancient Germanic
peoples, one should keep in mind the bodyguards in the lord’s hall.459
458

Heusler, Die altgermanische Dichtung, 14. Similar views are evident in, e.g., De Boor, “Dichtung,”
387–417; Ehrismann, Geschichte der deutschen Literatur, I, §18; and cf. also De Boor, Die deutsche
Literatur, 6, 68, 77, and Lindow, Comitatus, 129–35. Lindow’s comment (p. 104) regarding the most
elaborate form of Old Norse poetry is also worth noting: “Skaldic poetry was probably almost exclusively
the product of an upper class composed of warriors and retainers.” For a strongly critical view regarding
generalizations of common Germanic cultural traditions (e.g., a “Germanic warrior culture” with common
poetic tendencies, etc.), see Innes, “Teutons or Trojans?” esp. 229–32, 236–37. Interestingly, we may also
note that the name Hlewagastiz, which appears in the earliest known example of alliterative Germanic
verse, the Gallehus horn runic inscription (discussed in a previous note above), has recently been reanalyzed and interpreted as a statement of status in a comitatus/warband milieu; see Markey, “HlewagastiR
Exposed.”
459

“Der Fürst unterhält eine Schar Krieger als seine Hof- und Tischgenossen. Er ist ihr Druchtîn,
‘Gefolgsherr’, sie sind seine Leibgarde, die Kerntruppe auf Kriegszügen. . . . Es sind zumeist junge
Adlinge, d.h. Erbbauernsöhne, die einige Jahre diesem Hofdienst leben, eh sie heiraten und ein eignes Gut
bewirtschaften. Auch landflüchtige Männer, ‘Recken’, stehn im Gefolge und gereifte Berufskrieger,
darunter der (Waffen-)Meister, der als Gefolgschaftsältester vom Fürsten auf den Nachfolger übergehen
und als Erzieher des jungen Herrn auftreten kann.
Das Treuband, das den Druchtin mit der Drucht verknüpft, bedenkt schon Tacitus mit hohen
Worten: man sieht, wie schon damals, urgermanisch, diese Einrichtung blühte, die dann für Geschichte und
Verfassung der mitteralterliche Länder so folgenreich wurde.
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The same basic conclusion is upheld by Franz Rolf Schröder in his far-reaching
examination of Germanic heroic poetry from a comparative historical and religious
standpoint; Helmut De Boor in his survey of older Germanic poetry; and Jan De Vries in
his study of heroic song and legend.460
Such views were not restricted to early twentieth-century Altgermanisten on the
continent, but have found support from major English scholars of literature as well.
Frederick Norman explains that Germanic heroic poetry in its original context was alive
in the chieftain’s hall as a form of entertainment that was essentially aristocratic, the
property of the warrior class: “Following the feast, it is performed in front of the retinuelord and the druht by a poet who is himself a member of this druht and who strives to
incorporate the ideals of the druht into his poetry.”461 Similarly, A. T. Hatto writes:
Heroic lays expressed the outlook of chieftains and the picked warriors of their
comitatus. Their function was to recall the mutual obligations of lords and
retainers and to flesh them for battle, whenever it might come. Bards were
members of the élite for and before whom they performed, so that the whole
phenomenon was a manifestation of aristocratic spirit.462
Für die Dichtung hat die Herrenhalle mit dem Gefolge doppelte Bedeutung: als der Schauplatz,
der die beiden höhern Kunstarten pflegt, sie wohl auch erzeugt hat, und als der Kreis, der so vielen
heroischen Geschichten die wiederkehrende Bühne samt den Spielern hergibt: die männlichen ‘Helden’ der
Sage sind in erster Linie die Fürsten und ihre Herdgenossen, ihre Achselgestallen (wie englische Dichter
sie nennen); und die Stellung des Gefolgen zum Herrn, in Treue und Verrat, ist ein Hauptvorwurf der
Dichtung. Epische und elegische Verse, bis in die altdeutschen Heldenbücher hinein, preisen das
Mannenverhältnis.
Wo man von ‘höfischer’ Dichtung der ältern Germanen redet, da hat man an die Leibkrieger in der
Fürstenhalle zu denken” (Heusler, Die altgermanische Dichtung, 14–15).
460

Schröder, “Ursprung und Ende,” 351–52; De Boor, “Dichtung,” 387–94, 405, 409, et passim; Vries,
Heroic Song, 187–89.
461

“Diese germanische Heldendichtung . . . ist . . . . nach dem Mahle vor dem Gefolgsherrn und vor der
druht vorgetragen, von einem Dichter, der selbst Mitglied dieser druht ist und der die Ideale der druht in
seiner Dichtung zu verkörpern trachtet.” (Norman, “Das Lied vom alten Hildebrand,” 51). Similarly, Vries,
Heroic Legend, 187–91.
462

Hatto, “Medieval German,” 166.
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More recently, the internal dynamics of the warband as expressed through heroic poetry
have been investigated from various standpoints including history, comparative literature,
anthropology, and archeology.463
The diction of early Germanic poetry is marked by a eulogistic intent that fosters
the heroic status and fame of its subject(s) against a backdrop of conceptual concerns
about honor, loyalty (or conflicting loyalties), and personal conduct in warfare, viewed in
terms of an aristocratic military culture and its fundamental institution, the warband. This
centrality of the warband and its way of life to this poetry is evident through the recurring
appearance of institutional and genre-based vocabulary that is largely of common
Germanic origin.464 This distinctive diction (Ger. Dichtersprache) seems to have been
remarkably stable not only over centuries of time, but also across the major dialectal
branches of the language family, manifesting similarly in Old English, Old High German,
Old Icelandic, and Old Saxon verse. The vocabulary of the warband and its attendant
heroic themes are such prominent features of the older poetry that they appear to have
effectively excluded all other social classes and concerns. In a study of Old English
poetic vocabulary, Dennis Cronan remarks:
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Cf., e.g., Enright, Lady with a Mead Cup (on the history and development of the institution); Evans, The
Lords of Battle (on images of the Celtic and Germanic warband in literary and historical sources); Hill, The
Cultural World in Beowulf (an ethnological study of the social world depicted in that poem); and the
interdisciplinary archeological studies by Herschend (Journey of Civilisation, Livet i hallen, and The Idea
of the Good in Late Iron Age Society).
464

For a substantial discussion of this vocabulary, see Lindow, Comitatus, which is augmented further in
Strid, “Lexical Developments from Ancient Nordic to Old Nordic,” 741–42. The unpublished 1942
dissertation by Friedrich Willems, Heldenwörter in germanischer und christlicher Literatur, focuses on the
reflexes of eight heroic warrior terms in older Germanic literature. Cf. also Bach, Geschichte der deutschen
Sprache, 62; Brink, “Sociolinguistic Perspectives in the Transitional Period between Proto-Nordic and Old
Nordic,” 761–63; Cronan, “The Poetics of Poetic Words in Old English,” 265–73, along with other articles
on poetic vocabulary by this author (see bib.); and Woods, “Germanic Warrior Terms in Old Saxon.”
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This vocabulary presumably developed in tandem with the verse itself.
The cognates of some of these words, such as beadu, brego, gūð, and rinc, are
restricted to poetry in Old Norse as well, and these words were probably inherited
as poetic from the distant Germanic past. The primarily heroic content of the
vocabulary indicates that in the years before the conversion heroic verse
predominated.”465
Similarly, Michael D. Cherniss concludes: “The subject matter of Germanic heroic poetry
is martial combat and so, for the purposes of the heroic poet, a tribe consists almost
exclusively of retainers who live for such combat.”466
Heroic vocabulary is by nature both ideological and idealized, and is often
anachronistically maintained within the poetic form. Specific terms may endure long after
their disengagement from a concrete reference point in the external world. Although new
vocabulary was certainly added over time to the existing store available to a poetic
speaker, there is an inherent tendency in heroic poetry to preserve archaic terminology,
whether institutional or simply descriptive.467 As Fulk and Cain point out: “Even the
fundamental unit of [tribal] society, the comitatus, grew outmoded early on: the Old
English word for such a group, gedryht, has fallen out of general use by the time of the
earliest records, and it is preserved only as a poetic term.”468
The OHG word truhtīn can be reliably connected to this traditional warband
poetic vocabulary with its appearance in line 35 of the Hildebrandslied, describing the
465

Cronan, “The Poetics of Poetic Words,” 267. Further poetic cognates to the Old English terms he
mentions are: OHG gūdea ‘battle’ (HL 60), gūđhamo ‘battle-garment’ (HL 5), and gundfano ‘battle-flag’
(LL 27 and Otfrid, Ev. V, 2, 9), all of which presumably had Old Saxon cognates (cf. AsHw, s.v. gūth-); and
OS rink ‘man, warrior’ (appearing in both the Heliand and the Old Saxon Genesis).
466

Cherniss, Ingeld and Christ, 48.

467

Cf. Fulk and Cain, A History of Old English Literature, 5, 28, and Cronan, “The Poetics of Poetic
Words,” 269.
468

A History of Old English Literature, 4.
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warlord Attila, and through the similar usage of some of its West Germanic cognates (OE
dryhten ~ drihten, ON dróttinn, and OS drohtin) to refer to human lords in the much
more well preserved alliterative poetic traditions of these respective dialects. Although its
attestation as a title for human beings is often severely restricted (especially in Old
Saxon, with only one “non-divine” instance being preserved at Hel. 1200, notably in the
compound form mandrohtin, lit. ‘human-drohtin’),469 taken altogether, these examples
strongly suggest that the word had an established place in an earlier heroic poetic
tradition.470 Particularly telling, too, is a strictly poetic compound such as OE sigedrihten
~ sigedryhten ‘victory-lord, God’ (Beo. 391; And. 60, 877, 1453; Guth. 1238; etc.), used
of both human lords and the divine Lord,471 which has an exact parallel in OS sigidrohtin
‘victory-Lord, Lord, God’ (Hel. 1575, 3744, 4093; OS Gen. 175).472 While the use of the
Old Saxon compound is restricted to the divine Lord (and specifically God the Father), it
presumably originated from the formulaic storehouse of West Germanic poetic
vocabulary as a title for ‘lord’473—but specifically as exalted acknowledgment of a
warlord’s success on the battlefield.
469

Cf. VWHaG, s.v. drohtin, 84–85, and AsHw, s.v. drohtin. A second example of non-divine usage
sometimes cited is Hel. 3424, but this is questionable since it refers to the owner of the vineyard—and thus
a metaphorical allusion to God—in Christ’s Parable of the Workers in the Vineyard (cf. Tat. 109, 2; Mt
20:1–16; and the earlier discussion [see §2.6 above] regarding the similar usage of OHG truhtīn in Tatian).
470

Cf. Cathey, ed., Hêliand, 135–36.
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Green, CL, 277–78 (esp. n. 1 on the latter page), 356. Cf. Erussard, “Language, Power, and Holiness in
Cynewulf’s Elene,” 25, 38–39 nn. 14 (with a list of attestations), 15, and 16; Stibbe, “Herr” und “Frau”
und verwandte Begriffe in ihren altenglischen Äquivalenten, 23–24.
472

Carr, Nominal Compounds, 113; Ilkow, Die Nominalkomposita, 350–51.
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Cf. Carr, Nominal Compounds, 113. Ilkow (Die Nominalkomposita, 350–51) fully accepts the common
Germanic status of the compound but also suggests it may have been applied to the Christian God under the
influence of Old Testament Biblical phrases such as Deus victoriae ‘God of victory’, for which Ilkow cites
2 Mc 13:15 (although the connection drawn here is slightly misleading, as the Vulgate text in fact reads dei
victoria ‘god’s victory’) and Tua est, Domine . . . victoria ‘Yours, O Lord, is . . . the victory’ (1 Chr 29:11).
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A common West Germanic status suggests itself for a similar set of matching
compounds, OE mondrihten ~ mondryhten ‘lord, ruler’ (Beo. 436, Guth. 1337, etc.) and
OS mandrohtin ‘lord, ruler, superior’ (Hel. 1200).474 Corroborative formulaic evidence
for the West Germanic poetic heritage of truhtīn and its cognates is found with the
parallel usage in various dialects of phrases with the structure <gen. pl. noun + lordword>, for example: OE eorla drihten ~ dryhten ‘lord of men/warriors/heroes’ (Beo.
1050, 2338; Brun. 1; Jud. 21; etc.), engla drihten ‘Lord of angels’ (Exod. 559), Geata
drihten ‘lord of Geats’ (Beo. 1484, etc.), etc.; OHG huneo truhtin ‘lord of huns’ (HL 35);
and OS erlo drohtin ‘lord/Lord of men’ (Hel. 1027, 3424), folco drohtin ‘Lord of
peoples’ (Hel. 430, 2208), liudio drohtin ‘Lord of peoples’ (Hel. 3026, 4241); and so
forth.475 Similar phrases that appear in Old Icelandic skaldic verse include hersa dróttinn
‘lord of hersirs’ and lyða dróttinn ‘lord of men’.476
The secular usage of the phrase eorla dryhten in two Old English poems gives
weight to the idea that its origins may lie in heroic-eulogistic poetry that developed

A more unilateral argument for Latin determinative influence on the creation of Old English poetic
compounds and kennings, especially in the religious sphere, is Rankin, “A Study of the Kennings in AngloSaxon Poetry”; sigedryhten is considered in pt. 1 of his article, 412–13. Crépin (“The Names of God in the
Church Fathers and in Old English Poetry,” 527), on the other hand, asserts: “Most of the expressions
referring to God in early Germanic poetry come from the traditional, therefore pagan, stock of names given
to the head of the comitatus. . . . The Germanic Christian poets used the poetic formulas they found at their
diposal in the same way as the Latin Christian poets used Classical poetic diction.”
474

Carr, Nominal Compounds, 112. On OE mondrihten, see Stibbe, “Herr” und “Frau,” 21–22; on OS
mandrohtin, see Ilkow, Die Nominalkomposita, 273–74. Alternatively, these compounds may have
developed as a means for clearly distinguishing a human lord from the divine Lord, particularly in
traditional-style poetic texts, as the simplex forms drihten ~ dryhten and drohtin became more exclusively
synonymous with the Christian God over time.
475

For the Old Saxon attestations, see VWHaG, s.v. drohtin.
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Strid, “Lexical Developments,” 742. The phrase lyða dróttinn appears in Ǫrvar-Oddr, Ævidrápa, st. 30,
l. 2 (see Boer, ed., Ǫrvar-Odds Saga, 202). It is parallel in form to OS liudio drohtin.
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within the military culture of the warband. The phrase appears several times in Beowulf
(Beo. 1050, 2338), a work that many scholars believe was composed at an early date (i.e.,
in the seventh to eighth century) and which is marked by its archaic diction.477 The first
line of the tenth-century historical poem The Battle of Brunanburh, a panegyric to King
Æthelstan’s decisive military victory over an invading force of Norsemen, Britons, and
Scots in 937, provides a clear example that this phrase was used to eulogize human
commanders in war in a traditional heroic-poetic context.478 The poem is highly
conservative in meter, diction, and imagery, even if its composition may represent, in
Alastair Campbell’s words, “an artificial preservation, or rather, perhaps, resurrection of
the old style.”479

Given the attestation of OHG truhtīn in the Hildebrandslied and the parallel usage of its
West Germanic cognates in traditional poetry concerned with archaic warband
institutions and imagery, we may assume that the word had a similar cultural cachet, and
served a similar function, in the aristocratic warrior culture of groups speaking Southwest
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On an early date for the poem, cf., e.g., Girvan, Beowulf and the Seventh Century, and the recent
collection edited by Neidorf, The Dating of ‘Beowulf’: A Reassessment. Some of the main arguments for a
later dating appear in an earlier volume edited by Chase, The Dating of Beowulf. The dating of the poem is
a still contentious topic that cannot be addressed in detail here; for overviews of scholarly arguments, see
Fulk, Bjork, and Niles, eds., Klaeber’s ‘Beowulf’, clxii–clxxx; and cf. also Davis, “Recovering Germans:
Teutonic Origins and Beowulf.”
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The poem is preserved in the entry for 937 in The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle (for English translation, see
the edition of Swanton). On the historical circumstances of the battle, see Stenton, Anglo-Saxon England,
315–58, with the poem discussed at 338–39. On the poem and its background, see Fulk and Cain, A History
of Old English Literature, 223–24, and for a detailed analysis, Campbell, ed., The Battle of Brunanburh,
43–80.
479

Campbell, ed., The Battle of Brunanburh, 38. Campbell gives examples of the common diction
Brunanburh shares with other Old English verse including identical half-lines and similar half-lines (which
together comprise about half of the poem’s content), as well as unique phrases that nevertheless “have a
decided air of belonging to a poetical tradition” (see 34–42, quote at 40).
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Germanic dialects such as the Franks. Nevertheless, the literary testimony for truhtīn
shows a notable disassociation from its earlier roots and usage, and one that offers a
marked contrast to what occurred in most of the other West Germanic dialects. We will
next attempt to explain this situation by considering some of the historical circumstances
that would have influenced the semantic development of the word truhtīn during the early
Middle Ages.

2.8.1 Disassociation of OHG truhtīn from the Sphere of Traditional Vernacular
Poetry
In the foregoing section we suggested that the cultural cachet of the Old High
German word truhtīn had its original basis in the archaic social institution of the warband
and, by the same token, that it must have been a significant title in the tradition of heroic
and eulogistic vernacular alliterative poetry cultivated by this same institution. Although
the early poetic monuments from other West Germanic dialects such as Old English and
Old Saxon offer much evidence in support of this view, the same cannot be said of Old
High German. Outside of a few exceptional cases discussed above (the Hildebrandslied
and the Ludwigslied) the testimony of the word in the Old High German corpus is
essentially bereft of vernacular heroic-eulogistic and military associations. This situation
is best explained in light of several crucial historical factors that affected the course and
development of Old High German literature. The two factors we will discuss here are the
loss (or deliberate abandonment) of heroic-eulogistic poetic works in the vernacular and
the rise of a Latin-based literary culture. These developments, which were surely
intertwined and mutually conditioned, should also be seen against the backdrop of the
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linguistic shift that took place in the politically dominant areas of the Carolingian empire
from a Germanic to a Romance-based vernacular.
A major historical factor that inevitably undermined the secular military
connotations of OHG truhtīn was the nearly complete failure of the Carolingians to
preserve earlier vernacular poetic material, which up until that point would have existed
in an oral form. While aspects of this failure may have been accidental, it was mainly the
result of a conscious and concerted rejection of “barbarian” art forms by the custodians of
Carolingian literacy, who, as clerics, were themselves the products, bearers, and
advocates of a learned Latin Christian tradition.480 For example, the sixth-century
Frankish historiographer Gregory, bishop of Tours, presumably based portions of his
History of the Franks on vernacular material of some sort, but he made no effort to quote
directly from any of it.481 Even more illustrative is the example of Alcuin’s famous
rhetorical question written to a bishop in 797: “What has Ingeld to do with Christ?”
(“Quid Hinieldus cum Christo?”)—the correct answer being, of course, “Absolutely
nothing.”482 Alcuin (ca. 735–804) was a leading figure in the Carolingian court at
Aachen. Charlemagne appointed him director of the Palace School from 782–790, a job
that included tutoring the ruler and his sons. The rebuke by Alcuin of fellow churchmen
who enjoyed listening to performances of heroic verse and tribal songs (carmina gentilia)

480

The Germanic vernacular furthermore lay outside of the triad of sacred languages (linguae sacrae)—
Hebrew, Greek, and Latin—as Isidore of Seville had called them in Bk. IX of his Etymologiae.
481

Cf. Ehrismann, Geschichte der deutschen Literatur, 22. As James (The Franks, 16) points out, Gregory
scarcely refers to Germanic words, and he shows little interest in Frankish institutions and customs.
482

On the letter and its context, also in a political-historical sense, see Garrison, “Quid Hinieldus cum
Christo?” with the relevant passage quoted and translated at 241, and cf. Richter, The Formation of the
Medieval West, 129–31.
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should be viewed as a reiteration of a longstanding attitude on the part of the Church
toward secular poetry, a position expressed in similarly unequivocal terms by early
Christian authors such as Paul and Tertullian.483
Nevertheless, traditional poetry seems to have maintained its prestige among the
warrior nobility into the Carolingian period.484 This is evident from Einhard’s Vita Karoli
Magni, in which he reports that Charlemagne held vernacular poetic material in high
esteem and even attempted to have it committed to parchment: “At the same time [i.e.,
shortly after being crowned emperor in the year 800] he directed that the age-old
narrative poems, barbarous enough, in which were celebrated the warlike deeds of the
kings of ancient times, should be written out and so preserved.”485 Einhard’s remark is
supplemented—or simply repeated—by a similar statement from an anonymous Saxon
cleric (the “poeta Saxonis”) writing in 888–891, who states: “As is well known,
vernacular poems (vulgaria carmina) celebrate and praise [Charlemagne’s] grandfathers
and great grandfathers; of Pippin, Charles, Louis and Theoderic, and Carlomann and
Lothar are their songs made.”486 Whether or not Charlemagne actually ordered the
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On the attitudes of the Church toward Germanic secular heroic verse, cf. also Kuhn, “Heldensage und
Christentum.”
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On the persistence of vernacular (“barbarian”) oral poetry and song in the Carolingian era, see Richter,
The Formation of the Medieval West, 125–46, and cf. Haubrichs, Die Anfänge, 61–137.
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“Item barbara et antiquissima carmina, quibus veterum regum actus et bella canebantur, scripsit
memoriaeque mandavit” (Vita Karoli, III, 29; trans. Thorpe). Einhard goes on to note that at this same time
Charlemagne also began a grammar of his native Germanic tongue (“inchoavit et grammaticam patrii
sermonis”) and assigned indigenous names to the twelve months and the four winds.
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“Est quoque iam notum: vulgaria carmina magnis / Laudibus eius avos er proavos celebrant, / Pippinos,
Carolos, Huldowicos et Theodricos / Et Carlomannos Hlothariosque canunt” (trans. Godman). The full
poem and English translation appear in Godman, Poetry of the Carolingian Renaissance, 342–45; cf. also
HOHGL, 117. The poet may of course simply be repeating what he knew from Einhard’s biography.
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collection of such material is a topic for speculation, but the anecdote is generally taken
as evidence for the existence of an oral repertoire of heroic narrative poetry that was
common to various Germanic tribal groups including the Franks.487 The fact that the
vernacular poems of greatest interest to Charlemagne were specifically concerned with
praising the battle deeds of earlier leaders suggests that this poetry had its earliest origins
in some form of the warband traditions discussed above (see §2.8). By the early ninth
century, however, this type of verse had apparently developed into—or been subsumed
by—a propagandistic genre of Frankish royal court poetry.488 Even so, a preservative
impulse regarding such poems in the vernacular did not outlast Charlemagne, whose son
and successor Louis the Pious (ruled 814–840) is described as rejecting the “tribal poetic
songs” (poetica carmina gentilia) that were performed for the noblemen.489 If a written
collection of this material had been made at his father’s imperial court, Louis may have
even ordered the subsequent destruction of the manuscript(s).
On a national-ideological level, another factor that contributed to the semantic
disassociation of older heroic vocabulary from its cultural basis was the changing selfidentity of the Franks and specifically the way in which they envisioned their past.
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HOHGL, 117. For a thoughtful consideration of the nature of Charlemagne’s alleged collection of
vernacular songs/poems, see Haubrichs, “Veterum regum actus et bella.” A speculative survey of the
traditional heroic material that might have been included in the collection is Leyen, Das Heldenliederbuch
Karls des Grossen. For a critical view toward the notion of common Germanic store of poetry, see Innes,
“Teutons or Trojans,” 229–31, 236–40, et passim. Innes also suggests (237–40) that Einhard’s claim may
have been influenced by the writings of Tacitus or is an attempt to round out the image of an ideal ruler
following the example of Suetonius.
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Innes, “Teutons or Trojans,” 240.
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Cf. Jong, “The Empire as ecclesia: Hrabanus Maurus and Biblical historia for Rulers,” 196; Innes,
“Teutons or Trojans,” 239–40; and Richter, The Formation of the Medieval West, 131–32, and “The
Written Word in Context,” 116.
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Regarding their tribal origins, a myth of Trojan descent began to gain currency by the
seventh century. This artificially constructed Trojan lineage became attached to the
legendary figure of Francus (or Francio), an eponymous tribal war leader who was later
integrated into Carolingian royal genealogies.490 A concession to the prestige of the
classical world is a common enough phenomenon in medieval historiography and
genealogy, but it nevertheless points to a devaluation in the prestige of the Franks’ own
heroic legends and—correspondingly, we may assume—the vernacular poetry that was
the medium for communicating such narratives.491
Linguistic realities also played a significant role in the fate of Germanic poetry in
the Frankish world. While Einhard’s comments suggest that a dual literacy (in Latin and
a Germanic vernacular) existed in Charlemagne’s court, it is important to recognize that
between the seventh and ninth centuries a Romance-based vernacular had become
dominant in the most influential areas of the Carolingian realm. The roots of this
linguistic shift can be traced back to several centuries earlier in the western areas such as
Merovingian Gaul.492
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See Zöllner, Geschichte der Franken, 5, for a list of the original sources, and cf. Gerberding, The Rise of
the Carolingians, 11–30; Ghosh, Writing the Barbarian Past, 104–14; and Innes, “Teutons or Trojans?”
248–49.
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For a consideration of the ideological concerns underlying the Frankish identification with the ancient
Greek as opposed to the Roman world, see Ghosh, Writing the Barbarian Past, 110–14. Another example
of the Frankish kingdom distinguishing itself from Rome is the prologue to the 100-Title version of the Lex
Salica issued by Pippin (see §2.7 above).
492

Yitzhak Hen argues that Merovingian society in Gaul was already thoroughly Romanized and
Christianized by the late fifth or early sixth century; for an overview, see his Culture and Religion, 1–20.
Richter (The Formation of the Medieval West, 35–37) offers evidence suggesting that the situation was not
so clear-cut. The archeological record, for example regarding the use of cross amulets, offers further
support for an ambiguous situation; cf. Bierbrauer, “The Cross Goes North.”
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Even in the east Frankish kingdoms where Germanic dialects still held sway as
the vernacular, Latin was firmly established and accepted as the language of history,
government, and religion.493 The historiographies of the Franks and other Germanic
tribes were written in Latin, as were their barbarian law codes and the Holy Scripture that
defined their Catholic faith. Rosamond McKitterick concludes that
rather than regarding Frankish society as made up of essentially Germanic
peoples, for whom the acquisition of Latin would have involved assimilation to an
alien culture, we should see the Franks as a people that by gradual development
had absorbed as part of its own inheritance the Latin Roman past, and had done so
in all the public spheres—religion, government, intellectual life. It was something
emphatically not confined to a clerical elite, but to a large social elite, namely
those who had roles in public authority in any sense.494
The ongoing current of Latin-Roman linguistic and cultural influence
substantially affected the art of poetry, regardless of the language in which the verse was
composed. Already in the sixth century, authors such as Venantius Fortunatus were
producing Merovingian-Frankish court poetry in Latin, following late Roman models.495
In the late eighth and early ninth century, a highly productive genre of Carolingian court
poetry composed in Latin was established.496 Several poems in this Latin genre show a
negative—or at best ambivalent—attitude toward Germanic heroic figures, whether
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McKitterick, “Rome’s Legacy to the Franks,” 98. This essay provides an excellent overview of the
linguistic conditions that marked the Frankish world. Cf. also Innes, “Teutons or Trojans,” 245–46. On
contemporary attitudes regarding Latin and Germanic vernacular language, and on the relationships
between the resulting literature that was produced, see Edwards, “German Vernacular Literature,” esp.
141–47.
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McKitterick, “Rome’s Legacy,” 99.
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Innes, “Teutons or Trojans,” 241.
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Cf. Penn, “Latin Verse,” 88–99, and McKitterick, “Rome’s Legacy,” 106. For the original Latin and
facing-page English translations of representative poems, see Godman, Poetry of the Carolingian
Renaissance.
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historical or legendary. In his poem De Imagine Tetrici (On the Statue of Tetricus [=
Theoderic]; written in 829), Walahfrid Strabo takes a notably dim view of the statue of
the sixth-century Ostrogothic king Theoderic that Charlemagne brought from Ravenna to
be displayed at his palace in Aachen.497 The fact that Theoderic had, by this time, already
become a transhistorical stock figure invoked in traditional Germanic heroic poetry, as
the Hildebrandslied (ll. 19 and 26) demonstrates, would have further contributed to
Walahfrid’s distaste for the barbarian king.498 Similar legendary figures of the Germanic
past (Walther of Aquitaine, Hagen, Gunther) turn up as the protagonists of the ninth- or
tenth-century Latin epic Waltharius, although at the end of the tale the poet makes a
mockery of their heroic aptitude for violence.499 The work has been preserved in various
copies and seems to have been popular in monasteries.500
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On the poem, see Herren, “Walahfrid Strabo’s De Imagine Tetrici: An Interpretation,” and “The ‘De
imagine Tetrici’ of Walahfrid Strabo: Edition and Translation.” On the statue and its significance for
Charlemagne, see Davis, “Gothic Immigrants,” 138–42.
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Negative qualities of Theoderic that Walahfrid makes plain in De Imagine Tetrici include the Germanic
king’s Arian religion and barbarian identity. Concerning Carolingian perceptions of Theoderic, see also
Innes, “Teutons or Trojans?” 241–45. On Theoderic (Dietrich) as a recurring hero-figure in older Germanic
poetry and legend, see Haymes and Samples, Heroic Legends of the North. In the Hildebrandslied, one of
the poem’s main characters, Hildebrand, is described as having joined Theoderic’s company of warriors as
an exile in the east.
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Cf. HOHGL, 259–70; Kratz, Mocking Epic, 15–59; Schutz, The Carolingians, 212–14; and Millet,
“Deconstructing the Hero in Early Medieval Heroic Poetry,” 229–34; A contrary view is expressed in
Godman, Poetry of the Carolingian Renaissance, 75–78. For the original Latin text, see Strecker, ed.,
Waltharius; for an English version, see Kratz, ed. and trans., Waltharius and Ruodlieb. It is a Latin epic not
just in terms of language but also with respect to its form and borrowings from classical precedents such
the Aeneid and the Thebaid (cf. Kratz, Mocking Epic, 16–59), but it also preserves some elements of
Germanic oral poetry (cf. Voorwinden, “Latin Words, Germanic Thoughts—Germanic Words, Latin
Thoughts,” esp. 124–26).The figures in Waltharius also appear significantly in other branches of older
Germanic literature including Old English (Waldere); Middle High German (Nibelungenlied, where Gunter
and Hagen are major characters; Walther is mentioned only briefly); and Old Icelandic (Atlamál,
Þiðrekssaga). See. Haymes and Samples, Heroic Legends of the North, for an overview of these Germanic
works and their recurring protagonists.
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Schutz, The Carolingians, 214.
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Most forms of poetry written in the Germanic vernacular show Latin influence.
The longest extant poem in Old High German is the Evangelienbuch (Latin: Liber
Evangeliorum; written ca. 863–871), a 7,104-line gospel narrative and commentary in
poetic form composed by Otfrid of Weissenburg (ca. 800–ca. 871).501 Although the
metrical structure bears some resemblance to the old Germanic long line, the pattern of
internal end rhyme (assonance rather than alliteration) seems to be a radical innovation
on Otfrid’s part.502 In this regard Otfrid was probably influenced by Latin Christian
poetry (such as the metrical hymns and/or Christian poems in leonine hexameter) but
may also have followed the example of the rhyming Latin hymns composed by his
teacher, Hrabanus Maurus.503
Some traces of older Germanic diction can be discerned in the Evangelienbuch,
but they are little more than vestigial trappings.504 Any connotations that remain from
older heroic and retinue-based vocabulary are greatly limited and, when they can be
found, thoroughly tempered or neutralized by Latin-Christian revision, even on a
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For the text, see Erdmann, ed., Otfrids Evangelienbuch. For short overviews of Otfrid and his
Evangelienbuch, see Archibald, “Otfrid of Weissenburg”; De Boor, Die deutsche Literatur, 75–80;
HOHGL, 191–212; Kartschoke, Altdeutsche Bibeldichtung, 57–72; Metzger, Early Versions of the New
Testament, 458–59; and Murdoch, “Old High German,” 239–43. A more detailed treatment appears in
Kartschoke, Bibeldichtung, 271–339.
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Cf. De Boor, Die deutsche Literatur, 70–73, and Heusler, Deutsche Versgeschichte, II, 1–23. Occasional
arguments have been made for a native tradition of end rhyme, however; cf. HOHGL, 208–9.
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Cf. HOHGL, 208–9. On the Latin hymns, see Walpole, Early Latin Hymns. The origins of the endrhyme that comes to dominate Old High German poetry and Otfrid’s exact role in that process are uncertain
matters that have long been a topic of debate. Some have claimed that end-rhyme was also part of a much
older Germanic poetic tradition, although the evidence for this is negligible; cf., e.g., Schweikle, “Die
Herkunft des althochdeutschen Reimes,” and the criticisms of the latter in Hofmann, Die Versstrukturen,
41–44.
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Cf. HOHGL, 199–204 and 207–9; Kartschoke, Bibeldichtung, 317–18; and Weisweiler, “Deutsche
Frühzeit,” 58–59.
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grammatical level.505 A clear-cut example of the latter process is Otfrid’s inflection of
truhtīn as a de facto divine personal name (as occurs similarly in Old High German with
got and fater, when the latter word is used to refer to God the Father) and, similarly, his
use of the title without a preceding definite article, which shows that it has been fully
disengaged from its former secular meaning.506
Otfrid’s vocabulary and diction occasionally suggests a heroic register. For
example, he sometimes refers to a disciple of the Lord as a “thane” (OHG thegan ~
degan; cf. MHG degen, OE þegen, ON þegn, OS thegan).507 In several instances he uses
the word in way that is evocative of its older, pre-feudal military connotations.508 He also
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Cf. HOHGL, 200–201; the numerous references to Otfrid in Green, CL, 326–97; and Wiens, Die
frühchristlichen Gottesbezeichnungen, 54–64. For a discussion of Otfrid’s portrayals of rulership—arguing
that he did consciously make use of Germanic retinue conceptions in certain circumstances, see Hinze,
“Heidnisches und christliches Herrschertum in Otfrids Evangelienbuch.”
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Green, CL, 343–46, with a list of examples (which also occur in other sources besides Otfrid) at 342 n.
3; similarly, Wiens, Die frühchristlichen Gottesbezeichnungen, 59–60; cf. §195 in Braune/Mitzka,
Althochdeutsche Grammatik.
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Cf. ChWdW8, s.v. degan, and AhdW, s.v. thegan; modern reflexes include Eng. thane and Ger. Degen
‘warrior’. For a list of the instances of the term in Otfrid’s Evangelienbuch, see Kelle, Glossar der Sprache
Otfrids, s.v. thegan and guat-thegan. The contextual nuances range from ‘hero, warrior’ to ‘disciple of
Christ’ and ‘servant of God’. The word is also used as positive designation for various Biblical figures such
as Joseph and Nicodemus, Lazarus, and Nathaniel. Willems studies Otfrid’s usage of thegan in
Heldenwörter, 286–97.
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AhdW, s.v. thegan, gives the following senses: ‘warrior, retinue-man, follower, disciple, servant,
companion’ (‘Krieger, Gefolgsmann, Anhänger, Jünger, Diener, Begleiter’). Two instances where Otfrid
uses the term in a military or quasi-heroic sense are Ev. I, 1, 64 and IV, 35, 2 (discussed below). On the
senses of the word, see the detailed discussion in Green, CL, 98–106, where he also deals with Kuhn’s
opposing views on the matter. Green convincingly argues that the first two meanings are the more archaic;
a similar view is upheld in Hinze, “Heidnisches und christliches Herrschertum,”14. Ilkow (Die
Nominalkomposita, 373) sees the underlying Germanic term (*þegnaz) as having developed from its
earliest sense of ‘boy’ (< PIE *tek- ‘beget, give birth to’; cf. Gk. τέκνον ‘child’) to ‘retinue-man, servant’
(Gefolgsmann, Diener); a similar view is expressed in Stroh, “Indogermanische Ursprünge,” 12, and
Stibbe, “Herr” und “Frau,” 37–40. Cf. also Kluge, s.v. Degen, and Kuhn, “Die Grenzen,” 35. In his
discussion of the cognate ON þegn, Lindow (Comitatus, 106–12) does not consider its antecedent to have
originally been part of the common Germanic warband vocabulary, although the word can denote a
warrior; in memorial inscriptions it also had a marked approbative sense, such as in the formula harða góðr
þegn ‘a very good thane’.
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uses related terms such theganheit ‘doughtiness, virtue, bravery’, theganlīhho ‘heroic,
brave’ [lit. ‘thane-like’], and edilthegan ‘noble thane’) with respect to divine angels,
disciples of the Lord, and righteous humans.509 But in addition to his use of thegan, it
should be noted that Otfrid often refers to a disciple of Christ with a relatively new term,
iungoro ‘disciple, apostle, pupil’ (lit. ‘younger one’), a calque on Mer.-Lat. iunior.510 The
new term is firmly on a path of displacing the old one, which no longer has a
thoroughgoing heroic-poetic framework to support its earlier sense.511
Otfrid also finds ways to modify older connotations and create new ones, for
example by forming a series of specifically religious compounds with the word drūt ~
trūt, a noun and adjective with the sense of ‘trusted, intimate friend; beloved’ as the first
element.512 Thus we encounter drūtthegan ‘true servant, friend, disciple’, a term which is
consonant with other neologisms such as drūtboto ‘trusted angel (of God)’, drūthiarna
‘chosen bride (of God)’, drūtliut ‘chosen people (of God)’, trūtsela ‘elect soul’, trūtsun
‘beloved son’, and so forth.513 Green suggests that Otfrid’s usage of drūt ~ trūt, which
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Cf. Green, CL, 103–106.
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Green, CL, 355; LHEGW, 340 n. 49; and “The Influence of the Merovingian Franks on the Christian
Vocabulary of German,” 358–59. On the history and usage of the Germanic term, see §2.10 below. Variant
spellings outside of Otfrid include: iungiro, iungero, iugiro, iugoro, gungiro. A cognate (likely modeled on
the Old High German) is OS iungro ~ iungaro ‘disciple, pupil, follower, retinue-man, vassal, servant’. The
Old High German word used in its religious sense is the antecedent of Ger. Jünger ‘disciple’.
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Cf. Wiens, Die frühchristlichen Gottesbezeichnungen, 60, 72.
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Cf. Wiens, Die frühchristlichen Gottesbezeichnungen, 76. Ehrismann (“Die Wörter für ‘Herr’,” 188)
reckons this word to have been part of the comitatus vocabulary (parallel to wini and Lat. amicus), but
Wiens’s rejection of such a connection, which has little to support it, seems correct. On this word, see also
§2.4.1 above.
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See AhdW, s.v. trūt-, for other examples of simplexes and compounds containing this stem/word. For
Otfrid’s usage, see the entries in Kelle, Glossar, for terms beginning with drût-.
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suggests a vertical inferiority and subordination, can be traced to influence from Lat.
amicus used as a Merovingian feudal term.514
One putative example of Otfrid’s use of thegan in its older military-heroic sense
is the description of Joseph of Arimathea’s response to the killing and accompanying
humiliations of his lord, Christ: Tho quam ein édiles man baldlícho, so imo zám, / er
theso dáti zurnta, so gúat thegan scolta: “Then a man of nobility came forth bravely, as
befit him / He became incensed at these deeds, as a good thane should” (Ev. IV, 35, 2).515
The heroic feel of these lines is accentuated through the inclusion of the phrase “so gúat
thegan scolta,” which resonates with the gnomic tradition that is common to the various
branches of older Germanic alliterative verse.516 Otfrid’s use of this phrase at this
particular juncture in the narrative could even be seen as echoing a discernible sub-theme
in gnomic ethical admonition, that of “a (good) thane’s duty.”517 However, a more
detailed study by Carroll Reed—which comparatively assesses the use of similar gnomic
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CL, 107–8, and see esp. 107 n. 2. A similar view is that of Kauffmann, “Die jünger,” 253 (see esp. n. 1).
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Cf. Green, CL, 103 n. 4; cf. Kelle, Glossar, s.v. guat-thegan, where he glosses this instance as meaning
‘wackerer Held’ (‘valiant hero’).
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Gnomic verses (also called maxims) with similar features can be found in North Germanic and West
Germanic alliterative poetry. For surveys of the tradition, see Williams, Gnomic Poetry in Anglo-Saxon,
and the more recent study by Cavill, Maxims in Old English Poetry (which alludes to a common Germanic
tradition of such verse on pp. 25, 40); cf. also, in this regard, Heusler’s discussion of Spruchdichtung in Die
altgermanische Dichtung, 66–79. Continental West Germanic examples appear in the Old High German
Hildebrandslied (ll. 35–36: mit geru scal man geba infahan / ort widar ort ‘with a spear a man should
receive a gift, point against point’) and frequently in the Old Saxon Heliand. On the gnomic verses in the
latter, see Cavill, Maxims, 36–39; Gantert, Akkommodation und eingeschriebener Kommentar, 225–29; and
Reed, “Gnomic Verse in the Old Saxon Heliand.”
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Cf. e.g., the Old Saxon Heliand (ll. 3994b–4002a), and the corresponding commentary in Cathey, ed.,
Hêliand, 215–17, with several comparative examples from Old English and Old Icelandic verse; further
Heliand verses in this category are given in Reed, “Gnomic Verse,” 405, 408–410. For a critical overview
of the topos of a thane’s mortal duties to his lord, see Clark, “Notes on the Medieval Ideal of Dying with
One’s Lord,” and the many references cited there.
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devices in the roughly contemporaneous Old Saxon alliterative poem, the Heliand—has
shown Otfrid’s use of gnomic material to be stylistically rigid and reduced in form,
content, and application.518 It should also be noted that while the above-quoted passage
from Otfrid must have evoked a heroic register in the ears and minds of native listeners, it
is neither a departure from—nor embellishment upon—the Biblical precedents for this
scene.519
Otfrid was a Frankish nationalist who invested immense effort in composing a
major work in his own vernacular, with careful thought given to issues of language,
phonology, and orthography.520 His Evangelienbuch makes the Christian gospel story,
together with exegetical commentary, available to native ears in a novel, pleasing form.
As a highly learned man, he was surely aware of traditional Germanic poetry, heroic and
otherwise, but it did not serve as a significant or undiluted point of reference for his own
work.521 His ethical ideal derives from the world of the monastery and not the secular
world, let alone the battlefield.522 Moreover, he saw his composition as a religiously
justified countermove to displace secular vernacular poetry—what he calls the “offensive
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Reed, “Gnomic Verse,” 410, where he also concludes that in comparison with the longer alliterative
poems such as Beowulf and Heliand, whose “gnomic passages are longer, more flexible, and more
diversified,” Otfrid’s work “preserves only a few withered examples” of the tradition. The gnomic phrase
from Otfrid that I have pointed is not discussed by Reed, however.
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Mt 27:57 (where reference is also made to Joseph as a disciple of Jesus); Mk 15:43–44; and Lk 23:50–
52. Green (CL, 103 n. 4) sees Mk 15:43–44 as the likely source for the whole passage, since Otfrid’s
“giang er baldo . . . in” ‘he went boldly . . . in’ (Ev. IV, 35, 5) perfectly mirrors the Vulgate’s “audacter
introivit” ‘boldly went in’.
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Cf. Archibald, “Otfrid of Weissenburg,” 141–42, 146–48.
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Cf. De Boor, Die deutsche Literatur, 76–80.
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Cf. Wiens, Die frühchristlichen Gottesbezeichnungen, 73–78.
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song of laymen,” which “disturbed the holy way of life” of those well-learned in the
faith.523 He therefore hopes that “the reading of this song [= the Evangelienbuch] might
quell the play of worldly voices.”524 Otfrid’s remarks imply that oral poetry was still
being actively performed in his day, although exactly which genre of such poetry he has
in mind is unclear. His tone and insistence regarding vernacular poetry as an unworthy
lay pastime, but also one which disturbs “the holy way of life,” could be a disapproving
reference to the enjoyment of his fellow clergymen at listening to such performances
during meals or on other occasions, as Alcuin had complained about more than seventy
years earlier.
The majority of the other poetry in Old High German is similarly based on a Latin
(or Otfridian) model of end rhyme. This is true of the Ludwigslied, whose very language
of composition is also considered anomalous since it was written down by a French
scribe in a French-speaking area.525 Matthew Innes suggests it may have been modeled
on the anonymous Latin poetic encomium commemorating King Pippin’s military victory
over the Avars, the Rythmus (or: Carmen) De Pippini regis Victoria Avarica, sometimes
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“Dum rerum quondam sonus inutilium pulsaret aures quorundam probatissimorum virorum eorumque
sanctitatem laicorum cantus inquietaret obscenus. . . .” Otfrid states this in his dedicatory letter of the
Evangelienbuch to Liutbert, archbishop of Mainz. The Latin text is presented with translation and
commentary (from an advocate of oral-formulaic theory) in Magoun, “Otfrid’s Ad Liutbertum,” quoted
passage at 873.
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“huius cantus lectionis ludum secularium deleret.”
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Murdoch, “Old High German,” 245. One explanation for the language of the poem is that it could have
actually been written for Ludwig the Younger at Frankfurt in commemoration of his victory over Vikings
at the Battle of Thiméon in 880; cf. Schutz, The Carolingians, 211, and McKitterick, “Rome’s Legacy,”
92–93.
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referred to as the Avar Rhythm, written ca. 796–800.526 Internal end-rhyme features in
most of the shorter religious poems (e.g., the Petruslied, the Georgslied, and Christ and
the Samaritan Woman) as well as in the majority of other minor vernacular poetic works,
both religious and secular, that have been haphazardly preserved.527
In comparison to these examples of Old High German poetry influenced by Latin
meter and rhyme, the vernacular poetry based on the old Germanic alliterative form is
miniscule in quantity, typically with only a single attestation of a text, and literally
marginal in nature— sometimes preserved in a compromised way on the edges of other
texts (as with Muspilli) or, even more incidentally, on secondary pieces of parchment
(Hildebrandslied). Considered quantitatively in terms of the total amount of Carolingian
written material that has been preserved, which includes an abundance of Latin poetry,
the corpus of alliterative vernacular poetry is practically negligible.528 Besides the
fragmentary heroic lay known as the Hildebrandslied, there exist only two biblically
oriented poems, the Wessobrunner Gebet and Muspilli, and a small number of magical
and medical charms.529
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“Teutons or Trojans?” 240–41. For the Latin poem and English translation, see Godman, Poetry of the
Carolingian Renaissance, 186–191. As Godman points out (p. 31) the poem “has been likened to a popular
ballad” and was “intended to be sung or recited, and as a text to be read.”
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For the texts, see Braune/Ebbinghaus, Althochdeutsches Lesebuch, 131–42; KahdS, 89–91 (Christ and
the Samaritan Woman), 94–101 (Georgslied); and cf. HOHGL, 213–34, and Wells, “The Shorter German
Verse Texts.”
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More than 7, 000 Carolingian manuscripts still exist, but the actual number produced may have been as
high as 50,000; cf. Schutz, The Carolingians, 155. Regarding the Latin verse, Godman’s Poetry of the
Carolingian Renaissance presents 63 “distinctive and representative” works from a much larger body of
material, whose “difficulty . . . is daunting, its inaccessibility is disheartening, and its sheer bulk becomes a
bore” (xi).
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One of these, the First Merseburg Charm, has however been typically interpreted as a magical charm
used in warfare; cf. HOHGL, 28. An article which historically situates the transmission of both charms in a
context of tenth-century warfare is Fuller, “Pagan Charms in Tenth-Century Saxony?” For a thorough
philological treatment of the poems, see Beck, Die Merseburger Zaubersprüche.
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In terms of subject matter, the short text known as the Wessobrunner Gebet
(composed prior to 800) seems to have been aimed at asserting a Christian cosmogony
over pagan belief and is thus was not specifically concerned with heroic imagery. The
formulaic phrase manno miltisto ‘mildest of men’ or ‘most generous of men’ (l. 8), which
appositively describes almahtico cot (almighty God), could be interpreted as a traditional
reference to the idealized largesse of a secular (war)lord in light of the Old English
parallel manna mildest, used eulogistically of the slain hero-king Beowulf (Beo. 3181).530
Since a larger heroic context is lacking in the Wessobrunner Gebet, however, the phrase
receives no contextual reinforcement for such a reading. The real function of the formula
here may be as one half of a theological allusion to the dual nature (divine and human) of
the Christian deity.531
The longest alliterative work that has been preserved in Old High German,
Muspilli (written down ca. 825–836?), deals with eschatology and offers a forceful
depiction of the apocalyptic events surrounding Judgment Day. The word muspilli (l. 55)
itself, which probably originated in the pre-Christian period, has been a topic of much
analysis but still remains mysterious. Among other suggestions, it may literally mean
‘prophecy of destruction’, ‘destruction of the earth’ or possibly ‘destruction by mouth’
(perhaps an allusion to a consumption of the world in flames, or to destruction by a
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Cf. HOHGL, 131; De Boor, Die deutsche Literatur, 50; and Green, CL, 361–62. In the Old English
version of Orosius’s Historia adversus paganos (bk. 6, chap. 38), Alfred similarly appropriates the heroic
superlative for Alaric the Visigoth, whom he changes from a heretical scourge of God in his source to “se
cristena cyning ond se mildusta” (the Christian king and the mildest [or: most generous]). For the text, see
Bately, ed., The Old English Orosius. The term is also used in the Old English poem Exodus of Moses, who
is also described as a folctoga (folk-leader) and herewisa (army-leader) who is “exulting in victory over his
foes”; see Wright, “Moses, manna mildost (Exodus, 550a),” quote at 440. On the importance of the king’s
or retinue-lord’s largesse in the heroic worldview, see Vries, Die geistige Welt, 32–34.
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Cf. Schmidt, “Christus der Heilant der Germanen,” 12–13.
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divine decree).532 Muspilli shows effective use of what seems to be traditional Germanic
mythic imagery about the end of the world; close parallels can be seen with the Eddic
Vǫluspá and the Old Saxon Heliand.533 The conflict between Elias and the Antichrist (ll.
37–50 in the Muspilli, with aftereffects depicted in ll. 51–62) is rendered in a fierce and
personalized heroic Germanic register. The poet presents their engagement as a singlecombat duel (Ger. Zweikampf), thus simplifying the more complex scriptural and
exegetical texts upon which the account is based.534 Although the poem was likely
directed at the warrior nobility, the intention is transparently homiletic.535 In J. Knight
Bostock’s estimation, the content of Muspilli “is not pagan or even characteristically
Germanic as opposed to Christian, except in a few details of the language and manner of
expression,” but rather is based on “one or more Latin commentaries, homilies, or
sermons.”536
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Cf. Wells, “The Shorter German Verse Texts,” 165, and HOHGL, 138–40.
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Cf. HOHGL, 137–38, 145.
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HOHGL, 141–42. The battle is depicted in terms just as stark as the one that takes place between Thor
and the Midgard serpent in the Eddic myth of the Norse Ragnarök. On the justification for the depiction,
Northcott (“‘Das Hildebrandlied’,” 347–48) notes: “There is sufficient evidence from the Muspilli to know
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In conclusion, we can state that these scant remains of alliterative verse in Old High
German serve as an indication of the degree to which traditional Germanic heroic poetry
associated with the warband had been thoroughly appropriated, subsumed, and/or
relegated to the margins of Carolingian culture. The most significant example of the older
tradition is the fragmentary text of the Hildebrandslied, and the heroic register also
informs portions of the Muspilli. Although traditional poetry continued to retain some
vestigial force, its piecemeal and marginal presence in the written record only highlights
how powerful and pervasive Frankish Latin ecclesiastical culture really was—so much so
that it could prevail even against the late emperor’s own express wishes.

2.9 Conclusions on the History and Development of OHG truhtīn as a Religious
Term
In this section we will summarize our main conclusions from the preceding
analysis of the development of the word truhtīn (and its dialectal variants and cognates)
in Southwest Germanic. In the course of our summary we will also offer some additional
commentary on various aspects of this historical development.
According to Hans Eggers, the origins of the equation between OHG truhtīn and
Lat. dominus reach as far back as the early fourth century. Eggers suggests a plausible
scenario in which this equation first came about during the period of the late Roman
imperial Dominate when Germanic soldiers, who served in large numbers in the
legionary forces, would have translated the imperial honorific dominus with a native
reflex of PGmc. *druχtīnaz ‘warlord, retinue-leader’. This translation would have been
supported specifically by the military context in which it came about, with the emperor
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acting as commander-in-chief of the legions and the Germanic soldiers serving in sworn
loyalty to him, similarly to how the retinue-man and warrior (PGmc. *draugaz?
*druχtingaz?) of a warband (*druχtiz) swore a reciprocity-based oath of loyalty with his
warlord (*druχtīnaz).537 Eggers goes on to suggest that after this initial translationequation had been made, the Germanic word then shifted in its meaning toward the
general sense of dominus, consequently losing its original military connotations. This
semantic broadening allowed the reflexes of *druχtīnaz eventually to serve as an
acceptable translation for dominus in reference to the Christian Lord. However, Eggers
also claims that *druχtīnaz was not the first Germanic word to fulfill this role: during the
earliest stage of Germano-Roman interaction dominus (and possibly κύριος?) had been
translated by frō, and it was at a later point that reflexes of *druχtīnaz (such as OHG
druhtīn ~ truhtīn), being more “modern,” displaced the allegedly synonymous older
word.
Several of the assertions in Eggers’s scenario are problematic. Our analysis of the
word frō found no evidence that it was ever a primary title for ‘(divine) Lord’ in
Southwest Germanic. Therefore, the idea that frō was necessarily displaced as a religious
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The exact form of the archaic term for ‘retinue-man, warband member’ is unclear, but we might
reasonably assume that the designation shared the same stem as *druχtiz and *druχtīnaz. Lindow
(Comitatus, 18–19, 84–96) suggests that OIcl. draugr ‘man, warrior’, a word that is restricted to skaldic
poetic vocabulary, may descend from a technical term for the warband member, PGmc. *draugaz (cf. Lith.
draũgas ‘companion’ and OCS drugŭ ‘friend’); for further discussion, cf. also Neckel, “Altnordisch draugr
in mannkenningar,” and Crozier, “Ørlygis draugr and ørlǫg drýgja.” Green (cf. Heather, ed., The Visigoths,
187–88) suggests that a similar sense underlies Lat.-Lang. troctingus, OHG truhting, and OS druhting ~
drohting, words that all refer to male members of a wedding escort, bridesmen, etc., but presumably have
an origin in the warband. Other *druχt-related words to take into consideration would be Goth. gadrauhts
‘soldier’ and collective designations such as OE gedryht ‘troop, people’ and OE gedreag ‘multitude,
tumult’. Personal names with the sense ‘*druχt-companion’ (Visigoth. Tructesindus) or ‘*druχt-warrior’
(Franc. Dructacharius, OHG Truhtheri) could also provide clues to the older terminology. An unrelated
word that may have designated a retinue member is PGmc. *þegnaz, although this sense could be a much
later development; cf. Ilkow, Die Nominalkomposita, 373 (citing Trübners Deutsches Wörterbuch, s.v.
Degen), and Lindow, Comitatus, 106–112.
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term is unsupportable. It functioned as a secular term—albeit mostly confined to a polite
formula of address (“frō mīn”)—and was still in use in the ninth century. Furthermore,
druhtīn ~ truhtīn and frō do not ever seem to have been synonymous but instead carried
different vernacular institutional and cultural connotations. Both terms were “oldfashioned”—each of Common Germanic provenance—so the idea that one would have
been perceived as a more “modern” translation than the other seems misplaced.
It is also questionable whether the *druχtīnaz-derived words would have
necessarily lost their military connotations in the wake of being equated with dominus.
Eggers suggests that the application of a *druχtīnaz-related title for the emperor may
have come about during the rule of Constantine. This was a leader whose conversion
significantly took place on the battlefield, with a symbol of the new religion adopted for
his imperial military standard, the labarum. The Christian triumphalism that accompanied
Constantine’s reception of the new faith can therefore be seen as having a military
backdrop. It is not difficult to imagine how the Germanic term that originally served as a
translation for the honorific of the emperor-commander, the highest ranking dominus
among men, could now designate the latter’s invisible and even more powerful
extramundane leader: the divine Lord God, victory-bringer and patron of the empire
itself. In light of what we know about the pre-Christian Germanic religions, the notion of
a god associated with warfare and military victory would not only have been acceptable,
but expected.
The Latin word dominus developed a broad semantic range over time, but there is
no evidence that *druχtīnaz and its later reflexes ever had, or later accreted, a similar
range of meaning. In Classical Antiquity, depending on the context, dominus could
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denote a ‘head of a [Roman] household’, ‘master, owner’, ‘lord’, ‘emperor and
commander of the Dominate’, or ‘divine Lord, God’; in other circumstances it functioned
as a polite term of address, roughly equivalent to ‘mister’.538 The referents of its
Germanic translation, by contrast, were much more restricted and specific: *druχtīnaz
originally denoted a warlord, the leader of a warband, and over time some of its reflexes
could also be applied to a king, but particularly one who acts as a warlord (Ger.
Heerkönig), the leader of his own armed retinue or bodyguard.539 The latter usage
represents a logical extension of the word’s original sense. Finally, adopted as a religious
term, it was used to designate the Christian Lord (both Christ and God). Thus, with the
codification and dissemination of Latinate Christian theological vocabulary in the fourth
and fifth centuries, a divine dimension was added to the earlier secular equation of
dominus : truhtīn.
Whereas Lat. dominus retained much of its range of meaning throughout the
Middle Ages (functioning, for example, as both a divine title and a secular honorific), the
sense of druhtīn ~ truhtīn and its cognates on the continent was narrowed by the ninth
century to the point that these words functioned effectively as a synonym for Christ and
God in vernacular Christian texts. Semantic revision was an intrinsic aspect of this
process: based on the word’s Biblical referent, new connotations were assimilated and
older associations were shed. For example, there is no evidence to suggest that truhtīn
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Cf. Heerkönige have also been seen as the leaders of tribal migratory groups (particularly in the form of
warbands) whose activities led to the establishment new kingdoms (Heerkönigtümer) in the colonized areas
where they eventually settle; cf. Schlesinger, “Über germanisches Heerkönigtum,” (with truhtin and some
of its cognates discussed on 76–78), and Green, CL, 500–501, 507–8.
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was ever used in secular Germanic contexts to refer to the master of a household or
estate, or as generic honorific for a superior. The alleged instances of such usage in the
Old High German Tatian only occur in Biblical parables and are in fact metaphoricalallegorical references to God. We may assume that for the Tatian translator, the sense of
truhtīn had already been fully revised to ‘(divine) Lord’. Since the Christian God is
conceived in New Testament theology as a pater familias and householder, the title
truhtīn assimilates this sense accordingly, following its referent and context.540
Since we cannot fully concur with Eggers’s assertion that the original militaryretinue sense of the Germanic term would have died out prior to its application in
religious contexts, the underlying vernacular social and cultural context for druχtīnaz
must also be taken into consideration. 541 Originally, the word was a fundamental part of a
specific set of archaic Germanic institutional vocabulary, that of the warband. According
to D. H. Green, much of this terminology evolved over time to become part of another
institution, Frankish-Merovingian feudalism, while also being adopted for Christian
religious use. Specifically regarding druχtīnaz, however, there is no evidence that a
derivation of this word ever served in Southwest Germanic standard speech as a generic
term for a secular human lord in a Frankish-Merovingian feudal sense. Instead, its
descendent reflexes such as OHG druhtīn ~ truhtīn appear to have been reassigned
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Cf. also, in this regard, the comments in Green, CL, 495 (also the Tatian examples cited in n. 3),
although we must emphasize that truhtīn did not take over the sense ‘householder’ from frō per se, but
rather the biblical context in which it being now used.
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Eggers’s theory implies that the semantic revision would have been completed in the first several
centuries after the initial translation took hold, i.e., between the early fourth century (when he believes the
Germanic term was used to refer to the Roman emperor) and the fifth to seventh centuries (when the most
influential West Germanic–speaking groups, the Franks and the Anglo-Saxons, were Christianized).
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exclusively for Christian religious usage well before the time in which the first West
Germanic literature was written down.
The notable exception to this rule of religious usage for the word appears in a
fragmentary alliterative lay, the Hildebrandslied. Although the text was written down in
the early ninth century, oral versions of its core narrative probably date back several
centuries earlier. Thematically, the content is older still, as it describes figures from the
Germanic Migration Era. The poet uses the word truhtīn in a way that is well in keeping
with its original sense and connotations of ‘warlord, retinue-leader’. From a quantitative
perspective, the evidence for the secular usage of truhtīn is extremely limited (a single
instance), but its qualitative significance should not be underestimated, for we believe
this vernacular poetic appearance of truhtīn points toward some of the socio-cultural
factors that contributed to the word’s adoption into the religious sphere.
Alliterative heroic and eulogistic poetry represented a highly prestigious form of
Germanic vernacular art. Before its eclipse as a living tradition on the continent in the
ninth century, such poetry held a tenacious appeal for a certain aristocratic stratum of the
populace.542 By the most conservative estimate, this genre was cultivated for at least three
centuries; if we accept certain remarks by Tacitus as indirect evidence for a Germanic
alliterative poetic tradition (which would have thus been well established by the end of
the first century CE), then its longevity can be reckoned as spanning 800 years or
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Cf. Brink, “Sociolinguistic Perspectives in the Transitional Period between Proto-Nordic and Old
Nordic,” 761–63, where he is also discussing the wider Germanic context; and also Hofmann, Die
Versstrukturen, 38–49.
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more.543 Even if we assume a later period of origin—based, for example, upon runic
literary evidence from the early fifth century—we find that alliterative poetry with
putative roots in the old form was still being actively composed in an outlying area such
as Iceland in the fourteenth century, thus demonstrating a millennium-long vitality for the
tradition.544 If we view this poetry more broadly from an Indo-European perspective—for
example, in terms of predominant themes and aims that closely accord with those of
archaic poetic traditions in linguistically related cultures—then the ideological and
functional roots of the tradition extend several more millennia back in the past.
Regardless of which degree of time-depth one is willing to consider relevant, the
undeniable conclusion is that vernacular poetry dealing with heroic and eulogistic content
bore a high level of intrinsic prestige for Germanic ruling aristocracies over many
centuries.
Following the views of scholars of medieval Germanic poetry such as Andreas
Heusler, Frederick Norman, and A. T. Hatto, we can assume that Germanic alliterative
heroic and eulogistic verse was composed within a particular cultural sphere, that of the
warrior aristocracy. More specifically, from an early stage the poetry seems to have been
intrinsically associated with the institution of the warband or armed retinue (the *druχtiz).
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Cf. Gatch, Loyalties and Traditions, 44–45; Vries, Altnordische Literaturgeschichte, I, 12–15; and the
commentary by Rives in Tacitus, Germania, 108–9, 110. The proposed time-span is even more of a
conservative estimate if the related Old English poetic corpus is taken into account.
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The Dróttkvætt (‘court poetry’) genre, which like other Old Norse-Icelandic poetic forms had developed
highly elaborate features by the High Middle Ages, is acknowledged to descend from the common
Germanic alliterative tradition; cf. Gade, The Structure of Old Norse Dróttkvætt Poetry, 7, 27–28, and
Kuhn, Das Dróttkvætt, 49–65. We may further note that ON, OIc. drótt is a reflex of PGmc. *druχtīz. In its
early attested usage drótt referred to a warrior band tied to a specific leader (a king or jarl) and over time
semantically developed to designate the king’s retinue and hence the royal court; for a full discussion of the
term, see Lindow, Comitatus, 26–38.
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This situation is reflected in the common thematic concerns and vocabulary of the extant
poetry preserved in several major branches of Germanic. The word *druχtīnaz, which is
clearly of Proto-Germanic origin and would have originally denoted the warlord or leader
in charge of a *druχtiz, was likewise a significant part of this vocabulary. Based on the
morphology, etymology, and historical usage that can be deduced for druχtīnaz, its status
as a longstanding title of high prestige within the vernacular culture seems assured. We
may logically assume that one of the figures extolled in the eulogistic verse composed
and recited within the culture of the *druχtiz was the druχtīnaz himself, whose deeds
would be celebrated in similar language to great heroes of the past.
The legacy of the Germanic Migration Era, which led to the rise of new barbarian
nations in the fourth and fifth centuries, may have also been a contributing factor in the
adoption of a *druχtīnaz-based term for the Christian Lord in the West Germanic
languages. This tumultuous era was particularly important in the development of
Germanic alliterative verse, providing the latter not only with a historical backdrop but
also a hoard of recurring heroic figures, stories, and motifs. Referring to the encoding and
transmission of this material, Frederick Norman observes:
Heroic society needed an instructor, and found him in the poet. As man to man,
the poet is no better than any other man of the king’s household. He is in a very
real sense a member of the company. What distinguishes him is his gift of words,
and his ability to embody the ideals of society in concrete examples. He is the
teacher who places before the company idealized portraits, and his company is
aware of the idealization. Every member in the hall wishes to become like
Vindigoia, like Hamðir, like Offa.545
These idealized heroic portraits were disseminated inter-tribally and had what can
legitimately be called a pan-Germanic appeal. The tenacity of such heroic-ideological
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Norman, “The Germanic Heroic Poet,” 319.
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material, and the fact that it transcended ethnic and tribal boundaries, suggests further
incentives for why the representatives of a missionizing, messianic, and universalist
religion might seek to make use of the idealizing vocabulary associated with this
tradition.546 The fact that these words functioned as a medium for the conferment of
immortality in these oral cultures should also not be overlooked. The ideology and
exaltation of the warrior class was thus maintained in a unique idiom, a specialized
formulaic vocabulary of rank and prestige.547 One avenue for an outsider to gain access to
the ideological systems of a barbarian aristocracy was presumably through this idiom. It
is very conceivable that in order for foreign or novel ideas to be given a fair hearing they
would need to be spoken of in similar terms, employing a register and vocabulary that
commanded respect.
D. H. Green has convincingly argued that Germanic warband vocabulary, despite
whatever problematic connotations it carried due to its military origins, was probably
chosen by early missionaries for its ability to provide a coherent ethical framework that
could be successfully adapted—and, just as importantly, revised and transformed—as a
vehicle for the new faith. For example, in notable contrast to Germanic kinship
vocabulary, which was defined by group allegiance and horizontal rather than vertical
bonds of loyalty,548 the warband-derived lordship vocabulary dealt with individual
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Cf. also, in this regard, the discussions regarding the connection between religion and heroic poetry in
Schröder, “Ursprung und Ende.”
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The horizontal system of Germanic kinship was also problematic from a Christian ethical standpoint as
its implicit honor code traditionally included obligations of blood revenge; cf. Green, CL, 308–11.
Furthermore, Christ’s message specifically rejects kinship in favor of an individual’s direct connection to
God; cf. Mt 10:35–40 and Lk 12:51–53 and 21:16–17.
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obligations between leader and follower, rather than among the followers themselves.549
The traditional reference point of the *druχtiz-member’s relationship with his *druχtīnaz
was presumably one that could be translated successfully to a higher spiritual plane. The
sworn bond of individual loyalty to a human lord (who reciprocates that loyalty—which
in its most idealized form extends unto death—with ongoing sustenance, libation, and
material rewards) provided a conceptual model for the individual’s profession of
permanent loyalty to a new God, a higher Lord (who not only grants blessings to the
righteous in this lifetime but also confers the spiritual reward of a heavenly afterlife).
The overall mode of the Christianization that occurred in West Germanic areas for
barbarian groups like the Franks and the Anglo-Saxons should also be kept in mind when
considering the adoption of a druχtīnaz-based title for the divine Lord. Although it is
impossible to know which Germanic group first made religious use of the title, in both
cases the Christianization process was “top down,” starting with a king who accepted the
new God, after which the king’s own retinue men and the rest of the warrior aristocracy
followed suit.550 These historical circumstances offer a stark contrast to the
Christianization of the Goths and the East Germanic translation of Christian concepts that
accompanied it. In the case of the latter, the vernacular translation can be viewed as
coming from the “bottom up” since Wulfila, a descendant of captured slaves, was of non-
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Gothic, unfree origin. Wulfila seems to have had no favor with the leading men of the
Gothic nobility, who, moreover, considered his activities a subversive threat.
In light of the distinct split between West Germanic and East Germanic divine
lordship terminology, we may briefly ask whether this divergence perhaps reflected any
contemporary political, religious, and ideological conflicts. If, for example, the East
Germanic usage of frauja (froia, etc.) was widely known as the standing equivalent for
κύριος /dominus in Arian liturgies going back to the time of Wulfila, then it is
conceivable that the deliberate adoption or cultivation of a different lordship term,
truhtīn, for liturgical use in the Catholic conversion of Burgundians, Franks, AngloSaxons, and subsequent barbarian groups, could have functioned as a linguistic marker
for orthodox identity-building in the new faith. The adoption of a distinct complex of
lordship terminology—and one that was, conveniently, rooted in the ideological culture
of the warrior aristocracy—would have offered a contrast to those other Germanic
barbarian kingdoms that resolutely continued to adhere to Arianism into the sixth century
despite a consistent stream of vitriolic anti-Arian rhetoric emanating from representatives
of the Roman Catholic Church. The absence in Southwest Germanic contexts of any
convincing evidence for the status of OHG frō and its dialectal variants—a set of words
that are similar in form and sense to Goth. frauja—as a primary designation for the
Christian Lord may offer a bit of circumstantial support for the foregoing comments.

During the process of Catholic Christianization that took place in the fifth to seventh
centuries and which was largely driven by the military victories of the Franks, the truhtīn
: dominus equation must have become increasingly solidified and firmly established on
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the continent. By the time the first West Germanic literary records appear in the late
eighth and early ninth century, truhtīn had probably been in vernacular Christian usage
for at least three hundred years, and maybe much longer than that. Although truhtīn could
still retain its earlier sense in the specific context of vernacular heroic poetry (as the
example of the Hildebrandslied proves), it seems clear that the word had become
effectively stereotyped with a revised meaning of ‘(divine) Lord’ in Old High German.
Much like the process of revision by which OHG got came to denote the Christian God
and no other, the title truhtīn, having been shifted to a transcendental plane, became
restricted to the Christian Lord and forever disengaged from any earthly referent.
The dramatic linguistic and cultural changes that took place in the Carolingian
period provide much evidence to explain the semantic development of OHG truhtīn. The
near total loss of heroic-eulogistic vernacular poetry in South Germanic dialects
contributed decisively to the semantic shifts that affected the prestigious vernacular title
of druhtīn ~ truhtīn in the Frankish world. The title was adopted and applied to the
Christian divine Lord at an early stage of Frankish history when the secular connotations
of the word were still likely to have been in place. For a Frankish audience of the fourth
century, and probably all the way into the early seventh century, these connotations
would have been resonant with the ideology of the warrior aristocracy, the old culture of
the warband, and the related heroic poetic vocabulary. However, by the late eighth and
early ninth century—the period when the earliest Frankish vernacular literature begins to
be written down—the external cultural circumstances had changed dramatically. In the
Carolingian realm at least, the earlier context and support for the Germanic heroic
vocabulary had been undermined and largely replaced by new linguistic, poetic, and
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cultural models. A. T. Hatto, for example, sees the disruption of the Germanic poetic art
form as being partially due to “the dissolution of the comitatus, the bearer of the heroic
ethos, in the newly created Christian kingdoms and empires,” a socio-cultural shift that
coincided with the “victory over the old alliterative measure of assonating couplets in the
manner of the Ambrosian hymns.”551
The older form of vernacular poetry was moribund by the end of the ninth century
in Old High German–speaking areas, but traces of the institution and the ethos that
fostered it would continue to surface into the thirteenth century and beyond. Even
centuries after the alliterative tradition was fully eclipsed by end-rhyme, and the austere
heroic ethos replaced by “sub-chivalric” elements, Hatto points out that lingering
shadows of the old comitatus can still be discerned in later Middle High German courtly
epics and heroic adventure-romances.552
By the end of the first millennium, truhtīn was a very old-fashioned word whose
secular origins had long been forgotten. Despite increasing competition from hērro, the
word that would eventually displace it, truhtīn continued to hold a place—albeit an everretreating one—in the literary-religious lexicon into the High Middle Ages.553
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Ironically, as it were, the new tradition of end-rhyme established by Otfrid and others may have
extended the period in which truhtīn was current. Speaking of the word’s continued use into the High
Middle Ages, Karl Kroeschell asserts: “In truth, truhtin is only a formulaic, exalted divine name, which
probably just owes its long survival to a good aptness for rhyming” (“In Wahrheit ist truhtin nur eine
formelhafte gehobene Gottesbezeichnung, die ihren langen Fortbestand wohl nur ihrer guten Reimbarkeit
verdankt”; Haus und Herrschaft, 27). Here Kroeschell is following the opinion of Ehrismann, “Die Wörter
für ‘Herr’,” 188. Green does the same (CL, 486, 499).
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2.10 OHG hērro ‘senior, superior, lord; Lord’, hērōsto ‘leader, chief, prince’
The final major lordship designation in Old High German is hērro, used of both
the divine Lord and human lords, which is the source for the present-day Ger. Herr
‘master, mister, sir, lord; Lord’.554 Of the three older Germanic lordship terms that had
currency in Old High German—frō, truhtīn, and hērro—it is the latter, therefore, which
establishes a permanent, ongoing position in the language. The beginnings of this
development are apparent by the ninth century and the process reaches a “tipping point”
by the eleventh century, after which hērro is the predominant title to the exclusion of the
other two. The Old High German word has close parallels in other older Germanic
languages, such as OS hērro ‘master, lord, ruler; Lord’ and OFrs. hēra ‘lord, master,
father-in-law; Lord’, which are almost certainly the result of adoption or borrowing from
the Old High German. These borrowings then became the source for further
transmissions, such as from Old Saxon to Old English and from Old English to Old
Icelandic/Old Norse.
In discussing the origins and development of hērro in Old High German, where it
first occurs, we will often refer to the work of D. H. Green’s study The Carolingian Lord,
which is the most thorough consideration of the subject. Green’s work draws heavily
upon the earlier studies by Ehrismann and Northcott that deal with hērro. All three
authors arrive at similar conclusions, however, and Green’s work—much like the short
study by Arno Schirokauer, “Die Wortgeschichte von Herr”—mainly serves to clarify
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and expand upon certain details or aspects of a generally accepted series of linguistic
events.
In terms of its word class, hērro did not begin as a noun per se but is rather a
contraction of hērōro ~ hēriro, the comparative form of the adjective hēr, which is
attested in Old High German with the senses ‘old, dignified; of high rank;
magnificent’.555 Syncopated contractions of this sort are a normal feature of both Old
High German and Old Saxon.556
The adjective hēr can be traced back to what was originally a color term, PGmc.
*χairaz ‘gray’, with a sense that continued in other old Germanic cognates (e.g., OE hār
‘hoar, hoary, gray, old’; OIcl. hárr ‘hoary, gray-haired’) and even modern reflexes of the
word (i.e., Eng. hoar ‘gray-haired with age, venerable’ and hoary ‘grey-white’, usually
used of frost). Looking at this range of reflexes, it is not difficult to see a pattern in which
some descendent forms of PGmc. *χairaz tended to develop the secondary sense ‘grayhaired, old’ and then, by further extension, ‘venerable, dignified’.557 The literal meaning

AhdW, s.v. hēr1 ‘alt, ehrwürdig; von hohem Rang; herrlich’; cf. Eggers, “Die Annahme des
Christentums,” 500; Green, CL, 405–6, and LHEGW, 112–14; Schmidt, “Das Christentum,” 95; Schröder,
“‘Herzog’ und ‘Fürst’,” 10–11. This sense is similarly evident in the cognates OFris. hār, OS hēr ‘high,
noble, distinguished, foremost, aged’. The modern reflex is Ger. hehr ‘noble, sublime’, an outmoded word
that found some renewed usage, for example in poetry, from the eighteenth century onward.
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Cf. Braune/Mitzka, Althochdeutsche Grammatik, §98; Holthausen, Altsächsisches Elementarbuch, §138,

2.
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Cf. Schirokauer, “Die Wortgeschichte,” 216; Tschirch, Geschichte der deutschen Sprache, I, 111. On
the Proto-Germanic source, see HGE, s.v. *χairaz; EDPG, s.v. *haira-; EWgP, s.v. haira; and cf. AeW, s.v.
hárr. Parallel Slavic forms descend from PSl. *sěrъ ‘gray’, which is likely a borrowing from Germanic.
EWgP glosses the Germanic adjective as ‘gray-haired’ (grauhaarig), but the specific association with hair
(and thence age) may be a secondary development from a primary sense ‘gray’; as Green (CL, 406) points
out, a parallel semantic expansion can be seen with MHG grīs ‘gray, gray-haired, old’. In any event, a basic
association with color was inherent in the term, as the underlying Indo-European root, PIE *kei-, would
indicate. The Germanic forms descend from the suffixed o-grade form of the latter root: *koi-ro. Cf.
AHDIER, s.v. *kei-2; IeW, s.v. *kei- (pp. 540–41); Green, CL, 406.
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of the nominalized comparative OHG hērro is therefore ‘the older one, the more
dignified one, the superior’. However, by the Old High German period, even the sense
associated with age had greatly diminished in favor of one that denoted superiority in
terms of a higher social rank and the respect this commands.558 It signified a relative
authority vis-à-vis other human beings of lower status, as is borne out by its frequent
collocation with words that indicate an inferior or servant such as skalk, ambaht, man,
and thegan.559
The grammatical status of hērro is also revealing with respect to its adoption and
application as a title denoting lordship. There is general agreement that the word had no
prior legacy as an archaic Germanic lordship term before the era of Christianization.
Instead it arose during the sixth to eighth centuries, and possibly much earlier, as a
neologism based on a Latin precedent.560 The form and sense of the word suggest it to be
a calque (loan-translation) on Lat. senior, the nominalized comparative form of senex
‘old’. In Late Latin this was a title used for the high-ranking or highest-ranked member of
a military unit or administrative body, whereas in Christian communities senior took on a
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Cf. Green, CL, 406–11. For eighth- and ninth-century attestations, see ChWdW8 and ChWdW9, s.v. hēr :
hērro, hēriro/ōro.
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Ehrismann, “Die Wörter für ‘Herr’,” 175, 178, 180–81; Green, CL, 449–52; LHEGW, 116.
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Cf. see Kluge, DWDS, and EWD, s.v. Herr; Bach, Geschichte der deutschen Sprache, §74; Eggers,
Deutsche Sprachgeschichte, I, 115–17, and “Die Annahme,” 500–501; Ehrismann, “Die Wörter für
‘Herr’,” 174; Green, CL, 405–87, LHEGW, 112–20, and “The Influence of the Merovingian Franks,” 358–
59; Schirokauer, “Die Wortgeschichte,” 216; Schmidt-Wiegand, Fränkische und frankolateinische
Bezeichnungen, 253; Tschirch, Geschichte der deutschen Sprache, I, 111; Urmoneit, Der Wortschatz, 162;
and Weisweiler, “Deutsche Frühzeit,” 80. A few commentators (i.e., Kauffmann, “Die jünger,” 254, and
Wiens, Die frühchristlichen Gottesbezeichnungen, 66) suggest an inverse scenario, in which the Latin word
as used in Carolingian Germanic context is a calque on the Old High German, but offer no real evidence to
support this claim.
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new meaning and designated an ‘elder’ or the ‘eldest of the congregation’.561 In the
Vulgate translation of the Bible, senior is the word used most frequently to translate the
Greek title πρεσβύτερος ‘elder’, which is itself a nominalized comparative form of an
adjective, πρέσβυς ‘aged, revered’.562 Here we may note a repeating translation pattern,
from Greek into Latin and, similarly, from Latin into Old High German, with each word a
de facto calque on its model.563 The West Germanic terminology is also notably
distinctive from that of Gothic, if we take into consideration that in the latter language
πρεσβύτερος was rendered by sinista (lit. ‘the oldest one’; superlative of the adjective
sineigs ‘old’).564 It has been argued, for example by Hans Eggers, that the older Germanic
languages (unlike Greek or Latin) were not commonly productive in creating substantives
from a comparative adjective; instead, it was, if anything, the superlative adjective that
lent itself to nominalization.565 This is further evidence that points toward the specific
origin of hērro as a loan-translation based on a Latin model.
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EWD, s.v. Herr.

562

Cf. OED, s.v. presbyter, etymological note. The Greek word also became Latinized as presbyter, which
is then borrowed through several channels into the Germanic languages to become the “priest” word (OHG
prēstar ~ priestar, OE prēost, etc.); see OED, s.v. priest; Waag, Bezeichnungen des geistlichen in Althochund Altniederdeutschen, 43–47; and cf. also Green, “The Influence of the Merovingian Franks,” 354.
563

Cf. Green, LHEGW, 115.
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This usage may have been common to East Germanic in light of Burg.-Lat. sinistus ‘highest priest
(sacerdos maximus) of all among the Burgundians’ mentioned by Ammianus Marcellinus (28, 5, 14), but it
is unclear whether the latter reference is to a pagan or (Arian) Christian priest; cf. GED, s.v. sineigs (S64),
and VWgS, s.v. sineigs and sinista. See also the discussion in Green, CL, 431–32. Wallace-Hadrill (Early
Germanic Kingship in England and on the Continent, 15) notes that the Burgundian sinistus as described
by Ammianus may not have been more powerful than the king, but did enjoy the “security of tenure.”
565

Eggers, “Althochdeutsch iungiro,” 77 n. 47; Kuhn, “Die Grenzen,” 29. Examples would be the
aforementioned Goth. sinista and Burg-Lat. sinistus, both lit. ‘the oldest one’; and OHG furisto (lit. ‘the
first one’) and hērōsto (the superlative of hēr, thus ‘the oldest one, the most distinguished one’), both of
which meant ‘prince, ruler’ and rendered Lat. princeps. On hērōsto, see further below. Most of these
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The application of the Germanic term hērro to translate senior undoubtedly came
about in a Christian and (proto-)feudal context and, moreover, one that existed
specifically on the continent. The continental variants (OFris. hēra, OHG hērro, OS
hērro) are all cognates and theoretically could have developed independently, but it is
almost certain that the Old Saxon and Old Frisian terms were adopted, directly or
indirectly, on the model of the Old High German word.566 While OS hērro would be an
expected result of the comparative of the adj. hēr ‘high, noble, distinguished, foremost,
aged’,567 its nominalized usage is almost certainly in imitation of OHG hērro, particularly
as a title for the divine Lord. The latter (which could also occur in the contracted form
hēro, although this is rare)568 also served as the precedent for OFris. hēra (which does not
quite match the expected form of a comparative, *hērra, assuming an adj. *hēr)569
although this was probably mediated via an Old Saxon or Middle Low German variant
(cf. MLG hēre).570 The influence and spread of the term northeastward from a Frankish
source is understandable in light of the aggressive Carolingian political, cultural, and
religious expansionism in the eighth and ninth centuries.571 Furthermore, it is evident that

substantivized superlatives are loan-translations, however, and may not represent a genuine common
Germanic phenomenon.
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Cf. Green, CL, 419–25; LHEGW, 113–15. On OFris. hēra, see Bremmer, “From Alien to Familiar,” 540.
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On the formation of comparative adjectives Old Saxon, see Gallée, Altsächsische Grammatik, §353.
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Cf. Braune/Mitzka, Althochdeutsche Grammatik, §98.

569

Cf. Bremmer, An Introduction to Old Frisian, §§117–19.
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Bremmer (p.c.) views it as a loan, either directly from Old High German or, more likely, via Old Saxon
or Middle Low German. A similar etymology is assumed for Du. heer ‘gentleman, sir, man’; cf. the
references collected online at Etymologiebank, s.v. heer.
571

Cf. Green, CL, LHEGW, 114. Archeological evidence for the spread of Christianity northeastward under
Carolingian impetus is surveyed in detail in Müller-Wille, “The Cross Goes North.” One may compare this
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these continental terms all participated in the same historical development: from the
eighth century onward they inexorably took precedence as the primary vernacular
equivalent for dominus, first in its secular sense but increasingly also in religious usage to
denote the divine Lord, thereby permanently displacing any previous words that served
this function.
In contrast to this outright adoption of the Frankish term in Lower German
regions, the forms of the term that appear in more distant areas outside the scope of
Frankish dominance (e.g., OIcl./ON herra, harri and OE hearra ~ heorra ~ herra ~
hierra) are the result of a series of ad-hoc borrowings.572 These extra-continental variant
forms also share a similar fate in that their usage remains limited and secondary. None of
them becomes the primary term of lordship, divine or otherwise.
The most likely circumstances for the development of the title hērro based on the
Latin model can be situated in the bilingual culture of Frankish Merovingian Gaul.573
Eggers points to the usage of senior in the Gallo-Roman period and suggests that the

with the historical accounts of the Franks themselves, e.g., the entries in the Annales regni Francorum for
772–785; on this, see Scholz and Rogers, trans., Carolingian Chronicles, 13–14, and the translations of the
corresponding texts in that volume. For a basic historical account, see Fletcher, The Barbarian Conversion,
193–227; for more detail, cf. the essays in Lammers, ed., Die Eingliederung der Sachsen, esp. Brandi,
“Karls des Grossen Sachsenkriege,” 3–28, and Jenkis, “Die Eingliederung ‘Nordalbingiens’ in das
Frankenreich,” 29–58.
572

See Green, CL, 415–18, and LHEGW, 113–14, where he shows how ON/OIcl. herra is likely a late
borrowing from German, while harri is a borrowing from OE hearra (significantly, harri is first attested in
the fragmentary tenth-century skaldic Aðalsteinsdrápa composed by Egill Skallagrímsson in England in
honor of King Æthelstan, and its subsequent usage remains in the sphere of poetic vocabulary); on these
sorts of skaldic borrowings, cf. Lindow, Comitatus, 69. OE hearra also shows only limited poetic use, and
notably the overwhelming majority of its attestations occur in the Old English translation of the Old Saxon
Genesis; cf. Stibbe, “Herr” und “Frau,” 57–58. It is best explained as an early-ninth-century borrowing
from Old Saxon, under Carolingian influence.
573

Eggers, Deutsche Sprachgeschichte, I, 132; Green, CL, 431, 434, 437, 447, and LHEGW, 113–17, and
“The Influence of the Merovingian Franks,” 351–52.
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equation with hēriro could thus have been made as early as the fifth or sixth century.574
As a continental innovation it is far more likely that hēriro was introduced in the south
and the west, “with their more extensive contacts with Rome leading to changes in social
structure, rather than in the more conservative north,” as Green notes.575 In terms of its
historical attestations up to and inclusive of Otfrid’s usage, the dialectal distribution of
hērro is overwhelmingly located in regions of Franconia.576
The adoption and ascension of hērro as a lordship term also represents a deeper
shift in the cultural and religious basis for respect, rank, and authority. Older Germanic
cultures did not tend to equate age with authority, although some deference to age can be
seen in socio-legal etiquette, such as the custom of an older man to speak first at the tribal
assembly or in a single-combat confrontation.577 This attitude would have presumably
574

“Die Annahme,” 500, where (at n. 141) he claims the migration of the Anglo-Saxons from the continent
in the mid fifth-century represents a terminus post quem for this innovation (since OE hearra clearly
represents a much later borrowing that occurred many centuries later). However, the migrating AngloSaxons of the fifth century had not yet been Christianized and their culture was largely outside the sphere
of Gallo-Roman or Merovingian influence, so this seems a shaky premise for dating. Green (CL, 429) dates
the coinage of hērro to the mid seventh-century or earlier. A sixth- to seventh-century establishment of the
term in secular usage is suggested by Ehrismann, “Die Wörter für Herr,” 181.
575

LHEGW, 114; cf. CL, 419–25.
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Green, CL, 427–28; LHEGW, 115.
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For an overview of literary evidence regarding older Germanic attitudes toward the elderly, cf. Grimm,
Deutsche Rechtsalterthümer, I, 669–75. On the positively portrayed literary figure of the “oldest retainer,”
see, however, Naumann, Germanisches Gefolgschaftswesen, 54–75, and consider too the description of
King Hrothgar in Beowulf as gamolfeax ond guðrof (‘grey-haired and battle-brave’ (l. 608a). Regarding the
right of an older man to speak before the assembly or before a younger man, the evidence is certainly
piecemeal: for early Germanic culture, cf. the comment by Tacitus regarding the tribal assembly, “Then,
according to his age, birth, military distinction, and eloquence, the king or leading man is given a hearing”
(“Mox rex vel princeps, prout aetas cuique, prout nobilitas, prout decus bellorum, prout facundia est,
adiuntur”; Germania 11.2, trans. Rives); for early medieval culture, the Hildebrandslied, l. 7, where
Hildebrand as the older man (heroro man) speaks first when they meet in single-combat (and consider too,
the assumed outcome of the battle in which Hildebrand, the father and older warrior, is victorious); and for
North Germanic culture, the anecdote from chap. 27 of Rimbert’s Vita S. Anskarii (for English trans., see
Robinson, Life of Anskar) about an old man speaking up before the king and people at the assembly. These
examples are collected and discussed in Northcott, The Development, 162–68. Green discusses the matter
in CL, 430–31, and cf. Ehrismann’s comments regarding the Hildebrandslied (“Die Wörter für ‘Herr’,”
187).
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been even more prevalent during a tumultuous period such as the Migration Era and
therefore external influence is likely to have played a role in the semantic expansion of
hēr and hērro from an original literal sense describing physical age to one denoting
superiority and lordship.578 This influence came via the Latin precedent, senior, which is,
in turn, a reflection of Judeo-Christian and Mediterranean views that old age (and the
wisdom that has been gained thereby) serves as the basis of authority in human
institutions, as exemplified in the seniores and senatus of the Romans, the γέροντες and
πρέσβεις of the Greeks, and the elders of the Jews (γερουσία in the Septuagint, seniores
in the Vulgate).579 This imitation of classical usage, with a similar extension of meaning
from ‘old’ to ‘superior in authority’, also has parallels with several other Germanic loantranslations that employ nominalized comparative or superlative adjectives.580
The rise of hērro parallels the ascendency of senior, which overtakes dominus as
the primary lordship word in the Gallo-Roman vernacular. This can hardly be
coincidental. Green writes:
For Gallo-Roman and OF [Old French] it seems clear that the older term dominus
originally designated the lord of the household in his relationship with the servus
or the familia, thus it came to be used as a simple title of address, and that its
meaning could be so extended that it could be applied to the Frankish king or to
the christian God. All such functions dominus therefore shares with German frô.
578

Schirokauer “Die Wortgeschichte,” 214–18; and, similarly, Kuhn, “Die Grenzen,” 28.
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Schirokauer, “Die Wortgeschichte,” 216–17; and cf. Green, CL, 430–32, and Tschirch, Geschichte, 111.
We may note that one of the early attestations (last quarter of the eighth century) for hērro appears with
hęrrin as a Reichenau biblical gloss for possessori (Eccl 7:13 in the Vulgate; cf. Eccl 7:11–12 in NEB); cf.
ChWdW8, s.v. hēr : hērro, hēriro/ōro, and Gl., I, 547. The Vulgate text reads: sicut enim protegit sapientia
sic protegit pecunia hoc autem plus habet eruditio et sapientia quod vitam tribuunt possessori suo (“For as
wisdom is a defence, so money is a defence: but learning and wisdom excel in this, that they give life to
him that possesseth them”; trans. Douay-Rheims).
580

These include Goth. sinista; OHG mēro as an equivalent to Lat. maior ‘elder, superior’; and OE yldra
(translating Mer.-Lat. senior?); cf. Green, CL, 431–34, 443–45, and LHEGW, 115; and Kuhn, “Die
Grenzen,” 28–29.
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With the rise of senior, however, we find that the new word amongst its various
functions can also be used of the lord in his relationship to his servi or to his wife,
that it can be employed as a title of address and applied to the king or emperor as
well as to God. Exactly the same is true of German hêrro, so we must reckon with
the probability that the replacement of dominus by senior is closely connected
with the similar change from frô to hêrro.581
The feminine counterparts to these male titles of lordship share a revealingly
similar fate of their own. The original counterpart of (masc.) frō ‘lord’ is (fem.) frouwa
‘lady, noblewoman’, attested in the ninth century and equivalent to Lat. domina, the
feminine counterpart to dominus.582 This presumes earlier secular corresponding pairs of
dominus : domina and frō : frouwa. Whereas the male terms were replaced by newer
words (senior, hērro) that signified administrative and clerical superiority, the female
terms remained, at base, unchanged. Thus, by the High Middle Ages we have MHG
hērre and frouwe for the Germanic pair and OFr. seignur (< senior) and dame (<
domina) in the Romance vernacular.583
Like other Germanic lordship terminology that was later applied to the divine, the
designations hērro and iungiro have their origins in the context of human institutions.
Senior, the word that provided the precedent for hērro, appears in Gallo-Roman sources
starting in the sixth century: the seniores are those who exercise secular or ecclesiastical
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Green, CL, 436–37.
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ChWdW9, s.v. frō : frouwa (p. 325). OHG frouwa ‘lady, woman of noble descent’ is the antecedent of
Ger. Frau ‘woman, wife, mrs.’.
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Cf. Green, CL, 435–38, and LHEGW, 115–16. In the case of the Germanic pair, a matching feminine
counterpart of hērro did apparently exist, considering the Old High German gloss haerora ~ hera for Lat.
era ‘lady of the house’ (the feminine counterpart to erus ‘master of the household’) and dominatrix ‘female
ruler’; cf. Ehrismann, “Die Wörter für ‘Herr’,” 177, 189 and Steinmeyer and Sievers, ed., Die
althochdeutschen Glossen, I, 126, 24; 127, 24; 172, 18; 173, 18; 629, 29 (all cited in AG, s.v. hērra,
hērēra). This may represent little more than a learned ad-hoc translation, however, and in any event it
neither displaced frouwa nor gained any lasting currency. Ger. Herrin ‘mistress’ is a modern (sixteenthcentury) development based on Herr.
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authority in contrast to the cives or iuniores.584 In the secular sphere, a senior had
authority over the urbs, cives, or populus, and should therefore be understood as a landed
proprietor.585 By the mid-eighth century, senior has clearly become part of the emergent
feudal vocabulary, as the word signifies a lord’s authority over his dependent, the vassus
or vassalus (vassal).586
We may now consider the semantic development of hērro that resulted in its
application as a title for the divine Lord, allowing it to eventually take precedence over
truhtin. We should also keep in mind that, unlike truhtīn, it continues to hold a distinct
place in secular usage as well. Over several centuries of usage, the semantic range of
hērro began to shift from an earlier sense that denoted relative authority (as its origins in
a comparative form would suggest) to one of more remote and absolute superiority.587
Once this semantic development had come about, the word could be applied not only to
human beings, but to God and Christ as well.
We should also note the existence of another title that shares the same adjectival
base as hērro, but which is a nominalized superlative: hērōsto, hēristo ‘leader, chief,
prince’ (lit. ‘the oldest one, the most distinguished one’).588 This had been almost
exclusively used as a translation for titles of human authority, whether secular or religious.
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Green, CL, 435, and LHEGW, 115.
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Green, CL, 435.
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Green, CL, 445; Kroeschell, Haus und Herrschaft, 22–23; Nelson, “Kingship and Empire in the
Carolingian World,” 56.
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Green, CL, 449–60; LHEGW, 116–17; cf. Schmidt-Wiegand, “Fränkisch druht und druhtin,” 530.
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CWdW8 and CWdW9, s.v. hēr : hērōsto.
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The Latin term that it typically renders is princeps, but other referents include
archisinagogus, tribunus, and tetrarcha.589 Along the same lines we find ad-hoc
translations such as einhērōsto for monarchus and zehanzohērōsto for centurion (i.e.,
‘leader of the centuria’).590 Regarding Otfrid’s usage of the term, Green describes hērōsto
as “essentially public and corporate in its associations, designating the high priests, the
Pharisees and the scribes in their joint position of supreme authority.”591 As Erica Urmoneit
points out, there are also several cases where hērōsto is used in reference to Christ, for
example ther herosto theses mittilgartes ‘the prince of this earthly realm’ in Tatian (139,8)
and frido herosto ‘prince of peace’ in the Old High German translation of Isidore’s De fide
Catholica (V,1; ll. 388–89 ).592 However, these instances are both illustrative of the
inherent connotations of hērōsto: they occur in contexts referring to Christ’s presence on
earth and his human aspect, and therefore should be understood essentially as earthly rather
than heavenly titles. The fact that the Tatian translator also uses hērōsto in reference to a
devil, Beelzebub, who is called the heristo thero diuuala ‘prince of devils’ (62,1), is a
further indication that the title had no intrinsic association with Christ per se.593 The word
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Cf. Green, CL, 445–47, 452–56; and cf. Sievers, ed., Tatian, Glossary, s.v. hêristo, for examples of
many of these translations. As mentioned above, in the Benediktinerregel it also renders senior (which is
otherwise translated by hēriro), but only when this specifically refers to someone older in age.
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CWdW8, s.v. hēr : hērōsto : einhērōsto, zehanzohērōsto.
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CL, 454. For the attestations, see Kelle, Glossar, s.v. hêrôsto. He glosses it as ‘superior, chief’
(‘Vorgesetzter, Oberhaupt’) and notes that it corresponds to designations such as princeps synagogae and
summus sacerdos.
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Urmoneit, Der Wortschatz, 163. The first phrase translates Lat. princeps huius mundi (cf. Jn 12:31, etc.);
the second translates Lat. princeps pacis (cf. Is 9:6). Another example of similar usage appears in the
Murbacher Hymnen, XXI, 1, 4, with (dat.) christe furistin translating Lat. Christo principi ‘to Christ [the]
prince’
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The phrase translates Lat. princeps demoniorium ‘prince of demons’ (cf. Lk 11:15).
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renders princeps regardless of referent, be it human, divine, or demonic (and it is usually
the first of these categories).
Starting in the ninth century, the word hērōsto is increasingly displaced by the
basically synonymous superlative furisto ‘ruler, chief, prince’ (lit. ‘the first one’), which
also renders Lat. princeps as a secular, human title.594 Another factor in this process of
displacement was what Green calls the “expansive force” of hērro, by which developed an
increasingly absolute (rather than relative) sense, with its comparative origins becoming
less and less recognizable until they disappeared entirely.595 By the first half of the eleventh
century, as is evident in the works of Notker, hērōsto is noticeably giving way to furisto as
the prevailing equivalent for princeps.596
The early attestations of hērro are secular and tend to reflect its original
comparative and thus relative sense. This is the case, for example, in the Hildebrandslied,
which was most likely recorded in its present form around the turn of the ninth century,
though surely a poetic version of the tale was known in oral-tradition long before that.
Here two variants of the word appear. In the first instance we see the original and
full form as a comparative adjective denoting age (l. 7: he uuas heroro man ‘he was the
older man’, which the poet notes of Hildebrand when he is the first to speak), whereas in
the second instance it has the contracted and substantivized form meaning ‘lord, master’.
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On this process, see Green, CL, 454–56, and the older article by Schröder, “‘Herzog’ und ‘Fürst’,” esp.
10–12, upon which he bases his comments. The word has an identical form in Old High German and Old
Saxon, and is the source for Ger. Fürst ‘prince’. Hērosto (> MHG hēriste) does manage to hold some
ground into the first quarter of the twelfth century (Early Middle High German period), at which point it is
superseded by furste.
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Green, CL, 456–57.
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Green, CL, 454.
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The latter usage occurs when Hildebrand speaks to his son in ll. 46–47: wela gisihu ih in
dinem hrustim / dat du habes heme herron goten ‘I see well from your armor, that you
have a good lord at home’. Green asserts that the usage of hērro in l. 47 can be
interpreted as reflecting a relative superiority rather than supreme rank, in contrast to
truhtīn in l. 35, which referred to Attila as Hildebrand’s warlord/king in an absolute sense
(with chuning, l. 34, appearing in apposition).597 Green’s reasoning here is somewhat
opaque, but becomes clearer in light of Northcott’s earlier assessment (with which Green
was familiar):
It is essential . . . to bear in mind that the original of the Hildebrandslied was
probably composed before, or at least by, the beginning of the eighth century. It is
necessary to assume that there is a meaning distinction between the two passages
[l. 35 and l.47]. Whereas truhtin is shewn to have been the king, the leader to
whom allegiance was sworn by oath and the personage who dispensed largess
(wuntane bauga cheisurringu gitan), whereas the herro (the feudal senior of the
Latin military Capitularia) is responsible for Hildebrand’s equipment. The
contrast between the two terms is that of the contrast between the two social
orders of the Gefolgschaft and the feudal order. Again there is no specific rank of
nobility implied as there is in the case of truhtin (a nobility which is implicit in
the use of the word as a designation of God and Christ). The phrase [at ll. 46–47]
merely means: I see from your armour that you have a good master at home. The
word still retains at this point a relative meaning, there is no absolute rank
designated by herro, or senior, the force of the original comparative formation
still is felt, even though this origin is obscured by the contracted form. The sense
of the word is that of a superior of some sort, without a specific rank in the social
hierarchy.598
Alternatively, if we take hērro here as a reference to the armorer of Hadubrand’s
company (a prestigious position that is relatively higher than the average retainer, but one
still beholden to a higher commander), a relative status becomes clearer.
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Green, CL, 449–50.
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Northcott, The Development, 173–74.
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The application of hērro to secular or human figures is similarly evident in
earliest Old High German religious texts dating from the late eighth and early ninth
century. With very few exceptions, these texts carefully and consistently distinguish
between a worldly or ecclesiastical superior, designated as a hērro, and the divine Lord—
in the form of God, Christ, or the Holy Ghost—which is given the title truhtīn.599 Such
texts include the Mondseer Fragmente (Mondsee Fragments, a collection of vernacular
translations of religious texts including portions of Isidore’s De fide Catholica), the
Lorscher Beichte (Lorsch Confession), and the Benediktinerregel (the Old High German
translation of the late-sixth-century monastic manual Regula Benedicti, the Rule of St.
Benedict). In the latter, for example, hēriro translates monastic vocabulary designating a
higher position of one sort or another, such as altior, prior, senior and senior spiritalis.600
There is a notable exception to the general rule of hērro being applied to men and
truhtīn reserved for God in these early Old High German texts. This occurs in the
Murbacher Hymnen (Murbach Hymns), an interlinear gloss of a selection of Ambrosian
hymns composed in Latin. No clear date can be established for these glosses, but
circumstantial evidence suggests they may have been produced at the Abbey of
Reichenau in the first half of the ninth century.601 In the glossed hymns dominus applied
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Urmoneit, Der Wortschatz, 163; Green, CL, 467. Regarding the consistency of truhtīn as the standing
equivalent for dominus as a divine title, cf. ChWdW8, ChWdW9, s.v. truht : truhtīn, and AG, s.v. truhtīn. In
the eighth-century sources it is equivalent to dominus (and ChWdW8 also lists deus, salvator); in the ninthcentury, outside of its secular appearance in the Hildebrandslied, it exclusively corresponds to dominus in
the divine sense.
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Cf. ChWdW9, s.v. hēr : hēriro, hērōro, hērro; Ehrismann, “Die Wörter für ‘Herr’,” 174; Green, CL, 467;
Urmoneit, Der Wortschatz, 163. The nominalized superlative hērōsto can also render senior in the
Benediktinerregel, but only when it refers to someone older in age; cf. Green, CL, 447.
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Cf. Sievers, ed., Die Murbacher Hymnen, 3–5, and cf. HOHGL, 106–7.
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to God is consistently rendered with truhtīn. There are also three instances where hērro is
used of God, but more specifically to translate or otherwise render the Hebrew word
sabaoth (‘hosts, armies; heavenly armies [i.e., angels or the stars]’).602 In two of these
instances, several titles are being applied to God at once in the phrase dominus deus
sabaoth ‘Lord God Sabaoth’, which is glossed as truhtin kot herro (hymns VII, 8, 2 and
XXVI, 3, 2). In the remaining instance sabaoth omnipotens is glossed herro almahtigo
(VI, 5, 1).603 In Green’s discussion of these examples, he is somewhat at pains to explain
why the Hebrew epithet sabaoth, which denotes the Old Testament God as Yahweh or
Elohim Sabaoth ‘Lord of Hosts’ (rendered as Lat. dominus exercituum in the Vulgate and
later medieval texts), should find an equivalent in hērro.604 He concludes: “We know of
no evidence to suggest that hêrro was ever used in the secular sphere, as had been the
case with truhtin, to designate expressly the lord in his military capacity, so that its
employment here in just this kind of context may be regarded partly as resulting from the
need to find a variation and partly because hêrro, as a secular term, was free to be given a
military overtone in this context, whereas the need to free truhtin from its military
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On the etymology of the Hebrew term, see AHD, s.v. Sabaoth (with further reference to the root in
AHDSR). The is only used of God the Father, not Christ. For further background, see McClellan, “Dominus
Deus Sabaoth.”
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For the original texts, see Sievers, ed., Die Murbacher Hymnen. The original Latin hymns are discussed
in Walpole, Early Latin Hymns: Hymn 48 (pp. 230–34) = Murbach VI, and Hymn 49 (pp. 234–37) =
Murbach VII. Stanzas 8 and 9 of Murbach VII nearly match the wording of the Sanctus of the Roman Rite.
Murbach XXVI is the “Te Deum laudamus,” not treated in Walpole’s collection. In Murbach Hymn VII
there is also a single instance (6, 1) where the uncontracted form (gen. pl.) hererono glosses seniorum in
reference to the elders of the Apocalypse (cf. Rv 4:4; the underlying Greek term is πρεσβύτερος). In
contrast to his curious application of hērro to render Sabaoth, the translator has here employed hēriro in
line with its etymological sense as ‘the older one, elder’. Ehrismann discusses the Murbach examples in
“Die Wörter für ‘Herr’,” 176.
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Cf. Green, CL, 461, 469–70.
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associations disqualified it from being used as a rendering for Sabaoth.”605 Since truhtīn
was already well established as the standing equivalent for dominus applied to God, the
need for variation here can be seen as a motivating factor for seeking an alternative title.
In all other respects, however Green is probably overinterpreting the rationale behind the
glossator’s word-choice, particularly with the suggestion that hērro is here being “given a
military overtone.” The use of hērro to render a Hebrew divine epithet, which was
probably difficult to analyze as much more than an additional name for God, seems best
explained as a pragmatic and even arbitrary decision, especially since it has no parallel
elsewhere.606 If Reichenau was the source of the text (as has been assumed), this
scriptorium was known for producing many glossed texts, which could also reflect
localized and ad-hoc terminology.607 Once the arbitrary equation of hērro and sabaoth
had been made by the translator, it was reflexively applied to every instance of the
Hebrew word.
During the ninth century hērro begins to exhibit the absolute sense that is a
necessary precursor for its later adoption as a divine title. For example, in the Exhortatio
ad plebem Christianam (Exhortation to the Christian People, a Bavarian translation of a
Latin baptismal sermon that has been associated with Charlemagne’s legislation of 802–
812), the connotations of hērro no longer suggest any relative rank but rather an absolute
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CL, 469–70.
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By contrast we may note that the ad-hoc vernacular rendering of dominus exercituum ‘lord of hosts’, the
Latin equivalent to Yahweh/Elohim Sabaoth, in the Old High German Isidore translation is uuerodheoda
druhtin (Isid. De fide, III, 8 and 9; ll. 224, 237). Sabaoth appears only twice in the New Testament and
turns up in a very small number of the early hymns, all of them included in the Murbach collection.
Walpole (Early Latin Hymns, commentary to Hymn 48, p. 233) remarks that in the Latin context sabaoth,
like hosanna, was treated “as a name for God” and “commonly understood as a kind of adjectival epithet.”
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Cf. Sievers, 4; Eggers, “Althochdeutsch iungiro,” 67.
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and supreme authority—it now refers to the highest earthly authority, that of the king and
emperor, whose mandate, like that of God, must be obeyed.608
In ninth-century literary and poetic works, hērro begins to find usage with respect
to both legendary holy men and divine figures, but has yet to become a standing title in
any consistent way for Christ or God. In the Georgslied (Song of St. George), a ninthcentury poetic retelling of various stories surrounding St. George, the legendary
protagonist is first described as der mare crābo Georio ‘the noble count George’ (lit. ‘the
margrave George’) and later, as his miraculous deeds are recounted, he is referred to as
hērro sancte Gorio ‘lord St. George’; God, on the other hand, is designated druhtīn.609
For the Georgslied-poet, then, hērro is functioning as a term of relative distinction,
corresponding to an intermediate status: George is a miracle-worker and holy saint,
Christ-like and worthy of hymnic veneration, but still firmly beneath the druhtīn-on-high.
A similar situation is evident in Otfrid’s Evangelienbuch, where hērero designates a lord
in relation to an inferior (scalc, man, thegan, or manahoubit),610 but is also applied to the
disciples as holy men, or the patron saints of the monastery, seen from Otfrid’s own
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“cotes capot . . . ia unsares herrin capot” ‘God’s command . . . and our lord’s command’ (Exhortatio, A
version, 53–55, translating Lat. dei iussio . . . et dominationis nostrae mandatum). Here it should be noted
that (gen. sg.) herrin ‘lord’s’ is not rendering dominus (gen. sg. domini) as one might expect, but rather the
genitive singular of dominatio ‘dominion, kingdom’, presumably referring to the imperial authority of the
Frankish realm. Latin and Old High German texts in Braune, Althochdeutsches Lesebuch, 28–29, and
Steinmeyer, Die kleineren althochdeutschen Sprachdenkmäler, 49–54. The imperial context is pointed out
in Green, CL, 457, 467; Ehrismann, “Die Wörter für Herr,” 185; and Müllenhoff and Scherer, eds.,
Denkmäler deutscher Poesie und Prosa aus dem VIII.–XII. Jahrhundert, II, 324–25. On the dating, see
HOHGL, 110–11.
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Cf. ll. 6 (mare crābo); 11, 50, and 54 (hērro ~ hēro); and 17 (druhtīn) in the Kögel version in Braune,
Althochdeutsches Lesebuch, 132–35, and Steinmeyer, Die kleineren althochdeutschen Denkmäler, 94–101.
For discussion of the poem and a literal translation, see HOHGL, 222–34; cf. Murdoch, “The Shorter
German Verse Texts,” 171–74, and Tschirch, “Der heilige Georg als figura Christi,”10–16.
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The sense of these terms is, respectively, ‘serf, servant’; ‘man’ (cf. Lat. homo used in the feudal sense of
someone commended to a lord); ‘thane’; and ‘thrall’.
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(lower) perspective.611 As Green explains: “the word is still essentially a secular one so
that, although Otfrid may occasionally apply hērero to Christ, this is only the case where
service of Christ is being compared with service of a secular lord or where Christ is being
depicted as the lord of his disciples on the purely human plane.”612
Initially, hērro is only used with respect to God in situations where direct speech
is involved.613 However, these scenarios are typically from the Gospel narrative and
concern Christ being addressed as a human being by his followers, and therefore the
usage of hērro can be interpreted as somewhat ambivalent. In the Old High German
Tatian translation (ca. 830), for example, while hērro does translate dominus as a term of
address to Christ, it reflects his status as a human master or teacher; the word is not used
as a conscious designation for God or Christ in any divine sense.614 For the Tatiantranslator, hērro corresponds to dominus as a term of respect and designation of higher
status in human society, such as that of the lord over a servant or, similarly, a master over
a pupil: “A pupil is not above a master, nor a servant above his lord” (Nist iungiro ubár
meistar noh scalc ubár sinan herron; Tat. 44, 16).615 Similar usage is evident in the
fragmentary poem known as Christus und die Samariterin (Christ and the Woman of
Samaria; date of composition uncertain). Here the woman, who does not yet view Christ
611

Cf. Green, CL, 451, 461–62, 470–71. For instances of Otfrid’s usage, cf. also Kelle, Glossar, s.v. hêrero
and liub-hêrero.
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CL, 470.
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Urmoneit, Der Wortschatz, 162–63; Wiens, Die frühchristlichen Gottesbezeichnungen, 66–67, with a
list of examples.
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Sievers, ed., Tatian, Glossary, s.v. herro (p. 351): “nie als bewuste [sic] Bezeichnung für Gott oder
Christus gebraucht.” Cf. Green, CL, 461, and Urmoneit, Der Wortschatz, 163.
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The Latin reads: Non est discipulus super magistrum neque servus super dominum suum (cf. Mt 10:24).
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as the messiah, addresses him first as “guot man” (‘good man’); ll. 7, 14) and then, as she
realizes his higher (but not necessarily divine) status, as “hērro” (ll. 21, 28).616
The historical ninth-century panegyric known as the Ludwigslied offers an
exceptional case in which hērro is used to address God rather than Christ.617 Although
hērro is uttered by a king (Ludwig), he does so essentially in the role of a servant
responding to a master (God), whose request is being followed: “Lord, I will do so”
(“Hērro, sō duon ih,” l. 26).618 Kenneth Northcott suggests that the appearance of hērro
here serves as a stylistic emphasis of the personal relationship between God and Ludwig,
which has been conceived in older Germanic terms as that of a foster-father (l. 4:
magaczogo ‘nurturer, educator’, lit. ‘kin-raiser, kin-upbringer’) and his adopted fosterson.619 Green, on the other hand, sees it as reflective of feudal obligations: “the scene is
set in the context of a secular relationship, and . . . the use of hêrro also serves to imply
that Ludwig, the lord of his [own] vassals, is also the vassal of God and is bound to him
by the same ties as those which bind his own followers to himself.”620 Regardless of the
underlying justification for the expanded usage of hērro in this particular poem,
composed at the very end of the ninth century, from a diachronic perspective it represents
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Cf. ll. 7, 14 (guot man); ll. 21, 28 (hērro). The poem appears in Braune, Althochdeutsches Lesebuch,
136; Steinmeyer, Die kleineren althochdeutschen Denkmäler, 89–91; for discussion of the work, see
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Already at the opening of the poem Ludwig is referred to as one who “gladly served God” (l. 2: gerno
gode thionōt); cf. the comments on these lines in Schützeichel, “Das Heil des Königs,” 373–74.
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Northcott, The Development, 183–84, based upon De Boor’s interpretation of magaczogo in Die
deutsche Literatur, 87.
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CL, 472. Green is basically restating here the assessment of Ehrismann, “Die Wörter für ‘Herr’,” 187.
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a bellwether of sorts: a transitional case in which hērro is now applicable to God, the
highest authority, in addition to the well-established divine name of truhtīn.621
It is in the eleventh century, and thus toward the close of the Old High German
period, that hērro truly begins to establish its position as a divine lordship title without
losing its utility as a human title. This development is discernible from the writings of the
most prolific vernacular author, translator, and commentator of the period, Notker Labeo
(950–1022; the “thick-lipped”, also known as Notker III or Notcerus Teutonicus [Notker
the German, an allusion to his knowledge and enthusiastic promotion of the vernacular])
of the St. Gall monastery.622
The major studies of lordship terminology in Old High German all agree that by
the time of Notker’s work, hērro has the capability to function as a divine title in its own
right.623 Due to the lack of any substantial works of datable vernacular literature between
the time of Otfrid and Notker, it is impossible to trace the contours of this shift in usage
for hērro over this period. In the span of Notker’s own writings, however, and
specifically during the compilation and translation of his Psalter, it appears that he
became more and more accustomed to translating dominus, used of God, not only with
truhten, as had been traditional for centuries, but on various occasions with hērro as
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When God is referred to in the third-person (LL, ll. 4, 59), truhtīn is used.
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For an overview of Notker III and his influence, see West, “Late Old High German Prose,” 227–36, and,
for greater detail, HOHGL, 281–98. The designation Notker III is to distinguish him from two other famous
monks who had lived at the Abbey of Saint Gall: Notker Balbulus (ca. 840–912; “the Stammerer”) and
Notker Physicus (died 975).
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Cf. Ehrismann, “Die Wörter für Herr,” 182–84; Green, CL, 458–68, 476–87; Northcott, The
Development, 184–87; Wiens, Die frühchristlichen Gottesbezeichnungen, 67.
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well.624 Although truhten remains Notker’s most frequent translation for dominus as a
divine title, hērro has clearly achieved the semantic status of its equivalent. This is
evident from Notker’s translation of the Athanasian Creed, which is included as a part of
his Psalter. In stark contrast to an earlier vernacular translation of this text from
Weissenburg, in which truhtīn was used exclusively in reference to divine lordship,
Notker employs hērro in reference to the Trinity in §§14–15: Also ist ter uater herro. ist
ter sun herro. ist ter heiligo geist herro. Vnde doh ne-sint si tria herro. suntir ein herro
‘Thus is the Father Lord, the Son is Lord, the Holy Ghost is Lord. And yet they are not
three lord [sic], but one Lord’.625
As a prerequisite for hērro to serve in this way as a divine title, it would need to
have shed the earlier connotations of relativity that had been a natural consequence of its
origins as a comparative form. It is evident from Notker’s usage that this revision has
indeed occurred. For example, he uses hērro in the plural to refer to public human
authority in the same manner as the nominalized superlative, hērōsto (= Lat. princeps),
had done formerly.626 In the Psalms, he translates principes as lantherren ‘rulers of the
land’ and werltherren ‘worldly rulers’.627
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Ehrismann, “Die Wörter für ‘Herr’,” 182–84; Green, CL, 477–79, 481.
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Piper, ed., Die Schriften Notkers, III, 383, ll. 24–28; cf. Green, CL, 480. The Weissenburg version has:
Sō sama truhtīn fater, truhtīn sun, truhtīn heilago geist, endi thoh nalles thrī truhtīna, ūzzar einēr ist truhtīn
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Green, CL, 459.
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Having thus taken on the more absolute sense ‘ruler’ in human contexts, hērro is
more readily applicable to the divine realm. In Notker’s translation of Boethius’s De
consolatione Philosophiae (On the Consolation of Philosophy), the description of God as
princeps rerum omnium ‘ruler of all things’ is rendered by dingo hērosto as well as allero
dingo hērro (this is a further indication that hērōsto and hērro are now functioning as
equivalent titles).628 Similarly, when Boethius describes God as dominus regum ‘lord of
kings’, Notker translates this as hērro allero chuningo ‘lord of all kings’. In Green’s
estimation, the last example implies the title hērro “had now come to denote an authority
so absolute that it transcended even the highest temporal power. With this the expansion
in scope undergone by hêrro has reached its furthest point.”629
The expansive nature and adaptability of hērro poised it well to displace the older
and now very restricted title truhtīn as the primary term for lordship, both divine and
secular, by the end of the eleventh century. Green finds various syntactical indicators of
the vitality of hērro in this regard, such as its adaptability for adjectival modification
(Notker uses a wider range of adjectives with it than truhtin), its availability for
compounding, and the surprising array of terms it glosses.630 A parallel to the vitality of
hērro can also be seen in the productivity of its stem for the development of other new
words that arose in Old High German such as hērlih (adj.) ‘majestic, honorable’; hērlīhho
(adv.) ‘magnificently, mightily’; hēroti (n.) ‘dignity, majesty, power, rule, governance,
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CL, 463–66. AG, s.v. hērro, hērōro, lists dominus ‘lord’(‘Herr’), possessor ‘landowner’ (‘Besitzer’), and
for herren: magnatores ‘the great ones’ (‘die Großen’) and proceres ‘the nobles’ (‘die Adligen’).
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etc.’; hērscaf(t) (n.) ‘rule, dignity, honorable office’; hērstuol ‘seat of office, seat of
honor, throne’; and hērtuom ‘rule, glory, magnificence, authority, etc.’;631 similar
examples can be adduced for Old Saxon.632 By contrast, the only comparable secondary
derivative from truhtīn is the adjective truhtīnlīh ‘holy’ (and the nominalized variant
truhtīnlīhha ‘Lord’s Day, Sunday’), a calque on Lat. dominicus that remains restricted to
the Benediktinerregel.633 It is an example of a common phenomenon, particular among
Old High German glosses: an ad-hoc loan-translation that had no real life outside of a
particular text or manuscript.634
By Notker’s time Truhtīn was essentially an archaic holdover whose position is
slowly but steadily being undermined. It remains most resilient in the vocative case, a
situation indicative of its diminishing applicability, and in an end-rhyme position.635
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See the entries for these words in AW and the subheading entries in ChWdW9, s.v. hēr. Kroeschell (Haus
und Herrschaft, 18–19) reasonably argues that the earliest meanings of these terms were akin to those of
hēr ‘dignified; of high rank; magnificent’, while the senses such as ‘rule’, ‘authority’, and ‘governance’
result from subsequent semantic expansion. These developments therefore closely parallel the semantic
shifts that took place with hērro. We may also note that the usage of the hērro, in both its secular and
religious aspects, undoubtedly influenced the connotations of these other terms over time as well.
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Truhtīn is also subject to additional competition from other words besides hērro. In
Notker’s commentaries to his psalter, for example, he does not render dominus
reflexively with truhtīn, as earlier authors would have done, but increasingly favors the
freer translation of got instead.636 This tendency becomes even more pronounced for later
interlinear glossators of Notker’s psalter.637 Green points out that in a comparable
twelfth-century interlinear psalter from Millstatt (Carinthia, Austria), early MHG truhten
is forsaken entirely as a possible translation for dominus, which is rendered only by hērre
and got.638

2.11 The hērro : iungiro Lord-Disciple Relationship in Old High German
The rise of OHG hērro with the sense of ‘superior, lord’ on the model of Lat.
senior is accompanied by the development of another linguistic coinage to which it
stands in immediate contrast: OHG iungiro (~ iungero ~ iungoro, etc.) ‘subordinate,
pupil, disciple’.639 The corresponding Old Saxon word, iungro ~ iungaro ‘disciple, pupil,
follower, liegeman, vassal, servant’, is, like hērro, best interpreted as a loan from Old

expression frō min before disappearing from use. Moreover, Green points out that even in its vocative
usage, for example in the psalms, truhtīn is increasingly encroached upon by hērro (CL, 486).
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and the Social Context of Early Middle High German Literature, 73–76, et passim.
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For attestations, see ChWdW9, s.v. jung : jungiro. OHG iungiro is the precedent for Ger. Jünger ‘follower,
disciple’, with the biblical religious sense taking precedence over time, whereas the comparative adjective
jünger refers only to age: ‘junior, younger, more recent’; cf. Kluge, s.v. Jünger, and likewise the entry in
Melzer, Das Wort in den Wörtern, where he notes (p. 238) that the modern noun, having long been localized
in Christian religious usage, “is not part of everyday language” (“gehört . . . nicht der Alltagssprache an”).
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High German.640 Like hērro, this word is a nominalized comparative adjective, in this
case originally serving as a loan-translation for Mer.-Lat. iunior ‘servant, subordinate’
(lit. ‘younger one’), itself a nominalized comparative.641 Clearly the two sets of terms
(senior : iunior and hērro : iungiro) are complementary, both in their literal sense
(regarding age) and their subsequently expanded figurative sense (regarding rank and
authority) as well.642 While iungiro occasionally expresses the relative quality of ‘the
younger one’ in certain contexts, it primarily describes a ‘subordinate’, ‘inferior’, or
‘servant’—in other words, one who serves a master or superior.643
In addition to the meaning of ‘servant’, a further sense develops in which iungiro
is equivalent with Lat. discipulus ‘pupil, learner, disciple’ (i.e., one who is instructed by
a teacher or master), which eventually allows for a semantic narrowing of the word due
to its religious usage. Otfrid, for example, restricts it to the meaning of ‘disciple’ but
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Cf. Green, CL, 440. Most, but not all, of its occurrences are in the Heliand, which was composed with
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specifically a ‘disciple of Christ’.644 The same is true of the Tatian translator.645 This
narrowing proceeds slowly over time, however. The Heliand-poet still employs the word
in a wider range of contexts, and a less restricted sense is also evident with Notker’s
usage in the eleventh century to indicate the students of a philosopher.646
Several analyses of OHG iungiro, OS iungro have sought to clarify the origins
and semantic development of these words.647 An older study by Friedrich Kauffmann,
“Die jünger, vornehmlich im Heliand,” argues that the term essentially denoted the
position of a subordinate or servant. This role was traditionally seen as belonging to a
young man in Germanic societies, as evidenced by terms such as Ger. Degen ‘warrior’ (<
PGmc. *þegnaz) and Knecht ‘servant’ (< WGmc. *kneχtaz).648 Kauffmann suggests that
iungiro (and its dialectal variants) is therefore native and not a loan-translation; to the
contrary, he sees a reverse situation in which Lat. iunior served as an “interpretatio
romana” of the Germanic term.649 The usage of iunior in both the clerical hierarchy of
the church and the legal-administrative hierarchy of the Frankish kingdom is therefore
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Green, CL, 442–43.
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See the glossary in Sievers, ed., Tatian, s.v. jung.
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Cf. Eggers, “Althochdeutsch iungiro,” esp. 68–71.
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In addition to the two articles that will be discussed below, the matter is also considered in Green, CL,
440–48.
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“Die jünger,” 252. Kauffmann does not cite the earlier Proto-Germanic and West Germanic forms. The
etymology of *þegnaz, especially when seen as a cognate of Greek τέκνον ‘child’, suggests it would have
specifically referred to a young man; cf. Kluge, s.v. Degen. In the case of *kneχtaz, the connection to youth
and servantship is evident in various older reflexes (e.g., OE cniht ‘boy, youth, servant, knight’, OFris.
kniucht, knecht ‘servant, soldier’, OHG kneht ‘youth, child; servant, disciple; warrior, soldier, man’, and
OS kneht ‘youth, small boy’); cf. Kluge, s.v. Knecht, and OED, s.v. knight.
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“Die jünger,” 251–53.
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revealing of how iungiro and iungro should be understood.650 Kauffmann concludes that
the religious use of these words in biblical narratives such as Otfrid’s Evangelienbuch or
especially the Old Saxon Heliand does not portray any sort of feudal relationship
between Christ and his disciples, let alone a relationship reflecting the Germanic
institution of the warband; instead it connotes a ministerial-type service. Kauffmann
accordingly interprets the jungiron as Christ’s Amtsgesinde ‘official servants’.651 It
should be noted that one of Kauffmann’s explicit aims in his article is to refute
interpretations of a “Germanized” Christianity in these vernacular gospel narratives—in
particular the claim (first made by A. F. C. Vilmar and developed by others) that the
Heliand poet portrays the apostles as a Germanic warband with Christ as their retinueleader.
The topic was again taken up by Hans Eggers, whose 1964 article
“Althochdeutsch iungiro, altsächsisch iungro, iungaro” presents a considerably more
detailed and nuanced analysis than that of Kauffmann. Among other things, Eggers offers
a variety of linguistic evidence to soundly refute Kauffmann’s idea that iungiro had
independent existence as a common Germanic substantive denoting a young servant.652
Among the various West Germanic languages that exhibit reflexes of the word, there are
several distinct semantic fields it can express, ranging from ‘physical child, descendant’
(Old English, Old Frisian) to ‘inferior, subordinate’ (Old English, Old High German, Old
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“Die jünger,” 251–53.
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“Die jünger,” 254. Kaufmann’s interpretation is upheld by Schmidt, “Das Christentum,” 95, who also
terms the iungiron as “die Beauftragten,” the ‘delegates’ or ‘commissioned representatives’ of the Lord.
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“Althochdeutsch iungiro,” 71–72, 75–78; cf. also Green, CL, 440–41. The lack of any parallel usage in
East Germanic or North Germanic also points against a common Germanic origin.
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Saxon, Middle Dutch) and ‘pupil, learner/follower of a master’ (Old English, Old High
German, Old Saxon).653
Based on the evidence of linguistic geography, Eggers suggests that the original
loan-translation of Lat. iunior came about in the third or fourth century and had the
general sense of ‘descendant, dependent, servant’ but also ‘pupil of a master’;
furthermore, both the Latin word and its translation would have been part of popular
speech.654 At a much later stage, probably starting in the early seventh century, the
meaning ‘disciple of Christ’ became specifically attached to the word in the West
Frankish linguistic region.
In Eggers’s view, this semantic expansion—which represents a secondary
Übertragung (transfer of meaning) onto iungiro from discipulus, rather than a direct
translation of the latter word—could have only come about when the language of the
Frankish Church was still in an early stage of development, in situations where
missionaries and preachers pragmatically saw fit to elucidate the nature and significance
of Christ’s companions to their congregations using common words from the secular
sphere such as (pl.) iuniores and iungiron.655 Eggers sees the Rule of St. Benedict as a
likely influence that spurred the semantic transfer, for the language of the Rule is rooted
in common speech and the text employs iunior and discipulus in an almost synonymous
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Eggers, “Althochdeutsch iungiro,” 71–73.
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Eggers, “Althochdeutsch iungiro,” 78. Green (“The Influence of the Merovingian Franks,” 359) agrees
with this location of origin in Frankish Merovingian Gaul (he also points out a parallel term that appears is
OFr. geindre), although he is less inclined to assume such an early dating.
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Eggers, “Althochdeutsch iungiro,” 79–80.
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manner.656 Once the Germanic equivalent to iunior had been applied in an explicitly
Christian religious context, its meaning was prone to a swift revision, displacing it from
its former secular context. This then allowed iungiro to be used unhesitatingly in later
learned Bible translations as the equivalent of Lat. discipulus.657
In concluding his study, Eggers reiterates that the Germanic terminology may be
best understood as having achieved its ultimate sense ‘disciple, follower [of Christ]’
within the socio-cultural circumstances of the early West Frankish Church:
We have become accustomed to speak of a “Southern German ecclesiastical
language” without having sufficient clarity about the geographical source of its
linguistic components. We mainly assume Gothic influences in the southeast,
Irish ones in the southwest, and Anglo-Saxon ones in the northern-central area,
without considering the Frankish west. It is easy to overlook the fact that
Christianity was known to the Frankish kingdom at least since the time of Clovis,
long before the subsequent Germanic tribes converted to the Christian faith. And
if Christianity was unable to penetrate deeply among the Western Franks at an
initial stage, and if the Church may have found itself in a state of neglect, thus it
could not be entirely deficient in Christian teaching. This situation would require
a vernacular store of expression. Thus, if iungiro ‘disciple’ and . . . herro ‘Lord
God’ derive from this vocabulary of the West Frankish Church and were carried
from there with the mission across the Rhine, then it can be confidently assumed
that the oldest ecclesiastical vocabulary of Old High German and Old Saxon
contains even more that is of West Frankish origin.658
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“Althochdeutsch iungiro,” 79, and likewise Green, “The Influence of the Merovingian Franks,” 359.
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This fact is not contradicted by the existence of another word with the same function, OHG disco ‘pupil,
disciple’, as the latter, a straightforward loanword, was localized in several early-ninth-century texts (e.g.,
the Benediktinerregel and the Murbacher Hymnen) stemming from the Abbey of Reichenau; cf. Eggers,
“Althochdeutsch iungiro,” 67–68.
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“Wir haben uns gewöhnt, von “Süddeutscher Kirchensprache” zu reden, ohne genügende Klarheit über
die landschaftliche Herkunft ihrer sprachlichen Bestände zu haben. Meist nehmen wir gotische Einflüsse
im Südosten, irische im Südwesten und angelsächsische in der nördlichen Mitte an, ohne den fränkischen
Westen ins Auge zu fassen. Leicht übersieht man, daß das Frankenreich sich mindestens seit Chlodwig zum
Christentum bekannte, lange bevor die später deutschen Stämme zum christlichen Glauben bekehrten. Mag
das Christentum bei den Westfranken zunächst auch noch nicht tief eingedrungen sein, mag die Kirche sich
auch in einem Zustand der Verwilderung befunden haben, so konnte es doch nicht ganz an christlicher
Unterweisung fehlen. Diese aber brauchte einen volkssprachlichen Ausdrucksschatz. Stammen also iungiro
‘Jünger’ und . . . herro ‘Herrgott’ aus dieser Sprache der westfränkischen Kirche und wurden von hier mit
der Mission über den Rhein getragen, dann ist es mit Sicherheit anzunehmen, daß der älteste kirchliche
Wortschatz des Althochdeutschen und Altsächsischen noch weit mehr Westfränkisches enthält.”
(“Althochdeutsch iungiro,” 80–81).
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Broadly speaking, Eggers’s analysis finds support from Green, who notes that the spread
of Merovingian Frankish ecclesiastical vocabulary is best understood in light of the
Franks’ political expansion to the east and to the north, but with effects that can also be
detected beyond the continent in Anglo-Saxon England.659 This eastward and northward
spread of OHG hērro and iungiro appears to have been mediated through Old Saxon and
in particular the religious poetry of the Heliand and the Old Saxon Genesis (which was
translated into Old English during the Anglo-Saxon period, becoming part of the larger
Old English Genesis poem).

2.12 Conclusions on OHG hērro
We may now summarize some conclusions regarding the development and
ascendency of hērro as a primary term of both human and divine lordship over the Old
High German Period. In the course of doing so we will also offer some observations on
the origins, usage, and connotations of this term in comparison with the lordship terms
that it ultimately displaces, frō and, more importantly, truhtīn.
The circumstantial evidence strongly points to the origin of hērro in Merovingian
Frankish Gaul as a loan-translation for Lat. senior, a term that described a relative
position of respect within in Gallo-Roman society. Green presents socio-linguistic
evidence that suitable factors were present for this loan-translation to come about in the
region of northern Gaul where Merovingian Frankish feudalism develops in the sixth and
seventh centuries, although it may, as Eggers suggests, have occurred considerably
659

“The Influence of the Merovingian Franks,” 358–59.
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earlier. The rise of hērro as a designation of a human lord is basically parallel to the
corresponding Romance vernacular development of senior (> OFr. seignur) as a primary
term in feudal vocabulary, but also one that is applicable to the Lord God or Christ in the
divine sphere.
The Germanic word is a nominalized comparative form of an adjective, hēr, that
expanded in sense from ‘grey(-haired)’ to ‘old’, and thence to ‘noble, respected’. More
specifically, hēriro ~ hērōro served as a precise calque on senior, itself a nominalized
comparative of senex ‘old’. The connotations of the new Germanic term derive from
those of its referent, which are in turn reflective of the culture of the Mediterranean and
the veneration of older men as political and religious leaders. The Latin prototype
designated someone ‘higher in rank’ in both secular political and Christian ecclesiastical
hierarchies (e.g., those of the monasteries), and the Germanic word expresses the exact
same meaning.660 It has been suggested that in addition to the contracted form hērro,
which seems to have already been in secular use prior to the earliest written sources, the
full comparative form (hēriro ~ hērōro) was independently re-applied at a later point to
translate senior in a specifically monastic-religious context, which consequently
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Tschirch (Geschichte, 111) suggests that hērro, once adopted, absorbs and reflects Germanic aspects as
well: “Since Christianity extolled wisdom and the experience of age as high values, the neologism [hērro]
rapidly displaced the previous designator [truhtīn] already in the Old High German period. But the old
social scale proved to be a deeply embedded regulating force in the life of the Germanic peoples, one that
maintained itself tenaciously even amid transformed conceptions wherein the replacement word took on the
sense of the one it displaced. The term [hērro] ‘the nobler one, the more sublime one, the more dignified
one’ soon refers not to inner qualities [by which, I assume, Tschirch means age and wisdom], but instead to
one’s place in the social fabric on the basis of blood descent, and designates the retinue-lord in particular.”
(“Weil das Christentum Weisheit und Erfahrung des Alters als hohe Werte rühmt, verdrängt die
Neubildung das Erbwort bereits in ahd. Zeit rasch. Die alte gesellschaftliche Stufung aber erweist sich als
derartig tief begründete Ordnungsmacht im Leben der Germanen, daß sie sich zunächst hartnäckig auch
unter gewandelten Auffassungen behauptet, indem sie dem Ersatzwort die Bedeutung des verdrängten
überstülpt: die Bezeichnung ‘der Hehrere, Erhabenere, Vornehmere’ zielt sehr bald nicht mehr auf innere
Qualitäten, sondern auf die Stellung im sozialen Gefüge auf Grund der blutsmäßigen Abstammung und
bezeichnet zumal den Gefolgsherrn.”)
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influences the usage of Otfrid.661 Even if this was the case, it only represents a temporary
distinction of the ninth-century.662
The rise of hērro should also be understood alongside the development of the new
Carolingian system of government that forcefully emerges in the eighth and ninth
century. The applicability of hērro, an initially relative term, to indicate a higher position
within a larger hierarchy (whether worldly or spiritual), was surely an aspect that
informed and encouraged its widespread usage.663 This would have been particularly so
during Charlemagne’s reign, in which the king and emperor saw himself as the rex et
rector regni Francorum et devotus sanctae aeclesiae defensor humilisque adiutor (king
and ruler of the kingdom of the Franks and devoted defender and humble helper of the
Holy Church) whose ultimate idealistic—and not-so-humble—aim was to bring about an
Imperium Christianum, a Christian empire on earth.664 By its very nature, a quasitheocratic system of this sort represents a vast complex of hierarchical structures in which
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Ehrismann proposed this in his early study (“Die Wörter für ‘Herr’,” 181), and it finds some support
from others; cf. Bach, Geschichte der deutschen Sprache, 115–16, and the fuller discussion in Green, CL,
475–76. The only works that exhibit this usage are the Benediktinneregel, the Murbacher Hymnen (which
also uses hērro, however, as discussed above), the Lorscher Beichte (Lorsch Confession), and Otfrid’s
Evangelienbuch.
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While the difference between hērro and hēriro may have been evident in a literary context, it was
probably far less discernible in spoken usage, and by the eleventh century the contracted form is the
standard.
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Cf. Green, CL, 460–63.
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Cf. Haendler, Geschichte des Frühmittelalters, 43–47; Fichtenau, The Carolingian Empire, 47–78;
Schutz, The Carolingians, 4–12 et passim. Charlemagne’s self-description appears in the famous capitulary
of 23 March 789 known as the Admonitio generalis. For the original Latin text, see Lange, ed., Texte zur
germanischen Bekehrungsgeschichte,142–53.
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the borderlines between the secular and the religious are inevitably blurred and can
disappear altogether.665
In its early literary appearances, the title hēr(i)ro tends to be used in a relative
manner, often with explicit reference to those who are positioned beneath the lord or
master. It frequently renders senior in reference to monastic clergy and also serves as a
designation of human lordship in the Old High German Tatian and several shorter poems.
In the Hildebrandslied the title hērro denotes the master or lord who supplies the retainer
with armor and weapons. When hērro is used as a term of address for Christ or God (for
example in Tatian or the Ludwigslied), this seems to be done in a way that is reflective of
human relationships, rather than denoting divine lordship per se. It is only after hērro
sheds its comparative connotations and takes on an absolute sense that it becomes more
readily applicable as full-fledged divine title. By the eleventh century the expanded sense
of the word is clearly evident in the translations and commentaries of Notker Labeo.
A title sharing a common root with hērro is hērosto, the nominalized superlative
form of the same adjective (hēr). Hērosto renders various Latin and Greek designations
for men of religious or political high rank in a more absolute way than was originally the
case with hērro. Typically translating Lat. princeps, it designates spiritual elders and
earthly rulers. Although hērosto was occasionally used of Christ or God in rendering
certain epithetical constructions, it never gains status as a divine title per se. It is
eventually displaced by furisto toward the end of the Old High German period and its
absolute sense is assimilated by hērro.
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Cf., in this regard, Nelson, “Kingship and Empire,” and Ohr, Der karolingische Gottesstaat.
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The origins of OHG iungiro (and OS iungro, etc.) ‘subordinate, pupil, disciple’,
which functions as a complementary term to hērro, are revealing. Like hērro it is a loantranslation of a Latin prototype, in this case iunior ‘subordinate’ (lit. ‘the younger one’).
Although hērro and iungiro may have arisen independently at different times, the Latin
models upon which they are based did form a longstanding complementary pair, senior :
iunior, that described relative positions of rank within Frankish social institutions.
Friedrich Kaufmann goes a bit too far in interpreting iungiro as a quasibureaucratic term designating an “official servant,” yet there is a kernel of truth in his line
of thought, and it applies equally well to hērro. Both hērro and iungiro have their basis in
the Gallo-Roman and subsequently Merovingian Frankish culture, which then informs
and is modified by the Carolingian culture that emerges forcefully—bolstered by papal
legitimation—in the latter half of the eighth century. The literary record shows that senior
: iunior and hērro : iungiro had their significant reference points in monastic culture as
well as in the heavily administrated and emerging feudal system of the Carolingian
period. As Green writes:
the essentially relative nature of the authority originally expressed by hêrro means
that it was possible, by using this term, to suggest one of the characteristic
features of the hierarchical structure of feudalism, namely that the person who
was the lord of a particular vassal may himself be the vassal of a more powerful
lord. This gradation of social rank implied by hêrro was useful in the religious
context, for it could be used to show that any feudal lord ore even any king as
feudal lord, however great his authority over his subjects, was in turn subordinate
to God as the supreme Lord.666
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CL, 514.
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These terms were thus at home within the strictly top-down hierarchies of the royal court
and the imperial administration, and of the Church and its cloisters, and served to
designate positions within the vertical network of feudal ties and obligations.
While Kauffmann’s claim that iungiro represented a common Germanic title for a
servant has been rightly rejected, his insistence that iungiro did not describe, either
historically or poetically, a role within the institution of the Germanic warband is entirely
correct.667 The background of both hērro and iungiro is certainly more administrative or
social than it is in any respect poetic. Both words gain currency in Old High German as
part of the larger process of borrowing and loan-translation that occurs in the wake of
Christianization, and which is particularly driven by the growth of the Roman Catholic
Church and its monastic satellites in the Germanic-speaking areas of the Frankish
realm.668 The elevation of these titles for use on a spiritual and divine plane was a result
of the activities of the Frankish Church.
Although hērro does make an appearance in the Hildebrandslied, it was not part
of the traditional vocabulary of Germanic alliterative verse. Its usage in the Old Saxon
Heliand can be explained as the result of direct Frankish influence, and its limited
appearances in Old English and Old Icelandic poetry as the result of later (and traceable)
borrowings. Notably, it is not until after the time of Otfrid, whose Evangelienbuch still
drew upon some aspects of traditional Germanic alliterative verse, that hērro begins to
find clear-cut use as a divine title and name. It is only in the work of Notker, an author
who writes in a Germano-Latin Mischsprache and makes no use of—nor accommodation
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Cf. Eggers, “Althochdeutsch iungiro,” 62, and Kuhn, “Die Grenzen,” 28–32.
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Cf. Bach, Geschichte der deutschen Sprache, 114–17 (§§73–75).
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to—earlier traditional poetic imagery, that hērro, in tandem with got, can be recognized
as taking over the position that had been held firmly for centuries by the now archaic
divine title of truhtīn.
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CHAPTER 3
NAMING THE DIVINE LORD IN NORTH SEA GERMANIC (OLD SAXON)

3.1 Old Saxon
The term Old Saxon (or Old Low German) designates the continental West
Germanic language spoken in areas of northwest Germania from the beginning of the
ninth century until the eleventh century (after which the language is considered to have
developed into Middle Low German).669 One of the most notable differences between
Old High German and Old Saxon is that the latter did not undergo the Second (High)
German Sound Shift which took place centuries earlier in areas of continental Germanic
to the south. Old High German still shares many common features with Old Saxon, but
the latter is more closely related to Old English and Old Frisian. These three languages
are often classified as forming the North Sea subgroup of West Germanic, sometimes
also referred to as Ingvaeonic (a name derived from Tacitus’s account of three major
Germanic groups).670
The geographic expanse of Old Saxon can be roughly assigned to an area that
extends northwesterly from the northern edge of the Harz mountains, with the Rhine river
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The early ninth century represents the point at which written records begin to appear; the existence of
distinct Old Saxon dialects presumably extends back at least to the sixth century. For an overview of the
linguistic history, see the introductory material to Cathey, Old Saxon (which offers a basic grammar of the
language), and Hütterer, Die Germanische Sprachen, 243–51. A full treatment that applies more recent
linguistic theory is Rauch, The Old Saxon Language. Two detailed traditional grammars are Gallée,
Altsächsische Grammatik, and Holthausen, Altsächsisches Elementarbuch. On the socio-cultural and
historical background, cf. also Klein, “Soziokulturelle Voraussetzungen und Sprachraum des
Altniederdeutschen (Altsächsischen).”
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How to best classify the older Germanic languages and dialects is still a subject of debate. For an
overview of the matter, see Kupfer, “The Grouping and Separation of the Germanic Languages,” and for a
more detailed presentation, cf. Nielsen, The Germanic Languages. For a detailed linguistic analysis of the
Ingvaeonic languages in relation to one another and the larger branches of Germanic, see Markey, A North
Sea Germanic Reader, v–lv.
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forming a linguistic border (with Old Low Franconian speakers) on the west side and the
Elbe river forming a border (with Slavic-speaking groups) to the east. Although most
stretches of North Sea coastline itself were settled by speakers of Old Frisian, Saxons
inhabited the section of the coast around the mouth of the Elbe.671
The name of the Saxons is attested as far back as a mid-second-century reference
by Claudius Ptolemaeus (Ptolemy) in his Geographia, who places them in the region of
what is now Holstein. Like several other major Germanic “tribes” (e.g., the Franks or
Alamanni), however, the Saxons appear to have emerged as a confederation of smaller
groups, rather than representing a single tribe defined by common descent.672 The name
likely derives from PGmc. *saχsan ‘knife, short sword’. Although variants of this style of
single-edged weapon were used by all West Germanic groups (cf. ON/OIc. sax, OHG,
OFris. sahs, OE seax), in the case of the continental Saxons it appears to have been their
iconic weapon of choice.673 The tribal designation may bear a relationship with a
theonym, Saxnōt, which is mentioned in the Old Saxon Baptismal Vow and has an Old
English parallel in Seaxneat, a name appearing in an insular Saxon royal genealogy from
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See Klein, “Soziokulturelle Voraussetzungen,” 1244–45 (map at 1245), and Scholz, Carolingian
Chronicles, 52 (map).
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See Cathey, Old Saxon, 7–8; Priebsch and Collinson, The German Language, 43–45; and, for more
detail, Schmidt, Die Westgermanen, 37–70. For a critical reassessment of the early historical sources and
the conclusions that can be drawn from them, cf. Springer, “Location in Space and Time,” and, for more
detail, Die Sachsen, 17–41.
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The word sax and the type of knife/weapon it describes is common to all major West Germanic groups;
cf. EDPG, s.v. *sahsa-, and HGE, s.v. *saχsan and saχsaz ~ *saχsōn; Hock and Joseph, Language History,
Language Change, and Language Relationship, 516; Näßl, “Sax: Sprachliches”; and Westphal, “Sax:
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Namenkundliches,” and for a critical viewpoint, Springer, “Location in Space and Time,” 32–34, and Die
Sachsen, 122–30.
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Essex.674 In this case, Saxnōt—the name can be analyzed as meaning ‘companion of the
Saxons’ or ‘sword-companion’—was probably seen as the divine progenitor or patron of
the tribe.675
Along with the Angles and Jutes, Saxons were prominent among the Germanic
emigrants to Britain starting in the mid-fifth century, establishing a number of early
barbarian kingdoms there. Centuries later the Saxons who had remained on the
continent—now termed Antiqui Saxones, “Old Saxons,” by the insular Anglo-Saxons—
were, together with the neighboring Frisians, the last major continental West Germanic
groups to convert to Christianity. This religious shift came about under direct pressure
from the Franks, who forcefully subjugated the Saxons after decades of warfare and
brought the Saxon territory under imperial control by 804.676
In addition to linguistic influences (or interference) from Frisian and AngloSaxon, it is not surprising that Old Saxon shows various features in phonology, grammar,
and borrowed vocabulary that can be traced to High German, and more specifically, East
Franconian.677 In the sphere of loan-word and loan-translation vocabulary, much of this
was of religious significance and undoubtedly introduced in the course of
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On the identification of the name, cf. Philippson, Germanisches Heidentum, 117–19, who considers it
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On various aspects of this history, see Lammers, ed., Die Eingliederung der Sachsen, and cf. Springer,
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Cathey, Old Saxon, 14, 65; Hütterer, Die Germanische Sprachen, 243; Waterman, A History of the
German Language, 55; Sanders, “Reflexe der gesprochener Sprache im Altniederdeutschen
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Carolingian/Anglo-Saxon missionizing.678 Some examples include Christian religious
terms in Old Saxon such as godforaht ‘God-fearing, pious’ (cf. OHG gotforht, OE
godfyrht) and godkund ‘divine’ (cf. OHG gotchund, OE godcund), and godspel ‘gospel’
(cf. OHG gotspel, itself a loan from OE gōdspell), or those specifically related to JudeoChristian religious practices such as rōkfat ‘censer’ (lit. ‘smoke-vessel’; cf. OHG
rouhfaz) and uuīhrōk ‘incense’ (lit. ‘holy smoke’; cf. OHG wīhrouh).679 Considering the
fact the Saxon culture was for the most part oral and pre-literate prior to Frankish
domination,680 certain terms that make reference to the power of clerical literacy are
striking: for example, OS bōkstaf ‘letter’ (lit. ‘book-stave’) and bōkkraft ‘learning’ (lit.
‘book-might’), which are modeled on OE bōcstæf ‘letter, character’ and bōccræft ‘booklearning, literature’ respectively, while OS bōkspāh(i) ‘book-learned, literate’ (cf. OS
spāh[i] ‘intelligence, wise, experienced, crafty’; OHG spahi ‘acuity, wisdom’; OIc. spá
‘prophecy’) is an innovation of the Heliand-poet based on compounds such as uuordspāh
and uuorduuīs, both meaning ‘word-wise, eloquent’ and thus denoting traits of high
prestige in an oral culture.681
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Cf. Ilkow, Die Nominalkomposita, 28; Meier and Möhn, “Wortbildung des Altniederdeutschen
(Altsächsischen)” 1270; and Sanders, “Lexikologie und Lexikographie des Altniederdeutschen
(Altsächsischen),” 1258–59.
679
See Ilkow, Die Nominalkomposita, 149–51 (gōd-, god- compounds), 337–40 (rōk-fat), 412–13 (wīhrok). As has often been noted, OE gōdspell represents a calque on evangelium ‘good news’, although this
was also soon perceived with a shortened vowel in the first element and reinterpreted to mean ‘God’s
speech’, ‘God’s word’, or similar. The Old English word is of course the source for Eng. gospel. OHG
wīhrouh is the source for Ger. Weihrauch.
680

While some degree of runic literacy existed prior to the eighth-century arrival of missionaries and
clerics, this would have been limited to a small elite. The runic archeological record is scant, consisting
mainly of several brief and cryptic inscriptions carved on bone that were found at the mouth of the Weser
river. These have been roughly dated to the fifth century, but their authenticity has also been questioned; cf.
Looijenga, Texts and Contexts, 267–68. Much better attested is the runic usage among the neighboring
Frisians and the Anglo-Saxons. We can assume that most of the runic material that once existed is lost,
however, having been carved on impermanent organic material such as wood or bone.
681

See Ilkow, Die Nominalkomposita, 66–68 (bōk-kraft, bōk-spāh[i], bōk-staf), and 427–29 (word-spāh,
word-wīs).
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In the area of divine names, the designation hēliand ‘savior’ (lit. ‘the healing one’,
‘the one who makes whole’) is modeled on OHG heilant and OE hælend.682 As discussed
above (§§2.10–2.11 above), the pair of hērro ‘lord, Lord’ and iung(a)ro ‘follower, pupil,
disciple’ are also Frankish imports. This linguistic influence should also be viewed from
a social standpoint, for it was the highest tier of the Saxon nobility that had the most
positive relationship with the Frankish authorities and the Christianity that the latter
brought with them.683 The various divine names in Old Saxon will be examined in detail
below.
The written testimony for Old Saxon consists of manuscripts dating from the
ninth to twelfth centuries. This corpus includes two significant works of alliterative verse,
the Heliand (by far the most substantial literary monument in the language, which will be
discussed separately below) and a fragmentary retelling of the Old Testament Genesis
story; a scattered assortment of shorter texts, mostly of a religious nature;684 monasterial
assessment rolls; sundry Latin glosses; and personal names.685
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On these West Germanic ‘Savior’-words, see Kolb, “Über Heiland als Eigennamen,” 1237–43, and cf.
Fleming, “Jesus, that is hælend,” 39–40; Fuß, Die religiöse Lexik, 96–101; and Keiser, The Influence of
Christianity, 76–77. The comparable term in Gothic is nasjands ‘Savior’ (a nominalized present participle
of the verb nasjan ‘to save’; cf. the related ganasjan ‘to rescue’). The Gothic term has exact parallels in
West Germanic: OE nergend, OHG neriend(o), and OS neriand (all vernacular equivalents to Lat. salvator
‘Savior’), but these were displaced over time and fell out of use.
683

See Mitzka, “Die Sprache des Heliand und die altsächsische Stammesverfassung,” esp. 139–42. This
situation and its relation to the social standing of the Heliand-poet, our primary source for the Old Saxon
language, will be discussed further below.
684

These include some fragmentary translations of psalms and of a homily by Bede; a confessional; a few
charms; a short mnemonic list of the Younger Futhark runes, the Abecedarium Nordmannicum (Alphabet
of the Northmen or “Viking ABC”); and the so-called Taufgelöbnis (Saxon Baptismal Vow; also referred
with the Latin title Abrenunciatio diaboli), a text that is unique for citing pre-Christian Saxon deities by
name: Thunaer (cf. OE Þunær, OHG Donar, ON Þórr), Uuōden (cf. OE Wōden, OHG Wuotan, ON Óðinn),
and Saxnote. On this text, see also the edition and commentary in KahdS, 20–22. For an overview of the
Old Saxon textual record, see Sanders, “Die Textsorten des Altniederdeutschen (Altsächsischen).”
685

For the shorter Old Saxon texts, see Wadstein, ed., KaS, which supersedes Gallée, ed., Old Saxon Texts
(although the latter contains facsimiles and a useful introduction). For a bibliography of Old Saxon sources
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3.2 Old Saxon Poetic Compositions: Heliand and Genesis
Unlike the situation in Old High German, where various examples of vernacular
literary production were preserved over the course of three centuries, the textual record
for Old Saxon is primarily represented by a single work, albeit a major one, the
alliterative Gospel retelling known as the Heliand, which therefore warrants specific
discussion in its own right.686 In addition to the Heliand there exists a second, shorter
alliterative biblical poem known as the Old Saxon Genesis.687 Although the two poems
exhibit a similar style, they are assumed to be of independent composition, with the
Genesis-poet using the Heliand as a model of sorts.688 The Heliand will be the primary
focus of the discussion that follows.
None of the fundamental questions regarding the origin, dating, and purpose of
the Heliand can be answered in any definite way. Here we will only outline the essential
information on these matters, so as to provide a basic context for the work as it has come

and secondary studies, see Tiefenbach, “Bibliographical Appendix” to Gallée, Altsächsische Grammatik,
3rd ed.; more recent material, also concerning the recently discovered Heliand fragment from Leipzig, can
be found in Pakis, ed., Perspectives on the Old Saxon Heliand (and the extensive bibliography in that
collection). For a brief overview of Old Low German literature, see Murdoch, “Old High German and
Continental Low German,” 253–57, and for more detail, Haubrichs, “Altsächsische Literatur,” 219–221.
686

The standard edition of the major texts is Behaghel, ed., Heliand und Genesis, which bases its Heliand
transcription on a composite of the two major manuscripts, M and C. A facing-page edition that includes
both manuscript texts is Sievers, ed. Heliand. Three English translations have been produced: a prose
rendering by G. Ronald Murphy, S.J. (with substantial commentary); an alliterative version by Mariana
Scott that relies on archaic vocabulary in its attempt to reproduce some of the original text’s poetic and
recitative qualities (with no commentary); and a poetic translation by Tanya Kim Dewey that pragmatically
makes use of alliteration as well as blank verse (with minimal commentary). The title of the work (given to
it by the first modern editor of the text, Johann Andreas Schmeller, in 1830) is sometimes written as
Hêliand with the circumflex denoting a long vowel. I include the diacritic in the title when citing other
authors who do so.
687

In addition to the version presented in Behaghel (see previous note), a dedicated edition with detailed
commentary is Douane, ed., The Old Saxon Genesis. For a discussion of the text, see Haubrichs,
“Altsächsische Literatur,” 231–35.
688

Haubrichs, “Altsächsische Literatur,” 231; cf. Behaghel, ed., Heliand und Genesis, xxxiii, and Doane,
ed., The Old Saxon Genesis, 94–95, 110.
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down to us. Our ultimate aim is to consider the poet’s usage of divine terminology and, to
whatever extent is possible, hopefully gain insight into the cultural and historical
connotations of the terms.
What has been left to us is a poem of nearly 6,000 lines that has been preserved
incompletely and to a varying extent in several different manuscripts. Among these
manuscripts are two major codices from which the extant 5,983 lines of the Heliand have
been compositely reconstructed: the ninth-century M (Monacensis) from Munich and the
tenth-century C (Cotton, from the collection of Sir Robert Cotton [1571–1631]) in
London. Additionally, a few fragmentary portions of the text—often consisting of a
single leaf—have been found, all of which have been dated to the ninth century: the V
(Vatican) from Rome, which also contains portions of the Old Saxon Genesis; the P
(Prague), now kept in Berlin; the S (Straubing) from Bavaria; and the L (Leipzig),
discovered in 2006.689
Considering the fact that the text is a vernacular poetic composition, its
preservation in what was presumably a complete form in at least two manuscripts, and
likely as many as six, is somewhat remarkable. We have already seen how poorly
preserved most vernacular literature was during the Carolingian era, a situation which is
especially the case with respect to traditional alliterative verse. The same can be said of
this type of material in Anglo-Saxon England, where, in addition to the handful of secular
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On the manuscripts and their likely interrelationships and prototypes, see Cathey, “The Historical
Setting of the Heliand, the Poem, and the Manuscripts,” 26–28, and for more detail, Behaghel, ed., Heliand
und Genesis, xviii–xxix. On the recently discovered L manuscript fragment, see the material in Pakis, ed.,
Perspectives on the Old Saxon Heliand, 281–304. In addition to its codicological and philological interest,
the L fragment may also be of considerable historical significance, assuming it was part of the Heliand
manuscript that Martin Luther allegedly read and drew influence for his own Bible translation; on this, see
the recent study by Price, Luther’s Heliand (which also surveys the possible manuscript stemmata on 19–
31), and cf. Murphy, trans., The Heliand, 12 n. 19.
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heroic poems being preserved, there also existed a relatively robust genre of biblical
alliterative verse that shares a close kinship in form and content with the Heliand.
However, very few examples of Old English alliterative verse have been preserved in
more than a single manuscript.690 Considering the size and scope of the Heliand—which
is nearly twice the length of the longest surviving Old English poem, Beowulf—it is not
surprising that it would have been recognized as an impressive achievement in its own
day and one worthy of copying and further distribution.
The origin and status of the Heliand is further illuminated by the existence of an
allegedly contemporaneous text in Latin, the Praefatio, which most scholars believe was
written in reference to the Old Saxon gospel poem (and possibly the Genesis as well).691
It in fact consists of two distinct parts: the prose Præfatio in librum antiquum lingua
Saxonica conscriptum (Preface in an Ancient Book Written in the Saxon Language; this
can be divided into two parts, A and B, based on its content) and the poetic Versus de
poeta et interprete huius codicis (Verse about the Poet and Expounder of this Book).
Although the Praefatio material contains a number of internally contradictory details and
its authenticity has been questioned on various grounds, the prose description regarding
the commissioning of the text (Praefatio A) is generally assumed to be legitimate.692 A
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The only real exception to this rule pertains to the alliterative verse that appears in historical texts such
as the Old English translation of Bede’s Historia ecclesiastica or the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle. These texts
were copied multiple times, but the primary aim for doing so was not to preserve the few bits of poetic
material they contain; the latter result is incidental.
691

Reproduced in Behaghel, ed., Heliand und Genesis, 1–4. For an English translation, see Magoun, “The
Praefatio and Versus Associated with some Old-Saxon Biblical Poems,” 123–27. The Latin text came to
modern public attention in 1562 via the Protestant humanist scholar Matthias Flacius Illyricus; it was only
brought into connection with the Heliand in 1720 by a librarian, Johann Georg von Eccard. No original
manuscript of the Praefatio material is extant.
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On the background and assessment of the Praefatio and Versus, see Behaghel, ed., Heliand und Genesis,
xxxiii–xxviii; the essays by Hannemann and Krogmann in Eichhdorf and Rauch, eds., Der Heliand, and,
for a recent reassessment, cf. Price, Luther’s Heliand, 113–40. For a critical view on the authenticity of the
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convincing piece of evidence for that legitimacy comes from the final sentence of that
section: “Iuxta morem vero illius poëmatis omne opus per vitteas distinxit, quas nos
lectiones vel sententias possumus appelare” (‘According to the customs of that poetry,
however, he divided the entire work by vitteas, which we can call readings or passages’).
The word vitteas is understood to be a Latinization of a Northwest Germanic term (in this
case OS *fittea, which would correspond to OE fitt ‘song, poem’) that designated
individual sections or lays of a larger heroic epic, for example Beowulf.693 Praefatio A
speaks of the poem being composed at the behest of an “august, most pious Louis”
(Ludouicus piissimus Augustus), by a certain man from among the tribe of the Saxons. As
an epic poet, this man had a position of stature or respect among his own people (qui
apud suos non ignobilis vates habebatur). Depending on the intended nuance of the
phrase non ignobilis, this could refer to the composer’s renown as a traditional poet or to
his noble social status, although in the case of traditional singer of heroic and epic
eulogies, both meanings were probably apt and correlative.694 As Michael Richter notes,
“Here it is hinted that the skill of this poet, labeled a vates, a Latin term of higher prestige
than a mere poeta, gave that person a position of high social standing.”695

material, especially Præfatio B and the Versus, see Andersson, “The Caedmon Fiction in the Heliand
Preface” (with a list of prior scholarship at 283 n. 1).
693
Cf. Fulk, et al., eds., Klaeber’s ‘Beowulf’, xxxiii–xxxiv (esp. n. 5 on the former page); DOE, s.v. fit; and
Rauch, The Old Saxon Language, 102–3. AsHw glosses OS fittea as ‘skein, section’. For the presumed
Germanic root, see HGE, s.v. *fetjō- (< PIE *ped- ‘foot’). The sense seems to have developed to ‘yarn,
skein’ and thus ‘strand of a larger song/poem’; a semantic parallel can be drawn to OIc. þáttr ‘strand (of a
rope); tale’. On the fitt-structure of the Heliand, see Cathey, “The Historical Setting,” 28–30, and cf.
Murphy, The Heliand, 221–30.
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Cf. Mitzka, “Die Sprache des Heliand,” 141.
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Richter, “The Written Word in Context,” 117. Latin vates originally had an elevated sense of ‘(divinely
inspired) poet’ or even ‘seer, prophet’; the stem of the word has Germanic cognates that exhibit similar
meaning: OE wōð ‘voice, song, speech’, wōðbora ‘[good] speaker, orator, poet’; and OIc. óðr ‘mind, wit;
poetry’. The Germanic root lies at the base of the divine name *Wōðanaz (lit. ‘master of *wōð- ‘fury,
frenzy, [poetic] inspiration, ecstasy’), which becomes OE Wōden, OIc./ON Óðinn, OS Uuōden, etc. Other
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Since the authorship, scriptorial provenance, and dating of the Heliand all
continue to remain elusive despite more than a century and a half of scholarly
investigation, we will only offer a basic assessment of these issues in the remarks that
follow.696
The poet was most likely a Saxon, but may have been a Frisian, as some have
argued.697 The background of the author is also unknown—was he a cleric or a layman, a
well-schooled theologian or an unlettered traditional poet? And furthermore, does the
work represent a collaborative effort of some sort? Arguments for all of these scenarios
have been made many times over and continue to find new advocates.698 Recent
assessments include a book-length study by Klaus Gantert that postulates a highly literate
poet who deliberately accommodated oral-poetic style and diction in order to translate
and comment upon the biblical material, thereby making it accessible and relevant to a
Saxon audience.699 Harald Haferland, on the other hand, has revived the view that an
illiterate oral singer created the Heliand by arranging and versifying the biblical material

related Indo-European cognates are OIr. fáith ‘seer’ and fáth ‘prophecy, prophetic wisdom’ and Wel.
gwawd ‘poem’; on the Proto-Indo-European root, see AHDIER, s.v. *wet-1, and cf. Watkins, How to Kill a
Dragon, 118.
696

For an overview of some of the more compelling theories that have been advanced, see Price, Luther’s
Heliand, 33–61.
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E.g., Wearinga, “The Heliand and Bernlef,” who claims the poet was none other than Bernlef, a blind
Frisian singer of heroic songs miraculously cured by the missionary Liudger (ca. 742–809), founder of the
monastery at Werden. The episode is related in Ludiger’s Vitae. Cf. also Weringha, Heliand and
Diatessaron, 10 n. 51.
698

For an overview of older suggestions, see Metzenthin, “The Heliand,” 513–17; for his part, the author of
this article goes on to argue that the poet must have been a cleric due to way he allegedly made selective
use of his source text in response to current theological and ecclesiastical concerns. On authorship theories,
cf. also Haubrichs, “Altsächsische Literatur,” 224–25, and Weringha, Heliand and Diatessaron, 13–19.
699

See Gantert, Akkommodation und eingeschriebener Kommentar, which theorizes and analyzes this
translation methodology in detail.
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provided to him by a cleric (or team of clerics).700 G. Ronald Murphy suggests that the
Heliand-poet may have been a former member of the Saxon warrior-class nobility who
became a monk; like the preceding theories, this would explain equally well the poet’s
impressive ability to recount the Gospel narrative using heroic imagery in the traditional
idiom, while at the same time remaining theologically sound.701
Proposals have been made for various scenarios of where and when the work was
composed and committed to parchment for the first time. As to location, circumstantial
evidence has been adduced in favor of the abbey of Fulda (in present-day Hesse; est.
744), or Werden (in Essen, est. 799), or Corvey (in Saxony, near Höxter; est. 816), but
none of it in any way conclusive.702 The dating of the poem is also necessarily
speculative. It can be narrowed down to a time-span of fifty years or less, although there
is still debate about where to locate that span more precisely. There is general agreement
that the poet’s primary source for the gospel narrative was a version of Tatian’s
Diatessaron along with some supplementary exegetical material that included Hrabanus
Maurus’s commentary on the Gospel of Matthew.703 Although it is uncertain which
version of Tatian was used (more than one Old High German translation appears to have
existed or there may have been a different Latin version available to the poet),704
Hrabanus’s commentary on Matthew was completed in 822, thus giving a terminus post
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See Haferland, “Was the Heliand Poet Illiterate?”
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Cf. Murphy, trans., The Heliand, xiii; The Saxon Savior, ix. A similar scenario is suggested in
Haferland, “The Hatred of Enemies,” 215.
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Cf. Cathey, “The Historical Setting,” 19–20.
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Cf. Weringha, Heliand and Diatessaron, 1–2.
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For a detailed study of these matters, see Weringha, Heliand and Diatessaron.
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quem for the Heliand. The Praefatio A is typically used as the basis for a terminus ante
quem, although the text is ambiguous concerning which Louis commissioned the poem:
this could be Charlemagne’s son Louis the Pious (778–840; Holy Roman Emperor 813–
840) or, alternatively, it may refer to Charlemagne’s grandson Louis the German (ca.
804–876; King of East Francia 843–876).705 Most scholars seem to favor Louis the Pious
and a composition date of circa 830 is commonly cited for the Heliand. If the arguments
for Louis the German are deemed more convincing, then the poem is probably more
recent by a few decades. Except for the younger tenth-century C manuscript in London,
all the extant Heliand manuscripts have been dated to around 850, although this does not
exclude a somewhat later provenance for some of them.706
The circumstances and motivation for the creation of the work, as well as its
primary audience and reception, are further matters of uncertainty about which nothing
definite is known. The presence of neume notations over a few lines in one of the
Heliand manuscripts (the M), along with accent marks that could be recitative aids in
several other manuscripts (C and V), suggests that the poem may have been sung,
chanted, or read aloud as a “para-liturgical” work.707 The remarks concerning the fittstructure in Praefatio A add some further circumstantial evidence for such usage.
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Cf. Behaghel, ed., Heliand und Genesis, xxiv–xxxv. For an argument in favor of Louis the German, see
Haubrichs, “Altsächsische Literatur,” 224, and “Die Praefatio des Heliand”; similarly, Price, Luther’s
Heliand, 41–47.
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Cathey, “The Historical Setting,” 28, and for basic details on all the extant manuscripts, see the table in
Price, Luther’s Heliand, 16.
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Haubrichs, “Altsächsische Literatur,” 223. On the neumes and notations, cf. Merten, “Visualizing
Performance?” 141–43; Mierke, Memoria als Kulturtransfer, 48–51; and Taeger, “Ein vergessener
handschriftlicher Befund.”
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The Praefatio A states the poet accomplished his work in order that “the sacred
reading of the divine teachings be extended not only to the literate, but to the illiterate as
well” (non solum literatis, verum etiam illiteratis sacra divinorum præceptorum lectio
panderetur). Just how this may have taken place in reality, however, remains a matter of
speculation. Some suggest that the poem was read or sung aloud in a monastic context,
for example in the refectory after meals, but it is reasonable to assume that it may have
found a lay audience outside the walls of the cloister as well.708 The heroic-epic style of
the work and its traditional verse form would have made it resonant with the Saxon
nobility on multiple levels.709 Moreover, if the Heliand was composed in the early ninth
century (ca. 830), as seems most likely, then it is not difficult to imagine it being
especially relevant for a Saxon audience, both clerical and lay, that had only relatively
recently converted to Christianity and which would have still cleaved to many older ways
of thinking. As James Cathey remarks, “Perhaps [the poem] was written in order to be
read (or “sung”) in episodes before groups of potential converts who had already suffered
baptism by coercion and who now needed to be persuaded of the validity of the new
faith.”710 In Heinz Rupp’s assessment, the Heliand-poet’s primary concerns were “moral-
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Murphy (The Heliand, xvi) suggests that “Internal evidence [i.e., the neumes and accent notations], as
well as liturgical tradition, would indicated that the epic was designed for after-dinner singing in the meadhall and the cloister.” Similarly, Haubrichs states “The illiterati within and outside of the cloister and abbey
were thus the expected audience” (“Die illiterati innerhalb und außerhalb der Kloster und Stift waren also
das erwartete Publikum”; “Altsächsische Literatur,” 223–24); cf. Gantert, Akkomodation, 281.
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A seminal discussion of this type of resonance in an Anglo-Saxon context is Wormald, “Bede, Beowulf,
and the Conversion of the Anglo-Saxon Aristocracy.”
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Cathey, “The Historical Setting,” 13–20 (quote at 19). Even if the lay audience for the Heliand was of a
later generation, such events would have been well within living memory for a still fundamentally oral
culture.
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theological” and aimed at “instruction in the proper Christian life.”711 In his translation
and analysis of the poem, Murphy sees evidence of a poet who has carefully crafted his
narrative in ways that speak empathetically, both on a spiritual and a political level, to
just such an audience of recently (and only partially) Christianized Saxon nobility that
had also been forcibly subjected to an unrelenting and ultimately successful campaign of
Frankish imperial domination.712 Murphy suggests many intriguing instances where this
sub-narrative may have informed the poet’s choice of words, and it is undoubtedly
correct that not only prevailing social and historical conditions, but cultural ideals as
well, are reflected to some degree in the poem.713
Further nuance can be given to an analysis of the tone, style, and vocabulary of
the Heliand by considering the traditional hierarchical structure of Saxon society and the
internal conflicts that historically arose out of these circumstances. It has already been
noted how the text of the Heliand shows the mixture of Frankish vocabulary and
linguistic elements (e.g., morphology and/or orthography), and this situation presumably
indicates something significant concerning its audience as well. Historical sources
indicate that Saxon society was hierarchical in structure, forming what can be termed an
“aristocratic republic.”714 Nithard reports that the Saxon tribe was made of three classes,
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“[dem Dichter] ist vor allem das Moraltheologische wichtig, die Erziehung zum rechten Christlichen
Leben” (Rupp, “Der Heliand,” 269).
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Cf. Murphy, The Saxon Savior, 16–26, et passim. Many of Murphy’s specific points (see following
note) are elaborated upon further in the dissertation by Zurla, Medium and Message, which analyzes the
text in the light of contemporary Frankish and Saxon history.
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See, e.g., Murphy, The Heliand, 4 n. 5, 5 n. 9, 29 n. 47, 43 n. 68, 94 n. 131, 104 nn. 147 and 148, 105 n.
150, 115 n. 166, 125 n. 181, 135 n. 197, 141 n. 207, 162 n. 253, 173 n. 270, 174 n. 273, and 195 n. 316.
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the edhilingui, frīlingi, and lāzzi, corresponding to the Latin terms nobiles (nobles),
ingenuiles (freeborn), and serviles (serfs), respectively.715 None of these Saxon words
appear in the Heliand, but they can be readily analyzed as follows: edhilingui = OS
*eðilingi ‘(property-owning) nobleman, person of noble descent’ (cf. eðili ‘noble’),
which has an exact cognate in OE æðeling ‘nobleman, chief, prince’; frīlingi would
denote a ‘descendent of free status’ (cf. OS frīlīk ‘noble, lovely, beautiful’); lāzzi
corresponds to OS lāt ‘freedman, thrall’ (cf. OFris. lēt ‘half-free’, MLat. letus, litus ‘man
of class between slave and freeman’), and OE freo-lǣtu ‘freedman’).716 According to
Eric J. Goldberg:
By the eighth century, the Saxon edhilingui amounted to an elite cast of
landlords. . . . The frilingi were free men who, in theory, were at liberty to dispose
of their possessions as they wished, and they were sometimes members of a
Saxon noble’s household and therefore under his protection (tutela). The lazzi
were dependents of edhilingui lords whom they owed fees and perhaps
services.717
A vita of the eighth-century Anglo-Saxon missionary Lebuin (OE Leofwine; died ca.
775), who boldly preached among the pagan Saxons and Frisians, provides some further
information on these social classes. A description of his visit to the annual Saxon tribal
assembly at Marklo718 relates the following:
In olden times the Saxons had no king but appointed rulers over each village; and
their custom was to hold a general meeting once a year in the centre of Saxony
near the river Weser at a place called Marklo. There all the leaders used to gather
together and they were joined by twelve noblemen from each village with as
715

Nithard, Historiarum libri IIII, 4, 2; English trans. in Scholz, ed., Carolingian Chronicles, 167. For an
overview of Saxon social structures, see Goldberg, “Popular Revolt,” 470–78, and cf. Wood, “Beyond
Satraps and Ostriches.”
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On the final term, see AsHw, s.v. lāt.
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The present-day municipality of Marklohe in Lower Saxony, which modified its name from Lohe in
1931, is not necessarily identifiable with the historical location.
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many freedmen and serfs. There they confirmed the laws, gave judgment on
outstanding cases and by common consent drew up plans for the coming year on
which they could act either in peace or war.719
The description of a single nobleman from of each village or district bringing a retinue of
twelve fellow eðilingi to the assembly, along with a similar number of freeman and
freedmen, is further revealing about Saxon social structures. We are also informed about
the Saxons’ pagan method of selecting a war leader by lots from among the nobles.720 As
contemporary observers and modern scholars alike have rightly noted, eighth- and ninthcentury Saxon society still reflected very archaic traditions.721
A highly significant dynamic in the Saxon Christianization process can be
discerned from the account of Lebuin’s life where it states that the missionary cultivated
his most sympathetic listeners and friends among the uppermost stratum of Saxon
noblemen (ex noblissimi).722 Although the Saxons had no kings, the focus of missionary
efforts at the nobility fits into the pattern of “top-down” conversion that already took
place with Germanic monarchies in Francia and Anglo-Saxon England. In tandem with
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“Regem antiqui Saxones non habebant, sed per pagos satrapas constitutos; morisque erat, ut semel in
anno generale consilium agerent in media Saxonia iuxta fluvium Wisuram ad locum qui dicitur Marklo.
Solebant ibi omnes in unum satrapae convenire, ex pagis quoque singulis duodecim electi nobiles
totidemque liberi totidemque lati. Renovabant ibi leges, praecipuas causas adiudicabant et, quid per annum
essent acturi sive in bello sive in pace, communi consilio statuebant” (Vita Lebuini antiqua, 4; trans.,
slightly adapted, from Talbot, The Anglo-Saxon Missionaries in Germany, 230–31). On Lebuin’s activities,
besides the vita, cf. Goldberg, “Popular Revolt,” 473–74 (with further references in n. 27). Although the
vita was written in ninth century at the earliest, Goldberg (473 n. 27) concludes that the Marklo account is
reliable.
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On the use pagan use of lots in Frisia and Saxony, as well as the wider Germanic context, cf. Augustyn,
The Semiotics of Fate, Death, and the Soul in Germanic Culture, 31–32; Kienle, “Der Schicksalsbegriff im
Altdeutschen,” 97–101; Vries, AR, I, 432–35; and Wood, “Pagan Religion and Superstition East of the
Rhine from the Fifth to the Ninth Century,” 260.
721

Cf. Goldberg, “Popular Revolt,” 474 (also the citation from Rudolf of Fulda at n. 35), and Murphy, The
Saxon Savior, 16–17.
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Goldberg, “Popular Revolt,” 474.
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Charlemagne’s military campaigns, the emperor actively pursued a policy of using bribes
and gifts to entice the eðilingi to accede to Frankish overlordship and to accept the
obligation of religious conversion that came with it.723 These strategies were ultimately
successful. As Goldberg explains, “after the [Frankish] conquest, the edhilingui
enthusiastically supported the church in Saxony, making pious donations to monasteries,
dedicating sons and daughters to the monastic life, and producing some of the most
daring theologians of the ninth century, including the Heliand poet and the heretic
Gottschalk.”724
The accession of the eðilingi to Frankish authority and the new religion was,
however, met with strong internal Saxon social resistance in the early 840s from the
frīlingi and lāzzi, who together formed the basis of the Stellinga Uprising.725 The name
adopted by the rebels is revealing, for it surely harkened back to a traditional Germanic
designation for a companion in a military sense. The Old Saxon word stelling
‘companion, comrade’ can be compared with the main element in the following West
Germanic compounds: OE *folcgestealla ‘comrade in arms’ in the West Saxon Genesis B
(ll. 271, 287), OE eaxlgestealla ‘(shoulder-)companion’ (Beo. 1326, 1714; El. 64; Ex. Bk.
Rid. 80), OE fyrdgestealla ‘army comrade’ (Beo. 2873, Gen. 1999) OE nȳdgestealla
‘companion in need, i.e., in battle’ (Beo. 882), and OHG nōtstallo ‘battle-companion’ (LL
32).726 It is fully conceivable, then, that the heroic and traditional style of the Heliand
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Goldberg, “Popular Revolt,” 476–77.
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“Popular Revolt,” 477.
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Goldberg’s article, “Popular Revolt,” provides an excellent analysis of this historical episode in its
larger context.
726

Cf. Goldberg, “Popular Revolt,” 481, and Wagner, “Der Name der Stellinga,” esp. 131–33. Haubrichs
(Die Anfänge, 272) translates the name as meaning “Schwurgenossen” (sworn companions). A later parallel
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may have been utilized deliberately (and successfully) to make the new religion more
acceptable and accessible to resistant elements which included not only the stellinga, but
those members of the higher nobility who were not otherwise amenable to the religious,
social, and political changes occurring in Saxony in the first half of the ninth century.
It is important to note than an ongoing matter of debate in Heliand studies is the
question of the so-called Germanization of Christianity, namely, to what degree of
substance—if any—the poet altered the Gospel narrative and its message by recontextualizing the story as a traditionally styled heroic epic, presumably to make the
content more appealing and acceptable to a vernacular audience.727 This issue was
already raised in the mid nineteenth century with the publication of August Vilmar’s
study Deutsche Altertümer im Hêliand (German Antiquities in the Heliand, 1845; 2nd
unaltered edition, 1862), in which he mines the poem for words and allusions relating to
the epic poetic tradition, Germanic mythology and pagan religion, social customs and
kinship structures, national and royal ideology, and warrior life, among other things.
While certain aspects of Vilmar’s study have been criticized as misguided and
outmoded in the wake of subsequent studies,728 his claims relating to the alleged martial
spirit of the Heliand and portrayal of a “German Christ” within that context remain

is MHG nōtgestalle ‘battle-companion’. On the Old English compounds, see also Brady, “‘Warriors’ in
Beowulf, 223–24, where she notes that the base word gestealla can conceivably mean ‘fighter, warrior’.
The underlying sense of a “shoulder-companion” may be a reference to the warrior’s stance in a military
formation such as the poetically termed “shield-wall” (OE bordweall), which was a “fundamental principle
of Anglo-Saxon battle tactics”; cf. Brooks, Communities and Warfare, 170–72, quote at 172.
727

On the general question of “Germanization” in vernacular alliterative biblical poetry, see Kartschoke,
Bibeldichtung, 186–197.
728

Cf., e.g., Murphy, The Saxon Savior, 3–8; Stanley, Imagining the Anglo-Saxon Past, 20–23; and
Weisweiler, “Deutsche Frühzeit,” 74–75. Many critical opinions from German scholarship could be further
adduced; some are cited below in respect to specific aspects of Vilmar’s study.
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perhaps the most controversial. He writes: “One can say the entire poem breathes a
warlike spirit: throughout it we are confronted with a great wealth of distinctive, old and
new warlike expressions, formulas, and depictions.”729 As for the poet’s depiction of
Christ, he presents the Savior “In the full glory of a wealthy, powerful, charitable German
national king, surrounded by his retinue-men who are loyal unto death, and by the
countless droves of peoples in need of his royal help.”730 Christ’s apostles are likened to a
warband; they are “his vassals, his gesithos (fellow-travelers on the journey, the military
expedition)”; among them Andreas and Peter, who “abandon their assets (acquisitions) to
join the military retinue of the Lord to serve and thereby receive a reward.”731 Over the
next century Vilmar’s military-retinue interpretation was often repeated and given greater
or even overriding emphasis by other commentators.732 Opinions on Vilmar’s
interpretation became increasingly divided and remain so today. On the one hand, the
theory was assailed by several prominent scholars, who ultimately rejected it.733 On the
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“Das ganze gedicht, kann man sagen, athmet kriegerischen geist: überall tritt uns eine grosse fülle
eigentümlicher, alter, frischer kriegerischer ausdrücke, formeln und schilderungen entgegen”; Deutsche
Altertümer im Hêliand, 60).
730

“In der vollen glorie eines reichen, mächtigen, milden deutschen volkskönigs, umgeben von seinen bis
in den tod getreuen gefolgsmännern, und von den unzählbaren völkerscharen begleitet, welchen seine
königshelfe not ist” (Vilmar, Deutsche Altertümer, 53–54).
731

“seine mannen, seine gesithos (gefärten auf dem sidh, der heerfart)” . . . “[Andreas und Petrus] verlassen
ihren gewunst (erwerb), um in dem heerfolge des herrn zu dienen und dafür lohn zu empfangen” (Vilmar,
Deutsche Altertümer, 55). This picture is further elaborated upon in the surrounding section, “Volk und
König” (Nation and King), 43–60.
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It is basically repeated, for example, by Rudolf Kögel in the standard German philological reference
work of the early twentieth century, Hermann Paul, ed., Grundriss der germanischen Philologie; cf. vol. 2
(pt. 1: Literatur-geschichte), 102–5. For examples of overdriven developments of the idea, cf. Melicher,
“Die germanische Gefolgschaft im Heliand,” and Mulot, Frühdeutsches Christentum, 29–68. Cf. also
Rathofer, Der Heliand, 31–32.
733

Cf., e.g., Baetke, “Die Aufnahme des Christentums,” 101 n. 1; De Boor, Die deutsche Literatur, 58–59;
Kauffmann, “Die jünger”; Kuhn, “Die Grenzen,” 29–32; Rathofer, Der Heliand, 32–36 (who discusses the
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other hand, however, there are those who have reached an essentially similar assessment
to that of Vilmar regarding the portrayal of Christ and the apostles in the Heliand,
although they have developed this interpretation in a much more balanced and nuanced
way, and one that is moreover cleansed of Vilmar’s romantic German nationalism.734
The question of a Germanization of Christianity can also be viewed from a
broader perspective that takes into consideration other Germanic groups and their
respective encounters with Christianity in the first millennium. Advocates of a
Germanization model have typically proceeded from an underlying assumption that the
ancient Germanic peoples, because they share common linguistic, ethnic, and cultural
roots in prehistory, are therefore likely to have interacted with and adapted to Christianity
in similar ways. The Germanization theory claims that this adaption of Germanic
barbarian cultures to Christianity did not represent a unidirectional reception of the latter
by the former, but rather a two-way exchange that ultimately altered the form and
practice of European Christianity by naturalizing it in accord with Germanic cultural
values and thought patterns. Critics of the theory have suggested that what actually took
place was not a Germanization of Christianity but rather what might be called a

article by Göhler, “Das Christusbild in Otfrids Evangelienbuch und im Heliand,” in this context); and
Weringha, Heliand and Diatessaron, 4–5, 18–19.
734

The most notable and influential example is that of Murphy, cf. “The Old Saxon Heliand,” 39–46; The
Saxon Savior, 6, 11–31, 57–73, 95–118; and (trans.) The Heliand, 8 n. 13, 42 nn. 65–67, 55 n. 90; 164 n.
254, et passim. Similar views are expressed and developed in Grigore, “Christus der Krieger,” esp. 53–64.
Historians of religious conversion have also repeated the claim: Russell (The Germanization of Early
Medieval Christianity, 24) comments that the author of the Heliand “apparently sought to appeal to the
Germanic ethos and world-view by portraying Christ as a warrior lord,” and a similar claim is made by
Cusack (Conversion, 129–30), who states that the Heliand “demonstrates more forcefully [than comparable
Anglo-Saxon literature] how the Germanic peoples indigenized Christianity” (129).
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Christianization of “ancient Germanity.”735 The larger question of Germanization lies
well beyond the scope of the present study, but it is an issue that should be acknowledged
specifically when dealing with the Heliand, as this text has often been presented as
convincing evidence of the phenomenon.736 The social and historical circumstances for
individual Germanic groups varied widely, however, and these factors must be taken into
account as much as possible when considering how they interfaced with Christianity.
In the main, recent scholarship has abandoned the idea that a consistent, panGermanic modification of Christianity took place and instead looks at the historical
circumstances of an individual Germanic culture, its language, and its earliest literature.
Regarding the continental Saxons and Frisians, the Christianization process appears to
have been assisted by a missionary strategy of accommodation or enculturation.737
Although these process(es) may produce what appears to be a kind of syncretism—for
example a melding of Christian and pre-Christian beliefs, or of Christian values and non-
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The German phrase is “Christianisierung des Germanentums,” from Köhler, “Das Christusbild im
Heliand,” 266 and 282, but since repeated by others. Germanentum has no exact correspondence in
English; it refers to the ancient Germanic social, cultural, and religious sphere in its abstract totality (cf.
Ger. Christentum ‘Christendom, the Christian world’.
736

The precedent here was also set by Vilmar, who describes the Heliand-poet’s faith as “Christianity in
German garb” (“Christentum im deutschem gewande”; Deutsche Altertümer, 1). Such ideas reached an
apotheosis during the 1930s and 1940s; for a representative example, cf. Mulot, Frühdeutsches
Christentum. On the question of Germanization vis-à-vis the Heliand, cf. Friedrich, “Jesus Christ between
Jews and Heathens”; Haferland, “The Hatred of Enemies,” 211–16; Hagenlocher, Schicksal im Heliand, 1–
27; and Rathofer, Der Heliand, 51–194. It is interesting to note that the recent revival of the larger
Germanization theory by Russell mentions the Heliand only fleetingly (The Germanization of Early
Medieval Christianity, 22–23, 206), though admittedly his book represents a socio-historical rather than
literary study.
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Cf. Schäferdiek, “Germanen: Christianisierung.” On accommodation, cf. Padberg, Mission und
Christianisierung, 151–58, and Rathofer, Der Heliand, 51–55; on enculturation (or inculturation), cf.
Bremmer, “From Alien to Familiar,” 533. The similar term acculturation is also sometimes used in this
context, cf. Matzner, “Christianizing the Epic—Epicizing Christianity,” 111–13. The most detailed study of
the essential process as it applies to the Saxons and the Heliand is Gantert, Akkommodation.
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Christian secular ideology—this is at best a temporary and superficial reality, and
certainly not the end-goal of the strategy. In the specific case of the Heliand, Gantert has
described this accommodation strategy as a way of overcoming, by means of internal
commentary, the “cultural distance” between Christian belief and pagan Saxon
ideology.738 Murphy’s interpretation of the Heliand envisions a similar scenario.739
Implicit in such a strategy, however, was the promotion of Christian theology at the
expense of pre-Christian beliefs—with the ultimate goal a total replacement of the latter
by the former.
A more nuanced view of the Heliand recognizes it as a unique “Saxonization” or
“northernization” of the Gospel, rather than the tool (or byproduct) of an overly
generalized Germanization process.740 The outer aspects of this process, which concern
the poet’s re-envisioning of the Christ story in a native Saxon landscape and cultural
context, have long been recognized and are uncontroversial. Oft-cited examples include
various aspects of setting, weather, and local custom. Rome and various Levantine towns
and cities are described as fortified hill settlements (Rumuburg, Nazarethburg,
Sodomaburg, etc.)741 while the desert wasteland (uuōstunnea, 1026) is explained as an
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Gantert, Akkommodation, 21.

739

Cf. Murphy, “The Old Saxon Heliand,” 46–54; The Saxon Savior, 75–93, 115, et passim; as well as
various notes to his Heliand translation. In this respect, too, Murphy is building upon the earlier work of
Vilmar (cf. Deutsche Altertümer, 8–19). The influence of Murphy’s interpretation is quite evident in other
recent studies such as Augustyn, The Semiotics of Fate, 2, 81, 91, 93–94, 100, 102, 104, 117, and 147–51;
and Fulton, From Judgment to Passion, chap. 1, “History, Conversion, and the Saxon Christ,” 9–59 (esp.
26–48).
740

Murphy, The Saxon Savior, 4.
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Cf. the discussion of OS burg in Cathey, ed., Hêliand, 146–47, and Ilkow, Die Nominalkomposita, 78–
81. Similar designations for foreign cities appear in Old English poetry (e.g., Sodoma byrig, Gen. 1928)
and this may therefore represent a common stylistic feature of Germanic alliterative biblical epics (Ilkow,
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“endless forest” (sinuueldi, 1121; cf. uualdes hleo ‘forest’s protection’ three lines later at
1124).742 A rocky, wind-wracked northern seacoast is described in Fitt XXI, expanding
the imagery of the parable of the Wise Man Who Built his House upon Rock (ll. 1801–
26). Several scenes offer vivid maritime elaborations of a rough North Sea traversed by a
Viking-style longboat, a hoh hurnidskip ‘high-horned ship’ (2266, 2907)743 and fog-laden
weather (2909–10: the sêolîđandean naht neƀulo biuuarp ‘night surrounded the seafarers
in fog’; cf. 5748–49: Thuo uuarð âƀand cuman, naht mid neflu ‘Then was evening come,
night with fog’). Buildings are evocative of the timbered north Germanic drinking halls
such as one finds in the northern world of Beowulf: they are described using old poetic
terms as a gastseli~gestseli ‘guest-hall, hall for followers’ (679, 711, etc.; cf. OE gestsele
‘[royal] hall for retainers’, Beo. 994), hôha hornseli ‘high horn-gabled hall’ (3686; cf. OE
horn ‘gable’ and hornreced ‘gabled house’, Beo. 704, and the description of Heorot as
heah ond horngēap ‘high and horn-gabled’, Beo. 82), and a uuînseli ‘wine-hall,
banqueting hall’ (229; cf. OE wīnsele, Beo. 695, 771, 2456).744 The shepherds in the field
who receive the angelic annunciation of Christ’s birth are ehuscalcos ‘horse-servants’745

79). Some examples exist in prose as well, however, e.g., Romaburh ‘Rome’ in the Old English translation
of Bede’s Historia ecclesiastica.
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The corresponding passage in Tatian has here Lat. desertum, OHG vvuostin ‘desert, waste(land)’.
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Cf. Murphy, The Saxon Savior, 59–73.
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On the nuances of the Old Saxon compounds, see Ilkow, Die Nominalkomposita, 140–43 (gast-, gestseli), 222–23 (horn-seli), and 418 (wīn-seli). On the related Old English terminology, cf. Hume, “The
Concept of the Hall in Old English Poetry,” and Wentersdorf, “The Beowulf-Poet’s Vision of Heorot.” All
three compounds are likely to be of common West Germanic provenance; cf. Carr, Nominal Compounds,
110, 111, 114. Carr sees the original sense of hornsele/hornseli as ‘house the gables of which are decorated
with horns’.
745

See the commentary in Murphy, trans., The Heliand, 16 n. 25, who suggests this was due to the social
unacceptability of sheep and shepherds: “The Heliand is at great pains to show that Joseph and Mary are
upper class, of good family . . . born inside the hill-fort, and sheep herders cannot have been acceptable
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and the Roman forces are described as an eohridfolc ‘horse-riding troop’ (4141).746
Commentators have adduced many further examples relating to the north German setting
and the Saxon cultural context (social and legal customs, kinship vocabulary) that can be
gleaned from a close reading of the Heliand and analysis of its wealth of archaic
vocabulary.747
As several of the above-cited examples of traditional vocabulary indicate, the
Heliand-poet has brought the Gospel narrative not just into the northern cultural world of
early-ninth-century Saxons, but also into the heroic and eulogistic world of Germanic
traditional alliterative verse. This transference can be assessed on several levels. A
remarkable testament to the poet’s skill is the fact that despite the foreign heroic idiom
that informs his epic composition, he has nevertheless managed to keep the original
theological message fundamentally sound and intact. Although he adds, alters, and
sometimes omits various details in his retelling of the Christ-story748—presumably to
recipients for angelic messages in the eyes of the Saxon warrior nobility.” Cf. also Cathey, ed., Hêliand,
159–60, and Ilkow, Die Nominalkomposita, 92–94.
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The poet has inserted eohridfolc into the narrative as a descriptive detail that has no biblical precedent
(cf. Tat. 135, 28 and its source, Jn 11:48). The first element eohrid (itself a compound based on ehu
‘[war]horse’ + *rīd- ‘ride, riding’) has a parallel in OE ēored ‘cavalry, troop’ designating a mounted group
of warriors, while the second element folc (< PGmc. *fulkan) could have the sense ‘military formation’ as
well as ‘folk, people’; cf. Carr, Nominal Compounds, 46–47; Ilkow, 106–7; and Zanni, Heliand, Genesis
und das Altenglische, 61–62. A North Germanic cognate, OIc. ióreið ‘horsemen(?)’, which appears in the
alliterative Eddic heroic poem (Helgakviða Hundingsbana I, str. 48), suggests that this term is of ProtoGermanic provenance; cf. HGE, s.v. *eχwa-raiđo ~ *eχwa-raiđan. The origins of OS eohrid would
therefore appear to lie in the sphere of Germanic warband poetic vocabulary; a Celtic parallel or cognate in
OIr. echrad ‘horses’ suggests it may have even more archaic roots.
747

For a sense of the layers of interpretation to which the Heliand is open, cf. Murphy, The Saxon Savior;
the commentaries in Cathey, ed., Hêliand; and the lexical analyses in Ilkow, Die Nominalkomposita. On
legal customs, cf. Weisweiler, “Deutsche Frühzeit,” 64, and the further references there. Vilmar, who was
following Jacob Grimm’s example, set a precedent with his discussions of these topics in Deutsche
Alterthümer, 27–43. Cf. also Matzner, “Christianizing the Epic,” 119–23.
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For a detailed study of these modifications, see Weber, “Der Dichter des Heliand im Verhältnis zu
seinen Quellen.”
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lessen some of the socio-religious dissonance between the early Judeo-Christian culture
of the Levant and the medieval northwest Germanic culture of the Saxons—he is careful
not to distort the essential substance of the material in any compromising way.749 The
poet appears to occasionally evince slight confusion over certain theological intricacies
(notably his understanding of the distinct identities and roles of three members of the
Trinity),750 but the Christological portrait that he paints—which is rendered in a
distinctive non-biblical style and colored with a corresponding palette, to be sure—is not
at odds with its New Testament source.751
The Heliand-poet forged a powerful heroic re-envisioning of the life of Christ that
warrants closer examination in terms of the techniques he employed, the distinctive
features that resulted from those techniques, and the ultimate effects achieved. It is not
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A set of representative examples from Fitt V: the omission of the detail where the Holy Family is turned
away from the inn due to lack of space shortly before Christ’s birth (cf. Tat. 5, 13: im ni uuas ander stat in
themo gasthuse ‘there was no other place for them in the guesthouse’; Lk 2:7), possibly due to the poet’s
inability to reconcile such a disrespectful treatment of nobles with native Saxon-Germanic custom, which
would have highly valued hospitality. An addition at l. 380 describes the swaddling of the Christ child with
not only uuādiu ‘cloth(ing)’ but also fagaron fratahun ‘fair adornments, beautiful jewelry’ (cf. OE frætwe
‘ornaments, adornments, decorations, treasures’), which has no biblical precedent but further signals
Christ’s noble-regal status (a point which the poet is very concerned to emphasize). An alteration is the
earlier mentioned detail at l. 388 referring to the shepherds as ehuscalcos ‘horse-servants’ or horse guards,
such as would be in the service of a Saxon eðilingi. On these particular modifications, cf. Murphy, The
Saxon Savior, 49–50. Other examples of omissions are noted in Rupp, “Der Heliand,” 248–50.
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Cf., e.g., the description of the Immaculate Conception in Fitt IV, ll. 291–92, where the poet seemingly
conflates the Holy Ghost and the gestating Christ: Uuarđ the hêlago gêst, that barn an ira bôsma ‘the Holy
Ghost became that child in her womb’; cf. Gantert, Akkomodation, 183–84; Murphy, trans., The Heliand,
13 n. 20; Rathofer, Der Heliand, 397–98. However, it is possible the confusion lies in a semantic ambiguity
of Old Saxon, with poet’s intended sense here for hêlago gêst being ‘holy person of Christ’ rather than a
literal identification with the Spiritus Sanctus, cf. “Pelle, “The Heliand and Christological Orthodoxy,” 80–
85. Sahm suggests, on the other hand, that this seeming conflation may instead be the result of the poet’s
use of variation (“Fate and God,” 104–5). In any event, confusion over the exact nature and correct
understanding of the Trinity has of course been an issue that has accompanied Christianity from its earliest
period.
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Cf. Pelle, “The Heliand,” in which he examines the poet’s version of three key scenes in the Gospel
where potentially heretical notions regarding the nature of Christ might surface and concludes that the
overall depiction is quite orthodox.
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our intent here to provide a thorough analysis of the poem, but rather to draw attention to
certain aspects that will help in determining how the divine lordship terminology
functioned in the context of the work and what sort of semantic force it had.
Before proceeding further with this examination, however, we would do well to
keep in mind the traditional conception of a hero in older Germanic poetry. Here we may
quote Rolf H. Bremmer, Jr.:
Basically, the genre comprises poems that deal with warriors endowed with often
superhuman courage whose actions are motivated from a special set of values, the
‘heroic ethos’. Successful in their early career, such warriors are eventually
confronted with impossible choices or set such choices for themselves (such as
choosing between conflicting loyalties or engaging in an unequal fight). They
accept their decision knowingly and willingly, which leads either to victory and
honour or to defeat and death, yet with the satisfaction of posthumous fame.752
A fundamental problem for the Heliand-poet was the fact that the heroic poetic genre
assumes a hero to be a warrior by nature and career. A warrior’s identity as such is
largely defined by the capability of exerting physical force, most often by means of a
weapon. “Weapons,” as Ulrike Sahm writes, “play an important role in heroic poetry. . . .
The hero’s weapon is the key to his success in the performance of his deeds.”753 This
represents as immediate and major hurdle with which the poet was faced, for Christ fights
no physical battles and brandishes nary a weapon against his opponents—to the contrary,
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“Old English Heroic Literature,” 75. Cf., in this regard, the earlier discussion of Germanic heroic
literature and ideology (see §2.8 above).
753

“Fate and God, Gallows and Cross, Sword and Spear,” 101. This is certainly true as a rule, although it
should be noted that a hero such as Beowulf engages in bare-handed combat as well against both Grendel
(Fitts XI–XII) and Grendel’s mother (Fitt XXII). Cf., in this regard, the gnomic comment following the
latter episode: strenge getruwode / mundgripe mægenes. Swā sceal man dôn / þonne hē æt gūðe gegān
þencað / longsumne lof, nā ymb his līf cearað ‘[Beowulf] trusted his strength, his hand-grip of might, as
a man should do when he thinks to gain long-lasting praise in war; he cares not for his life’ (Beo. 1533b–
1536b).
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he wittingly and passively accepts his own torture, humiliation, and death in a manner
that could have been perceived as inauspicious by a Saxon lay audience.
There is, however, a discernible area of potential common ground between certain
Germanic heroic motifs and the tragic final conflict that Christ undergoes.754 A legend
with which the Saxons were probably familiar is that of the Völsung clan, the lineage
which spawned the greatest hero of Germanic legend, Sigurðr/Siegfried. This legend
relates how the Burgundian heroes Högni and Gunnar are captured by King Atli (Attila),
at whose orders they are fettered and must endure deadly torments. Each of the warriors
suffers his fate stoically, even defiantly: Hagen laughs while his own heart is cut out;
Gunnar is cast into a pit of snakes but deftly plays on his harp, plucking away melodies
until he is fatally bitten in the heart.755 On this parallel, which appears to have been drawn
on some level for early twelfth-century Scandinavians,756 Haferland comments:
Gunnar evades death no more than Christ does; he accepts it to
demonstrate something of higher value to him in a particular situation. Though
Christ does not die so nonchalantly in the Heliand, and though the two figures
differ fundamentally in what they show by their deaths, they do share the same
fate, entered into of their own free will. Thus Gunnar provided a model for
understanding Christ’s behavior, and this model was used to endear such behavior
to those who had not yet been converted (and to those “half-Christians” who were
not yet entirely convinced).757
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Cf. Haferland, “The Hatred of Enemies,” 208–212.
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The heroic deaths of Högni and Gunnar are recounted in the Eddic poem Atlakviða, str. 18–31, and in
chap. 39 of the prose Völsunga saga. For an English version of the former, see Orchard, The Elder Edda,
211–13; for the latter, see Byock, trans., The Saga of the Volsungs, 101–3. A similar type of extended
torture occurs earlier in the prose saga (chap. 5) when King Siggeir has Sigmund Völusungsson and his
brothers fettered in outdoor stocks and exposed to the deadly predations of a she-wolf for ten nights.
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As evidenced by the stone baptismal font from Norum (Bohuslän, Sweden), dated to ca. 1100, one side
of which features a large carving of Gunnar in the snake pit.
757

“The Hatred of Enemies,” 212.
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In terms of traditional vocabulary, the distinction between the two types of heroism, the
active or the passive, is reflected in the word for strength and courage (OS ellian; cf. OE
ellen ‘strength, power, courage’) versus the verb that describes the endurance of
something difficult or painful (OS [gi-]tholon ‘to suffer, undergo, persevere’; cf. OE [ge-]
þolian ‘to suffer, endure’).758
The Heliand-poet constructed his alliterative heroic epic using the “tools of the
trade,” which include apposition and variation, as well as an abundant stream of
formulas, kennings (poetic circumlocutions), and vocabulary drawn from a West
Germanic poetic “word-hoard.”759 As we have seen, a significant if not definitive portion
of this vocabulary has its source in the cultural-institutional sphere of the warband and its
purpose in recounting and thereby immortalizing the deeds of heroes. By recasting the
Gospel narrative into this heroic world and making use of the accompanying diction, the
poet undoubtedly affected his audience’s sense of the characters and the overall
perception of the narrative’s events. The tenor of the story has changed; it has been
heroicized in a traditional Germanic register. The poet has moved it from a distant and in
many ways unrecognizable cultural sphere into one that is not only familiar, but also
elevated with prestige: the savior Christ has been endowed with a native heroic gravitas.
Some have argued this was an inevitable consequence of retelling the story in alliterative
verse—that the aesthetic demands and style of the medium allowed for no other
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The Heliand-poet never uses the active term in reference to Christ, but does apply it to the disciple
Simon Peter, who aggressively defends his Lord: he has ellien gôd ‘good courage’ (3055) and is an erl
ellanruof ‘earl famed in strength’ (5899). The verb (gi-)tholon is used numerous times in the account of the
Passion. It appears elsewhere in the poem as well and is not only restricted to Christ.
759

For a thorough analysis of the poet’s stylistic techniques, see Sowinski, Darstellungsstil und Sprachstil.
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outcome.760 A parallel in this regard has been drawn to the genre of early Latin epic
versions of the Gospel.761
Rather than merely retell the Gospel story in a perfunctory fashion using a native
poetic form, the poet makes deft use of certain techniques to enhance the status and
actions of Christ in a heroic mode. This enhancement is accomplished both on a larger
structural level as well as within the context of individual scenes. At a structural level, the
poet configures the narrative design in subtle ways to emphasize its protagonist as a man
engaged in a mortal struggle. As Harald Haferland has shown, the agonistic effect is
partly accomplished by the poet’s framing technique with which he structures his
material and the way he divides it into certain fitts, in order to build tension and heighten
conflict.762
The poet makes powerful use of literary motifs to elaborate upon his vision of
Christ. He develops an ongoing theme of polarity, continually referring to binary
oppositions (above/below, right/left, friends/enemies, comfort/heat, light/dark, good/evil,
freedom/constraint, abundance/lack, life/death, etc.), which serves to bolster the depiction
of Christ as a vigorous agent of light and triumphator over darkness, who will eventually
take his place as the lord of a heavenly hall in “that other light.”763 The portrayal of such
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Cf., e.g., De Boor, Die deutsche Literatur, 61–62, and Haferland, “The Hatred of Enemies,” 226.
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This is the basis for a substantial article by Matzner, “Christianizing the Epic,” in which he compares the
Heliand with the fifth-century Paraphrase of the Gospel of John attributed to Nonnus of Panopolis. For a
thorough study of the phenomenon of vernacular Biblical epic material, see Kartschoke, Bibeldichtung.
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See Haferland, “The Hatred of Enemies,” esp. 215–19; cf. also Murphy, The Heliand, 230.
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Cf. Haferland, “Christus als Lichtbringer und Held,” esp. 373–81 (list of polarities at 373); “The Hatred
of Enemies,” 217–18 (esp. n. 25), 227–33. On light-based imagery in the poem, cf. also Murphy, “The
Light Worlds of the ‘Heliand’.” For a Heliand passage where the light imagery comes to the forefront, cf.
Fitt XXXVIII.
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contrasted and opposing forces has a clear parallel in the more secularly oriented heroic
epic Beowulf.764 More concretely, Christ’s opponents on earth are Satan and the Jews,
who array their forces and weapons against him with increasing ferocity as the final
confrontation nears.765
Although Christ never engages in actual physical combat with his enemies, the
poet’s word-choices suggest that he is parrying against spear-points and sword blades.766
During Christ’s retreat into the wasteland of the “everlasting forest” after forty days of
fasting, the antagonist Satan (the mirki mênscaðo ‘dark malefactor’, lit. ‘murky meanscather’, 1063) approaches and greets him as a gêrfîund (1064), a term that might be best
translated as ‘mortal enemy’ but literally describes a ‘spear-foe’.767 Peter Ilkow notes that
this compound “appears to be formed in connection with the formulaic store of Germanic
warrior kennings and can for example reflect hostis invidus (a Church Latin designation
for the devil) ‘the evil enemy, the dangerous enemy, the deadly enemy’.”768 The poet’s
elaborated depiction of the temptation struggle between Christ and the devil in Fitt XIII
has been seen as evocative of a Germanic single-combat battle between two champions,
764

Cf. Fulk, et al., eds., Klaeber’s ‘Beowulf’, xcii, and Sahm, “Fate and God,” 100.
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On the portrayal of the Jews as adversaries in the Heliand, cf. Haferland, “The Hatred of Enemies,”
216–33; Friedrich, “Jesus Christ between Jews and Heathens,” 261–78; and Murphy, “The Jews in the
Heliand.”
766

Cf. Sahm, “Fate and God,” 101–2, 106.
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OS gēr ‘spear’ is a reflex of the Proto-Germanic weapon word (cf. Goth. *gais; OE, OFris., OHG gēr;
OIc./ON geirr and obs. Eng. gare; all meaning ‘spear’). OS fīund ‘enemy’ (< PGmc. *fījēndz ‘hating one’)
is cognate with Ger. Feind, Eng. fiend). The term can serve as an intensifier as the first element in
compounds (cf. OS heru-), which seems to be the case in this instance; cf. Ilkow, Die Nominalkomposita,
144, and Sahm, “Fate and God,” 101–2.
768

“Das as. Komp. scheint im Anschluß an den Formelschatz der germ. Kriegerkenningar gebildet zu sein
und läßt sich etwa mit hostis invidus (kirchenlat. Teufelsbezeichnung), ‘der böse Feind, der gefährliche
Feind, der Todfeind’ wiedergeben” (Die Nominalkomposita, 145).
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each of whom stands in for a larger force.769 This type of one-on-one confrontation,
typically preceded by verbal dueling that serves to escalate dramatic tension, is the
preferred mode of warfare in Germanic heroic verse.770
An even more intense martial atmosphere pervades the account of the Passion in
Fitts LIV–LXVII of the Heliand. The drama that encompasses Christ’s capture,
condemnation, torture, and crucifixion receives significantly more attention from the Old
Saxon poet than it does in Tatian or any of the four Gospels.771 Although the conflation
of several distinct Jewish sects into an amorphous mob already has a precedent in Tatian
(who was influenced particularly by the Gospel of John), in the Heliand the conflict
between Christ and the Jews becomes the focal point of the narrative, and it is prophesied
by Christ as a military attack rather than a crucifixion:
Mi sculun Iudeon noh,
unsculdigna

erlos binden,
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Cf. Murphy, The Heliand, 13 n. 55; similarly, 124 n. 180 (Fitt XLVI), and 127 n. 182 (Fitt XLVII, in a
legal context). The Heliand-poet’s version of the Temptation in the Desert nevertheless remains quite
orthodox in respect to Christ’s nature; cf. Pelle, “The Heliand,” 68–72.
770

Cf. Voorwinden, “Latin Words, Germanic Thoughts,” 116. As Voorwinden points out (ibid.): “Epic
poetry of the Latin tradition prefers, on the contrary, the description of battles between two armies.” This
preference should be seen as a tendency rather than a strict rule, for episodes of one-on-one heroic combat
between feature in classical epics as well, for example the deadly duel between Aeneas and Turnus in Bk.
XII of the Aeneid. The Hildebrandslied provides a classic example of the single-combat in Germanic verse;
an instance of the traditional imagery carried over into a Christian context is the portrayal of the battle
between Elias (Elijah) and the Antichrist in the Old High German Muspilli. Parallel examples can be
adduced from Old English and Old Icelandic / Old Norse poetry. On this literary motif, cf. also Haubrichs,
Die Anfänge, 119–20, and Voorwinden, “Kampfschilderungen und Kampfmotivation in mittelalterlicher
Dichtung.”
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By my calculations, the Heliand devotes about 1/5 of its extant length to the Passion; Tatian devotes a
little less than 1/7 of its length to the same portion of the narrative. The Gospel of Matthew devotes a little
less than 1/8 of its overall length to these events; Mark about 1/6 of its length; and Luke and John each
about 1/10 of their length. Two of the Heliand manuscripts (C and M) indicate the Passion as beginning
with Fitt LIV by means of a Latin title, so I have measured it as extending from there until the end of Fitt
LXVII, in which Christ dies on the cross. I have attempted to measure Tatian and the Gospel accounts
accordingly.
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uuêgean mi te uundrun
innan Hierusalem

—dôt mi uuîties filo—

gêres ordun,

âhtien mines aldres

eggiun scarpun,

bilôsien mi lîƀu. (3085b–3090a)
[The Jews’ men shall
bind me, innocent,
torture me astonishingly —they will do me a lot of punishment—
in Jerusalem, with the points of a spear,
kill me with sharp swords
take my life.]
The loyalty and bravery of the disciples who stay true to their Lord is starkly contrasted
with the image of the Jews as a grim and merciless troop of hostile warriors.772 Haferland
detects a phrase from traditional heroic diction being used to indicate Christ’s abstract
ability to help every person “against the hatred of enemies” (uuið fiundo nîð, 4116).773
Just before Christ’s capture, the disciples recognize that they are engaged in a battle and
bravely address their Lord:
“Uuâri it nu thin uuillio,” quâðun sie,
that sie ûs hêr an speres ordun
uuâpnun uunde,

772

“uualdand frô mîn,

spildien môstin

than ni uuâri ûs uuiht sô gôd,

Cf. Haferland, “The Hatred of Enemies,” 219–222.
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The formula has an Old English parallel in l. 75 of The Seafarer: wið feonda niþ. Haferland (“The
Hatred of Enemies,” 223–24) states: “Though the Seafarer is not a heroic poem, it is likely that such
independent attestations of the formula derive from a common lexical store of Germanic heroic poetry. As
metrical and alliterative filler, the formula might have lost some of the contours of its original meaning; in
the Heliand, therefore, it need not always refer to human adversaries.”
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sô that uui hêr for ûsumu drohtine dôan môstin
beniðiun blêka.” (4861a–4865a)
[“Would it be now your wish,” they said, “Wielder, my Lord,
that they must slay us here on a spear-point,
(that we be) wounded by weapons? Then there would not be anything so good,
than that we would have to die here in front of our Drohtin
pale from mortal wounds.”]774
These comments immediately precede the incident where Christ’s “bold swordthane” (snel suerdthegan, 4866), Simon Peter, defends his Lord by slashing off the ear of
Malchus. This is undoubtedly the most famous scene in the Heliand due to its tight,
traditional diction that puts full and vivid emphasis on the swift, devastating action (the
gory description of Malchus’s headwound, which covers seven lines, has no precedent in
Tatian or the Bible). What is often overlooked is the fact that, regardless of the poet’s
apparent reveling in traditional imagery, as per the biblical scene, Simon Peter is
admonished by Christ immediately afterward to return his sword to its sheath, because:
“. . . ni sculun ûs belgan uuiht,
uurêđean uuið iro geuuinne;
grimmman gêrheti
he suiltit imu eft

huand sô hue sô uuâpno nîð,

uuili gerno frummien,
suerdes eggiun,

dôit im bidrôregan:

uui mid ûsun dâdiun ni sculun

uuiht auuerdian.” (4895b–4900a)
[“We shall not anger ourselves a whit,
774

On some of the intricacies of this passage and its interpretation, see Cathey, ed. The Hêliand, 227–32.
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be wroth against their strife; for whosoever would gladly carry out
weapons’ malice, grim spear-hate,
he will then slay himself by the sword’s edges,
will die bloodied: We should not damage a thing by our deeds.”]775
As a direct paraphrase of Matthew 26:52—“Put up your sword; all who take the sword
die by the sword”—these statements highlight the fundamental contradiction that lies
with any portrayal of Christ as a heroic figure in the traditional manner of Germanic
alliterative verse, with its bedrock of warrior terminology and deed-oriented, fame-based
ideology.
Considering the matter from another perspective, there are several biblical
passages that the Heliand-poet could have highlighted to legitimately bolster the image of
a Christ who is at times aggressive and warlike, yet he seems to have chosen to ignore or
subtly downplay them. In his rendering of the Sermon on the Mount, for example, he
entirely omits Christ’s fiery and apocalyptic proclamation to the disciples: “You must not
think that I have come to bring peace to the earth; I have not come to bring peace, but a
sword” (Matthew 10:34).776 Similarly, although the poet does relate the story of the
775

Regarding this passage, cf. also the comments by Green, “Three Aspects of the Old Saxon Biblical Epic,
the Heliand,” 258–60.
776

Cf. Fitts XXII and XXIII. The statement appears in Tatian (44, 2): OHG Ni curet uuanen thaz ih quami
senten sibba in erda: ni quam ih zi thiu thaz ih sibba santi, ouh suuert (“Do not think that I would come to
send peace to earth: I did not come so that I would send peace, but a sword”). This biblical passage may
have been especially problematic for other reasons, too, as Christ goes on to say: “I have come to set a man
against his father, a daughter against her mother, a son’s wife against her mother in law; and a man will
find enemies under his own roof” (Mt 10:35–36). This statement would no doubt be perceived as an affront
to Saxon kinship ties, but could have also evoked negative mythological associations if Christ was
perceived as a divine instigator of the northern Germanic eschatology, i.e. Ragnarǫk, a role played by the
troublemaking god Loki and his offspring (cf. Vǫluspá, str. 44–52). The suggestion of such a mythological
connection being made in ninth-century listeners’ minds is not at all far-fetched if we accept some of
Murphy’s arguments that Heliand-poet synthesized elements of Germanic mythology and Christian
theology in the work (cf. The Saxon Savior, 75–94, et passim). Similarities between the Norse Ragnarǫk
and the Heliand-poet’s description of the world’s end are also striking (cf. Vǫluspá, 57–59 and Hel. 4308–
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Cleansing of the Temple, in which Christ becomes angry and drives off the merchants
and moneylenders from the holy site, he leaves out one detail—that the Lord did so with
a weapon of sorts, by wielding a self-made whip.777
In his recounting of the Passion the Heliand-poet was able to most successfully
create a heroic portrait of Christ. One metaphysical aspect of the narrative that provided
an area of potential overlap between Christ and a traditional Germanic heroic figure was
the relationship of the protagonist to divine fate. Here the poet seems to invest
considerable effort in revising pre-Christian Germanic ideas of fate as an independent and
inexorable process (to which even the gods are susceptible), asserting instead that fate is
entirely subservient to the will of God.778 The new dynamic is most evident in the Passion
with Christ’s acceptance of his impending torture and death, which must proceed because
it is God’s will: Thiu uurd nâhida thuo, mâri maht godes ‘The fate neared then, the
famous might of god’ (5394b–5395a).779 Not even Christ’s earlier adversary Satan, with

4343 [similarly, the Old High German Muspilli, ll. 51–63]; and Cathey, ed., Hêliand, 220–22). Cf. also
Hultgård, “Old Scandinavian and Christian Eschatology,” which considers the religious encounter in tenthand eleventh-century Scandinavia. We may assume that the Saxons had a native mythological reflex of this
theme, which has Indo-European origins; cf. O’Brien, “Indo-European Eschatology.”
777

Cf. ll. 3737b–3741a: muniterias sâtun / an themu uuîhe innan, habdun iro uuesl gidago / garu te
geƀanne. That uuas themu godes barne / al an andun: drêf sie ût thanen / rûmo fan themu rakude
(‘Moneychangers sat inside the shrine, they had their money ready for laying down daily. That was all a
source of anger for the Child of God: he drove them out from there, away from the temple’). Tatian (117, 2)
has: OHG inti mittiu her teta samaso geislun fon strengin, uzuuarf alle forcoufenton inti thie coufenton in
themo temple (‘and then he made a kind of whip from ropes, [and] drove away all the merchants outside
and inside the temple’). The Cleansing of the Temple is described in all four Gospels (cf. Mt 21:12–17; Mk
11:15–19; Lk 19:45–48; Jn 2:13–16).
778

The treatment of fate in the Heliand has long been a topic of interpretation and debate; cf., e.g.,
Augustyn, The Semiotics of Fate; Green, LHEGW, 381–89, and “Three Aspects,” 255–58; Hagenlocher,
Schicksal im Heliand; Mittner, Wurd, 95–99, et passim; Kartschoke, Bibeldichtung, 192–97; and Murphy,
The Saxon Savior, 33–53.
779

Similarly, cf. ll. 4619b, 4778b–4780a, etc.
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his diabolical weapons, may thwart it.780 It is Christ’s resigned resolution to endure his
woeful fate at the hands of enemies that allows the poet to create a heroic portrait of the
Son of God’s final hours.
The image of Christ as hero is further bolstered in a decisive way for the Saxon
audience by the poet’s allusion to the Descensus Christi ad Inferos, the so-called
Harrowing of Hell that will take place after Christ’s death on the cross and before the
Resurrection.781 In this triumphant action, Christ will storm the gates of the underworld to
free the souls of the righteous. Although the non-canonical episode of the Harrowing is
not recounted by the Heliand-poet, there is a clear allusion to it at the end of Fitt LVIII,
when Christ is taken captive and bound:
Im ni uuas sulicaro firinquâla
tharf te githolonne,

theodarƀedies,

te uuinnanne sulic uuîti,
huand he liudio barn
halon fan helliu

ac he it thurh thit uuerod deda,
lôsien uuelda,

an himilrîki,

an thene uuîdon uuelon (4918b–4923a)
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Cf. Fitt LXV, where Satan attempts to stop the crucifixion—and thus, the atonement, resurrection, and
demonstration of Christ’s divine nature—by appearing in a dream to Pilate’s wife and convincing her to
send a messenger to dissuade the Roman soldiers from carrying out the event. We may further note that
unlike Christ, Satan makes use of weapons: in l. 5453 he dons a heliðhelm ‘helmet of concealment’ (or
possibly ‘hero’s helmet’, but the other reading finds much better support), a piece of supernatural armor
used for devious purposes. It is similarly employed by an emissary of the devil in the Old English Genesis
B (444) and appears in The Whale (45); cf. Fox, “Feðerhama and hæliðhelm,” 140– The helmet has
cognates or analogs in Old English, Old High German, Old Icelandic, and Middle High German heroic
poetry; cf. Ilkow, Die Nominalkomposita, 192–93; Mogk, “Tarnkappe”; and Zanni, Heliand, 69–70.
781

The Harrowing of Hell enjoyed wide popularity in the Middle Ages, also serving as the inspiration for a
large body of artwork. It is the subject of the Old English biblical poem The Descent into Hell and is
referred to in other works such as The Dream of the Rood, Christ II, and Christ and Satan. Cf., in this
regard, Sharpe, “Salvation,” 257–58.
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[For Him there was no need to suffer,
such criminal torture, such great trial,
to endure such punishment, but He did it for the multitude,
for He desired to free the children of peoples
to fetch [them] from hell to heaven-realm,
to the wide estate]
A further allusion appears after Christ’s death, just before his spirit reenters his body in
the tomb:
Lioht uuas thuo giopanod
Firio barnon te frumu: uuas fercal manag
antheftid fan helldoron

endi te himile uueg

giuuaraht fan thesaro uueroldi. (5773b–5775a)
[Light was then opened
as an advantage for the children of men: there was many a bolt
unbarred from the doors of hell, and the way to heaven
made from this world.]
In considering this theme, Haferland concludes that “Christ dies as a hero. He could have
behaved otherwise, but he overcomes his fear for the sake of a liberating deed for a
community.”782 Christ’s real struggle is on behalf of others, whom he would boldly
rescue from a dark captivity ruled by fiends far worse than any human foe. By portraying
Christ’s final conflict in a heroic mode, the Heliand-poet found a powerful way not just
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“Christus stirbt als Held. Er hätte auch anders handeln können, aber er überwindet seine Furcht um einer
Befreiungstat für eine Gemeinschaft willen” (Haferland, “Christus als Lichtbringer,” 381).
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to convey an otherwise unfamiliar story to his audience, but to elevate it to a high level of
vernacular prestige and implicit cultural respect.
3.3 Old Saxon frōio and frō
Of the three major lordship designations that appear in the Heliand as applied to
Christ and God, the least frequently used is frōio (~ frōho ~ frāho ~ frāo) ‘lord, Lord’.
The Old Saxon word is directly cognate with OE frēa ~ frēo and OHG frō, and all
expressed the same essential meaning. As has been noted earlier, the original reference
point for this terminology was most likely the authority of the father over the greater
household.783
The Heliand-poet uses frōio, etc., about 24 times in the poem, mostly in reference
to either Christ (12x)784 or God (7x).785 There are, however, a significant number of
occurrences in which the word is used to refer to other entities.786 For example, in Fitt
XIII Satan uses the term of himself when he is engaged in tempting Christ, promising
Him material rewards: “If you would kneel down to me, fall to my feet and have me for a
lord, pray on my bosom” (“ef thu uult hnîgan te mi, / fallan te mînun fôtan

endi mi for

frôhan habas, / bedos te mînun barma” 1102b–1104a). In Fitt XXV a Roman centurion
who is pleading for Christ to heal a crippled relative describes himself as a lord (frōhan,
2118) with respect to his personal retinue (getrōst, 2114) on his estate. In Fitt LXII, the
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Green discerns traces of this sense in the usage of the word in Fitt XXV at l. 2118; cf. CL, 495 n. 4.

784

Ll. 931, 1077, 1094, 1128, 2900, 2941, 3997, 4952, 5007, 5157, 5517, and 5733.

785

Ll. 109, 177, 1308, 1667, 2614, 3513 (metaphorical), and 3903.

786

In addition to the examples discussed, which are quite straightforward, there is also a metaphorical
reference made by the Canaanite woman to a lord (cf. 3018–3022).
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Jews use the title to refer to the Roman Emperor as the lord of Pontius Pilate and the
highest earthly political authority (cf. 5365–5367). In Fitt LXV the title is used of Pilate
as a Roman official (heritogo ‘governor’, lit. ‘army-hauler’ or dux in Latin) who has
other men under his command (cf. 5463–5464).
Although the Heliand-poet found the title frōio well suited to both Christ and
God, its usage was not exclusively indicative of divine lordship—nor could it have been,
as the word must have still had points of reference in Saxon everyday life and social
structures. It seems to have signified the status of one who holds a position of relative
authority over others: the emperor is lord to his officials, Pilate is lord to his soldiers, a
landed nobleman is lord to those on his estate, and so forth. Although the Heliand-poet
often uses the term in representing Christ’s personal lordship over His immediate
disciples, on other occasions it is more generally used to refer to Christ with respect to all
who recognize Him as their (divine) leader/healer (cf. 5514b–5518a). Similarly, the title
is used of God as the higher being who is worshipped, served, and whose authority is
obeyed by human beings.
Besides the full form frōio, the Heliand-poet also makes used of a contracted form
frō, although this only occurs in a phrase restricted to spoken discourse, frō mīn. The
phrase is occasionally used independently,787 but most often appears embedded in one of
three formulas: frô mîn the gôdo ‘my Lord the good’ (7x),788 uualdand frô mîn ‘Ruling

787

Ll. 3988, 4035, 4605, and 5924.

788

Ll. 2094, 4080, 4292, 4403, 4509, 4517, and 4685.
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One my Lord’ (4x),789 and drohtin frô mîn ‘Lord my Lord’ (3x).790 In nearly every
instance these formulas are uttered by disciples, followers, or other close associates who
are speaking to Christ. In one case it is a stranger, a Roman centurion, who deferentially
addresses Christ as “frô mîn the gôdo” (2094) when petitioning his aid. There is also one
occasion in which Christ himself uses the phrase “drohtin frô mîn” (4765) in addressing
God the Father during the Agony in the Garden.
The usage of frō mīn reveals that it was a stereotyped, grammatically frozen
expression. In four different instances it is spoken by a group of people speaking
collectively to Christ, yet the possessive pronoun remains the singular mīn ‘my, mine’
(rather than changing to the syntactically correct ūsa ‘our’).791 This frozen usage has an
exact parallel in Old High German, with a similar examples occurring in the Ludwigslied
and Otfrid’s Evangelienbuch (cf. the discussion of OHG frō at §2.3 above). The frozen
status of frō mīn may have also helped to enable the creation of the tautological formula
drohtin frō mīn ‘Lord my Lord’. It is unclear, however, how redundant this actually
would have been for a contemporary listener. For example, if the word drohtin was
perceived as basically equivalent to the name “God” (as was the case with truhtīn in Old
High German), then the phrase would have instead conveyed the sense “my Lord God.”
Considering that the uncontracted forms frōio, etc., were still in distinctive and
active use in Old Saxon, the appearance of the expression frō mīn in the Heliand raises
the question of whether the phrase was genuinely part of native speech or reflects a

789

Ll. 2109, 2990, 4861, and 5017.

790

Ll. 490, 971, and 4765.

791

Ll. 3988, 4292, 4403, and 4861.
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Frankish import. While an identical phrase certainly may have had its own history of
simultaneous and independent usage in both Old Saxon and Old High German, its
presence in the poem might also represent an elevated Frankism that was adopted into the
word-hoard of a poet who was closely involved with the Frankish social-religious
nobility.

3.4 Old Saxon hērro
The term hērro ‘lord, Lord’ is used extensively by the Heliand-poet, appearing
approximately 112 times throughout the work.792 It also appears in the Old Saxon
Genesis designating the lordship held by God. The few instances of hērro that are
preserved in the minor Old Saxon text monuments appear to reflect secular usage.793
Although theoretically hērro could have arisen independently in the Old Saxon
language as a syncopated nominalized comparative form of the adjective hēr ‘high,
respected’, a more likely source is as a substantive borrowed from an external source.794
As we have seen in our discussion of OHG hērro, the best explanation for the
development of this word lies in the world of Merovingian Frankish Gaul and the
Christian monastic culture that developed in the Carolingian empire. This means that OS
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This figure is based on the following occurrences compiled from the searchable TITUS online version of
the Taeger/Behaghel edition (and checked against the concordance results provided by Skyler for his online
version of the same text): hērro (24x), hērron (68x), hērren (15), and hērran (5x). In his older study Green
(cf. CL, 422–24) arrives at slightly different statistics, but he treats the Heliand and the Old Saxon Genesis
together, and uses his own criteria in sorting the results (for example, he includes metaphorical cases, such
as when the term appears in Christ’s parables, in the category of human rather than divine referents).
793

Most instances are in the plural, in one case glossing imperantes ‘ruling ones’. A single example in a
Werden Prudentius gloss has (gen. sg.) hērron for domini ‘of the lord’ which may refer to God. Cf.
Wadstein, Kleinere altsächsischen Sprachdenkmäler, 192, s.v. hēr(r)o.
794

Cf. Ilkow, Die Nominalkomposita, 403
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hērro must be considered a Frankish loanword and one that presumably took hold in the
course of the Frankish social, political, religious influence that was exerted on the Saxons
in the late eighth and ninth century.
In the Heliand the word hērro is used of Christ, God, and human beings. It is
applied most frequently to Christ, with these attestations comprising approximately 3/4 of
the total occurrences in the poem. The instances in which hērro is used of God the Father
comprise about 1/8 of the total number. Instances in which hērro is applied to various
human beings comprise the remaining 1/8 of all examples. Among the human beings
designated by hērro are political leaders such the emperor (3194, 3825, 5125, etc.),
Herod (640, 2735, 2761), Pilate (5452), as well as figures of much lesser status like the
personal master of Matthew (1195) and the owner of the house in Jerusalem where the
Last Supper takes place (4525). The word also appears three times in the poem as an
element in the compound uueroldhērro ‘emperor’ (lit. ‘world-lord, world-ruler’).795
In contrast to frōio, the poet never uses hērro as a designation with respect to
Satan. Although the poet’s choice of words in this matter may have been entirely
determined by alliterative necessity, it nevertheless contributes to the portrayal of Christ
as a superior authority over Satan. And if we take the poet’s words at face value, Christ is
in fact the hērro of Satan, as He explains to the fiend when the latter is ineffectually
trying to tempt Him: “You should not so severely test your lord, your master: that is not
of any advantage(s) to you at all” (“thu te hardo ni scalt hêrran thînes, fandon thînes
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On this compound, see Ilkow, Die Nominalkomposita, 403. He suggests that it was modeled on the
example of another compound, OS uueroldkuning ‘earthly king’ (cf. OE weoroldcyning). He also points
out that it is conceptually distinct from OHG weroldhērro, a term which later appears in Notker to render
Lat. princeps and denotes a ‘secular prince’.
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frôhan: that nis thi allaro frumono negên”; 1093a–1094b). This sentiment represents a
noticeable divergence from the wording in both Tatian and the original gospels. In Tatian
the corresponding statement appears as “You do not test the Lord your God” (“thû ni
costos truhtin got thinan”; Tat. 15, 4), which reflects exactly what the Bible account
reports Christ as saying: “You are not to put the Lord your God to the test.”796 The
Heliand-poet’s version should not be interpreted as implying that Satan is somehow in
Christ’s personal circle, but rather that Christ exerts decisive authority over the
subordinate malefactor.797 The same is true of God, who was the hērro of Satan until the
latter’s arrogant rebellion and fall from heaven. This story, no doubt familiar in some
form to the Heliand-poet, later served as the subject of the Old Saxon Genesis.798
The readiness of the Old Saxon poets (in both the Heliand and Genesis) to apply
hērro to Christ and God represents a marked contrast to the situation in Otfrid and the
rest of the ninth-century Old High German sources.799 Ehrismann suggests that the
application of the secular designation hērro to the divine drohtin in the Heliand was a
consequence of the poet’s general tendency to infuse his religious material with secular
elements.800 Green looks at the matter more closely, and is at pains to explain why the
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Cf. Mt 4:7, Lk 4:12.
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Cf. also the comments about the relationship between Christ and Satan in Cathey, “Give us this day,”
163, 172,
798

Cf. Doane, The Saxon Genesis, esp. 116–38. He notes (116): “The Fall of the Angels is a motif that long
before the ninth century had become an integral part of the Christian Genesis story, although it does not
appear in the text of Genesis itself.”
799

Otfrid uses hērero as a substantive only fourteen times in the Evangelienbuch; cf. Fuß, Die religiöse
Lexik, 93; Green, CL, 422; and Wortindex zu Otfrids Evangelienbuch, s.v. hereren, herero, hereron.
800

“Die Wörter für ‘Herr’,” 201.
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Heliand-poet’s usage is so different from that of Otfrid. Moreover, the Heliand usage
seems to anticipate the ascension of hērro as a divine title that otherwise occurs only in
the late tenth and early eleventh century, as evidenced in the writings of Notker. Green’s
primary explanation for the Heliand-poet’s ready and frequent usage of hērro for divine
figures is that this came about as a byproduct of the stylistic and alliterative demands of
the poetic form. In Green’s estimation, almost half of the instances of hērro applied to a
divinity can be explained by the poet’s need for a stylistic variation.801 In roughly 90% of
its occurrences, the word is part of the alliteration of a poetic line; furthermore, many of
the words with which it alliterates are of religious significance: hēlag, heƀan-, himil-,
huldi, hold, and helpa.802 As Green explains: “The function of all these words is to lift
hêrro out of the secular context in which it is still so largely used in OHG literature, but
on the other hand we must also realise that hêrro must have recommended itself to an
author of alliterative verse because of the formal connection it had with such central
terms of God’s nature as are implied by these words, especially since none of the other
names for God as Lord used by the OS author provided any such alliterative link.”803
As an imported secular word from the Frankish world, hērro must have carried
with it certain socio-political connotations. Exactly what these connotations were, and to
what degree they may have had reference points within Saxon society, is an open
question. Green assumes, for example, that the feudal context for the word was lacking
since feudalism was “only slowly being imposed upon Saxon society,” and therefore the
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Green, CL, 423.
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Green, CL, 424.
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Green, CL, 424.
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word was open to less restrictive use by the poet.804 This may indeed have been the case,
but the word must have nevertheless carried associations of Frankish cultural institutions
for a Saxon audience as well.
What were the implications of the word hērro? The Heliand-poet often employs
the word in a manner that implies a strict code of personal obligation from the lord’s
inferior, but does that reflect feudal ideology, or native Saxon institutional values, or
some blending of the two? From a social standpoint, the Heliand-poet’s use of the word
can be seen as parallel to that of Otfrid, for whom hērero (hērro) is “the term for the lord
in a relationship which is essentially personal and small-scale, concerned with the bond
between the lord and his follower, slave or servant.”805 The Heliand-poet’s application of
hērro in designating Christ as the lord of a group of personal followers features a steady
emphasis on the ties of loyalty (OS treuwa) that inform this relationship. Loyalty is a
major concern of the poet, as many commentators have noted. An exemplary passage in
this regard occurs in Fitt LV, which describes the beginning of the Last Supper and
Christ’s prophecy to the disciples that one of them will betray Him.806 Christ places food
into the hands of Judas and tells him that he should carry out his inevitable actions. The
poet refers to Judas as a treulogo, a ‘loyalty-breaker’,807 and describes how Satan takes
control of the traitor’s body, concluding the fitt with the gnomic admonishment: “Such is
the woe [done] to him among men who thus, under this heaven (i.e., on earth), shall
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Green, CL, 454.
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Green, CL, 452.
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Cf. the commentary in Cathey, Hêliand, 223–25.
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On this term, see Ilkow, Die Nominalkomposita, 375.
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change lords” (Sô is thena liudio uuê, / the sô undar thesumu himile scal

hêrron

uuehslon; 4626b–4627b).
We shall return to question of the connotations of hērro after taking into
consideration the word most used frequently in the Heliand to denote the divine Lord:
drohtin.

3.5 Old Saxon drohtin
The primary Old Saxon term for the Christian divine Lord is drohtin. It is used of
God in the Old Saxon Genesis and is the most frequently used title for the divine lord
(God or Christ) in the Heliand, with 212 instances in the latter text. This frequency is
approximately twice as many attestations as those for hērro applied to a deity. In the
minor Old Saxon monuments drohtin appears exclusively as a designation for the
Christian Lord.808
In terms of its etymology, drohtin represents an expected Old Saxon reflex of
PGmc. *druχtīnaz ‘leader of the warband, leader of the retinue’.809 It is parallel in form to
Goth. *drauhtins; OE dryhten ~ drihten, etc.; OFris. drochten; OHG druhtīn ~ truhtīn,

808

One interesting example concerns a vernacular charm, Contra Vermes (Against Worms), that is likely to
be of considerable antiquity and pagan in origin, but which has been Christianized with its concluding
exhortation: Gang ût nesso. mid nigun. nessiklinon. ût fana themo. margę. an that. ben. fan themo. bene. an
that. flesg ut fan themo. flesgke. an thia hud. ut fan there. hud. an thesa strala. drohtin uuwerthe so (‘Go
out worm, with your nine little worms, out from the marrow, into the bone, from the bone into the flesh,
from the flesh into the skin, out from the skin into this arrow. Lord may it turn out so!’). The text is printed
in Wadstein, KaS, 19, and in Braune/Ebbinghaus, Althochdeutsches Lesebuch, 89. For further material on
the charm, cf. Miller, The Old High German and Old Saxon Charms, 7–10. For other occurrences of
drohtin in the minor text monuments, see Wadstein, KaS, 178, s.v. drohtin.
809

Cf. Gallée, Altsächsische Grammatik, §70, and Holthausen, Altsächsisches Elementarbuch, §88.
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etc.; and OIc./ON dróttinn.810 The etymological background for this lexeme has been
examined at length in the earlier discussions of its Gothic (§1.5) and Old High German
reflexes (§§2.4.1–2.4.2).
In the Heliand the use of the simplex drohtin is effectively limited to Christ and
God.811 The only possible exception occurs with a compound, mandrohtin, which is used
once to describe the disciple Matthew’s former master (l. 1200).812 Ilkow remarks that the
compound is pleonastic, “since drohtin alone describes the ruler over a specific group of
people.”813 However, the compound should be understood as a variant term that has been
deliberately marked to distinguish it from the simplex drohtin, which is reserved for
divine usage. The Beowulf-poet appears to employ a similar strategy (mondryhten
appears ten times in the poem),814 but only very inconsistently since the simplex OE
dryhten also appears on fifteen different occasions as a title used of humans in that
work.815 Peter Ilkow’s suggestion that the compound mandrohtin “appears to have been
part of the store of formulas in West Germanic poetic vocabulary as a kenning for a
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The Old Saxon word in its Christian religious usage appears to have been borrowed into Old Frisian,
although presumably a direct cognate had existed in the latter language at an earlier point. As Bremmer
(“Some Saxon Loans in Rüstring Old Frisian,” 193) explains: “Drochten ‘Lord (God)’ . . . must have
entered Frisian with the conversion to Christianity. Its Germanic etymon is *druhtinaz (cf. OS drohtin)
which should have given OFris *drechten, since all mutated vowels appear in Old Frisian as e.”
811

Green (CL, 493 n. 3) suggests that erlo drohtin in l. 3424 could be interpreted as a secular usage, but
this occurs in the context of a parable and is clearly a metaphorical reference to God.
812

On this compound, see Ilkow, Die Nominalkomposita, 273–74.
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“Da drohtin allein den Gebieter über einen bestimmten Personenkreis bezeichnet” (Die
Nominalkomposita, 274).
814

For the occurrences, see Fulk, Bjork, and Niles, eds., Klaeber’s ‘Beowulf’, 414, s.v. mon-dryhten.
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Cf. Beo. 1050, 1824, 1484, etc. For a complete list of such usage, see Green, CL, 276, and cf. also
Ehrismann, “Die Wörter für ‘Herr’,” 189–90.
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secular ruler” is only likely to be true if it refers to the post-conversion period of the
poetry in which the art form had been adopted for mainly Christian purposes.816
The use of the Saxon word drohtin to refer to the Christian deity in a de facto
exclusive way clearly reflects the prevailing Catholic religious practice with regard to the
Germanic vernacular languages. We have seen that already by the turn of the ninth
century OHG truhtīn had become fully restricted, functioning solely as a designation for
God or Christ as divine Lord in all but the rarest of cases. In Ilkow’s discussion of Old
Saxon drohtin, he remarks that the original sense of its Old English and North Germanic
cognates was ‘retinue-leader, warlord, prince’ as a secular title which, however, “found
application to God and Christ following the model of the biblical expression dominus
exercituum ‘Lord of Hosts’.”817 On the surface this sounds like a logical explanation and
it may represent one small factor that influenced or facilitated the adoption of warband
terminology for Christian usage, but it can hardly account for the widespread adoption of
*druχtīnaz-based terms to designate the divine Lord in West Germanic.818 Moreover, it
says nothing about the situation that surrounded the adoption of drohtin as a religious title
in Old Saxon.
It is unknown at what point leading members of Saxon society became familiar
with Christian religious ideas, although some exposure would have already occurred in
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“Das durch ae. man-dryhten, as. man-drohtin vertretene Komp. scheint also als weltliches
Fürstenkenning dem Formelschatz der westgerm. Dichtersprache angehört zu haben” (Die
Nominalkomposita, 274).
817

“Während an. drōttin, ae. dryhten, drihten mit den Bedeutungen ‘Gefolgsherr, nach dem Vorbild des
biblischen Ausdrucks dominus exercituum ‘Herr der Heerscharen’ aber auch auf Gott und Christus
Anwendung finden” (Die Nominalkomposita, 274).
818

If it were the case, one wonders why the translator of the Old High German Isidore renders dominus
exercituum with “uuerodheoda druhtin” (De fide, III, 8 and 9; ll. 224, 237) rather than simply “druhtin.”
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the late seventh century due to Anglo-Saxon missionary forays into Saxony and Frisia.819
Around the year 690, two missionaries from Northumbria, Hewald the Black and Hewald
the Fair, are reported to have traveled to Saxony and lodged with the steward (Lat.
vilicus) of a nobleman/chieftain (Lat. satraps) in the region of Westphalia. Before the two
Hewalds were able to meet with the chieftain, however, they were slain at the hands of
local Saxons who resented the missionizing attempt and feared it would lead to a change
in traditional customs.820 Frankish and Anglo-Saxon missionary activity continued to be
directed toward Saxony, intensifying forcefully in the latter half of the eighth century in
the context of Charlemagne’s thirty-two-year effort (772–804) to subjugate the Saxons.
The legal tract Capitulatio de partibus Saxoniae (Capitulary for the Saxon
Regions), issued by Charlemagne in 797, nullified any legal right for the Saxons to
convene their own tribal assembly and made the practice of their traditional religious
customs (which represented some form of polytheistic Germanic paganism) a capital
crime. Just as the Saxons had little choice in the matter of whether or not to accept the
Christian religion, we may assume that they had little choice but to accept the already
well-established religious terminology, which included OE dryhten ~ drihten, etc., and
OHG druhtīn ~ truhtīn, etc., as the primary term of divine lordship.
Unlike the situation in Francia and Anglo-Saxon England, where traditions of
clerical literacy had been developing for a considerable amount of time, continental
Saxon society in the early ninth century was still an oral culture and drohtin, as a native
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Cf. Bede, Historia ecclesiastica, bk. V, and Wood, The Missionary Life, 42–45.
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The story of the Hewalds is recounted in Bede, Historia ecclesiastica, bk. V, chap. 10; cf. Wood,
“Beyond Satraps and Ostriches,” 272.
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word, presumably had its own set of existing cultural connotations. Since the Saxons
were noted for having preserved many cultural archaisms, it is quite possible and even
likely that drohtin still had active reference points in earlier traditions prior to its
Christian usage. We may also assume that the word’s earlier connotations would have
continued to color its meaning in its new context, although to what extent and for how
long is impossible to gauge with any certainty.
The area in which seemingly older connotations associated with the word drohtin
have often been discerned by commentators is in the personal relationship between Christ
as drohtin and his followers/disciples, who are described with several terms including
thegan and iungaro. The word thegan is surely of native Saxon origin with a common
West Germanic background (cf. OHG thegan ~ degan; cf. MHG degen, OE þegen, and
ON þegn). Friedrich Willems views it as originating from a common West Germanic
heroic vocabulary and considers it to be the “prevailing designation of personality” in the
Heliand, which “more than any of the other terms in its semantic field signifies the
Germanic retainer.”821 Willems points out, however, that the meaning of thegan has been
heavily colored by its adoption for Christian use and has accordingly taken on a new
sense:
The late antique and Carolingian idea of the spiritual vir dei, famulus dei, or
servus dei is of such central significance for the Christian conception of
personality in the Heliand that the term thegan moves to the prime position in its
semantic field because of its eminent capability—based on its own secular
meaning—to denote this ideal of the “servant of God.”822
821

Cf. Heldenwörter, 32–36, 215–21 (“vorherrschende Persönlichkeitsbezeichnung,” “‘Thegan’ bezeichnet
vor allen anderen Termini seines Wortfeldes den germanischen Gefolgsmann” at 215).
822

“Das spätantik-karolingische Ideal des geistlichen ‘vir-, famulus- oder servus dei’ wird im Heliand von
so zentraler Bedeutung für die christliche Persönlichkeitsvorstellung, daß der Terminus ‘thegan’, weil er
dieses Ideal des ‘Diener Gottes’ seiner weltlichen Bedeutung gemäß vorzüglich bezeichnen kann, an die
Spitze seines Wortfeldes rückt” (Heldenwörter, 215).
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The usage of thegan in the Heliand shows that the word has been generalized to the point
that it can simply mean any sort of servant, often with approbative connotations. Mary’s
husband is referred to as a “thane” (Sea ên thegan habda, Ioseph ‘She had a thane,
Joseph’; 253b–254a, cf. 713, 777), the three Wise Men are referred to as “bold thanes”
(thegnos snelle, 543), and John the Baptist is one too (861). A tax collector for the
Romans is a “thane of the king” (kuninges thegan, 3184). The members of crowds are
often referred to as thanes, both in groups that are sympathetic to Christ (e.g., 2066, 2295,
2385, etc.), as well as in those that are against him (3872, 4463, 4630, etc.). In one
instance Christ himself is referred to as a thane (851).823
The designation OS iungaro ‘follower, pupil, disciple’ also functions as a
widespread designation in the Heliand. It is not restricted to Christ’s disciples but can
refer to various other followers (also to Satan, cf. l. 2274), messengers (angels), and
household servants.824 G. Ronald Murphy suggests that there was a mixed model that
informed the portrayal of Christ’s discipuli in the poem. In order to facilitate the Saxon
reception of an otherwise foreign scenario (disciples attaching themselves to a wandering
preacher, Christ), this relationship was not portrayed solely in ecclesiastical or monastic
terms but also by using a “local, near equivalent, the tradition of the ‘adopted’ youths of a
chieftain who become members of his gesîđi.”825 Regarding the iungaron, Murphy
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The poet may have felt this fitting in the sense that Christ is beholden to and willing serves the will of
God the Father, a relationship which is emphasized during the Agony in the Garden in Fitt LVII, cf. esp. ll.
4760b–4768b.
824

On the history of this term and its use in Heliand, cf. Kauffmann, “Die jünger,” and Eggers,
“Althochdeutsch iungiro,” esp. 69–70, and cf. also §§2.10–2.12 above regarding Old High German.
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G. Ronald Murphy (p.c.); cf. Appendix 2 in Murphy, trans., The Heliand, 201–3.
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writes: “In Germanic warrior-society, the coloration of this important concept thus shifts
from ‘young men of studiousness’ to ‘young men of loyalty’.”826 Within the context of
the world portrayed by the Heliand-poet, then, the loanword iungaro has, in Murphy’s
view, acquired some of the connotations that would have pertained to the native word
thegan in its older sense of a sworn military servant or retainer traveling in the personal
company of a warrior drohtin.827
Evidence for the portrayal of Christ as a traditional Saxon drohtin (a figure that
may have only existed as a poetic ideal by the ninth century) naturally must be sought in
places where the Heliand-poet has clearly embellished, expanded upon, or altered his
biblical source material. A revealing case in this regard has been pointed out by James
Cathey: a small but significant alteration that occurs in the poet’s rendering of the Lord’s
Prayer, a text that must be acknowledged as one of the most central doctrinal passages in
the Heliand.828 Where we expect to hear “Give us this day our daily bread,” the poet says
nothing of bread (OS brōd) and substitutes instead the word rād ‘advice, counsel,
support’ thus:
Gef ûs dago gehuuilikes râd,

drohtin the gôdo,

Thîna hêlaga helpa (1607a–1608a)
[‘Give us counsel each day, drohtin the good,
your holy help’]

826

Trans., The Heliand, 201.

827

On the warrior connotations of thegan, see §2.8.1 above and cf. Haubrichs, Die Anfänge, 80.

828

Cathey, “Give us this day our daily râd.” The Lord’s Prayer, recast into alliterative verse by the
Heliand-poet, appears on ll. 1600a–1612b.
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Cathey examines the word field surrounding OS rād and determines that it is intrinsically
associated with leadership: “The position of leader betokens the possession of the power
(and experience) to provide râd.” This power is encapsulated in the approbative poetic
epithet rādgeƀo ‘counsel-giver’, which is applied to divine figures (God, Christ) as well
as powerful men, even if evilly so (Herod, Pilate).829
The ability to dispense rād ‘counsel, leadership, direction’ to one’s retinue is part
of a larger complex of qualities that the drohtin owes to his men in return for their sworn
loyalty, including helpa ‘help, support’ and huldi ‘favor, assistance, protection’. The
related adjective hold has a dual semantic sense: applied to the leader, it implies one who
is ‘merciful, gracious, attentive’; applied to the follower, it conveys someone
‘submissive, obedient, loyal’. This loyalty down and up is a reflex of the reciprocity that
D. H. Green sees as fundamental to the ancient Germanic comitatus ideology.830 Cathey
concludes that “The semantics circumscribed by râd, helpa, huldi, and hold evidently
evolved during the Time of Migrations (Völkerwanderung) and derive from the
vocabulary of the so-called ‘comitatus,’ a word that describes the mutual bond between
the lord, king, or leader (Old Saxon drohtin, thiodan, etc.) and his band of followers.”831
The behavior and ethics ascribed to the disciples in the Heliand can also be
interpreted as reflective of older comitatus-style ideals such as were encoded in a form of
poetry which, as we have suggested earlier, owes its very origins to the warband
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Cathey, “Give us this day,” 164–65. On the compound, which has exact parallels in most of the older
Germanic languages, see Ilkow, Die Nominalkomposita, 332. He takes it to be “an old official designation
from the [Germanic] legal language” (“eine alte Amtsbezeichnung der Rechtssprache”).
830

Cf. §2.2 above.

831

Cathey, “Give us this day,” 164.
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institution of the Migration Age. In the New Testament and in Tatian, Christ verbally
commands men such as Simon Peter, Andrew, and Matthew to follow him and they do so
(cf. Mt 4:19–20, Lk 5:27–28; Tat. 19, 2 and 20, 1–2); in the Heliand, by contrast, it is
indicated that these disciples make an active personal choice to join the company of
Christ, thus echoing the older Germanic tradition of voluntary association with a
retinue.832 Once a man had sworn loyalty to the leader of warband, however, that
allegiance was considered mortally sacrosanct. This sentiment is expressed in several
places in the Heliand, often in a gnomic register that evokes an archaic moral ideal. We
have already referred to the disciple Simon Peter’s willingness to step in front of his lord
and aggressively defend Him. Similarly, Thomas, who is praised by the poet as a
githungan mann, diurlîc drohtines thegan ‘an excellent man, a dear thane of the drohtin’
(ll3993b–3994a), expresses the disciple’s commitment as follows:
“that is thegnes cust,
that hie mid is frâhon samad,
dôie mid im thar an duome.
folgon im te thero ferdi:
uuihtes uuirðig,

fasto gistande,
Duan ûs all sô,

ni lâtan ûse fera uuið thiu

neƀa uui an them uuerode mid im,

dôian mid ûson drohtine.

Than leƀot ûs thoh duom after,

guod uuord for gumon.” (3996b–4002a)
[“That is the thane’s choice,
that he stand fast together with his lord,
832

Cathey, “Give us this day,” 169; cf. ll. 1186b–1187a (gecurun im thana neriandan Krist, hêlagna te
hêrron ‘they chose for themselves the Saving Christ, the Holy One as Lord’) and 1199 (côs im ‘[Matthew]
chose for himself’).
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die with him there in glory. Let us all do so,
follow him on that path: not to let our life be worth a thing
against this, except that we die with him,
with our lord, in the crowd. Then, though, glory will live on for us afterward,
a good word (or: good words) among men.”]
Various parallels in older Germanic poetry (Old Icelandic, Old English) can be adduced
for these same sentiments.833 The underlying ideology has its roots in the pre-Christian
heroic ideal of unfading fame gained in battle (regardless of actual outcome) and
conferred through the medium of verbal (poetic) commemoration. This ideal informed
and defined the worldview of the Germanic warrior aristocracies, but its roots are much
deeper and can be traced back to the Indo-European period. At the same time, it must also
be understood here in the Heliand as something that has been refocused through a
Christian lens. The goal has shifted accordingly: glory is now to be found in heaven, and
a “good word among men” should not be the main reason to strive for it, although
remembrance—even whole feast days—is the fair lot for martyrs and saints.
Older Germanic poetry presents a traditional image of the ideal leader who, along
with bestowing rād, helpa, and huldi to his retainers, also rewards them with actual
wealth. The ideal leader was not only a rādgeƀo, dispensing wise counsel, but just as
importantly, a bāggeƀo, a ‘ring-giver’, as well.834 The retainers, for their part, are their
leader’s bāguuini ‘ring-friends’, dependent on the largesse of their lord for whatever
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Cf. Cathey, ed., Hêliand, 215–17; Murphy, trans., The Heliand, 130 n. 186, and The Saxon Savior, 57–
58. Cf. Davis, “Cultural Historicity in The Battle of Maldon.”
834

On the Old Saxon compound, see Ilkow, Die Nominalkomposita, 64–65; cf. OE beahgifa (Beo. 1101,
Brun. 2, etc.), goldgifa (Beo. 2652, Jud. 279), sinc
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wealth, prosperity, or luxuries they might enjoy on top of the basic requirements for
security and survival.835 Interestingly, the Heliand-poet only applies these two particular
epithets to an evil secular leader, King Herod, and his men. Christ is, by contrast,
described with a similar but loftier poetic epithet as a milderan mêðomgeƀon ‘more
generous jewel-giver’ (1200) whose gifts come from a spiritual treasure hoard, that is,
from the “heavenly hoard” (hord an himile, 3288) as spoken of in Matthew 6:19–21 and
Luke 12:33.836
The treasure that Christ bestows to his loyal followers is not made up of rings
reforged from imperial gold (such as the hero offers to his kinsman-opponent in the
Hildebrandslied), nor does Christ outfit and reward his men with weapons and armor as a
traditional king would do. Christ’s rewards are transcendental and eternal rather than
concrete and temporal.837 If they have any earthly reference point, it may be the “hoard”
(horð, 5669) that is described as lying behind the veil in the Jewish sanctuary, the holy of
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On bāguuini, see Ilkow, Die Nominalkomposita, 65. In Old English heroic poetry a similar type of
compound designates the generous lord as goldwine ‘gold-friend’ (Beo. 1171, 1476, etc.; Elen. 201, Jud.
22, Wand. 35; etc.); cf. also beagþegu ‘ring-receiving’ Beo. 2176.
836

Ilkow (Die Nominalkomposita, 278) considers the epithet mēðomgeƀo to have its basis in Christian
ecclesiastical Latin descriptions of God as dator ‘donor, patron’ and largitor ‘bestower, dispenser’. This
seems dubious given the existence of an exact parallel in Old English, maðumgifa, appearing in the ubisunt elegy The Wanderer (l. 92) and designating the generous retinue lord, suggests that this term too had
its origins in the poetic vocabulary of the warband; cf. also the maþðumgifu ‘treasure-giving’ of Hrothgar
(Beo. 1301). This compound clearly falls into the same set of terms that includes OE beahgifa ‘ring-giver’,
goldgifa ‘gold-giver’, sincgifa ‘treasure-giver’, and the Christian(ized) term eadgifa ‘bestower of
prosperity, happiness’. Similar constructions in North Germanic are Skaldic kennings such as OIc./ON
auðgjafa ‘wealth-giver’, auðgefendr ‘wealth-givers’, seimbrotar ‘gold-breakers [= distributors]’
hoddmildingr ‘treasure-bestower’, etc. (more examples can be found under “kennings for generous men” in
the online kenning index at the Skaldic Project database.
837

This topic has been analyzed at length in the dissertation by Mark Dreisonstok, The Pagan-Christian
Concept of Wealth and Its Relationship to Light in the Heliand and in Beowulf, which compares the
treatment of wealth in both poems.
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holies, and which is poetically linked to the moments just after Christ’s death and to the
divine power of resurrection (5669b–5674a).838
As the situation with treasure and reward indicates, the portrayal of Christ as a
drohtin in traditional Saxon terms made for an uneasy fit. The qualities of his lordship
that would have been familiar to a lay audience have, by necessity, been fully
transcendentalized. The heroic fame of heroes has been reconfigured as a heavenly honor,
aldarlangan tîr, hôh heƀenrîki huldi godes ‘eternal glory, the high heaven-realm of God’s
grace’ (2619b–2620b); it is won through faith in God, not prowess in battle (cf., by
contrast, the ealdorlangne tir ‘eternal fame’ won by the beahgifa Æthelstan and his
brother Eadmund at the Battle of Brunanburh, Brun. ll. 1a–5a).839 The protection that the
drohtin Christ provides to his followers is not resistant to human enemies, but can dispel
the angry, evil, hidden wights (lêða uuihti, 1610, 4623; cf. uurêða uuihti, 2480; dernea
uuihti, 2989), which are the invisible legions of Satan, and can rescue a loyal man from
the supernatural torments of hell.840 While Christ is able to assist as a helper against
universal afflictions such as hunger and sickness, he provides no earthly hall for the
protection of this chosen men in the manner of a traditionally idealized king or warband
leader.841 Christ’s hall is to be found in another world, intimated as existing in a non-
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Cf. Dreisonstok, The Pagan-Christian Concept of Wealth, 164–65. This detail has no precedent in the
biblical sources for the passage (cf. Mt 27:50–53; Tat. 209, 1–2).
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On this term, cf. Ilkow, Die Nominalkomposita, 51, and Cathey, ed., Hêliand
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Cf. Cathey, “Give us this day,” 163–64, 169, 171–72, 175.
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On this aspect of the traditional hall, cf. Rollason, “Protection and the Mead Hall.”
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material realm beyond the present life.842 Similar motifs are well known in Old English
biblical poetry.843
To see a traditional Saxon drohtin embodied in a divine Lord is ultimately as
elusive as searching for a genuine resonance between the actions of a Germanic hero and
those of the Christ during his time among humankind. The heroic portrayal of Christ-asretinue-leader consists, at best, of trappings. Its imagery is ultimately secondary and
metaphorical—not unlike the scenarios of the parables, the “word pictures” (biliði) that
Christ himself relates, although now writ large, that is, in an epic, heroic idiom. Naturally
this imagery was supported and nourished by the poetic form itself, by its traditional
diction and vocabulary. But even with regard to the latter the resolution has become
somewhat vague, abstracted and ill-defined, with the semantics of the old heroic wordhoard slipping and dissolving into a more generalized, desiccated or de-natured
terminology. As with the thanes who are now humble servants of God, there seems to be
little distinction between ordinary men (uueros, gumon) and “earls” (erlos), “heroes”
(heliðos), or “warriors” (rincos); they are all just people, human beings who either serve
God or resist His will.844 The labels have either already lost their original reference points
or they are well on their way to that attenuation of meaning. As Dennis Cronan explains,
“poetic words can function in this manner only in the genre within which they developed;
once they are transferred to religious verse, this intimate connection between word and
842

For a study of traditional Germanic Drinking Hall imagery in the Heliand, see Moynihan, “Images of
the Germanic Drinking Hall in the Old Saxon Heliand,” and cf. Magennis, “The Treatment of Feasting in
the Heliand.”
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For an overview of the centrality of the hall as a theme in Old English verse, see Donoghue, Old English
Literature, 29–55.
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On the diminished semantic force of these and other terms in the Heliand, see Willems, Heldenwörter,
213–84; and cf. also Woods, “Germanic Warrior Terms in Old Saxon.”
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ideology is weakened or even lost, no matter how much such poems are superficially
heroicized through their use of the poetic language.”845
The motifs of traditional Germanic poetry persisted as an art form long after the
original social conditions that produced them had given way to other historical realities.
The idealized poetic images of the successful and generous warband leader or king, and
the retainers who supported him, continued to hold appeal for centuries in the poetic
imaginations of the warrior nobility. This continuity was partly due to the oral culture in
which such poetry was promulgated, which by its very nature drew its strength almost
exclusively from an idealization of the past. But despite the agility of the Heliand-poet in
re-working old poetic forms, he was not ultimately interested in preserving the past. His
aim was to bring his readers and listeners across a threshold into a new world ruled by a
new Lord and God. The new Lord may have temporarily and expediently been brought
into a faint consistency with some familiar aspects of an older ideal, but He would not be
restricted in such a manner for long.
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“The Poetics of Poetic Words,” 271. He is commenting on Old English poetic vocabulary, but the point
holds equally true for the Heliand, perhaps even more so.
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CHAPTER 4
CONCLUSIONS ON NAMING THE LORD
IN THE EARLY CONTINENTAL GERMANIC LANGUAGES
The translations of the title for the Christian divine Lord took place under very different
circumstances in the context of continental East Germanic (Gothic) as compared to what
occurred in the various the West Germanic languages. These particular translations,
which did not represent the arbitrary insertion of a native word for a foreign one, are
significant in the transition from a pre-Christian to a Christianized culture and should
therefore be viewed against their wider social, political, ideological, and religious
background—at least insofar as we are plausibly able to reconstruct such matters. We
will never know the full or exact nature of the factors that motivated and informed these
word choices, which were made at a time when the cultures in question were primarily
marked by orality rather than literacy. However, by taking an interdisciplinary approach
to investigate this topic—making use of the tools of philology, comparative historical
linguistics, history, religious studies, and other perspectives—we hope we have managed
to reach a better understanding of these important historical-linguistic developments that
took place in Germanic-speaking areas of Europe in the early Middle Ages.
In the case of the Gothic language, we can see that Wulfila’s choice of the word
frauja appears to represent a close vernacular match for Gk. κύριος as used of Christ and
God in the New Testament. The evidence suggests that this Gothic term described the
personal authority of the male head of the household, and thus would have evoked an
image of the Lord as Householder, that is, as dominus or pater familias. It is consonant
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with the Christian conception of God the Father, Christ as the leader of his adopted circle
of disciples, and Christ as the Lord of mankind.
A contemporary source, Philostorgius, reports that Wulfila actively sought to
counter the warlike tendencies among the Goths, a pacifistic stance that may have
influenced his choice of the word frauja and avoidance of using any lordship terminology
associated with the military sphere such as *drauhtins. This decision on Wulfila’s part
can also be understood in light of his own background, social standing, and position as a
Christian whose pastoral work was opposed by leading factions of the Gothic aristocracy.
In his bible translation Wulfila exhibits impressive skills as a translator, yet he seems to
have avoided any stylistic elements that would have had their source in native Gothic
poetic traditions such as alliteration, formulaic phrases, or heroic vocabulary. As Dennis
H. Green has shown, Wulfila’s other word choices in translating important religious
terminology points to an avoidance on his part of any vocabulary associated with the
ethical and ideological world of the warband.
Early continental West Germanic shows a marked contrast to the linguistic
choices that were made in East Germanic with respect to translating this same Christian
vocabulary. The choice of a vernacular equivalent for Lat. dominus denoting the lordship
of Christ and God offers a striking case in point. Although a West Germanic cognate to
Goth. frauja seems to have been available in the form of frō, a different translation was
adopted with its roots in the culture and vocabulary of the warband, namely the epithet
for the warlord, retinue-leader or military king, PGmc. *druχtīnaz. This title, notably in
its Old High German reflex druhtīn ~ truhtīn (and an array of dialectal variants),
eventually becomes the standing term in all of the continental Germanic languages for
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God and Christ (often functioning as a personal name for Christ). The West Germanic
*druχtīnaz-based terms hold their position as the primary designation of the divine Lord
for as much as half a millennium, finally losing ground to other terms in the High Middle
Ages. The *druχtīnaz-based title for the Christian God remained in place longer at the
outermost geographical margins of the Germanic-speaking world, such as Scandinavia. In
the most linguistically conservative of all Germanic cultures, Iceland, its descendant form
(Drottinn ‘Lord, God, Christ’) still remains in use today.
The adoption of a *druχtīnaz-based term as a translation for Lat. dominus appears
to have taken place at an early point in continental West Germanic history. Hans Eggers
hypothesizes that this occurred in the context of Germano-Roman military interaction,
more specifically in the multiethnic ranks of the Roman legions with their significant
population of soldiers drawn from Germanic tribal groups. An equation would have
initially been made between the emperor as military commander and dominus, which
corresponded with a *druχtīnaz-based vernacular title denoting the military leader of a
sworn contingent of men (PGmc. *druχtīz). Although Eggers believes that the Germanic
word lost its military connotations before it was utilized in a Christian context, it is just as
easy to imagine that this need not have been the case. If the word was brought into the
Christian sphere in the early fourth century, this may well have coincided with the model
of a Christus militans and Christus victor who bestows military success to the faithful,
such as Constantine received at the Battle of the Milvian Bridge in 312 thus clinching his
own acceptance of the new faith.
This concept of a victory-bestowing Lord seems to have been especially welcome
in the culture of the Franks, an increasingly powerful confederation of West Germanic–
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speaking groups with a long history of interaction (both positive and negative) with the
late Roman world. Accounts of the conversion of Clovis, the Frankish war leader and
king, to Catholic Christianity at the turn of the fifth to sixth century reveal similar
ideological forces at work as had been the case with Constantine. At a moment such as
this, the designation and description of the Christian Lord using a *druχtīnaz-based word
and associated vocabulary would have offered a way to recognize and praise the deity in
terms that were not only acceptable, but more importantly signaled high prestige amid the
warrior aristocracy that ruled Frankish society. It is worth noting that an acceptance of
the new faith by the uppermost stratum of the warrior nobility/royalty was a prerequisite
before any wider Christianization efforts could be mounted.
While it is impossible to know for certain whether the Franks were the first West
Germanic group to promote the new vernacular terminology for the Christian Lord,
evidence drawn from both historical-literary and archeological sources strongly suggests
that a form of religious syncretism, in which the new Christian god was typically seen as
an armed military figure, was prominent in Frankish-dominated areas during the sixth to
eighth centuries.
The vernacular vocabulary that originated in the institution of the Germanic
warband should not be understood merely as a source of expedient translations for Latin
terms; it must also be considered in terms of its own socio-linguistic background and the
attributes it carries in the indigenous culture. This type of vocabulary had traditionally
found expression through the medium of eulogistic and heroic alliterative verse. A highly
formative period in the development of such poetry was during the Germanic Migration
Era on the continent between the fourth and sixth centuries. This is a time when certain
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historical figures, associated images, and ideological reference points seem to have
become crystallized in the poetry. In the vernacular culture of the Germanic peoples such
poetic forms continued to remain associated with the native aristocracy for centuries after
these historical conditions had changed.
It has previously been assumed, for example by Dennis H. Green, that the
adoption of warband-based vocabulary for Christian purposes in West Germanic was
initially the work of Anglo-Saxons in England and was subsequently exported to the
continent. This is possible. Moreover, there can be no doubt regarding the vigorous
cultivation of such imagery in Anglo-Saxon Christian alliterative poetry. But the
historical record also suggests a plausible reverse scenario, for it informs us that the
Franks were among the company of Augustine’s missionary expedition to England in
597, undertaken with the backing of Pope Gregory the Great. Thus the spread of a
*druχtīnaz-based vernacular term for the divine Lord to Anglo-Saxon England could
have come via the Franks that took part in Augustine’s mission, who were even described
by Bede as “interpreters.”
If the Franks were responsible for the spread of a warband-based Christian
vocabulary that would have had been closely associated with a tradition of alliterative
eulogistic and heroic verse, then it is necessary to consider why there is a dearth of this
type of poetry in Old High German. From an early point, starting as much as two
centuries before the earliest literary production begins, the cultural situation in Frankish
territories militated against the likelihood of vernacular poetic material being recorded.
The Frankish Merovingian kingdoms of the fifth to seventh century integrated a unique
amalgamation of Gallo-Roman and Germanic cultural currents. In the Carolingian period
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that follows, the burgeoning clerical culture was oriented toward monastic models, Latin
learning, and an emphasis on Latin art forms that had been brought into the service of
Christian literature. Although there is evidence that interest in vernacular Germanic
poetic forms remained strong among some of the Carolingian nobility into the early ninth
century, these compositions do not appear to have been recorded to any significant
degree—or, if they were written down, these manuscripts have been lost.
OHG druhtīn ~ truhtīn seems to have achieved its position as a de facto exclusive
title for the Christian divine Lord well before the point at which vernacular Old High
German literature begins to be recorded in the last quarter of the eighth century. It
continues to hold this primary position as a religious term for the next few hundred years.
In the ninth century, however, an emergent competing term can be discerned in the form
of OHG hērro, a word with origins in the proto-feudal social structures of Gallo-Roman
and Frankish Merovingian culture.
Alliterative heroic and eulogistic verse remained a vibrant art form for the longest
time at the geographical margins of the Germanic-speaking world. Such was the case not
only in Anglo-Saxon England and Scandinavia, but also in the continental areas that lay
beyond the northeastern borders of the Carolingian empire and were inhabited by the
Saxons and Frisians. This region was only forcefully integrated into Charlemagne’s Holy
Roman Empire during the first few years of the ninth century. Soon afterward we find
evidence for a continental Saxon genre of alliterative heroic poetry that has been put to
the service of retelling biblical narratives, presumably in a manner which was perceived
as exalted by a Saxon nobility whose aesthetic ideals were encoded in the older poetic
diction.
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Ninth-century continental alliterative biblical poetry such as the Old Saxon
Heliand offers an illuminating case-study for the complex interweaving of socio-political,
religious, and cultural influences that contributed toward shaping its final form, and this
applies to its use of lordship terminology as well. The Heliand-poet makes deft use of
traditional poetic diction and vocabulary in composing his vivid portrayal of Christ, a
process which also has the effect of modifying the meaning and function of various
words, formulas, and images. Throughout the course of the Heliand, Christ is designated
with a host of formulaic epithets that also make use of the three Germanic lordship terms
frōio, hērro, and drohtin. The title frōio, which appears to still have had some currency in
the Saxon language, finds limited use in the poem. The appearance of a variant form in
the stereotyped vocative expression frō mīn may be the result of Frankish influence on
the poet’s vocabulary. The prevalent use of the title hērro in the Heliand is a clear
indication that Saxon poet was deeply conversant with Frankish culture and language.
The poet’s employment of drohtin as the primary title for Christ (and God) should also be
explained on one level as a result of Frankish influence, yet at the same time we cannot
help but sense that this particular term seems to be quite at home in the stylized world of
the poem with its formulaic diction and portrayal of Christ of the synopotic Gospels in a
heroic register. A closer analysis of the Heliand reveals, however, that the poet’s use of
the traditional diction and vocabulary has not effectively altered the picture of Christ in
any fundamental way. If anything, a reverse process is underway in which key elements
of the older heroic vocabulary, which earlier served to bolster the image of a traditional
warrior hero, are being reduced to semantically diffuse shadows of their former selves.
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Although the Heliand recounts stories of the Christ-hero’s activities on earth
among men, His ultimate essence is otherworldly. Christ’s most heroically styled deeds
occur in the sphere of spiritual warfare and are never described, even metaphorically, as
armed or physical combat. While Christ’s disciples express their loyalty to Him through
traditional tropes of older Germanic poetry, any actual warfare on their part is rejected as
contrary to Christ’s teachings. Virtue is exhibited by pious service and unshakable faith,
not retaliation or vengeance. Christ is a generous Lord and King, but he distributes no
material rewards, instead promising access to a greater treasure hoard in heaven. Eternal
fame will not be fashioned for men through poetic praise over bold feats of battle but will
instead be given to the faithful as a halo of heavenly glory in the afterlife.
Paradoxically, once the new paradigm of Christ and God as heavenly heroic
figures had ascended and come to dominate the traditional poetry being produced in
Germanic societies such as the Saxons and Anglo-Saxons, this signaled the final
disassociation of the poetic vocabulary from its original military heroic reference points.
For many of the words that originally denoted warriors and armed bands, this was a
process of semantic expansion that rendered them increasingly abstract. In the case of the
key terms relating to the warband or retinue and its loyalty-based economy of warfare,
material reward, and poetic eulogy, these became transcendentalized or spiritualized to
such an extent that their original meaning was permanently displaced.
As the traditional genre of heroic alliterative verse became unsustainable in the
wake of these changes, its word hoard was increasingly relegated to the past. As the
idealized world of traditional poetry faded in its relevance, terms which had earlier been
at home in that world gave way to more modern replacements. On the Frankish-
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dominated continent this is evident in the increasing displacement of the *druχtīnazbased lord-words with a more recent title of social rank, hērro. By the mid-eleventh
century the balance has tipped in favor of the latter term, which becomes the primary
designation for the divine Lord in the millennium that followed. In England a similar
process of displacement occurs, according to its own timetable, with dryhten and its
dialectal variants eventually losing position to a more modern term, hlāford (lit. ‘loafward’), which is the source for Eng. lord, Lord.
The present study has restricted itself to continental Germanic and therefore the
linguistic history of the parallel reflexes of Germanic lordship terminology in areas
beyond the continent (e.g., in Old English or in the North Germanic languages of
Scandinavia) has not been investigated or speculated upon in any substantial way. Given
the notorious difficulties that pertain to the dating the majority of Old English poetry,
attempting to trace a history of such terminology (e.g. frēa, dryhten, hearra, and hlāford)
in that genre may be infeasible.846 A treatment of the topic in North Germanic would be a
less problematic venture, and among other things could build upon earlier studies of
Christian skaldic verse.847
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Several studies that relate to this area have been done, however: André Crépin’s massive 1969
dissertation Poétique vieil-anglaise: designations de Dieu chrétien (and see also his short article “The
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well as the relevant entries in Cameron, et al., Old English Word Studies, and Strite, Old English SemanticField Studies. The dissertation by Kellermann, Studien zu den Gottesbezeichnungen der angelsächsischen
Dichtung, is much less promising than one might hope due to its adherence to the Münster School ideology
(cf. the discussion of Ernst S. Dick’s work above in §4.1).
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With regard to the Germanic-speaking regions farther north, which only became
Christianized with the onset of the second millennium, we may consider the comments of
Axel Olrik in his classic overview Viking Civilization regarding the early conception of
Christ:
Among all the Germanic peoples the foremost thought seems to have been this:
Christ is the mighty God of heaven, with His retinue of apostles, while He
wanders on earth, and of angels after He had been restored to His heavenly
stronghold. Perhaps this explains the readiness of men to enter His service. . . .
The belief in God’s omnipotence, the steadfastness with which the adherents of
Christ went into battle, full of trust in Him, is stated in all the sources as being the
strongest influence that weighted the scales on the Christian side.848
If Olrik’s assertion is correct, we may wonder to what degree this dynamic came as the
result of adopting Christian lordship vocabulary in North Germanic based on the example
that had been established earlier among the Franks, Anglo-Saxons, and Saxons. This is a
question that cannot be answered here, but the fact that it can be raised at all is testimony
to the potentially far-reaching effects and influences of the words that were chosen to
name the divine Lord in the Germanic-speaking cultures on the continent.

848

Viking Civilization, 142–49.
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